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FOREWORD 

This work is a response to a question. The question has been asked by 
police trainers. administrators, personnel officers and, of course, by the sub
jects of this study. the young police officers of our nation. On many occasions 
over the past decade, I have asked the question myself. "How does it come to 
pass that. after exposure to active police duty, so many of our recruits seem to 
suffer adverse changes in their conceptions of police work?" 

It is a perplexing question. and the answer to it is extremely important in 
both the short and long run~~r the police administrator. A policeman. profoundly 
affected by the demands of his occupational role, is not the man that he once was. 
Nor are his interests, his perceptions of others, or his fears what they once 
were. Like other members of society, he has been touched by the need to adjust 
to a changing world. To have changed without knowing it is to be lost in confus
ing and alien surroundings. 

Recognizing personal change. understanding the impact of change on the;] 
system of criminal justice, and understanding its importance for police training 
and the management of human resources are the vital concerns raised within this 
research. The aggregate role of the police has expanded over the years to include 
essentially conflicting. if not contradictory, elements. The dual missions of law 
enforcement and peace keeping produce a certain amount of "role conflict" at the 
institutional level. The repercussions of these conflicts are felt by the individuals 
within the organization. This work indicates that the subjects of this research 
have become aware of many of these conflicts. 

Mr. Sterling has conducted a careful and rigorous examination into the 
question of personal change. He has delved into the collateral issues flowing from 
this central inquiry, and the results of his efforts are presented in this report. 
After reading the report. it is appropriate to say that the content and supporting 
data are significant to all men who have ventured into law enforcement. 

The role that I play here is one of forwarding this work to a potential read
er. In this role, I am forced to shed my .characteristic choice of conservative 
phraseology and add a compelling superlative to my description of the work. The 
report is. indeed, highly significant. Examine the text. Read the text. Read it 
again and again. No single review of its contents will do it justice. There is too 
much of value. too much impact on too many components of the police profession 
to treat the material lightly. You need not agree with Mr. Sterling's work. You 
must read it, however. to better comprehend your disagreement. 

Men in the police environment have bf,len pictured as malleable beings. 
Recognizing this, all who are entrusted with the destiny of the men entering 
law enforcement must consider anew what they can do to control for the better 
the forces for change. It is hoped that many who read this text will find new 
meaning in Goethe's imperative. 

"If you treat an individual as he is, he will stay as he is. but if you 
treat him as if he were what he ought to be and could be. he will 
become what he ought to be. If 

ix 

R. Dean Smith 
Director 
Professional Standards Division 
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PREFACE 

POLICE TRAINING AND THE SOCIAL SCIENCES 

(r 

Ii 
,j) 

Today, it seems that no aspect of law enforcement receives more attention 
from the general public and greater emphasis from the polio:) themselves than 
that of training. It is somewhat unfortunate that when reference is made to polict; 
training, both the public and the police often believe that the core of this training 
is legalistic--supplemented by a host of "how-to-do-it" subjects. While these 
factors are essential, the subject area which promises the greatest improvement 
of police service lies within the liberal arts--particularly in the social sciences. 

"It is not only pure vocational trainfng that is needed, but also a broader 
educational exposure to the liberal arts. '1'he policeman assigned to our 
streets to regulate, direct, and control human behavior must be armed 
with more than a gun and the ability to perform mechanical movements 
in response to a situation. He is required to engage in the difficult, 
complex, and important business of human behavior. Thus his intellec
tual armament should be equal to his physical prowess. 111 

., There is a twofold need on the part of the police for this kind of lmowledge, 
parncu?arly for those men with a responsibility for training. First, they need to 
appreclate more fully the value of the social sciences, and secondly, they need to 
become more able to draw from the vast lmowledge of the social sciences that 
which is relevant and useful. 'I'he need on the part of the public is to support the 
police in this endeavor. 

This is not to say that the police need to discover the social sciences. 
There are few police trainers who are unaware of the massive literature available 
in those disciplines. There are few police trainers wl:;to have not examined a book 
or periOdical in the social sciences and recognized its worth. What police t;:ainer 
could minimize the importance of a collection Of, books with such titles as "Social 
D ' 't'" "F ' lsorganlza lon, rustratlon and Aggression, I' IIPsychology of Lettrning " 
"Personality Change," "Collective Behavior," and I'Men Under Stress?" None 
could! Yet, many who have picked up these books have become lost in abstruse 
c,o~cepts and pon?erous terminology. Unfortunately. not many scholars or prac
titlOners in any fleld--education, businEiss, government, or law enforcement--have 
been able to bridge the gap between the academic social sciences and the everyday 
working world. This work is an attempt to bridge that gap. 

1 
Law Enforcement Assistance Administration, IITask Force Report, " May 14, 

1971, p. 14. 
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A great deal of what has been said and written regarding the importance of 
police training has implied that our present efforts are inadequate. No one'\,can 
deny that the training process must involve more than merely presenting recl'uits 
with quantities of information to be learnen, since the"development of a good 
officer includes much more than simply absorbing facts and mastering skills. 
Ideally, the police trainer should recognize that he is preparing recruits to play 
an important and distinctive role in a changing society. He who realizes that the 
formal training program is but a part of an ongoing process of the occupational 
socialization for the recruit will produce better officers. The trainer who is 
sensitive to the many conflicts and changes in contemporary \society will put into 
the police r?J.1ks men who are better prepared for the everyday reality of police 
work. . 

POLICE TRAINING AND RESEARCH 

Because man is a complex being, any effort to change him must reflect thi~' 
complexity. Since occupational socialization for the police recruit involves more 
than the mere acquisition of information, then ,the learning process in this broader 
sense will affect attitudes, emotions, perceptio\1s and conceptions. These modi
fications may even influence man's essence, hi~\personality. How the recruit 
views his occupational role, how he perceives the people with whom he comes 
into contact, and most importantly, how he conceives of himself are matters 
which will change as he becomes a more experienced police officer. These are 
tl}e elements out of which this research al'ises. The main body of this report 
describes tht;' :nature and magnitude of selected changes in role concepts as they 
occur over a 21 month time span for a group of police recruits. 

Others have Attempted to examine police behavior, usually at a single point 
in time, rather than by tracing behavioral changes over time. Generally, these 
w(n~ks have been written by social scientists for other social scientists, whether 
orri0t this w, ~s intende~ by the, authors. Consequentl~, these publications have , ) 
been heavy Wlth esoterlc' termmology, complex in thelr methodology, overpower-
ing in their statistical presentations, and abstract in their meaniIig and implica
tions. In light of tI:lls, it is hardly surprising that so many of the good books and 
periodicals ~ the police which have appeared in recent years have had so 
little effect ~ the police. ~ 

Underlying this research is the premise that it is more important for the 
police to understand themselves than it is for social scientists to understand the 
police. Improvements in law enforcement can be attained more easily and 
supported more enthusiastically if the police themselves see the need for change. 
Perhaps the precondition for improveme~~t in the quality of police services which 
holds the greatest potential is the acquisition of new insights by the police on the 
nature of their role and ?rts relationship to other people. Accordingly, this report 
has been written with1;h/~ intent that it can be understood by most police offi~ers-
particularly police administrators and trainers. On a more specific level, it is 
hoped that the 113 men who served as the subjects in this research will have a 
greater understanding of themselves and of their role after reading this report. 
From this group of young men ,and others like them will come a collective ability 
and willingne"sf? on the part of the police tc~mprove further the field of law en-
forcement in the future. ' 

We l~ve in a society which seems preoccupied with change. In such an 
environme?ni, research flourishes because it is considered the forerunner of 
change. However, the relationship between research and change often is con
fused. Research does not carry with it a cQmmand for change. What research 
can do is to create new understandings and set forth new ways to conceptualize 
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problems. To the extent that this occurs. then. research has the potentlal to 
serve as the foundation for change. In the case of this research. there is no 
explicit appeal for change in law enforcement. Rather. there is simply ·the 
hope that this work will help police officers to gain a better understandmg of 
themselves. their experiences. and their role in s6ciety. , ,-

J. W. S.: 
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CHAPTER I 

uNDERSTANDING ROLE THEORY 

c· 

Since one frequently encounters difficulty with the word "theory. " it will be 
useful to attempt its definition and explain its function. A theory can be defined 
simply as a "set of plausible assumptions offered to explain something." In brief. 
role theory is a set of assumptions abclUt tlie interaction of people with one another. 
Initially. the true worth'of a theory is d~termined by its capacity for enabling one 
to see something from a different point ofview. •. and understand it better. Meta
phorically speaking. a theory can be likened to a pair of binoculars with a 
restricted field which allows us to focus on a selected part of a given phenomenon 
and see it more clearly. Within the field of psychology. fop example. there are 
several different theoretical viewpoints. As diagrammed in Figure 1.1. those with 
a psychoanalytic bent center their attention on the unconscious mentaiprocess 
while keeping the conscious and preconscious aspects in view. Behaviorists 
focus on the whole of observable and me.asurable behavior--intentionally blocking 
from view the mental life of the individual •. For the behaviorist. the area behind 
the brick wall is dark and unknown--perllaps unknowable. The role theorist 
brings social behavior with its complex interpersonal relationships into sharp 
focus but they also see the mental life of the individual as a background. 

. From this illustration. it should be clear that no' one theory encompasses 
a1l of a given behavior. Further. it shoihd be obvious that one cannot claim that 
the behaviorists are right and the role.theorists are wrong. What can be said is 
that each view of behavior allows one. to focus on a selected part of the overall 
picture and view that part with greatel' clarity and understanding. Role theory 
tends to emphasize the conditions under which social factors will be more. rather 
than less. influential. Role theory highlights the exchange of actions among and 
between individuals. 

HISTORICAL COMMENTS 

'Despite the many dangers ;inherent ih an historical analysis. it woulq be 
useful to pause for a few moments and consider the history of social psychology 
and role theory in a very generp,l manner.' . ~ ~ 

Firstly. knowledge has been accumUlated about man ¥1d his nature for ~en
turies.. Perhaps more than any other subject. the nature of man has preoccupied 
scholars throughout history. The study of,the structure of our societies has proved 
equally absorbing. As a consequence, there is on the one hand, a great fund 'of 
knowledge about m~, and on the other hand, a greatbody of knowledge about 
man' s environmenf~· society. There has been done relatively little research in 
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the gap between man and society. Maninteracting in a social setting is the 
subject area of social psychology. 

Secondly. social psychology. of which role theory is a major part. often is 
considered the newest of the social sciences. Social psychology began to flourish 
soon after World War I •. That disruptive event. followed by the spread of commu
nism. the depression of the 1930's •. the rise of Hitler. race riots. and finally. the 
outbreak of World War II. produced unprecedented social strains in our society. 
As a result. a great deal of scholarly effort 'went into the study of such related 
topics as attitude change. communications. leadership. morale. prejudice. 
propaganda. public opinion. race relations and rumor. T.n the pragmatic tradition 
of our country. social psychology came to the fore as a means of solving contem-' 
porary social problems. This was the era of applied psychology ,and sociology. 

Thirdly. although the kinds of questions which social psychologists ask about 
human interdependence and the control and manipulation of behavior essentially 
have been asked throughout history. one might wonder 'why social psychology was 
so late in developing into a so-called science. The answer seems ~o lie in the 
fact. that scholars believed that they already possessed the answers to these 
sociopsychological questions. An understanding of the. societal mechanisms of 
control such as custom. folkways. law. mores. religion and morality. and 
taboos was considered. sufficient to explain. predict. and control social behavior • 
These means of social control were. in fact. sufficient to produce the constancies 
of behavior necessary for the functioning of a stable society. It was only when 
these institutional means of behavioral control began to weaken that a search was 
undertaken for new answers. Only when these mechanisms lost their binding 
power did researchers begin to look for new ways to explain behavIor. - Social 
psychology has given usa theoretical framework which has bel';t-lparticularly 
valuable in this endeavor." 

? 
The Lessons of History 

~. " 

Reference has been made to the dangers inherent in the study of .history. 
Perhaps the greatest danger with history is that people often try to draw conclu
sions from a selected segment of historical knowledge which supports theu- pre
conceived viewpoints. Thus. the great lessons of history may be erroneous or 
only partly true. Notwithstanding this. it will be useful to try to draw some 
analogies ,relevant to the police from the foregoing historical overview. 

First. we discusl:led the gap in our knowledge between man and the structure 
of his society. The police field has reflected this same void in microcosm. 
There has been much sound and useful psychological research on the policeman. 
For example. it has been noted that as far back as 1917. Louis Terman first 
tested the I.Q. 's o~lPolicemen through the use of "mental and pedagogical tests." 
In 1921 Chief August Vollmer of the. Berkeley. California. Police Department 
suggested the use of the army Alpha test for selecting police. officers. Thurstone 
wastesting the intelligence of police back in 1922. A broad range of psycholog
ical testing of police subjects followed from these early beginnings. 1 Thus. 
there is a considerable knowledge of the psychological characteristics of the man 
who is a policeman. ," " , 

1See Jay Gottesman. Personality Patterns of Urban Police Applicants as 
Measured by the M. M. P. I. (Hoboken. N. J.. StevEms Institute of Tecluiology. 
1969), pp. 14-75. for a detailed historicaJ review oLthe psychological tE!sting 
of police. 
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A great deal is known also about the organizational structure within which a 
policeman works. As early as 1920, one leader in law enforcement foresaw thil;! 
overemphasis on the mechanical side of organization. Raymond Fosdick comment
ed that, 

"More thought is given to the perfection of the organization as a machine 
of smoothly working parts • • • than to the primary problem of adjusting 
individual persons to their tasks. ,,2 

A concern for hierarchy, organizational framework, structure, and system 
characterized the early police literature and continues to dominate the field 
today. Consequently, one is steeped in information about organization and the 
administration of that organization. However, there is a gap in this knowledge 
about what happens when the psychological man is placed within the organization, 
the social context of the police world. Even in recent years, academicians have 
not rushed in to fill this void. Recently, Niederhoffer analyzed the subject matter 
of the articles appearing in the two leading sociological journals, the American 
Sociological Review, and the American Journal of Sociology. In the twenty-five 
year period from 1940 through 1964, only six articles were published which even 
remotely concerned the police. 3 -

Secondly, it should be apparent to most that existing ?ocietal controls of 
behavior have continued to weaken. For one thing, the law as an entity of :;!ocial 
control seems to have little influence on the behavior of large segments ofri:;;r' 
society. What is not recognized is that the police are a part of society and are 
subject to the -same societal influences as others. Rules and regulations, policies, 
codes of ethics, as well as the very laws enforced often do not have as much bind
ing power on the behavior of policemen as they should. The reports of police 
misconduct which appear almost daily in newspapers and magazines, as well as 
the experiences and observations of police administrators, seem to suggest that, 
in far too many instances, there are more powerful determinants of behavior than 
rules and regulations. Social psychology provides a way of investigating these 
other determinants. 

Thirdly, though,the cataclysmic changes of the present may be no less 
disruptive than those which have occurred in earlier times, the pace of events 
gives the appearance of a totally new era. As a result, the changes which the 
police face today--both externally and internally--are unprecedented. Social 
psychology can serve as a sound ·and useful aid in understanding the current 
problems with which we must deal and in formulating reasonable answers to 
these problems. 

AN INTRODUCTION TO ROLE THEORY 

"Unfamiliar, unexpected situations, or personal social crises, seem to 
heighten the level of role awareness. "4 The police today demonstrate this point. 

2 
Raymond B. Fosdick, American Police Systems (New York, The Cenl:ury 

Company, 1920), p. 313. 
3 
Arthur Niederhoffer, Behind the Shield (Garden City, New York, Doubleday 

and Company, 1967), p. 4. 
4 

S. Stansfeld Sargent and Robert C. Williamson, Social Psychology (New York, 
The Ronald Press Company, 1966), p. 397. 
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Our level of role awareness indeed has been heightened. Considerable research 
continues to define and delimit the contemporary police role. Task analyses and 
rol? definitions are highly important. However, research is incomplete without 
a vlew ~f t??se concepts,from the police perspective. Such concepts may be a 
more slgniflcant determmant of actual police behavior than explicit formal state
~ents describing what the p~lice should or should not do. Founded upon the 
literature of role theory, this study is an attempt to gain a greater understanding 
of the nature of the role concepts held by a group of police officers from the 
beginning of their careers in law enforcement to the time they have experienced 
eighteen months of service as a patrolman. 

Although role theory, a major part of social psychology, came to the fore 
in the 1930's, it was not until after World War II that role theory was utilized as 
a. the,oretical. s.chema for. re.s?arch •. In,itially, role theory served the anthropolo
glSt ln explammg how prlmlhve socletles passed on their culture to the young. 
Later, role theory commonly was applied to the socialization of children in 
general. Only after it was realized that socialization was an ongOing process 
did we begin to utilize it in the analysis of adult roles--typically an occupational 
rO.l: such as a nurse, lawyer, teacher or foreman. Role theory also has been 
utlhzed as a framework for studying the role of the aged. Thus, the life span of 
~an has been included within the purview of role theory. More recent applica
hons. of role theory ~ave extended its usefulness to the study of criminality and 
physlCal and mentallllness. Doubtless, this theoretical approach to man's be
havior holds great promise of providing a better understanding of the police role. 

That's Show Biz 

Perhaps the primary reason for the popularity of role theory is the belief 
held by most ,individual~ that~ in their respective, occupations, they are playing 
a role. For mstance, ln pollce departments, it is common to hear the men joke 
among themselves that they are "playing the part" and shrugging off bad days with 
the comment, "that's show biz." Such remarks suggest an awareness of the fact 
that these men are performing an occupational role. 

The so-called "theatrical model" of role theory has gained widespread 
acceptance since it is easy to understand. However, this dramaturgical model 
is necessarily an oversimplification which ignores many fundamental concepts 
in role theory. Despite the problems created by the popularization of this 
theatrical model, it does serve as a useful point of departure fo~ learning more 
about role theory. Accordingly, a series of essential poirits of comparison 
between the theatrical model and role theory are set forth below. 

THEATRICAL MODEL 

1. Initially, one must learn the 
basics of acting--how to talk, 
walk, and gesture. 

2. Each play has a' setting in time 
and place. Knowledge of the 
geographical setting and the 
time dimensions are of great 
significance in understanding 
a play. 

ROLE THEORY 

1. l'i'rom infancy, one must learn how 
to act socially, to/be able to respond 
to the words and gestures of others. 

2. Both situational and temporal factors 
affect role behavior. The role of 
police today differs from what it was 
fifty years ago. Similarly, the role 
of the state police is different from 
that of municipal police. 
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3. One must learn to playa par
ticular part in a play, a part 
which is created by someone 
other than an actor. The script 
calls for the actor to do and say 
certain things. 

3. By andJ,arge, social roles are 
predetermined. Culture defines the 
nature of the role and sets the limits 
of acceptable variation. Norms of 
behavior dictate what the actor will 
do and say. 

4. Ordinarily, one interacts with 
other actors. Cues are taken 
from what others do and say. 

4. One reacts to other people in terms 
of cues--Some verbal, others non
verbal; some very obvious, others 
quite subtle. 

5. 

6. 

An audience watches the play 
and judges the performance. 
The judgments of some persons 
in the. audience do not matter to 
the actors. The judgments of 
reviewers or backers do matter 
greatly to actors. 

When playing a role, one reveals 
very little of his own personality. 
Consequently, the audience comes 
to know little of the personality of 
an actor while he is performing. 

, 
5. 

6. 

There are many audiences, and some 
of them are on the stage with the 
actors; Here too, judgments of the 
performance by some in the audiences 
may be of relatively little importance 
while the judgments of others may be 
of great .significance. 

When enacting a social role, the 
personality of the actor may be 
masked by the performance of the 
role. Consider the role of the honor 
guard at the Tomb of the Unknown 
Soldier. 

7 • Some variation .in performance 7. Variations in performance may be 
based on the actor's ability to learn 
and enact his role. 

may be based on the ability of 
the actor to learn and play his 
part. 

8. An actor consciously and delib- 8. $ocia,lroles become internalized-
they are a part of the self. A man 
playing the occupational role of a 
policeman may conceive of himself 
as a policeman. 

erately enacts the role he is 
playing. The actor playing the 
role· of a policeman is still an 
actor. 

9. An actor will playa number of 9. One will playa number of roles con
temporaneously throughout his life
time. Some roles will differ reIpark
ably from others--in some instances, 
even conflict directly with one another. 

roles throughout his career in 
the theater, almost always one 
at a time. Some roles will be 
remarkably different than others. 

Again, it should be stated that this comparison is a good teaching device but it 
brings little exactness to this discussion of role theory. 

SOME BASIC DEFINITIONS 

There is need to gain some preCision, both in our concept of role theory and 
in our terminology. This can be done through a consideration of the following 
definitions and explanatory commellts. 

I. Position 

" .-

-a place in a social structure to 
which a collection of duties and 
rights are assigned and recognized 
by members ofa society. 

• y 
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"Th· ·t· k th " . . e ?OSl lOn ma es e man. ThIS oft repeated aphorism suggests that positions 
~XlSt .mdepe?dentof the occupant and tend to mold to a considerable degree the way 
m which an mcumbentqccupies a position. However, it cannot be overlooked that 
one who occupies a position can modify the nature of the position. Consider, for 
example, someone in a position as director of police training for an urban police 
department. At the outset. this person is expected to perform certain duties. 
Also, certain rights connected with this position would apply to the incumbent. 
However, over time a man of firm conviction or considerable ability may be able 
to e~and t~e duties and ~ights of this position beyond the fundamental training 
functlon to mclude recruItment, background investigation, selection, and some 
measure of field inspection. A weaker man in the same position might experience 
some decrease in his duties and rights. Regardless, the basic rights and duties 
of the training director's position will remain substantially the same no matter 
what the characteristics of the persons who enter and occupy this position. 

II. Society -a collectivity of positions-
-a structure of interrelated 
positions about which there 
is some degree of consensus. 

Simil.arly, one can conceive of a police department in the same way. Accordingly, 
~ pollce depar:ment cou~d be described as an organized set of hierarchical posi
tions about which there IS some degree of agreement as to duties and rights. 

m. Role -the dynamic aspect of positions
what a person does as an occupant 
of a specified position. 

Role may be defined at the societal, group or individual level. At the societal 
level, a role may be defined broadly as what "society" says it is! Thus, there 
are societal norms dictating the nature of various role behaviors. However, for 
purposes of research, it would be difficult to specify the behavioral norms that 
society holds for any role. More narrowly, there are group concepts of expected 

. role behavior. For example, a group of police recruits may believe that experi
enced policemen should behave in certain ways. Prosecutors, too, would have 
certain behavioral expectations related to the policeman's role. Role definitions 
must be thought of at this level in order for them to be researchable. Another 
source of role definition is that of the concept held by an inaividual regarding the 
behavioral norms which apply to himself, a group, or a society. This definitional 
level also lends itself quite readily to research purposes. 

IV. Role Reciprocal -a person in a counter role with 
whom one interacts in a role 
relationship. 

No role stands in isolation. Each carries with it certain rights and duties which 
are recognized by role reciprocals. From this basic concept comes a more 
accurate way of describing society and the organizations within it. A police 
department consists of a set ·ofroles.,-each with its own reciprocal. flCops and 
robbers" is a simplified example of a role and its reciprocal. Each .has certain 
expected rights and obligations regarding the other. There is a host of other 
examples of I:ole reCiprocals which come to mind immediately. On a most 
general level and consistent with the terminology of role theory are actor-target 
and self-other. More specifically, there are such reciprocal role relationships 
as husband-wife, teacher-student, jailer-.prisoner, buyer-seller, lawyer-client, 
and researcher"subject. In the examples cited above, two considerations should 
be kept in mind. First, this discussion is not restricted to superordinate and 
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subordinate relationships. Secondly. the nature of the reciprocal role relation
ship genera11y is we11-structured regarding the expectations of each person 
involved. One might consider now the structure of the reciprocal.role rfiiation
ship between a police officer and his client. a law violator. While it must be 
allowed that for a we11-trained police officer. the nature of his role behavior 
is highly structured. sti11. -this role does not stand alone. The behavioral norms 
for the violator. the role reciprocal. are exceedingly unstructured. Consequently. 
the reciprocal role relationship reflects many uncertainties. We should note that 
the fluid nature of this reciprocal relationship produces considerable difficulty for 
the police. 

An important aspect of reciprocal role relationships concerns the concept 
that the obligations of one are the rights of another. Parents. for example. have 
an obligation to provide for the basic needs of their children: food. shelter. 
clothing. and a measure of affection. Children have a right to the satisfaction of 
these basic needs. In the same sense. the police have an obligation to safeguard 
the lives and property of all citizens. Each citizen has a right to have his life 
and property safeguarded by the police. On the other hand. the police have a 
right to the cooperation of citizens in the accomplishment of their mission. 
Citizens have an obligation to cooperate with the police in safeguarding the 
community. 

V. Role Set -a complex of positions in which 
an individual holds simultaneous 
membership. 

Each of us holds more than the one position. and accordingly. enacts more than 
one role. A patrolman's role set m.ight include a number of positions such as 
first class patrolman. the president of the Patrolman's Benevolent Association. 
a part time co11ege student. and a father of four childreil. We should note that 
some positions in a role set may conflict with one anoth~r. In one sense. the 
demands of one role may encroach on those. of another. In a different sense 
the habitual behaviors of .one role may be inappropriate for another role within 
a role set. 

VI. Expectations -beliefs and demands about what 
should or ought to be done and 
what should or ought not to be 
done by a role incumbent. 

In role theory. expectations are held by both the role incumbent and others 
involved in a reciprocal role relationship. Fcr both. these expectatio~s are 
learned. 

What is of majo:;:' importance here is that the behavioral expectations for 
some roles are consistent for a11 role reciprocals. Almost everyone expects 
just about the same kind of behavior from a dentist. But for some other roles. 
these expectations may be exceedingly diversified. complex. and perhaps contra
dictory. Certainly, different role reciprocals hold quite different role expecta
tions for the police. 

VII. Socialization -a formal or informal learning 
prQcess by which an individual 
becomes aware of and committed 
to behavioral norms which are 
seen as appropriate ~d right for 
specific role performances. 
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Conversely, socialization includes 
the learning of expected behavioral 
responses to the performances of 
specific roles by other people. 

The acquisitiotl of a role through socialization represents the heart of this 
research,~ How does one learn for anyone role the habitual modes of response 
and the appropriate attitudes toward himself and others? In the case of a child, 
the question is one of rearing the child. More technica11y, we would teI'm this 
"the transmission of the culture to the child." Significantly. the child learns 
what is called "reflexive behavior" quite early. He learns how to respond to 
the behavior of others. He learns when to smile or how to accept compliments 
or criticism. Similarly. the police recruit must be reared and he must learn 
appropriate reflexive behavior. 

At this point,it is important to distinguish between the learning of a role 
and other kinds of learning. Taking on a role is not analogous to simply learning 
the vocabutlary of a language which wi11 serve one throughout life. Learning a 
role can be likened to having to learn both the vocabulary and the grammar of a 
new language each time you arrive at a new destination. For example. the child 
who learns the role of son at three years of age must learn a new role at a number 
of other successive stages in his lifetime; when he. leaves home to become a 
college student. when he marries. and when he. himself, becomes a father. At 
each stage" he must learn anew not only what to do but also how to do what is 
expected of him. One also should recognize that a role learned at one stage does 
not necessarily have any continuity with the next role to be learned. This accounts 
for some of the difficulties which may arise when a child enters school. His pre
school rolii~ may have little continuity with his role as a kindergarten student. 
Similarly. many student roles do not prepare a person adequately for his voca
tional role. and certainly. everyone is aware of the discontinuity between the role 
of the mature worker and the aged retiree. However, as with a11learning, the 
principle of primacy is operative. What is learned first shapes. to varying 
degrees. later learning. 

vm. Role Concept (Self)-a set of expectations held 
by an incumbent regarding the 
behavior and attributes of his 
role and the behavior and attri
butes of a role reciprocal. 

(Other)-a set of expectations 
held by others regarding the 
behavior and attributes of a 
role incumbent. 

Thus far, th.e definitio?~ ~resented have not presupposed of cognitive ability. 
However, Wlth the defmlhon of role concept, one has to consider an ideational 
ability since we are talking specifica11y about a concept. an idea. From a time 
very early in life, one begins to form ideas of what is expected of him at home. 
in school, and at work. He is expected to behave in specified ways 'and to express. 
on an appropriate level, certain intellectual, emotional. and social attributes. 
Th: degr~e .to which these expe.ctations are learned determines the degree to which 
he IS soclall:zed. Role conceptIons underlie role performance. 

lX. Role Performance -behavior characteristics of an incum
bent of one position toward the incum
bent of another position. 
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This definition pertains to the action which arises out of a role concept. Specifi
cally, this is the enactment of a position. The reference is to that which is 
common to all persons in a given position rather than the behavioral characteris
tics of an individual. We are talking about the behavior which is characteristic of 
sfudents, parents, doctors or soldiers. Mention should be made of the fact that 
although role performance arises from one's role concept, there is an actual 
difference between idea and action. A role concept may be deveioped idiosyn
cratically by an individual in relati;ve isolation of others. However, his role 
performance would be socially detel"":m.ined within the setting of a face-to-face 
role relationship. For purposes of understanding role theory, it is sufficient 
to say that a role concept may not be necessarily congruent with role behavior. 
For purposes of research, this difference poses some very real problems 
although most researchers proceed to accept opera,tionally the equivalence of 
what a person says he will do with what a person does. 

X. Role Evaluation (Self)-observations and judgments 
made by an actor a,bout the adequacy 
of his performance and the personal 
satisfaction derived from his enact
ment of the role. 

(Other)-observations and judgments 
made by others about the adequacy 
of the performance of a role incum
bent. 

As stated, self-evaluations consist of judgments not only about the adequacy of 
one's own role performance but also about the personal satisfaction resulting 
from it. These judgments mayor may not take into consideration the role 
evaluations of other people. In some instances, the role evaluations of others 
may be unknown to the actor. They may be irrelevant to the actor and conse
quently ignored. On the other hand, these judgments also may be of exceeding 
importance to the actor--in fact, crucial in his self evaluation. 

XI. Reference Group -a group by whom an actoX' sees hi$ 
role performance observed and 
evaluated and to whose expectations 
and eValuations he attends. 

As we have said, it makes little sense to say that roles are defined by society. 
Only on the most general level does "society" define what the expected behaviors 
are for a person who ,occupies a certain position. Various l'efe;ence groups are 
the real role definers. Reference group is a general term used for the various 
kinds of "others" to whom an actor gives attention. We should note that a certain 
group mayor may not be a reference group. Attention determines whether it is 
a reference group or merely an audience group. For example, if a police officer 
gives considerable attention to the role evaluations of his neighbors, then the 
neighbors can be considered as members of this particular policeman's reference 
gr(:lUp. If he gives no attention to th~ neighbors' judgments or is simply unaware 
of them, then the neighbors will not be a part of his reference group. Neighbors, 
in this instance, will constitute an audience group. 

XII. Role Model -someone, real oX' fictitious, whose 
behavior and attributes are accepted 
as a relevant model by someone else 
learning or redefining a role. 
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Role models fall within our general definition of a reference group. In the case 
of a, child, the primary role model would be the father or mother. This is the 
first person with whom the child identifies. When considering role models, it 
should be pointed out that there are both positive and negative models. Parents 
may encourage their child to be like certain "good" children and not to be like 
other "bad" children. However, sooner or later, a child will exercise his choice 
in the selection of positive and negative role models. More than likely, these 
choices will be more influential in structuring role behavior than the choices of 
role models imposed on the child by others. 

XIII. Generalized Other -the social group with which a role 
incumbent identifies and gains ,a 
sense of self. 

This is a specific kind of reference ,group--the group which a person identifies 
himself with. The generalized other for a police recruit may consist of other 
recruits, his trainers, and perhaps a relative who is an outstanding police officer. 
Later, when the mart becomes a patrolman, his generalized other may change or 
be expanded to include experienced 'patrolmen and police supervisors. 

XIV. Role Conflict -exposure to and awareness of 
conflicting expectations in con
nection with either single or 
multiple role incumbencies. 

Our last definition concerns the effects of differing expectations on a role incum
bent. For the sake of illustration, consider a married man in his occupational 
role who is expected to work long hours in order to accomplish certain assigned 
tasks. His wife may expect him to devote considerable time to his family role. 
These conflicting expectations cannot both be followed and hence create a measure 
of uncertainty for the man regarding what he shOUld do. Assuming i:hat these 
expectations are incompatible, they would result in role conflict. It; is also 
possible that role conflict can arise from an awareness of contradici;ory behavioral 
expectations for a single role. 

THE LOCUS OF LEARNING 

The task faced by the police training officer would be far simpl,er if the 
learning process could be confined to the police academy. This, of oourse, is 
unrealistic. Actually, the learnings connected with the socialization ,of a police 
recruit may occur in four possible forms. 

Organizational 
Type 

Formal 

Informal 

Figure 1. 2 

Specified Learning 
Goals 

A. Formal Training 
Progr~m 

C. As Part of Family 
Relationship 

Unspecified Lear:ning 
Goals 

B. "On the .Job" Train
ing in the Field 

D. As Member .in Peer 
Group 

OstenSibly, the greatest amount of cognitive learning in assuming the: role of a 
police officer occurs within the form~l recruit training program ,of th'e department 
(A). The goals of such a program are explicit and greatly detailed. Many police 
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departments have a formal period of field training for recruits which concentrates 
on behavioral learning (B). Here. the goals of learning may not be so specified 
clearly. Rather, they provide the recruit with some initial exposure to general 
field performance. It would be unrealistic to say that all of the learning of the 
police role takes place within the formal organization as in (A) and (B). Further, 
it would be difficult to prove that the greatest amount of learning takes place 
within the formal organizational sphere of actiVity. To assert either of the above 
statements would be to minimize the nature and extent of learning which may take 
place within the informal organizational structure. A recruit whose father is a 
police officer may learn a great deal of specific information about police work 
from his father (C). This may occur intentionally or unintentionally. Even 
though a recruit's ,father 'may not be a police officer, he might learn a consider
able amount in his family setting about the nature of work, the concept of pro
fession, or respect for the law. Additionally, much learning of an unspecified 
nature may take place in contacts between the recruit and other recruits or 
experienced patrolmen (D). Also, the influence of his nonpolice friends cannot 
be overlooked. Such learning may supplement or reinforce the learning which 
has taken place in are<lS (A) and (B). Conversely, it also may negate the learning 
gained within the formal organization. Too often, police trainers overlook the 
full impact of learning which has taken place in areas (C) and (D). As has been 
said, to do so is unrealistic since this view of the socialization process is only 
a partial one. 

The same four forms of learning the role of the patrolman may take place 
even before an individual enters the formal police organization. This process 
is known as lIanticipatory socialization" and can be defined in terms of role theory 
in the following way: role cognitions and expectations which develop in anticipa
tion of future role incumbency. For the sake of illustration, consider a hypo
thetical student in a junior college police science program whose career goal is 
to become a police officer. In area (A), the student is enrolled in a formal 
~..:;ademic program where the goals of learning are quite specific. Concomitant 
to the academic program, some orientation to police practices in the field may 
be required (B). Moreover, the student may acquire incidental learning from 
the behavior and comments of his instructors, both in and outside the classroom. 
Within the informal organizational structure of the family, certain general 
attitudes toward work, authority, and the nature of man will be learned upon 
which will be founded the acquisition of the police role (C). Finally, in area (D), 
through contact with other students and friends, our hypothetical aspirant will 
acquire both information and attitudes which may affect later learnings. 

With regard to learning within the context of this research, it seems 
appropriate to recall the adage that not all which is taught actually is learned 
and not all that is learned actually is taught. Some of the ideas presented in 
police recruit schools simply are unlearned. Others are learned conditionally 
while still others are learned and rejected as valueless, On the other hand, 
much is learned beyond that which is contained within the formal curr~culum. 
Within recruit school, the incidental comments of instructors and other recruits 
may produce unintended learning. Outside the school, the actions,""~xpressions, 
and words of friends and the general public may teach the recruit lessons of 
great significance. This expanded view of learning an occupational role is carried 
throughout this report. 

In summary, recruit training should be the major influence in the develop
ment of the role concepts for the position of patrolman. However, we should 
recognize that the formal training program does n'~t mark the beginning nor does 
its completion mark the end of the socialization prohess. Role concepts will have 
been developed through anticipatory socialization prior to formal training and 
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role concepts will continue to be modified throughout th t. 
man. e en Ire career of the 

AN APPLICATION OF ROLE THEORY TO THE POLICE 

The preceding discussion of role theor s d . 
tions and concepts. Beyond this basic infor~at~rve. to .mtroduce cert.ain defini
these same concepts to a police recruit F on, It Wlll b.e worthwhIle to apply 
hypothetical recrllit named Bob, Who is'm or. p:rpos:s of discussion, consider a 
time student Usin th " . arr1e , a c urch member, and a part-
husband, pOllce rt~c~it: ~~:~~~o~:~~ated ab~ve, he .occupies four positions; 
carries with it a role reciprocal' wif er, I ~ part-hme student. Each position 
As shown in Figure 13th f' e, .P~ lCe supervisor, minister, and teacher. 

, ., ese our pos1hons make up th 't' 
behavioral expectations fOl' each position th~ r 't e :r:ecrUl s role set. The 
complex and not necessarily similar to one an:t~rU1 OCcupIes are exceedingly 
recruit role with respect to formal er •. The nature of the police 
lated to that role are quite similar t~l~~sroofm ~~enQance. and the attributes re-
In time, there may be some conflicts be~se o~h e p:rt-tlme college student role. 
attributes for the active role of patrolma::~ the nathure of I and !he. es~ential 

e 0 er ro es Wlthin hIS role set. 

The socialization of our hypoth t· I li . . 
the norms of the police and dropping ~~~: ~~ t~e recruIt Includes both adopting 

i::;~: !~~ ~~~c:n:~~~d!~e a~~ws~;::~~i~de~!;k~~r:: ~~~~i:~ ~:~~~:·s ~ 
perceptions, patter,ns 7)1' response a sense ' f . also values, beliefs, attitudes, 
of certain symbols. (~ombined these ext o. r1~htne~s, and the unique meanings 
role behavior. . , enS1ve earnmgs result in appropriate 

From the start Bob learn'-' 't I' . 
his official rol,e. Fo~ the police'~ :~a t a f~h lCe offIcer .sh~Uld or should not do in 
are quite explicit--stated in det~iled ~Ul~s a e~e presc~lptlOns and proscriptions 
orders, as well as the laws of the 'ur' d' t. n regulahons, general and special 
tions are implicit in the incl' dental J IS 1C t10n• Other prescriptions and proscrip-

commen s made by me b f h' 
group or by role models within the gene I' d th m ers 0 IS reference 
mind that role behavior also includes th~a.;;; in° w~~:~~~p, We should keep in 
entire range of expressive behavior . I ~ . mgs are to be done. The 
tel'istic mannerisms and gestures ' lmc u~g pattern or style of speech, charac
this regard, it frequently has bee~ :0::: han 1m~ortant part in learning a role. In 
even recruits, take on some of the speech ;:tie~~~y ~o:: very young policemen, 
of a movie or T. V. stereotype of the lit h II • C 0 ng styles, and gestures 
within their own department. oug cop, or perhaps those of a role model 

Role concepts also encompass th l"t" . . 
Such att:l;'ibutes result from the collect.

e 
qua; 1es whlch are expected of patrolmen. 

example, if pOlice work is considered ~e r.o e c.oncepts of the occupation. For 
chaSing felons, subduing prisoners and prImarily phYSical activity--active patrol, 
attributes for work of this kind wou'ld b C~O,":d clontrol--then logically the necessary 
and stamina. If, on the other hand 0 ~ p YSlca . strength. certain motor skills, 
function, then such attributes as v:r:ail:~l~or~lt seen largely. as a service 
empathize, compassion. and abstract int lli s, l!. eJ:'personal skills, the ability to 

e gence may be ,more appropriate. 

The other side of the coin is that durO 'ali' 
expectations about the behavior and qual.ti mg ;OC1 t ~atlOn,Bob also deVelops 
begins to categorize these rou s of e 1 es 0 cer am reference groups. He 
the behavior of each of the! ~iS f" P tOPI~ ~d to dev~lop expectations regarding 
may center on his trainers ~d hls f~~o se 0 e::'P

t 
ectatt10n~ for significant others 

w recrUl s. A this stage, there is little 
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chance of conflicting expectations between those held by generalized others and 
the ,recruit himself. Later, when assigned to the field, he fUrther will refine 
his expectations of the behavior and attributes of other groups to include experi
enced officers, supervisors, and various client popUlations in the community-
the people with whom he will deal each day he works as a patrolman. Here, 
conflicting expectations are quite possible. In fact, they are to be anticipated. 

These expectations about his own behavior and attributes appropriate to the 
enactment of his role, when coupled with the behavior and attributes expected of 
others in role relationships, will structure his initial role performanc:e. Again, 
it should be emphasized that we are talking about the role behavior common to 
incumbents of the position of recruit. 

Evaluation of role performance, as we have said, takes two forms--self 
evaluation and the evaluation by others. Both are closely interrelated. Bob will 
begin to evaluate his own adequacy while in recruit training. His indices of 
success or failure are not merely the more formal eva1uations--test scores and 

'performance ratings. We are talking about a nod of approval, a slap on the back, 
a perfunctory greeting, or no response at all from others. Self evaluation, in 
this sense, is based largely in the evaluative behavior of others toward us. Con
sider this example • 

Bob is a bright recruit with several ye:lrs of college. Yet, his pre
service training was quite burdensome for him. This training 
program was quite different from college work. Recruits were 
expected to memorize word for word all the essential elements in 
statutes, ordinances. and rules and regulations. In a test at the 
end of each week, they would have to write out their answers verbatim. 
By objective standards, Bob was doing well--about 96 out of a 
possible 100. In terms of his self evaluation of role performance 
as a recruit, he was also doing pretty well. One day, midway 
through training. he discovered or, more correctly, he confirmed 
that a number of other recruits were cheating. What the others 
had been doing cove:r:tly during the early weeks was now becoming 
fairly open. The matter was reported to the supervising sergeant 
who siaid perfunctorily that he would look into it. The way the 
trainer responded then and the waY,he responded later convinced 
Bob that, although he could write a good exam paper, his actual 
role performance in this instance was viewed disapprovingly. 

Often the more informal evaluations may have a stronger effect on a person than 
formal procedures. 

The term reference group, as we have said, is a general term for others 
who are significant to us in each of our various roles. These are the people who 
observe us, interact with us, and evaluate our role performances. For the police 
in general .. there are a multitude of reference ,groups. This is a consequence of 
the nature of police work which involves most officers in frequent, open, and 
unstructured role relationships. In contrast, a brain surgeon enacts his occupa
tional role in relative isolation from others. His work requires infrequent, 
closed, and highly structured role relationships. Hence, there are few people 
bbyond generalized others who observe these medical practitioners, interact with 
them, and evaluate their role perforniance~ 

In the case of police recruits, they too have few people within their 
reference group except for other recruits, their trainers and supervisors, or 
perhaps a relative ,who is an experienced police officer. As shown in Figure 1. 3, 
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these intimate role reciprocals collectively comprise the generalized other. It is 
from identification with these people that Bob will gain a self concept of police 
patrolman. Only after he works in the field and becomes exposed to a full range ,," 
of people and situations can the expansiveness of his reference groups become 
known to him. 

Role models also are included within our definitions of a reference group 
and of the generalized other. They are exceedingly important. both in structuring 
role concepts and the resultant behavior. and in influencing self-evaluations. In 
Babls case. while some livery significant othersll may have disapproved of his 
role performance. still. his role may have been consistent with his idealized role 
models. This would be very important to him in his ,self-evaluation. 

As mentioned previously. role models may be either positive or negative. 
One may aspire to be like someone of renown or unlike someone else of disrepute. 
In the instance of a positive role model. the performances and characteristics of 
the model to add to the nature of the role being acquired or enacted. However. 
negative role models may not add much substance to anotherls role performance 
beyond the concept that a certain type of behavior or attribute was un9-cceptable 
to the role. 

EXAMPLES OF ROLE CONFLICT 

Role conflict can take two forms. inter-role and intra-role conflict. Inter
role conflict arises out of mutually exclusive demands resulting from the perform
ance of two or more roles by anyone individual. For example. Bob may experi
ence role conflict. Conflict may arise between his occupational role and his mari
tal role. His wife may not want him to be a policeman. The time demanded by his 
role as a part-time student may be resented by his children who want him to play 
with them in the evening. Some of his police supervisors also may disapprove of 
his student role. His temperance-preaching minister may nag him unfairly re
garding what he suspects is common behavior for policemen: drinking. All of 
these possibilities exist. . 

One of the most common examples of inter-role conflict concerns part-time 
employment. Secondary employment in many police departments is restricted 
ordinarily. Employment in a tavern or place where the principal business is the 
sale of intoxicating liquor; as a driver of a taxicab or other public. passenger 
vehicle; or in any employment requiring appearance in uniform or use of poliDe 
equipment. record~. or documents generally is not allowed. The decision to 
prohibit such supplementary employment is based on the fact that role conflict 
most likely would arise in these situations--either for the officer performing his 
part-time role or for other on-duty officers enacting their role. 

At this point in the discussion the second kind of role conflict. intra-role 
conflict. is of greater concern. During training. nearly all of the members of 
Bobl s generalized other had similar expectations regarding his role performance. 
Initially. no one expected very much beyond being prompt. attentive. and able to 
pass periodic examinations. As the weeks went by. group loyalty became a 
behavioral expectation. When B,ob reported the matter of cheating on examinations 
to his trainer. he violated the exbectations of some members, of his recruit class. 
Thus. he became exposed to intr'a .. role conflict early jn his career. Later. after 
graduation from recruit training. he discovered that ther.e was considerable 
potential for intra-role conflict arising from the different expectations for role 
performance. 
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-- In Bobl s department. there was a general order which required 
that IIpatrolmen check doors and windows in stores and businesses 
at irregular time inte!~vals during evening hours. II The chief 
wanted this done--sp-the trainers told the recruit. When Bob 
got in the field. heW-as told by his supervisor that he should 
check doors and windows--but it l s unnecessary when the 
business is checked by a private watch service. 

-- Later. when Bob began to talk to more experienced patrolmen. 
they told him that 1Iit! s a waste of time to do these security 
checks. II They suggested that he might shake a few doorknobs 
when a superviSor is around or there are citizens on the street-
but tha,tJ s all. The exception- would be the merchant who was 
willing to pay a few dollars to a patrolman for a little extra 
attention to his building. 

-- Contrary to what he had been told in the field. our recruit knew 
from reading his role model! s book. Police Administi'ation. by 
O. W. Wilson. that patrolmen should check the security of doors 
and windows of commercial buildings even when private watch 
services are utilized. 

-- Because of a rise in commercial burglaries. the Chamber of 
Commerce expressed its strong opinion in a newspaper article 
that doors and windows should be checked by police patrolmen 
frequently and regularly whenever a business is closed--including 
the daylight hours on Sundays. 

-- A community group of,residents later reacted to the statement 
of the Chamber of Commerce and publicly voiced its opinion 
that the police should not perform security checks at all. In its 
view. the police should concentrate their patrol effort in resi
dential areas--protecting citizens. not buildings. They added 
that busine.ssmen should pay for private watchman service and 
not burden the police with it. 

-- A spokesman for the Association of Private Watchmen concurred 
with the community group and stated that the police should not be 
in the watchman business. 

As a result of all this controversy, Bob. in his new role as patrolman. 
probably experienced intra-role conflict regarding this one small part of his role 
performance. This presupposes that those who have made their expectations 
manifest fall within his reference group. Obviously. there may be some variables 
involved here. Bob may feel simply that the matter is clear-cut and that he should 
stick strictly to departmental procedures. In this event. he would not attend to the 
expectations voiced by other people. Hence. he would experience little intra-role 
conflict. 

Other circumstances may exist which would reduce the measure of role 
conflict.in this situation. Bob simply may be unaware of the expectations expressed 
by such audience groups as the Chamber of Commerce. the residential community . 
group. and the Association of Private Watchmen. He may be unfamiliar with the 
O. W. Wilson text. He also may be assigned to a one-man car and have little 
exposure to experienced patro'lmen who believe that security checks are a waste 
of time. In any of these instances. intra-role conflict will be minimal. 
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CHANGING ROLES 

Most of us shift easily from one role to another. Because we do, we are 
generally unaware of the number of distinct roles we play at anyone time in our 
lives. A police officer may shift among the roles of patrolman, father, husband, 
student, neighbor, patient, and son within a single day with relative ease even 
though each of these roles is separate and each requires a different type of 
behavior. We should note in passing that the successful enactment of one of these 
roles does not always ensure the successful enactment of another. 

In role acquisition for the police recruit, we ordinarily tend to think of 
recruit training and the probationary period ih the field which follows it as one 
continuous process directed toward becoming a police officer. As conceptualized 
within this research, two specific roles are involved. One, the role of the 5 
trainee, differs considerably from that of the other, the apprentice patrolman. 
Each calls for different behaviors, attributes, attitudes and perceptions. Each 
has different role reciprocals and·each has different e::;:pectations. One role is 
passive, the other is active. One involves primarily thinking; the other requires 
doing. The orientation of one is idealistic; the other. is realistic. That the two 
roles are distinct and, in many ways, discontinuous is suggested in the following 
introduction to the police recruits in one major city: 

"The student is primarily a student and. not a police officer. If 
you see the need for police action, call 222-3333, identify your
self and ask that a police officer be dispatched. Do not become 
involved in police action unless it is of an emergency nature. 116 

Even in emergency situations, the role expectations for the trainees are such that 
they inhibit a shift to the action-oriented role of the apprentice patr?l~an, a rOI.e 
which they have yet to know. Consider this example. Near the begmnmg of thelr 
training, several police recruits were walking from a restaurant where the~ had 
just finished their lunch when they heard a loud screech. They saw two vehlcles 
collide. They then heard someone screaming and saw that a pedestrian had been 
injured severely, his legs severed from his body. The recruits did nothing ih 
this emergency situation. Later, one recruit mused over his inaction. 

"We didn't do a thing ••• We stood there with the rest of the 
crowd, waiting for the police to come. That afternoon, I sat 
in class asking myself why I hadn't done anything to help. 
Mter all, I'm a policeman too. II 7 

5 The use of the word "apprentice" within this section of the report is intended to 
mean "one who is learning by practical experience under skilled workers a trade, 
art, or calling. II In this analysis, the apprenticeship period begins at the conclu
sion of formal recruit training and ends at the time of the final testing 18 months 
later. 

6 "Standards of Professional Conduct, " Education and Training Center, Education 
and Training Division, Baltimore City Police Department, <undated, mimeograph
ed manuscript). 

7 Chicago Police Star (Chicago Police Department, October 1968), p. 3. 
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Nominally, yes, he was a policeman. However, this recruit failed to,realize 
that he had not gone through the rites of passage. He did not hold the position 
of police officer and hence, he could not enact that role. 

An explanation of this passive behavior arises from the fact that the roles 
of police trainee rand apprentice patrolman are distinct from one another. In this 
instance, role tMory would lead us to reason that either the recruit did not respond 
to the expectation of the crowd to take action or the crowd held no such, expecta
tion for the recruit trainee. Despite the intended preparatory function of the 
trainee role for the subsequent role of apprentice and the temporal continuity 
between the two roles, they are in many respects discontinuous. For the 
recruit-trainee to view himself as a police officer, he must enact that role and 
engage in the enforcement ·of laws regarding citizens. Only then can he truly 
claim the title of police patrolman. 

ROLE DISCONTINUITIES 

Ostensibly, one tends to see continuities in his various roles. By and large, 
he thinks that the adolescent role prepares him for his adult role, that a student 
role prepares him for his occupational role, and that the courtship role prepares 
one for marriage. In these situations, continuity in time is assumed to mean 
continuity in the nature of these roles. To the contrary, within the perspective 
of role theory, discontinuities are common. A moment's reflection about 
adolescence, education, and courtship will reveal that the assumption of con
tinuity is unwarranted. The whole of the turmoil of adolescence is based on 
the fact that the role can be a dreadful preparation for adulthood. Our educa
tional institutions have been criticized continually for the unrealistic way in 
which the student role attempts to prepare an individual for a vocational role. 
So, too, with courtship. For many, it may be a woeful preparation for marital 
r·oles. 

As stated earlier, the role of the recruit trainee is distinct from that of 
the apprentice patrolman. Quite obviously, the settings for role behavior are 
dissimilar. Training typically is done in a school-like facility isolated from the 
flow of other police activity. The life style for the recruit in many ways is 
reminiscent of high school. The trainees attend classes, listen to lectures, 
have reading assignments, and take period examinations. What may not be so 
obvious is a whole series of differences arising from the concepts of role theory. 
At boUom, the recruit trainee and the apprentice do not occupy the same positions 
within th~ role system. Each has different role reciprocals. The trainee's 
primary role reciprocal is the trainer. The patrolman's reciprocals are 
experienced patrolmen, supervisors, and law violators. The audiences and 
reference groups of trainees and apprentices are different. The role model 
of the recruit trainee may be his trainer who manifests certain intellectual 
role attributes, a measure of erudition, and the appearance of experience. 
The model for the apprentice may be the heroic patrolman who has captured 
a bank robber. In summary, different behavioral expectations are communi
cated to the beginning patrolman in each instance by a different set of role re
ciprocals. Thus, the two roles have both situational and theoretical differences 
which serve to distinguish the one role from the other. 

Beyond these situational and theoretical differences, there is a third 
condition which serves to create a discontinuity in role sequences. Within 
the process of taking on a new role. there is a built in separation function 
of the new from the old. This is an active process by which the initiate cuts 
himself off from his former role and creates an after-the-fact discontinuity 
between the new and the old. True, there is always some carryover in roles 
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t d ny the general principle that what is learned first shapes later 
and o?e cannH 0 e eer we must be aware of the effect of this counter process. 
learnmg. ow v , t h' lf on his first day Consider the candidate for police service as he presen s Imse" , . • 
Although the process of anticipatory socialization ma~ have creat.ed a cOndlh~? 

f favorable role readiness, more than likely, there IS some resIdue of nega. l:,e 
~ ling toward the police carried over from previous civilian roles.. Recogmzm~ 
t~e fact that the new man comes from a society which reflects varying degre:es 0 

d' e dain for the police and that he may have internalized some measure of thIS 
IS t. . the utility of this segmenting function between roles can ?e seez:. 

~~~~~~ev~:~~et, the man must become convinced of the goodness ~nd rIghtness 
of the police. 

At the next phase of this introductory role sequence. the d.etaching func.ti?n 
a ain serves an important purpose. As the recruit completes his formal trallllng 

gd . t the field the old role becomes segmented from the new. The 
an moves mo. . . l' al d 'n this new academic a roach is devalued while the experlenha IS v ue up 1 .• . . Pf d Ie The highly detailed role prescriptions and proscrlphons 
actlOn-orlen e ro • . di nts rather than 
lea~ned in recruit school sometimes may serve as Impe me t f the behavioral 

. t t· In such instances. they must be seen as par 0 

~l~~~at~o~~ ~~~. a previous role which is different from that of the ayprentice 
xp 1 T me extent the man must become detached from his former 

patro man. 0 so. .. h' h d It ·th the 
role. His provisional perspectives gained while .in t:r.amm~ w lC ea 1 Wl Eff c-
ideal must be replaced with new perspectives WhICh deal Wlth th~ actua. he e 
tive socialization depends on a rejection of the past and a comIDltment to t 
present. 

"Whatever he may learn from police schooling. sooner or later 
he will have to adjust to the system of expectations and appear
ances which prevails in the outside world ••• "8 

" In sence when we talk about socialization for the police recruit. we are talking 
ab::t a se~uence involving two distinct roles. Effective socialization depends 
upon a rejection of past roles and commit~ent to the present role. 

8David J. Dodd. "Police Mentality and Behavior. " Issues in Criminology. Vol. 3. 
No. 1 (Berkeley. University of California, 1967), p. 47. 
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CHAPTER II 

THE ELEMENTS OF RESEARCH 

THE RESEARCH DESIGN 

What a person is can be judged best by what he does. A manls perception 
of and participation in his community is affected profoundly by the kind of work 
he performs regularly. His chosen vocation has a direct effect on the level of 
his income and the pattern of his expenditures; on the nature of his friendships 
and the style of his social relationships; and on the status. privileges. and 
prestige he receives from others. 

Of even greater interest is the fact that some of the more demanding 
occupations tend to form the basis of a person I s self concept. The ministry. 
teaching. medicine. and law enforcement are examples of vocational pursuits 
whose effects are so pervasive and deep-rooted that. in a sense" they form the 
very essence of the self. Accordingly. they affect the attitudes. beliefs. and 
values of the person who practices the particular vocational pursuit. Occupa
tions of this kind hold the greatest value to thepesearcher who is interested 
in occupational socialization. 

We are all aware that police work strongly affects the man engaged in it. 
It .is almost self-evident that exposure to police work changes a man but we do 
not know the specific ways in which the man undergoes this transformation. 
This is an important question and it is on this question that this study is focused. 
We may think we know from our own experience that police work makes a man 
cynical. We may believe that social isolation is the cause of certain effects. 
We may feel that police work blunts emotions. makes the practitioner conserva
tive. and affects his perceptions of people. but this does not really tell us very 
much about the process of change. 

We do not know very much at all about the specific ways in which a man 
changes. We know little about the forces that impinge on the man doing police 
work which cause him to change. FUrther, we know little about the dimension 
of time. The critical periods of change may occur almost immediately after 
the recruit emerges from formal training or they may be cumulative--peaking 
at a pOint later in his career. If we are going to be able \1,0 deal with these 
changes in ways which will improve law enforcement. the}l we must know more 
about their nature. their chronology, and their magnitude. 

From the foregoing. it should be apparent that the task of assessing the 
changes in role concepts which occur over time calls for a longitudinal research 
design. In this way. shifts.in role-related concepts can be examined systematically 
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at specific points. The question immediately arises concerning when role con
cepts should be assessed. The earlier discussion of role discontinuities suggests 
that recruit training constitutes a fairly well defined feeder role. The appren
ticeship period which follows can also be considered as another distinct feeder 
role which leads to full entry into the patrolman's role. Thus, there appear to 
be three natural points in time at which to examine role concepts. 

The beginning of recruit training marks the formal point of entry into a new 
role, that of police trainee. It also marks the time when previous civilian occu
pational roles are ended. Despite these demarcations, anticipatory socialization 
already [.nay have affected their attitudes and values to some degree. The com
pletion rJf recruit school marks the end of formal training and as such, it consti
tutes fi second natural point for the assessment of role concepts. This event also 
marr;s the beginning of the next feeder role, that of apprentice patrolman. A 
speciial problem arises here because the end of the apprentice role is not related 
to any formal event. We should note that the completion of the official probationary 
period does not correspond in a true sense with the end of the apprentice role and 
the taking on of the next role. Consequently, the third point at which to assess 
role concepts was designated rather arbitrarily. Within the framework of role 
theory, the need was to choose a time which marked the end of a period in which 
doing replaced learning as the dominant behavioral expectation. In the reasoned 
judgment of a number of police officers, this point occurs within one to two years 
of field experience. In the case of this research, the third and final testing of the 
subjects occurred after eighteen months of enactment of the apprentice patrolman's 
role. 

THE RESEARCH SITES 

Four city police departments were chosen to be included within this 
research: Baltimore, Cincinnati, Columbus, Ohio; and Indianapolis. The 
choice of these departments was dictated by both practical and theoretical 
considerations. Initially, a decision was made not to concentrate the research 
effort on a single large city. This, of course, would have been the easiest way 
to procure a fairly large number of subjects. Certainly, this kind of an approach 
would have facilitated the analysis and presentation of the data. However, it was 
felt that data derived from one location would produce merely ad .hoc results. 
Ideally, we wanted to find evidence of changes in role concepts which were common 
to all police recruits. It was felt that a data base broadened to include several 
cities would lend greater support to the study's findings and enhance the value of 
the research. 

It then became necessary to make some judgments about the quality of the 
departments to be considered. Unless the departments studied were somewhat 
equivalent in overall quality, the research design would suffer. For the author's 
purpose, it would make little sense to combine and compare a backward depart
ment with a highly effective one. What was sought was a number of. exemplary 
departments. The departments finally chosen were all good ones. Each was 
effective in the performance of the police mission. All four had outstanding 
leadership, a sound organizational structure, good personnel and training 
practices, and realistic standaz:ds of police performance. Consequently, each 
had a well justified reputation for excellence in its respective community. 
All four departments were progressive. They were willing to try new approaches 
to law enforcement. In fact, that each department agreed to participate in this 
research indicated a desire for self-examination and an acceptance of the belief 
that research Can serve as a basis .for self-improvement. 
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Timing was also an important consideration. Because of the nationwide 
implication s of one critical event involving a single major police department, 
it was felt that subjects in the four cities all should be tested at about the same 
time. Accordingly, it was deemed necessary to test the recruits always at 
times as close as possible to one another. Insofar as possible, these conditions 
were met. The initial testing of the subjects occurred during the last half of 
September, 1968. All were tested within one week or less after the start of 
their formal recruit training. 

Although the considerations of timing greatly limited the possible choices 
of research sites, it still was necessary to choose cities where the conditions of 
employment and the length of training were relatively equivalent. Selected factors 
regarding these conditions for the four cities selected are presented in Tables 
2.1 and 2.2. 

Table 2.1 

Conditions of Police Employment in Four Police Departments 

City 
Length of Length of 

Age of Residence Educational Veterans Recruit P!'obationary 
Appointment Requirement Requirement Preference Training Period 

Balt. 21-35 None H.S. grad. 5')'0 added to 14 weeks 24 months 
or GED test score 

Cin. 21-30 None H.S. grad. 20')'0 added to 14 weeks 12 months 
or GED test score 

Col. 21-31 None H.S. grad. 5 points added 16 weeks 12 months 
or GED to test score 

Ind. 21-32 1 year H.S. grad. None 14 weeks* 12 months 
in state or GED 

*Note: Recruit training in Indianapolis also inclUdes a fifteenth week of field interviews where the 
men go into inner city areas in uniform and interview residents regarding police related 
problems. 

In terms of the criteria already specified, there is a high degree of 
comparability among the four cities chosen for this research. However, there 
are some significant differences among the cities which need to be considered. 
From Table 2.2, it can be seen that Baltimore has nearly double the population 
of each of the other cities. Moreover, it has more than three times the number 
of department employees. The influence of size as a possible inter-city variable 
cannot be denied. 

There is also a regional bias among the selected cities. This is admitted 
as a possible limitation on the design of this study. However, the effect of a 
regional c.o?centration, ~ the midwest did not appear to have affected the general 
comparablhty of the CItIes. As an explanation of this, it must be acknowledged 
that most of the regional differences which have been found in stUdies of various 
~ds are a consequence of other more basic variables such as age, education, 
mcome, and related social class factors. In the final analysis, the selection of 
Baltimore, CinCinnati, Columbus, and Indianapolis represents sound and reason
able choices in light of the many restrictionl;l created by the aforementioned 
practical .and theoretical considerations. 
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Table 2.2 

Characteristics of Cities and Their Police Departments 

No. of No. of No. of Police Police Percent Estimated Sq. Mi. Depart. Sworn Civilian per 1,000 per Sq. Ci>l'ilian City Population Area Employees Personnel Personnel Population Mile Employees 

BaIt. 935,000 93.8 3,371 3,025 346 3.24 32.25 10.3 

Cin. 502,550 77.6 1,000 891 109 1. "77 11.48 10.9 .--

Col. 573,280 113.1 
!:' 

883 750 133 2.52 6.63 i5.1 \J'-"\,'\ 

Ind. 515, 000 86.0 1,043 898 145 1.74 10.44 13.9 

Source: 
"General Administrative Survey, " Planning and Research Unit. Kansas City, 

Missouri Police Department, October, 1967, supplemented by U. S. C:nsus Bureau data. 

THE RESEARCH INSTRUMENT 

The literature cirole theory reflects a richness of theoretical concepts. 
At the outset, it was necessary to delimit the areas encompassed within this. 
approach to those aspects which would be mea~urable: r:levant to the experI
ence of the police recruit, and susceptible to fluctuatIOn In the short run.. -¥"ter 
consideraBle deliberation, a choice of conceptual areas was made. Prehmmary 
instruments were del?i'gned, pretested in a number of locations, r:considere~, 
and redesigned. Ultimately, a battery of six instruments was deCIded upon. 

1. Role Conflict 

Since role conflict is central to role theory, an instrument 
assessing this area was designed. The conflict instrument 
was adapted from the original form designed by Gross, 
Mason, and McEachern.2 

2. Percept!.on of Reference Groups 

The perception of reference groups as role reciprocals and 
evaluators is a fundamental concept in role theory. Osgood's 
semantic differential was employed as a method t~_ measure 
the connotative meaning held by the subjects for gr'oups who 
gre or will be significant to the police recruit. 

3. Aggregate Role 

Even though the concept of aggregate role is not accorded 
great importance in the general literature, it was thought 

1Copies of each of the instruments within the Role Perception Baii:ery and the 
accompanying Life History and Supplementary Information forms can be found 
in Appendix B. 

2Neal Gross, Ward S. Mason, and Alexander W. McEachern, Explorations in 
Role Analysis (New York, John Wiley and Sons. 1958). pp. 154-156. 
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to be of major importance at this time within the field of law 
enforcement. Accordingly. an instrument tapping the subjects' 
concept of the aggregate role of the police was devised. 

4. Role Attributes 

Role attributes form an essential area of inquiry. Although 
Wetteroth's work is founded in traitist psychology rather than 
social psychology, it was replicated in connection with this 
part of the research. Here the attempt was to discover the 
attributes thought to be essential to the enactment of the 
police rol@. 3 

5. Perceptioh of Danger 

Danger is mtrinsic to the police role. Skolnick reasoned that 
the performance of the police role is modified considerably 
whel1ever a police offic~r perceives himself to be in a 
dangerous situation. 4 The instrument utilized was intended 
to determine the degree of danger perceived by police in typical 
J}!crk aSSignments. 

6. Attitudinal Orientation,s to Ro~ 

The subjects of this research entered their formal 
training it .. a condition of role readiness. This state of 
preparedness included a variety of attitudinal orientations 
rela..ted to the police role. Twenty separate items make up 
a four-part scale drawn from a factor analysis of the 
responses of a nationwide sample of police patrolmen. 5 

To the Role Perception Battery. a Life History and a Supplementary 
Information form were added. The former was designed to obtain essential 
biographical data from the subjects; the latter was structured to obtain re
latedinformation which W01,1lg, reflect changes over time. Beyond these 
instruments. a standardized~ersonality test was completed by the SUbjects. 
This instrument, the Edwards Personal Preference Schedule. was designed 
to measure a number of relatively independent normal personality variables. 6 
This research instrument was chosen because of its' congruence to role theory. 

3Wi1liam J. Wetteroth, "Variations in Trait Images of (~cupational Choice Among 
Police Recruits Before and After Basicl'raining EXperience" (M. A. thesis, Brooklyn College. 1964). 

4Jerome H. Skolnick, Justice Without Trial (New Yo:!",#:, John Wiley & Sons, 1966) 
p. 42-70., ,~ 

5Nelson A. Watson and James W. Sterling, ~ice and Their Opinions (Washington. 
D. C •• International A'l,Sociation of Chiefs of Police, 1969). 6 " . 

Allen L. Edwards, Edwards Personal Preference Schedule (New York, The 
Psychological Corporation. 1953). 
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THE RESEARCH METHODS 

One of the most difficult problems related to the understandability of this 
research concerns statistics. After reading an early draft of this report. one 
outstanding police administrator confided to the. author his fears conce.rning the 
abstruseness of statistical expressions and advlsed a greater explanatlon of 
terms. To the extent possible. this advice was followed in the preparation of 

this report. 

S{tdistical presentations are necessarily included throughout this rese~rc? 
report. In order to understand better the conclusions drawn from these sta~ls~l
cal analyses. it is necessary to have some familiarity with a varie;ty of stah~hcal 
concepts and procedures. Hence. many readers will need the baslc explanahons 
that follow in this section. Where necessary. these explanations are supplemented 
in the discussion related to a particular set of data. 

These interpretations are intended to make the uninitiated reader better able 
to draw conclusions from the data and the related analyses rather than to enable 
him to perform certain statistical computations. There is a large nU~l~er of books 
intended for that purpose. In this instance. the explanations are speciflcally 
designed to assist the reader without statistical background in his role as a 
consumer of research information. 

For those with a knowledge of statistics. it should be explained that the 
completeness and precision of many explanati~ns ~a~ sacrificed intentionally 
in order to gain clarity and an appearance of slmpllclty. Perhaps the underly
ing premise that it is more important for the police. to understand themselves 
than it is for social scientists to understand the pollce should be rep~ased here. 
Accordingly. it seems more important for the police to be ~ble t.o gam an under
standing of the data than it is for statistidans to feel satisfle~ Wlth the complete
ness and accuracy of the statistical explanations offered herem. 

Mean and Median 

The mean and median are both measures of central tendency. i. e •• 
measures of the center of a distribution of numbers of observations. The mean. 
very often denoted by X. is simply an average. the sum of all the observations. 
divided by the total number of observations. The median. o~ th.e other hand. IS 

found by arranging the observations in ascending order and fmdmg the observa
tion which falls numerically in the middle. To illustrate the; use of the. me.an ~nd 
median. suppose we wish to describe in a single summary flgure the dlstrlbuhc"l 
of the ages of ten police recruits. Three of these men were 22 years of age. two 
were 23. and five were 24. Here. a mean would be used since there are no 
extreme ages in the distribution which would distort the measure of centr:u 
tendency. In this case. the mean age is 23. 2 years. On th.e othe:: hand. m 
examining the distribution of ages of a ra~dom group of pohc? offlc.ers. a median 
might be more appropriate since there mlght be a few old offlcers l? the; group 
whose extreme ages would distort the data. If the ages of the men 111 this group 
were 21. 23.24. 24. 25. 26. 28. 28. 49. 57. the median score of 25.5 would be 
more representative of the group than the mean. Although the median does have 
certain uses. the mean is found most frequently in statistical analyses. The 
mean score is essential not only as a measure of central tendency but also as a 
basic computation in statistical testing. 
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Standard Deviation 

Another fundamental measure in statistics is the standard deviation. usually 
denotl'ld by s. The standard deviation measures how much a particular group of 
observations varies or differs from its mean. Regardless of the mean score for 
a set of observations. there will be observations which differ from this average 
value. The standard deviation is a measure of this difference. The larger the 
value of the standard deviation. the greater the variability of scores about the 
mean. Conversely. the smaller the standard deviation, the less the dispersion 
of scores. For example. in the recruit group referred to above. the standard 
deviation was • 87. The standard deviation for the random group of police officers 
would. of course. be larger. For this group. s was 11. 57. As indicated by the 
two standard deviations. the recruit group was more homogeneous in terms of age 
than was the random group of police officers. 

Probability 

Underlying most of statistical theory is the theory of probability. Quite 
simply. a probability would represent the chances of a particular event occurring. 
For example. if we say that the probability of flipping a coin and getting a head is 
0.50. we mean that in the long run. heads will come up 500/0 of the time. 
Probability is particularly important in the area of statistical inferlence. the 
decision-making process of statistics. For example, we may wish to deter-mine 
whether or not a particular brand of ammunition is reliable OI' whether those men 
who obtain a high score on a particular entrance examination will complete 
recruit training. In making our determination. we must decide on the probability 
of error level which we will allow ourselves. In the case of the ammunition. we 
may be willing to allow only one chance in 10.000 that the ammunition will misfire 
since a single Inisfire might mean the death of a policeman. However. in the case 
of training. we might be willing to allow five chances in 100 that men who pass 
the entrance examination will not complete recruit training. The consequences 
of a wrong decision in this case are much less severe. 

Levels of Statistical Significance 

Levels of statistical significance for a particular statistical test are based 
on probabilities. A. 01 significance level value for a particular test would mean 
that the probability is one out of 100 that a calculated value for the test will exceed 
the. 011evel value by mere chance alone. Within this research. an arbitrary 
decision was made regarding the level of statistical significance at which it would 
be concluded that a relationship was real and not due to chance. Where the 
probability is one in 100 (. 01 level of significance) that the difference between or 
among scores' cotdd have occurred by chance alone. the difference is regarded 
as statistically significant. Where the probability level is five chances in 100 
(.05 level of significance). the significance of the difference is less certain. 
Beyond that probabil~ty level. differences are not regarded as, real or significant. 

Tests of Significance of Differences Between Correlated and Uncorrelated 
Means 

The t test is used to test the significance of the difference between the mean 
scores of t~b/;rariables. A simple inspection of the two means to see which is 
greater is iksufficient because the mean score represents only a portion of the 
total characteristics of the sets of numbers included in the_i..w,(}, variables. 
Because it is desirable to make assertions about the true4ii:eans of the variables 
rather than the sample means~\ we must- u~e the statistical technique of the t test • 
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The t test will appear in different forms throughout this report. One f?rm 
relates to unc.orrelated samples. i. e •• two differet;it groups. An,other for,m IS 
followed with correlated samples. i. e •• the same group at two dlr; :ent hmes: 
Another variation in the t test concerns the size of the sample,groups fro,m whi~h 
the means were obtained. The computational procedures and mterpretatIOns wlll 
differ depending on whether the sample group is more or les~ than 30. In any , 
event. the intent is the same for all form~~()f the test. to declde whether ,there IS 
a significant difference between the two means. The result of the t test IS a 
number which is compared with a predetermined number taken from ,p, table of t 
values at the desired level of significance. If the calculated t value l,S gr~ater 
in absolute magnitude than the preselected table value regardless of ltS Slgn. then 
it can be c(;\1cluded that there is a significant difference between the mean scores. 

Correlation Coefficient 

Correlation is a technique used to measure the association or relati?nship 
between two variables. The correlation coefficient is a single number whlch 
indicates the strength of the relationship between two vari,ables. p:- ~et o! 
measurements is taken for each variable and the correlahon coeff~clent is 
calculated in one of two ways--the Pearson l' or the rank correlaho~ ~ethod. 
While not mathematically equivalent. the two methods produce coeff,lclents -

hich are very similar. In calculating the Pearson r. the observahons them
WIves are used while with the method of rank correlation. the observations are 
~:placed by their ranks. The smallest or largest observation is designated by 1. 
the next score in order by 2. etc. The coefficient willli~ bet~een ~1. 00 an~ 
-1. 00. A positive 1. 00 denotes perfect positive correlahon. 1. e •• if ~her,e IS an 
increase or decrease in one variable. there will also be a correspon,dmg mcrease 
or decrease in the second variable. A -1. 00 indicates perf,ect negatIve c?rrela
tion. i. e •• if there is an increase or a decrease in one varlable. ,the:-e mll be an 
inverse decrease or increase in the other. A coefficient of zer,o mdlCat,e~ no 
relationship between the variables. For example. the c~rrelat~on coef!lclent 
between age and length of experience for a sample of p,ohce offlcer~ ~ght be 
+.88. The correlation between educational level and flrear~s prof,lclenc:y for 
this same group might be .09. The correlation,between thel~ physlcal Slze and 
the number of times they had been assaulted whlle on duty IDlght be -.73. 
Assumedly. the bigger the man. the fewer number of times he would have been 

assaulted. 

The significance of a particular correlation can be ~ested using a fO,rm of 
the t test. Suppose the correlation of .09 between educatIOnal level and flre.arms 
proficiency was based on a sample of 20 men. The calculated t value for t~a 
correlation would be .38. Since this value would not exceed the predetermmed 
value listed in a table of t values for a sample group of this size. we would say 
the correlation was not significant. Therefore. one could conclude that there 
was no relationship between educational attainment and firearms proficiency. 

Analysis of Variance--F Scores 

In the analysis of variance. the variation of a respo~se is analyz~d ~ terms 
of a set of independent or uncorrelated variables. A porhon of th.e :rarlatIOn ?f the 
respons,e is assigned to each of the. independent :a~i~bles. Then It IS determmed 
whether or not each particular varlable has a slgniflcant effect on the r,esponse. 
Suppose. for example. we wish to know whether or not the length of police 
experience has a significant effect on how a sample of patrolmen see ~he degree 
of danger related to a particular radio assignment such as. a robbery, m pr~gress. 
The response variable here would be the panger rating which the p01lOe o~flcer 
gives to the robbery call. and the independent variable would be the length of the 
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subject's police experience at the time the danger ratings were obtained. The 
test of significance is accomplished through the use of F tests. A calculated 
F-value is compared with a preselected value from a table of F-values at a 
particular level of significance. If the calculated value exceeds the preselected 
value. then the independent variable being tested is concluded to have had a 
significant effect on the response variable •. 

Chi-Square Test 

The Chi-Square. denoted X 2• is used to test the independence (non
co:r;relation) of two variables or traits. This method is used on data whh!h can 
be classified into separate categories and set up in tabular form. For example. 
we might test for independence between educational level and firearms proficiency. 
Categories for educational level might 'be "men who did not finish high school " 
"men who finished high school but had no college. " and "men who had some • 
college." For firearms proficiency. we might categorize the men according to 
those who shot at the marksman a.pd the expert level. The number of officers 
which fall into these categories can then be tabulated and a X2 value calculated. 
The result of the calculation ofaX2 test is a value which. as in the case of the 
t and F tests. is compared with a predetermined number taken from a table of 
X2 values at a particular significance level. If the calculated value does not 
exceed the predetermined value. then it is concluded that the two variables are 
independent of one another. In this example. it therefore would be shown that 
there was no relationship between educational attainment and firearms proficiency. 

Factor Analysis 

Expressed most simply. factor analysis attempts to find common factors 
which may eJdst among the responses of a group of subjects to a test. This 
statistical analysis does not specify precisely what the underlying factors might 
be. Rather. each factor must be inferred logically from the underlying nature 
of the elements which are clustered together. Those responses that group together 
will have high correlations with others within the group and conversely, low 
correlations with other responses outside the group. Each test in a group is 
correlated with the factor which seems to account for the grouping. These 
correlations are called the factor loadings. As was true with correlation co
~fficients. f~ctor loadings may range from -1.00 to +1.00. The values may be 
mterpreted 111 the same way as correlation coefficients. 

, As an example of factor analysis, we might consider a sample of police 
offl~ers who are asked to assign a ratir.g of perceived danger to each of twenty 
radlo calls. These responses may range from one to five. A value of five would 
indicate that the call was considered to be the most dangerous. Their scores 
would then be subjected to a factor analysis. The results of this analysis would 
show a clustering of the radio calls irlto several groups or factors. Each of the 
calls in a particular group will. in some underlying way. be similar to the other 
calls in the group. For example. those calls which were seen as having a large 
element of danger such as "robbery in progress" or "assault with a deadly 
weapon, " will group together. while those which involve merely filling out a 
report such as "meet a citizen" or "animal bite victim, " will be found clustered 
together in another group. 

THE RESEARCH SUBJECTS 

At the time of the initial testing at the beginning of recruit training. a total 
of 152 men from the four cities served as sUbjects.· The recruit class in Balti
more had forty-three men in it. Cincinnati had thirty-nine. Columbus thirty-one. 
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and Indianapolis thirty-nine. In this regard, the size of the city did not influence 

directly the size of the recruit class. 

Residential Background 

o 'a mobile society. People move their residence from one location 

to anoth::
s 
~th greater frequency and less personal disru~t~n t~a; :ve~b:::ed 

, ' t The reasons for these moves usually are JO re a e • 
m o:r htlS ~;;;ral researchers have noted that police officers have tended to have 
~on ~:s 'near the city in which they work for a relatively long number of years. 
Inv~ne~:dy of the pnlice supervisors in a major city. it was observed that: 

"The more than 800 sergeants on this city's police force (and for 
that matter the lieutenants and captains also) are to an over,
whelming d~gree, likely to be 'locals' rather, than 'cos;mopolltans'-
men with long-standing ties to their communlty a~d nelghborhood 
who have known no other large city and whose frlends are of the 

,,7 same type. 

F m this observation, j:t was lnferred that the largely loc~l co~positi~n of ~he t 
ro '+ 's de artment made a difference in the way m whlch the epar men 

~er~~nne~ m :this instance the author did not discuss what specific differences 
=ch~o~:v~ resulted from r:sidential stability nor di~ he claim tha,t the local 
ch:racteristic of the department's personnel was typlcal of all pollce forces. 

What is tical of policemen in general cannot be concluded pr,operly f~om 
other studies ~ch refer to the residential backgrounds of the men m a parhcular 

department. 

"Data gathered in a large city on the West Coast ~how that 75.60/0 
of all officers were born and raised outside the Clty and 50.00/0 

outside ·the state. ,,8 

On the other hand, in Denver, a city well-known for having a very high pro,por
tion of immigrants among the total population, it was observed that the pollcemen 
working in that city were predominantly local men. 

"According to the 1960 census, only 130/0 of Colorado's population 
had lived in Colorado ten years or more. By contrast, 840/0 of 
Denver's policemen had lived in Denver for more than te~ years 
and a full 400/0 had lived there all their liV~~. Denver policemen 
have seen. • • the city grow and change. 

In light of these different observations, the question re~ain.s,whethe~ high 
residential stability is really typical of the police. To deal Wlth this quesh~n~ 
census data was sought out and is displayed in Table 2.3. Only men engage m 

P li " 7 James Q. Wilson, "Generational and Ethnic Differences Among 0 ce, 
American Journal of Sociology, Vol. LXIX, March. 1964, p. 523. 

8Ibid• ,p. 523. 
9 Minorities and the police (New York" David H. Bayley and Harold Mendelsohn, 
The Free Press, 1969). p. 5. 
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agricultural vocations showed a degree of residential stability which exceeded 
that of law enforcement personnel. 

Table 2.3 

Place of Birth of Experienced Male Civilian Labor Force 
By Occupational Classification, 1960 

(Ranked in Order of Percent Born in Same State) 

Occupational Classification 

Farmers and Farm Managers 
Farm Laborers and Foremen 
Policemen, Sheriffs, Marshals 
Operatives 
Clerical 
Laborers 
Craftsmen, Foremen 
Sales 
Servi.ce 
Managers, Officials, and Proprietors 
Private Household 
Professional, Technical 

Born in 
Same 
State 

85.02 
77.46 
73.27 
68.44 
68.20 
68.10 
65.88 
65.38 
63.15 
60.54 
59.93 
55.58 

Born in 
Different 

State 

8.54 
10.08 
11. 02 
12.78 
13.53 
12.55 
14.81 
15.58 
13.66 
17.98 
15.12 
19.18 

Born in 
Different 
Region 

6.07 
11.16 
15.24 
17.30 
17.27 
17.97 
18.54 
18.30 
21. 00 
20.71 
23.17 
24.39 

Source: U. S. Bureau of the Census, U. S. Census of Population: 1960, Subject 
Reports. Occupational Characteristics. Final Report PC (2)-7A 
(Washington, D. C., U. S. Government Printing Office, 1963), pp. 111-
114. 

What of the residential backgrounds of the 152 men in this study? Informa
tion related to their residential background is displayed in Table 2.4. In the case 
of Cincinnati, Columbus, and Indianapolis, slightly fewer than half of the men had 
lived in or near the city of their present employment all their lives (except for 
military service). In Baltimore, this was true for 69.80/0 of the men. In this 
respect, Baltimore differs from the other three cities. As indicated in Table 2.1, 
only Indianapolis had a residence requirement. This specified one year of 
residence within the state. Potentially, the other three cities could recruit from 
anywhere in the nation. Yet, a remarkably high proportion of the men had spent 
their lives In or near the city in which they worked. In this day and age of high 
mobility, these findings appear to be of more than passing interest. Just as the 
farmer is tied physically and psychologically to his land. the police recruit is 
tied psychologically to his city. These men have observed their city grow and 
change in terms of its population and its physical characteristics. Unlike other 
people who move in and move out of the city, the recruits with high residential 
stability are unique for they alone possess a detailed historical perspective of 
neighbors and neighborhoods. They can view things in retrospect and feel 
nostalgia. 

One observer of 0111' contemporary life style has noted that, as mobilitti 
increases, the importance given to a physical place of residence decreases. 0 

10 Alvin Toffler, Fttture Shock (New York, Random House, 1970), pp. 65-82. 
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Table 2.4 

Residential Background of Recruits 

CITY 

BaIt. 
(N = 43) 

Cin. 
(N = 39) 

Col. 
(N = 31) 

Ind. 
(N = 39) 

Total 
(N = 152) 

Lived in or near 
the city in which 
they work and no-
where else. (No 
military service)" 

No. 0/0 of Total 

14 32.6 

8 20.5 

6 19.4 

7 17.9 

35 23.0 

Lived in or near 
the city in which 
they worl' and no-
where elee except 
during military 
service. 

No. % of Total 

16 37.2 

10 25.6 

9 29.0 

11 28.1 

46 30.3 

Lived elsewhere Lived outside the 
in the state at state at some 
some time in time in their 
their lives. lives. 

No. 0/0 of Total No. % of Total 

2 4.7 11 25.6 

5 12.8 16 41.0 

6 19.4 10 32.3 

8 20.5 13 33.3 

21 13.8 50 32.9 

*The category "in or near the city" included those men who lived within twenty miles of the central city. 

Home, as a place, is devalued and emotional attachments to it are diminished. 
Individual commitments shift from place-related social structures such as "the 
home, II lithe old neighborhood, " and the "home town" to placeless relationships 
centered around corporate entities, professions, group memberships, and 
friendships. Within a society characterized so much by change, the police 
officer stands as anachronistic--historically, occupationally, and emotionally 
rooted to his city. For others, the city has little intrinsic value. It is merely' 
a convenient s.:.'tiing in which relationships can be experienced. The conservative 
nature of the police character has been noted by numerous observers. On the face 
of it, it is reasonable to assume that the high degree of residential stability of 
police officers may be related to the provincial outlook so often attributed to the 
police occupational group. 

Age Distribution 

As mentioned earlier in the discussion of the conditions of employment, all 
four cities set their minimum entrance age for the position of patrolman at 
twenty-one years. The maximum age for appointment ranges from 30-35 years. 
The distribution of the recruit's ages is shown in Table 2. 5. 

The findings on the age distribution of the subjects are unremarkable. The 
fact that Baltimore has the lowest mean age may be related to a recruiting pro
cedure which allows interested men to take the original entrance examination 
before their twenty-first birthday. For purposes of comparison, it should be 
noted that the mean age for :{\nationwide sample of police recruits was exactly 
twenty-five years. ll . 

Racial Origin 

The racial origin of the subjects in each of the cities is shown in Table 2. 6. 
For purposes of comparison, the percentage of non-white persons in the total 

llWatson and Sterling, OPe cit., p. 23. 
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Table 2.5 

A.ge Distribution of Recruits 

City Under 25 25-29 30-34 Years Years Years Mean Age 
BaIt. 
(N :: 43) 34 9 0 23.8 
Cin. 
(N = 39) 30 8 1 24.1 
Col. 
(N = 31) 21 10 0 24.3 
Ind. 
(N = 39) 22 13 4 25.3 
Total 
(N = 152) 107 40 5 24.3 

Table 2.6 

Racial Composition of RecrUits 

City Percentage of 
Percentage of Non-

White Black Whites in Total 
Blacks in Population (1970 

Recruit Group Data)"~ 
BaIt. 
(N = 43) 3.3 10 23.3 47.0 
Cin. 
(N = 39) 38 1 2.6 28.1 
Col. 
(N = 31) 30 1 3.2 19.0 
Ind. 
(N = 39) 34 5 12.8 18.4 
Total 
(N = 152) 135 17 11. 2 30.0 

*U. S. Bureau of the Census Advanced 
Characteristics, P. C. (Vi). Report, 1970 General Population 
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population of each city as of 1970 is included. The ability of the four departments 
to attract black men into law enforcement varied considerably among the cities. 
Baltimore, with a 47% representation of blacks in the total population (in 1970), 
was the most successful in the recruitment of minority group members. As 
shown, slightly over 23% of the recruit group was black. 

Marital Status 

As a group, the police commonly are thought to be remarkably stable in 
marriage and family life. For example, one study describes the police in a major 
city in the following way: 

"Policemen are family men ••• Moreover, policemen seem to 
have more stable marriages than are to be found in the community 
as a whole • • • this is an important point to bear in mind. 
Policemen represent family men, men who value family stability 
highly and who may rely on their families for support against a 
populace which they often regard as hostile. 1112 

To what extent do the subjects in this research conform to this generality at the 
time of their entry into law enforcement? In the case of this research, the sub
jects1 highly stable residential backgrounds would seem to support marital 
stability. The data related to their marital background is set forth in Table 2. 7. 
That ninety-six of the 152 (63.2%) of the group were married, and nine (5.90/0) 
were divorced or separated, was not taken as an indication that this original group 
of men is remarkable in their marital status. As compared to a nationwide sample 
of police officers, they exhibited a somewhat different pattern. Ninety-three 
percent of the experienced officers in the sample were married while only three 
percent were separated or divorced. Of the recruit group included in this same 
nationwide study, seveny percent were married while three percent were 
separated or divorced. 1 Analyzing these findings, it should be noted that age 
is related to the marital status of the group. Thus, comparisons based on this 
factor should be made between equivalent age groups. 

Military Status 

The military background of the subjects is of interest since it relates to .. 
both recruitment practices and anticipatory socialization. Data on the military 
backgrounds of the men is shown in Table 2. 8. From the standpoint of 
recruitment, one should note that Indiana~olis was the only city of the four which 
did not give any preference to applicants who were military veterans. Yet, the 
percentage of veterans included in the Indianapolis group was the highest of all 
four cities. It would appear that preference points given to veterans on the 
original entrance examination did not influence the degree to which a department 
recruited men with military experience. From the standpoint of anticipatory 
socialization, a notable proportion of the subjects was exposed to law enforcement 
while in the military. For them, this constituted a positive preparatory experi
ence for their present role. 

12 
- Bayley.and Mendelsohn, op. cit., pp. 4-5. 

13Watson and Sterling, op.cit., p. 26. 
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City 

Balt. 
(N = 43) 

Cin. 
(N = 39) 

Col. 
(N = 31) 

Ind. 
(N = 39) 

Total 
(N = 152) 

No. 

20 

12 

6 

9 

47 

Table 2.7 

Mar~~al Status of Recruits . 

Single Married 

% No. % 

46.5 21 48.8 

30.8 27 69.2 

19.4 23 74.2 

23.1 25 64.1 

30.9 96 63.2 

35 

Divorced or 
Separated 

No. % 

2 4.7 

0 

2 6.4 

5 12.8 

9 5.9 
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Educational Background 

All of the subjects were high school graduates. However, fifteen of the men 
held high school equivalency certificates. As shown in Table 2.9, 32.5% of the 
men had some college attendance. In comparison to the 55.2% of the nationwide 
sample of police recruits who had attended college, and the 53.0% of experienced 
officers who reported some college work, the recruits had a lower educational 
level. 14 

Educational Background of Recruits'Fathers 

A father's educational attainment is a significant variable in the lives of his 
children. His education determines his occupation. His education also influences 
the family's life style, including the value attached to educational achievement for 
his children. Accordingly, it is of interest to examine the educational backgrounds 
of the subjects' fathers as shown in Table 2.10. 

As a general rule, children tend to exceed the educational level of their 
parents. This was true in the case of the recruit subjects. As previously stated, 
all of the subjects were high school graduates. Only 52.00/0 of their fathers had 
been graduated from high school. Moreover, 86.20/0 of the fathers never attended 
college. The comparable figure for the recruit subjects was 67., 50/0. 

Occupational Background 

The police generally are described as having lower-middle cla.ss, working
class, or lower-class backgrounds. Proceeding from these general characteriza
tions, it is inferred commonly that certain kinds of undesirable police behavior 
are a consequence of the low socioeconomic origins of the men in that occupational 
group.15 Hence, a discussion of social origin is important to the goals of this 
research. 

Occupation, education and income are related to social origin. The inter
relationships among these factors are obvious. Education, to a large degree, 
determines one's occupation which, in turn, determines his level of income. For 
purposes of research then, the best single indicator of social class is occupation. 
Accordingly, the subjects' highest skill occupations before entry into police work 
were analyzed through the use of a standard classificatory system. 16 This system 
is based on the assumption that occupations are classifiable in terms of basic 
dimensions that reflect the social class structure. Thus, a craftsman, foreman, 
or police officer is assumed to share common behavior patterns, attitudes, and 
values with other persons in the same general occupational category. Conversely, 
they are assumed to differ in distinctive ways from persons in other general 
occupational classifications. 'As a rule of thumb, it is held that occupations in the 
categories of craftsmen and foremen, clerical and sales, proprietors arid manag
ers, and professionals are middle-class and above, while the remaining categories 
are less than middle class. 

14Ibid .. p. 31. 

15Ibid .. pp. 105-124 for a discussion of the social class backgrounds of the police 
and the implications of class origin for present occupational behavior. 

160ccupations were classified according to the "Socioeconomic Index for Occupa
tions in Detailed Classification of the Bureau of the Census: 1950," as contained 
in Albert J. Reiss, Jr., Occupations and Social Status (New York, The Free 
Press, 1961), pp. 263-275. 
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City 

Balt. 
(N = 43) 

Cin. 
(N = 39) 

Col. 
(N = 31) 

Ind. 
(N = 39) 

Total 
(N = 152) 

City 

Balt. 
(N = 43) 

Cin. , 
(N = 39) 

Col. 
(N = 31) 

Ind. 
(N ::: 39) 

Total 
(N = 152) 

Table 2.9 

Years of College Work Completed by Recruits 

One Year, Two 
or Less Years 

No. No. 

6 0 

12 3 

9 2 

5 1 

32 6 

Three " Four 
Years Years 

No. No. 

1 3 

2 1 

o 1 

2 1 

5 6 

Table 2.10 

Total with 
College 

Attendance 

No. 

10 

18 

12 

9 

49 

Educational Attainment of the Recruits' Fathers 

Less Than 
High School 

No. % 

25 58.1 

14 35.9 

16 51.6 

18 46.2 

73 48.0 

37 

High 
School 

Graduate 

No. % 

14 32.6 

14 35.9 

1-3 41.9 

17 43.6 

58 38.2 

Some 
College 

Attendance 

No. % 

3 7.0 

9 23.1 

2 6.5 

3 7.7 

17 11. 2 

Percentage 
of 

City Total 

% 

23.3 

46.2 

38.7 

23.1 

32.5 

College 
Graduate 

No. % 

1 2.3 

2 5.1 

o 0.0 

1 2.6 

4 2.6 
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Occupational Backgr6unds of the Subjects 

One's previous employment reflects something about his aspirations, his 
education, his interests, and the overall pattern of his employment. All of these 
factors are class related. 

As a general indicator of the social class backgrounds of the recruit subjects, 
their highest level of employment before entering police work was analyzed. The 
procedure of using the highest position of employment is a more valid indicator of 
the social class level of the man. The highest skill job represents a peak of 
achievement in the subject's early working c~lreer. This is the job that the sub
ject would tend to look back on. Hence. it wduld reflect that position in the social 
class structure at which the subject would ter,\d to identify himself ,in a psycholog
ical sense. The resultant data is set forth in the table below along with similar 
data for two other police groups and the general male population. 

Table 2.11 

A Comparison of the Pre\rious Highest Skill Occupations of Three 
Groups of Police Officers with the Distribution of Occupations 

in the General Population 

Occupational 152 Police Nationwide Sample Nationwide Sample of Distribution of 

Classification Recruits of Police Recruits Experienced Police Occupations of 

(N'" 165)* Officers (N = 4.061)* Employed Males. 
1960** 

Percent Percent Percent Percent 

Professional. 
Technical. 

12.5 20.9 
Managerial . 5.3 7.9 

Clerical 15.1 19.4 15.7 6.9 

Sales 7.9 9.1 12.2 6.8 

Craftsmen. 
23.4 19.5 

Foremen 13.2 20.0 

Operatives 20.4 13.3 20.6 19. !! 

Service, 
3.0 2.4 6.1 

Household 3.9 

Farmers 0.8 8.4 

Laborers 3.9 1.8 2.1 6.9 

Military 14.5 8.5 9.0 

Police Related 7.3 

Student 3.3 1.2 1.3 

Unemployed 2.6 

Unclassified 2.6 15.8 4.6 

*Watson and Sterling. op. cit •• pp. 114-115. . 
**U. S. Bureau of the Census. U. S. Census of population: 1960. Subject Report~. Occupational Character

istics. Final Report. PC(2)-7A. (Washington. D. C.. U. S. Government Printmg Office. ·1963) p. XX. 

Because of a variety .of reasons, the data set forth above is not strictly compara
ble. We should keep in mind that for the two recruit groups, their previous 
occupation represents a job held during the trial working peripd of a relatively 
young individual. On the other hand, the distribution of occupations among 
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employed males consisted of jobs held by adults during their stable working life. 
Because of this and a number of other reasons, the data can yield only some 
general impressions. 

First, the generalization that the police are drawn from the lower-middle 
class appears to be supported by the data drawn from the responses of the 152 
recruit subjects. Only 41. 50/0 of the subjects held jobs at or above the level of 
craftsmen and foremen. Thus, accepting the rule of thumb cited above. the 
majority of the subjects would be classified less than middle class. However, 
we should keep in mind that the data is somewhat distorted by the number of 
subjects who were in the military service and were attending school. In general 
it is of interest to note that a higher proportion of the police groups included in 
the table held clerical jobs than was true for the overall male population. Lastly. 
as a characteristic of 'G1e present time, a significant proportion of the subjects 
came directly from military service into law enforcement. 

OCCUpational Backgrounds of the Subjects' Fathers 

The occupational background of the fathers of the recruits serves as another 
indication of social origin. Accordingly, data related to this factor is set forth 
below. As in the previous table, data drawn from similar groups is provided for 
reference purposes. 

Table 2.12 

A Comparison of the Occupations of the Fathers of Three 
Groups of Police Officers with the Distribution of Occupations 

in the General Population 

Occupational Police Nationwide Sample Nationwide Sample of Distribution of 
Classification . Recruits of Police Recruits Experienced Police Occupations of 

(N = 152) (N = 165)* Officers (N = 1.195)* Employed Males. 
1960** 

Percent Percent Percent Percent 

Professional. 
Technical, 
Managerial 13.2 13.9 15.2 20.9 

Clerical 7.9 6.1 5.4 6.9 

Sales 7.2 6.1 5.4 6.8 

Craftsmen. 
Foremen 34.2 24.9 31.5 19.5 

Operatives 17.8 14.6 14.6 19.9 

Service. 
Household 5.3 4.9 7.2 6.1 

Farmers 0.6 0.6 4.8 8.4 

Laborers 2.6 9.1 6. a 6.9 

M;litary 2. a 1.8 
~-;::: 

Police Related 3.3 4.2 9.8 

Unclassifiable 5.9 13.9 4.6 

Total 100. a 100.0 100.0 [,. 100.0 

"'Watson and Sterling. ~ pp. 110~112. (The 1.195 men' in this classification are from cities 
with populations OVer 500.000). 

**U. S. Bureau Of the Census. (U. S. Cens!ls of Population. '1960), ~. P. ),,"X 
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Several impressions emerge from this bible. The majority of the subjects' 
fathers as well as those of the other two police groups, were reported to have 
been employed at the middle class level and above. When considered in light 
of the fact that 48% of these fathers had not completed high school, it can be 
assumed that this group of fathers was very upward-striving. Beyond this, the 
data is consistent with the general finding that there is a decreasing proportion 
of the sons of police officers entering into police work. 17 Lastly, the greatest 
proportion of the recruits had fathers who were employed as craftsmen and 
foremen. The representation of fathers at this job level far exceeded that for 
employed men in the general population. 

Length of Anticipatory Socialization 

The age at which a person makes his occupational choice has been the focus 
of considerable research. This time of choice marks the beginning of occupa
tional socialization since it is at this point that conceptions and perceptions will 
begin to be modified in anticipation of actual entry into the vocation or its related 
formal training program. The age of decision tends to vary with the nature of 
the vocation; that is, occupations requiring lengthy academic preparation neces
sitate an earlier :vocational choice than do those having fewer prerequisites. 
Nevertheless, studies have shown that vocational choices generally begin to form 
during the late elementary or early high school years. 18 During the high school 
years, career guidance programs and information services are available to assist 
the individual in making realistic choices. Without such h81p, decisions may fail 
to consider the necessity for matching individual abilities and vocational require
ments. . 

For purposes of this research, the process of anticipatory socialization was 
judged to have begun at the time when the individual first became interested in 
police work as a vocational choice. Since the foundations upon which police 
training will be built are structured by this process, the length of time that the 
subjects have considered police work as a career possibility should be examined. 
The data conveys the impression that most of the subjects did not make an early 
decision to enter law enforcement. That 68.7% of the group had considered police 
work as a vocational choice for less than four years indicates that the majority of 
subjects made their vocational choice after completing high school. This should 
be obvious from the data shown in Table 2.13. 

Preparatory Work Experience 

Every job has a primary orientation to data, people or things. Some jobs 
entail working almost exclusively with data. Others, like the job of the police 
patrolman, are primarily people-centered. Still other occupations require 
mostly the manipulation of things. Yet, every job requires the worker to deal 
to some extent with each of these three elements at various levels of complexity. 
These relationships have been systematized in the Dictionary of Occupational 
Titles. 19 This authoritative source sets forth a detailed hierarchical classifica
tion of jobs according to their relationship with data, people, and things. 

17 Watson and Sterling, op. cit., p. 112. 

18Donald E. Super, liThe Critical Ninth Grade; Vocational Choice or Vocational 
Exploration, II Personnel and Guidance Journal, Vol. 39, 1960-1961, pp. 106-109. 

19U• S. Department of Labor, DictionarY of Occupational Titles, Vol. II 
(Washington, D. C., U. S. Government Printing Office, 1965), p. 649. 
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Table 2.13 

Length of Time Recruits Had Been Interested in 
Police Work as a Vocational Choice 

Less than 1 Year 

Less than 2 Years 

Less than 3 Years 

Less than 4 Years 

Less than 5 Years 

Less than 6 Years 

Less than 7 Years 

Less than 8 Years 

Less than 9 Years 

Balt. 

14 

11 

4 

6 

2 

1 

Less than 10 Years 1 

More than 10 Years 4 

Total 43 

Cin. Col. 

1 2 

6 10 

11 3 

7 4 

5 4 

2 3 

2 1 

1 1 

2 2 

1 

1 1 

39 31 

Table 2.14 

Ind. Total 0/0 of Total 

9 26 17.21 

8 35 23.03 

6 24 15.89 

2 19 12.58 

3 14 9.27 

3 8 5.29 

1 5 3.31 

2 4 2.64 

2 6 3.97 

1 3 1. 98 

2 8 5.29 

39 152 100.00 

Functional Levels of Job Complexity 

DATA PEOPLE THINGS 

0 Synthesizing 0 Mentoring 0 Setting-up 

1 Coordinating 1 Negotiating 1 Precision Working 
2 Analyzing 2 Instructing 2 Operating-Controlling 
3 Compiling 3 Supervising 3 Driving-Operating 
4 Computing 4 Diverting 4 Manipulating 
5 Copying 5 Persuading 5 Tending 

6 Comparing 6 Spe aking-Signaling 6 Feeding-Offbeari,ng 

7)NO Significant 7 Serving 7 Handling 

8 Relationship 8 No Significant 8 No Significant 
Relationship Relationship 
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Each column in Table 2. 14 contains a listing of present participle verbs which 
describe what a worker does in relationship to the column heading. These verb 
forms range from the complex (0) to the simple (8). This classification can be 
used not only to designate the functions of a specific job as they relate to data, 
people, and things, but also when the three columns are considered together, it 
can also express the genera11eve1 of complexity of that job. For e';;"'llp1e, a 
psychiatrist is classified as 108. The job calls for the practitioner to deal with 
data at a high level, that of coordination. Obviously, his relationship with people 
is at the highest level, mentoring. Equally obvious is the fact that a psychiatrist's 
work calls for no significant relationship to things. Consider another example, 
that of the mathematical statistician's job which is classified as 088. The job is 
classified at the highest level of complexity with regard to data and the position 
has no significant relationship to people or things. The job of the carpent7.~y 
laborer is classified as 887. The laborer does not deal with data or people to 
any notable degree and he functions at the lowest level with regard to things. ;'< 

Pertinent to this research is the question of the occupatioI'lal backgrounds 
of the recruit subjects. To what extent have these men held jobs which have 
served as preparation for the position of police patrolman? In order to answer 
this question, the subjects were asked to list the full-time job they held imme
diately before entering police work. Of the 152 subjects, 22 were in the military, 
five were students, and ten gave responses which could not be classified. The 
responses made by the remaining 115 subjects were classified according to data, 
people, and things. The results are shown in Table 2. 15. 

This table shows that only 22.6% of the subjects held a job in which the 
relationship to data was equal to or greater than that of the patrolman, the level 
of analysis. Of far greater significance is the fact that only 26% of the subjects 
held jobs in which the relationship to people was equal to or exceeded the classi
fication of speaking-signaling assigned to the position of patrolman. Beyond this, 
if one accepts that a considerable part of a patrolman's job requires him to func
tion in relationship to people at higher levels of complexity than speaking and 
signaling, then the vocational preparation of our subjects is even more inappro
priate. When one considers that 70.40/0 of the subjects held jobs which had no 
significant relationship to people, he hard',y can feel assured that these men can 
deal properly with the complex people-problems they soon confront after only a 
few hours of instruction i1l the areas of social problems and human relations. 
One observer of the police patrolman's job has commented that, "His education 
has not fitted him to master the enormous social-worker chores that are thrust 
upon him. The complexities of hts job would tax a superman. ,,20 To this 

*Within the aforementioned classification, the police patrolman's job is listed as 
268. Accordingly, the job is viewed as one calling for analyzing data, speaking
signaling to people, 8.11d not having any significant relationship to things. Anyone 
who is familiar with the contemporary occupational role of the patrolman will have 
considerable diffioulty in accepting this classification, particularly regarding the 
relationship with people. The police patrolman's work in connection with non
criminal, peace-keeping, service types of cases requires considerable persuading, 
instructing, and negotiating. Even mentoring, the highest level of complexity, is 
descriptive of the patrolman's role in handling a great many cases. The Diction
ary of Occupational Titles defines mentoring as "dealing with individuals in terms 
of their total personality in order to advise, counsel, and! or guide them with 
regard to problems that may be resolved by legal, scientific, clerical, spiritual, 
and! or professional principles." Mentoring is certainly descriptive of the patrol
man's work in dealing with the great bulk of juvenile and family related matters. 

20F1etcher Knebel, "Police jn Crisis, "Look, Vol. 32, No.3, Feb. 6, 1968, p.15. 
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statement we can now add that the vocational experiences of the subjects prior to 
recruitment have not fitted them to master the demanding problems involving 
people that soon will be thrust upon themt 

Other Vocational Interests 

A parallel question was asked of the subjects to assess their vocational 
interests. To what extent were the men interested in jobs which were primarily 
oriented toward dealing with people rather than data or things? Responses to a 
question concerning the other kinds of work which the men were considering 
before they decided to become police officers are shown in Table 2.16. With re
gard to dealing with data. the great majority of subjects were interested, in jobs 
in wl:ich data was· handled at relatively high levels of complexity. Almost half 
of those subjects included in this table were ~onsidering other jobs which had no 
significant relationship with people. Fifty-four percent were interested in voca
tions which had no significant relatic::1ship to things. 

In terms of a general orientation to work. about one-third of the respondents 
expressed an interest in a job which required the incumbent to function in a re
lationship with people beyond that of serving. speaking. and signaling. All things 
considered. one easily is impressed that the subjects lack not only a vocational 
background enabling them to deal with people. but also an interest in those voca
tions which are people-oriented. This impression supports a description of new 
patrolmen in Chicago with excellent performance records. 

II • • • they are less socially inclined than patrolmen in general. 
and may be comfortable in solitary work not requiring many 
social contacts. This does not mean that they are anti-social. 21 
rather that they are more 'work-oriented' than 'person-oriented'. II 

The question remains whether an interest in data, people or things is a fixed part 
of personality or the interest can be modified to conform to the nature of the role. 
More specifically. does the performance of the patrolman's role tend to make the 
man more person-oriented? 

Shift Work 

Shift work is unavoidable in law enforcement. In the case of the cities 
included in this research. Baltimore rotated patrolmen every 28 days. Cincin
nati and Indianapolis rotated shifts every month. Columbus rotated its men 
every quarter. Such rotation of the hours of work requires the men and their 
families to make rather difficult physiological, psychological. and SOCiological 
adjustments. It is of interest within this study to determine ho'w' many of the 
subjects had worked on shifts before entering police work. since this would 
constitute significant preparatory work experience. . 

As shown in Table 2. 17. that two-thirds of the recruit subjects had worked 
in jobs which required rotation of shifts reflects something of the nature of their' 
previous occupational experience. Shift work is found almost exclusively in con
tinuous process industries producing chemicals. oil. paper. and steel. and in 
other industries in which there is a heavy capital outlay for plant and equipment. 
By and large. this percentage supports the earlier finding that before entering 
police work. a large proportion of the subjects were engaged in occupations 
classified as craftsmen. foremen. operatives. and laborers. 

21Melany E. Baehr. John E. Furcon. and ErnestC. Froemel. Psychological 
Assessment of Patrolman Qualifications in Relation to Field Performance (Chi
cago. Industrial Relations Center. University of Chicago. 1968). p. Vm-9. 
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City 

Balt. 
(N = 43) 

Cin. 
(N = 39) 

Col. 
(N 31) 

Ind. 
(N = 39) 

Total 
(N = 152) 

City 

BaIt. 
(N 43) 

Cin. 
(N - 39) 

Col. 
(N = 31) 

Ind. 
(N = 39) 

Total 
(N = 152) 

Table 2.1.7 

Shift Work Backgrotmd of Recruits 

Number Who Ha.d Done Shift 
Work Before Entering 

Police Vocation 

. 26 

25 
\) 

/f 

25 \:1 
\) 

26 

102 

Table 2.18 

Percent Who Had 
Done Shift Work 

60.4 

64.1 

80.6 

66.7 

67.1 

{; 

Number and Percent of Recru~ts Who. Gained Income 
By Becoming a Pollce Offlcer 

Number Who Make More % of Total 
Money As A Patrolman 

,If 

? 31 

. . ~; 

18 

23 

106 

1.\ 

, , 

79.1 

79.5 

.58.1 

59.0 

69.7 

G 

\ 

17 
. , 
- ... ~'- -' . 

I, 

-

Does the proportion of subjects who have engaged in shift work exceed the 
comparable proportion of the general public engaged in, such work? Since the 
proportion varies from city to city. a precise answer is impossible. In Detroit 
where shift work in the automobile industry is common. almost 32% of the workers 
rotate their hours. At the other extreme. only 13.4% of the workers in New York 
City rotate shifts. 22 From this. it would appear that a greater proportion of the 
recruits engaged ,in shift work than was true for workers in the general population. 

Relative Income 

Although observers of the police have commented frequently that many men 
who become police officers do so in order to gain increased occupational status • 
it may be that any such increase in status is merely incidental to a more funda
mental and underste,ndable motivation. a desire to make more mOlley. The data 
in Table 2.18 indicates the number of subjects who will earn more money as a 
police officer than theydid in their job immediately before b:ecoming a police 
recruit •. Over two-thirds ~f,the sul;>jects gained in income as a'result of their 
new occupation. From the. ;previous discussion on the employment backgrounds of 
the SUbjects. it is clear that few of the subjects gained status by beComing a police 
officer. All things conSidered. the increas'ed income coupled With the security 
features of the job can be seen as a greater influence in the decision to become 
a police officer than status considerations. ' 

Sources of Influence on Vocational Choice 

What factors in±1uenced the subject's decision to enter into law enforcement? 
Friends and relatives of the subjects would be a primary influence in the deciSion. 
Information about the occupati01,1 gained through reading would also be a strong 
Slource of influence. 

In order to assess the degree to which these factors influenced the subject's 
decision. they were first asked if they had "any relatives who are or were police 
officers?" Of the total of 152 men. 62 (40.8%) replied in the affirmative. This 
group of sixty-two men was then asked in a follow-up question about the degree to 
which relatives who were police officers inflUenced their occupational choice. 
Their responses are arrayed in Table 2.19. The majority of men (35 or 56.4%) 
who ha,d relatives who were police officers were influenced positively by their relatives. 

The next question concerned the influence of friends on the subject's voca
tional choice. In this instance. 126 .of the men (82.9% of the total group of 152) 
reportee} having friends who were or had been police officers. These men were 
then asked a follow-up question on the influence of friends. Their responses are 
shown in Table 2.20. The great n'lajority of the men (93 or 73.8%) with friends 
who were or had been police officer/; were influenced in their vocational choice 
by these men. By comparison. friends were a much stronger influence on the 
subjects in deciding to become a police officer than were relatives. 

The third question deal~g with the forces which shllped the subjects' deci
sion to enter police work concerns reading materials. Only 59 of the total group 

22U. S. Department of Labor. Bureau of Labor Statistics. Wages and Related 
Benefits: 1960-1961. Bulletin No. 1285-83 (Washingtc)'n. D. C •• 1961). pp. 78-80. 
The data does not include men employed by pubUc utilities. transportation systems. 
communications industries. and the muniCipal police/ fire and sanitation services. 
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Table 2.19 

Responses of 62 Recruits to the ~uestion, "Do You F.eel tha~ Ther, 
(Relatives) Influenced Your DecislOn to Become a Pollce OffIcer? 

City No. of DefiniteJ,y Probably Don't Probably Definitely, 
Subjects Yes Yes Know No 

Col. 11 5 1 1 2 

Cin. 17 4 3 1 5 

Ind. 14 4 3 3 2 

BaIt. 20 4 11 1 1 

Total 62 17 18 6 10 

Percent 100% 27.4 29.0 9.7 16.1 

Table 2.20 

Responses of 126 Recruits to the Question, "Do You Feel that They 
(Friends) Influenced Your Decision to Become a Police Officer?" 

No 

2 

4 

2 

3 

11 

17.7 

City 
No. of Definitely Probably Don't Probably Definitely 
Subjects Yes Yes Know No No 

Col. 26 9 13 1 2 1 

Cin. 35 15 7 2 6 5 

Ind. 33 11 13 1 3 5 

Balt. 32 12 13 1 2 4 

Total 126 47 46 5 13 15 

Percent 1000/0 37.3 36.5 4.0 10.3 n.9 

-' 
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(38.8%) had read any books or magazines about police work in the past year. 
These 59 men were asked a supplemental question about the influence of reading 
on their choice of jobs. Their responses are set forth in Table 2.21. Of the 59 
men who had read about police work in the past year, 69.5% of them reported that 
reading materials affected their occupational choice. 

The general view which emerges from this analysis is that friends with 
police backgrounds were the mflst influential of the three sources in affecting 
the vocational decisions of the/subjects. The great majority of the subjects had 
friends with police experience/Jand more than three-quarters of these subjects 
reported being positively infl/l.enced by their friends. This finding seems to 
support the premise upon whJ;f:h many police recruitment programs are based: 
The best source of manpow~lr is the friends of men now employed as police 
officers. Relatives with police backgrounds had less effect 'on the subjects' 
decision than friends. AltIibugh reading was a source of vocational information 
for the smallest number of subjects, it did have a positive effect on a significant 
proportion of them. 

The Level of Reading Materials 

Reading constitutes an important part of the process of anticipatory 
socialization. Hence, an important though secondary consideration in the dis
cussion of the sources of influence on the vocational choices of the subjects was 
the nature of the materials read by the recruits. Fifty-nine of the 152 men re
ported that they had read about police work in the. year preceding their entry 
into law enforcement. These subjects then were instructed to list the materials 
they had read. The responses wrere categorized and are presented in Table 2.22. 
The majority of men with a high school education had read only popular materials. 
On the other hand, the majority of the men who had attended college had read 
about the police vocation in textbooks and periodical literature. Few men in 
either educational category had read occupational literature or police publications. 
All things considered, the reading of sound and informative materials on law 
enforcement was not a significant part of the anticipatory socialization of the 
recruit subjects. For the few men who had read about law enforcement, the 
popular accounts of police work in newspapers, magazines and books constituted 
the primary source of vocational information. 

THE RECRUIT GROUP--A SYNTHESIS 

From the background material presented up to now, a general impression 
,of the recruit group can be formed. The men, about twenty-four years of age on 
the average, came from stable middle-class families--many with long-standing 
roots in the community. Almost all of the recruits were white. Their fathers, 
with modest educational attainments. had been upward-striving and were employed 
primarily at the level of craftsman or foreman. 

Two-thirds of the recruits were married. An equal proportion had been in 
military service. Although all were high school graduates. only one-third of them 
had attended college. The majority of them were employed in lower middle class 
jobs whiCh paid less than their initial police salaries. Two-thirds of them already 
had experienced the effects of shift work on their respective life styles. The great 
majority of these men had been employed in jobs which dealt primarily with data 
and things. By and large. they h:ad almost no occupational experience in dealing 
with people nor did they have an interest in jobs which were people-oriented; 

Generally, they had aspired to become police officers for!::Oonly a -few years. 
Very few of them had read anything of substance about the law enforcement 
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Table 2.21 
. Q tion "Do You Feel that Your Reading 

Responses of 59 Recr~ts to thDe ,:e'~n t~ Become a police Officer?" 
Has Helped You m Your eC1Sl 

Definitely Probably . Don't Probably Definitely 

Know No No 
City No. Yes Yes 

2 0 1 1 
Col. 11 7 

4 0 3 2 
Cin. 17 8 

\ i 6 3 3 2 
Ind. 18 4 

5 1 2 0 
Balt~ 13 5 

17 4 9 5 
Total 59 24 

28.8 6.8 15.3 8.5 
40.7 Percent 100 

Table 2.22 

Nature of Materials Read by 59 Recruits in the 
Year Preceding Their Entry into Police Work 

Reading Source 

Newspapers and 
Magazines 

popular 
Books 

Occupational 
Literature 

police publications, 
Manuals and Bulletins 

. Textbooks and Periodical 
Literature for police 

High School 
Graduate 
(N = 32) 

No. 0/0 

12 37.5 

7 21.9 

3 9.4 
!) 

3 9.4 

.7 21. 9 

50 

Some College 
Attendance 

(N = 27) 

No. 0/0 

3 11.1 

4 14.8 

3 '"11.1 

2 7.4 

15 55.6 

Combined 
Group 

(N = 59) 

No. 0/0 

15 25.4 

11 18.6 

6 10.2 

5 8,5 

22 37.3 
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profession. Their friends with police backgrounds had been most influential in 
their decision to enter into law enforcement. 

Time Effects on the Size of the Recruit Group 

1iVhen the Role Perception Battery first was administered at the beginning of 
recruit school, a total of 152 men were involved in the research. As would be 
expected, some attrition occurred during the training period. There were some 
intercity variations in the number of men lost during this time span--apparently 
related to an underlying conception of the functions of recruit training. In Balti
more where the training process was viewer, as a continuation of the overall 
selection process, a large number of men failed to complete training. In 
Cincinnati where the idea was expressed that the training division's function was 
to train, not to select, no subjects were lost. Both Columbus and Indianapolis 
apparently shared that view. A further reduction in the size of the group occurred 
after the completion of formal training. Table 2.23 shows the figures related to 
the reduction of the original group of 152 men down to 113 patrolmen. 

Table 2.23 

The Size of the Recruit Groups at Three Points in Time 

City Start of End of After 18 Months 
Training Training Experience 

Balt. 43 28 20 

Cin. 39 39 37 

Col. 31 30 24 

Ind. 39 39 32 

Total 152 136 113 

Over the full time span of this study, twenty-three men in Baltimore were 
released or allowed to resign. In Cincinnati, two men resigned during their 
early field experience. Three men were released or allowed to resign from 
the Columbus group. In addition, one man had died and three were unavailable 
for the third testing. * In Indianapolis, three men were released or allowed to 
resign. Here too one man had died. Three other men were unavailable for the 
final testing in that.city. ' 

Men Who Failed 

Aside from the death of two men, thirty-one subjects failed to complete 
eighteen months in the field as patrolmen, thereby failing their original voca
tional goal. Consequently, within this discussion, this group of thirty-one men 
will be termed unsuccessful. 

*A total of six men were unavailable at the third testing. The reasons for this in
cluded vacations,. injuries, urgent police duty, and national guard summer camp. 
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One's curiosity immediately is aroused regarding the ways in which the 
unsuccessful group differed from those who attained their original goal. Though 
curious, one should not be incautious. Since the majority of the unsuccessful 
group (74.2%) came from one city, Baltimore, a detailed consideration <)f the 
differences between the successful and the unsuccessful groups essentially would 
be a study of the selective factors in only one city. Therefore, with few excep
tions, the unsuccessful group will be omitted from the following discussion. The 
total number of men included in the full analysis whj,ch follows will be 113. 

Notwithstanding this, it remains of interest to briefly examine the back
ground characteristics of the unsuccessful group. Though they were remarkably 
similar to the successful group, there were a few notable differences. Of the 
original group of 152 subjects, there were seventeen blacks. By the completion 
of eighteen months of field experience, ten of these men remained. Thus, blacks 
were represented overproportionately 'within the unsuccessful group. Of the 
original group, there were six men with four year college degrees. Three of the 
six were in the unsuccessful group. Thus, college graduates also were over
represented in the unsuccessful group. Regarding marital status, slightly over 
64% of the original group of 152 men were married. Within the unsuccessful 
group, only 31. 20/0 were married. Fifty percent of this group were single while 
18.80/0 were separated or divorced. In this case, single men and men whose 
marriages had been unsuccessful were overrepresented among the unsuccessful. 
Beyond these few factors, there were no apparent differences between the 
successful and the unsuccessful groups. 

SUPPLEMENTARY BACKGROUND INFORMATION 

The Life History form was administered to the subjects on only one occasion, at 
the beginning of their recruit training. Generally, the background information 
obtained from their responses to this form would be invariable over time. How
ever, there was a series of other questions structured to produce backgrQund 
information that assumably would be answered differently by the subjects as time. 
passed. In this case, we would expect that the subjects! view of the nature of 
police work would change through training and/or experience. Accordingly, their 
judgments about certain factors related to their jobs would reflect these changes. 
Questions of this kind were grouped together in a supplemental information form 
which was administered to the subjects at the beginning and at the end of their 
recruit training, and after eig4teen months' experience in the field as patrolmen. 

VALUATION OF PREPARATORY EXPERIENCE 

For the new recruits, there is much that is unknown about their future role 
in law enforcement and their ability to perform that role. However, they do 
understand the preparatory function of the role of trainee and doubts are reduced 
somewhat by the belief in the continuity between the position of trainee and that of 
patrolman. Further. the belief that their previous experience relates to their 
present and future roles in law enforcement also serves to alleviate some of this 
initial anxiety. Thus, real or imagined continuity between roles facilitates the 
assumption of their new role. 

In assessing this sense of continuity, two variables must be considered. 
The first is their changing concept of the police role, and the second conc'erns 
the intrinsic nature of previous experience and its actual relevance to police 
work. 
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Regarding the n':'st variable, one should note that at the beginning of recruit 
school, the subjects' view of the police role is based on a loose patchwork of pre
conceptions derived from a variety of sources--some highly accurate, others 
inaccurate. At this point, their views would reflect the end product of the process 
of anticipatory socialization. By the end of their trajning, the men would hold an 
intellectualized view of the role developed from the content of the curricula and 
the verbal observations of their trainers. Only after enactment of the patrolman's 
role would their concepts of the police role be formed from the reality of actual 
experience. As the subjects' concept of the police role changed, one would expect 
that jUdgments of the preparatory value of their formal education and work experi
ence also would :t'eflect change. At anyone point in time, the subjects' concept of 
the police role would be influenced by that which they already knew as interpreted 
through the filters of their present role. Thus, one would hypothesize that formal 
education would be seen as a more valuable preparation for the intellectualized 
view of the patrolman's role held at the end of recruit training than would be the 
case at the beginning of training or after field experience. 

The second variable concerns the nature of their previous experience. 
Obviously, not all educational and vocational experience qualifies as excellent 
preparation for police work. We would expect that academic work at the college 
level represents better preparation for police work than the mere attainment of a 
high school equivalency certificate. Similarly, work experience as a police cadet 
would be considered more valuable than that as a bookkeeper. 

The Supplementary Information form contained two questions which probed 
the subjects' opinion of the preparatory value of their education and occupational 
experience, presupposing that the two items could assess the degree of continuity. 
In response to the first question the subjects indicated the degree to which they 
felt their formal education helped to prepare them for police work. The percent
age of responses in each category is presented in Table 2. 24. . 

Table 2.24 

Responses to the Question, "Do You Feel that Your Formal Education 
Has Helped Prepare You for Police Work?" 

(Percentages Based on 113 Subjects) 

Response Start of End of After 18 Months 

Category Training Training Experience 
(T 1 )~~ (T

2
) (T

3
) 

Definitely Yes 51.30/0 53.1% 37.20/0 

Probably Yes 24.8 36.3 46.0 

Don't Know 7.1 2.7 4~1.4 

Probably No 8.8 4.4 9 •. 7 

Definitely No 8.0 3.5 2.7 

'~The notations Tl' T2 and T3 will be used throughout this report. Tl will 
designate the first testing at the start of training, while T2 will indicate the 
second testing at the end of training. The notation T3 will be used to designate 
the final testing of the subjects at the completion of eighteen months experience 
in the field as a patrolman. 
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From the data in the table, formal education seemed a better preparation 
for police work at the end of recruit training than at either of, the othez: tW? points 
in time. A more precise statistical analysis. of the data conf1rmed that th1S pre
vious educational experience was considered by the students to be more consistent 

, k d d ' 't t " 23 M with the academic view of pollce wor learne· urmg recrU1 ra1mng. ore-
over, the actual routines of their earlier formal education were felt to have been 
more transferable to the trainee's role they had just completed. 

What estimations were made of the preparatory value of prior occupational 
experience? The data derived from the responses to this second question was 
treated in the same way as described in the previous footnote" The mean score 
at T1 was 3.53; it rose slightly to 3.69 at T~; then dropped to 3.50 at T3. In 
neither case did the t values derived from this analysis reach a level which would 
indicate even doubtful significance. Thus, it can be concluded that the subjects' 
valuation of their formal vocational experience as a preparation for police work 
remained constant over time. 

Let us now examine the relative worth assigned by the subjects to their 
educational and vocational experience as a preparation for police work. A 
comparison of the mean scores related to the foregoing data is necessary to 
answer this question. 

Table 2.25 

A Test of Significance of the Difference Between Mean 
Scores Representing the Value Assigned by 113 Police Subjects 

to Education and Work Experience as Preparation for the Police Role 

Mean Score Mean Score 
(Education) (Work Experience) t Value 

T1 3.94 3.53 2.44 

T2 4.31 3.69 4.04 

T3 4.05 3.50 4.04 

23Mean scores were derived from an analysis of the numerical responses on which 
the percentages were based. A value of 5 was assigned to a "definitely yes" 
response while lower values were assigned to other responses on the scale 
descending to a value of one for a "definitely no" response. The mean score at 
the start of training (T1) was 3. 94. At the end of training (T2), the mean score 
was 4.31 while the mean dropped to 4.05 at T3' The difference between the mean 
score obtained at Tl and the comparable score obtained at T2 was tested statisti
cally. The t value obtained from this analysis of the difference between the means 
was 2.63. As has been explained, the probability that a t value as large as this 
could have occurred by chance alone is 1 in 100. Thus, the difference between 
mean scores was statistically significant. The t value obtained from a test of the 
difference between the means obtained at T2 and T3 was 2.50. In this instance, 
the probability that a t value as large as this could have occurred by chance alone 
was 5 in 100. Thus, from a statistical point of view, this difference is of doubtful 
significance. 
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At each point in time shown in Table 2.25, the mean score for the valuation 
of education exceeded that of the corresponding mean for work experience. The 
difference between the mean scores for education and work at T1 was significant 
at the. 05 level of confidence (t = 2.44). At both T2 and T

3
, the difference 

between the two mean scores was Significant at the. 01 level (t = 4.04). This 
analysis points to the conclusion that the subjects consistently valued formal 
education more highly than their previous work experience as a preparation for 
the police role. We can reason that the subjects invariably viewed the continuitiY 
between their formal education and their police role as being greater than that ' 
between their former work experience and their present occupational role. 

Is Education a Valued Preparation? 

The current efforts of the police to recruit more college men would be 
premis~d upon the belief that such academic experience provides better prepara
tion for the police role than does less formal education. This is widely considered 
self-evident, despite the difficulty encountered while attempting to gather support
ing evidence. 24 

Probably the most important group of people to question the value of formal 
~ducati~n in this sense would be the men who recently have experienced entering 
mto pollce work. To get to the heart of this matter, the subjects' responses to 
the question "Do you feel that your formal education has helped prepare you for 
police work?" were categorized according to the subjects' level of educational 
attainment and are presented below in Table 2.26. 

Table 2.26 

An Analysis of Responses to the Question "Do You Feel that Your Formal 
Education has Helped Prepare You for Police Work?" by 

Educational Level of Respondents 

Level of Mean Scor.e Mean Score Mean Score 
Education at Start of at End of After 18 Months 

Training Training Experience 

Equivalency 
3.60 Certifi~ate iN = 15) 4.27 3.87 

High School 
Graduate (N= 61) 3.89 4.10 4.05 

College 
4.43 4.68 4.14 Attendance (N = 37) 

Combine!;l 
3.94 4.31 Group (N = 113) 4.05 

~e same general patter~ of a r~se a~ T 2 and a fall at T3 appeared for each 
educa~on group. ,Further, on mspechon, 1t would seem that subjects with college 
exper1ence value 1t more highly than do those with only a high school education or 

24S di . hi 
ee . SCUSS10n ~n t 's topic by Charles B. Saunders, Jr. , Upgrading the Ameri-

can Pollce (Washington, D. C., The Brookings Institution, 1970),pp. 79-116. 
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its equivalent. However, since impressions drawn from a mere inspection of the 
data C?uld lead to error, a statistical test of these differences is necessary. 

With the scores of three subgroups at three points in time, the simple test 
of the significance of the difference between the mean scores used before is in
appropriate. For data which can be classified int~ separate categories, the chi
square technique is useful in testing whether the nilmber of cases among the 
categories can be attributed reasonably to chance. Analysis of the data in this way 
showed that the apparent differences in scores among the educational groups at 
anyone point in time were not statistically significant. 25 Thus; we ar~ led to 
conclude that the subjects with a college background did not value their education 
as being a more valuable preparatory experience than did subjects with only a 
high school background. 

Valuation of Work Experience 

In: an effort to determine the kL>1ds of work experience considered valuable, 
the responses of each subject to the question dealing v..1th the preparatory value of 
their work experience were assigned numerical values ranging from five (definite
ly yes) down to one (definitely no). The total for the three time periods then was 
determined for each man. Theoretically, the scores could range from 15 for the 
men who consistently felt their work experience was a definite preparation down 
to three for the men who consistently felt that their work experience was definitely 
not a useful preparation for police work. 

T;.he occupational backgrounds of. the 25 subjects who viewed their previous 
employment as being most valuable were compared with the !lackgrounds of the 25 
subjects who judged their previous work experience as being least valuable. The 
mean score for the former group of 25 was 14. 9 while the score for the latter 
group was 5.8. Presented below are descriptions of the vocational backgrounds of 
the 25 men in each group. The general categories of relationships with people 
used in the table were drawn from the Dictionary of Occupational Titles classifica
tion system of Data-People-Things. 26 

Among other things, the data in Table 2. 27 supports the obvious view that 
men who had worked as police cadets and dispatchers were among those who saw 
this experience as most v;aluaNe. Men with certain kinds of military experience 
also saw this experience as most valuable. At the other extreme, it is of interest 
that some of the men who held jobs which had no significant relationship to people 
viewed them as a most valuable preparation. Specifically, these six men held jobs 
as a fireman, clerk, factory worker, mechanic, carpenter and draftsman. Among 
the group of men who felt their occupational' experience was least valuable, none 
held a police related job. What may be concluded from this analysis is that the 
great bulk of tilt'> recruit subjects who viewed their previous occupational back
grounds as the least valuable preparation for police work held jobs which had no 
significant relationship to people. 

25The chi-square values obtained at each point in time were 11.48 (6 d.f.) at cr
1

, 
6.05 (4 d. f.) at T 2, and 1. 79 (6 d. f. ) at T 3' None of these values reached a level 
which was statistically significant. 
26 
. U. S. Department of Labor, Dictionary of Occupational Titles, Vol. II (Wash-
mgton. D. C •• U. S. Government Printing Office, 1949), p. 649. 
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Table 2.27 

Comparison of Occupational Backgrounds of Subjects Who Viewed 
Experience as Most/Least Valuable 

Job Description 

Police Related 

Military Service 

College Student 

Mentoring People 

Supervising People 

Persuading People 

Speaking-Signaling to People 

Serving People 

No Significant Relationship to 
People 

FRIENDSHIPS 

Most Valuable 
(N = 25) 

6 

6 

2 

1 

2 

1 

1 

6 

Least Valuable 
(N = 25) 

3 

1 

1 

2 

1 

17 

OUrs is a friendless society. Though we reside and work close to one 
anot!ter. we live apart--unable to establish intimate human relationships. 
TyplCally contemporary man is considered burdened by a. high level of anxiety, 
preoccupied with status considerations. capable of only SUperficial human re
lationships, and overwhelmed by vocational pressures. From all this comes 
a pervasive condition of friendlessneSs:lI. 

"Analysts 0: our .society have pq. itJd to the increasing impersonality 
of our relahonships. It has be .; .. said, for example, that the only 
human community to which the average American businessman be
longs is the car pool which takes him to work. He has few genuine 
relationships with his neighbors in the suburbs. At the office, it is 
a matter of whom he can manipulate and who can manipulate him. ,,27 

In the face of this generalized. impersonality, the extensiveness of friendship ties 
among the police stands in marked contrast to other groups. 

Bot? th: m~ on the str:et and the scholar appear to readily accept that 
group sohdarlty lS an occupatlOnal characteristic of the police. 28 As a result 
explanations for this affiliative tendency abound. Some would reason that the ' 

27Nevitt Sanford, Self & SI:>ciety (New York, Atherton Press. 1966),pp. 50-51. 

28TW? scholarl! views of i;he affili2tive tendency of the police can be found in 
Skolnick, op. Clt., pp. 49-·65, and Michael Banton, The Policeman in the 
Community (London. Tavilstock Publications. Ltd., 1964), pp. 248-249. 
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perception of real or imagin~d public hostility tends to move the police away from 
the public and toward one another in their search for friends. Others would claim 
that their common social class background provides a fertile base for the growth 
of a network of friendships. Still others would offer that many friendships pre-exist 
pollce membership and are enriched by the sharing of a common occupational ex-
perience. ~ 

Some of the commonplace explanations for the affiliative tendency of the 
police are expressed in the police literature or implied from the behavioral 
sciences. For example, friendships may originate because of some very prac
tical benefits. For the police, one benefit from friendships with other officers 
can be seen in the statement of a police captain to a group of police recruits. 

"Pick your friends carefully. I advise you to stay with your own kind 
as much as you can. That way you can't go wrong. Stay with your 
brother officers. Their wives can keep your wife company at night--
and the nights get long, men. "29 ' 

Obviously, there are many other practical benefits which 'Nould result from 
friendships among police officers. 

In-group solidarity of the police may be explained by the concept of law 
enforcement as an esoteric discipline. This view, combined with a belief in 
the need for secrecy regarding occupational practices, would tend to produce 
in-group solidarity. That police work is considered a body of knowledge 
understandable only to the initiated is reflected in the fqllowing statement drawn 
from an autobiographical account of the experiences of a policewoman wherein a 
deputy in.spector shares the wisdom of his long years of experience with a group 
of recruits. 

"Most people are aware of the insularity of a police group; they give 
various interpretations to this insularity, mostly of a derogatory 
nature. But you will find, as you become police officers, that this 
is not only a natural development, but an essential one, because only 
a policeman, a working policeman, can understand the policeman's 
life. It is foreign and incomprehensible to everyone else and it 
cannot be communicated to them. ,,30 ' 

Another explanation for the close ties among police focuses on the 
psychological relationships among "silence, secrecy,. and solidarity." 
According to this reasoning: 

"Secrecy, among the police, stands as a. shield against the attacks 
of the outside world ..• Secrecy is loyalty, for it represents 
sticking with the group and its maintenance carries with it a pro
found sense of participation. Secrecy is solidarity for it represents 
a common front against the outside world. ,,31 

29T • Mike Walker, Voices from the Bottom of the World (New York, Grove 
Press. 1969), p. 55. ,.'~ 

30Dorothy Uhnak, Policewoman (New York, Shnon & Schuster, 1964), p. 32. 

31William A. Westley, "The Polic!,): A Sociological Study of Law. Custom and 
Morality" (Ph.D. diss., Uhiversity of Chicago, 1951), p. 187. 
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Belief in the need for secrecy regarding the occupational practices of the police. 
fii"lds clear eJ..rpression in the resistance to hiring civilians for employment in 
pOli,ce agencies. ~ one instance known to the author, a police official vigorously 
reslsted the creatIon of a cadet program in his department because he believed 
that the young men who would be recruited for the program could not be trusted. 
For example, he felt that the. department would become vulnerable "if the cadets 
knew how many ca,l':',s were on the street when we changed watches." This same 
logic is reflected iiI the statement of another police official in a different city. 

"We (the sworn officers) have all worked together a long time; this 
is our life. We know each other and we stick together. You get a 
civilian in here, to him it's just a job. He'll learn things and start 
blabbing them around. You get a lot of sensitive stuff in police work 
and you have to know how to keep your mouth shut. ,,32 

These two themes, singly or combined. would tend to bar associational ties 
between police and non-police. 

Still another explanation for the extensive friendships among police officers 
relates to a condition of employment: shift work. The frequent rotation of shifts 
tends to limit the development and maintenance of friendship tie.s to other police
men whose lives are ordered in the same way. This restriction on social activity 
apparently affects other occupational groups whose hours of work contrast with 
those of the dominant community. 

"Several stUdies indicate that evening and night shifts interfere 
with workers' participation in voluntary organizations as well as 
with their contacts with friends. The principal reason for this 
interference is that both formal and informal social activities 
usually take place during the early evening hours when the worker 
is either absent from the home or is preparing for work. "33 

Though it is clear that shift work may create restrictions on the friendship 
patterns of the police as well as other occupational groups, it would be an 
error to assume that the impact of shift work, per se, affects all workers 
equally. In this regard, it would be of interest to compare the number and 
nature of friendships between various occupational groups and the police. Such 
research would permit some reasonable judgments concerning the relation of 
shift,work, either alone or with other conditions unique to the police culture, 
to the apparently high incidence of intra-group affiliation among police. How
ever, without control for a number of variables, such comparative research 
would be valueless. The overall pattern of shift work set by the frequency of 
rotation, the predictability of schedules, and the inclusion of weekends as 
workdays would appear to affect friendships. Moreover, it has been cited 
that age and education are si:r.rificant variables in any stUdy of the social re
lationships of shift workers. 4 Generally, inter-occupational comparisons 
between the police and other shift workersrnust take these variables into 
considerati9n. • . 

32J • Q. Wilson, Varieties of Police Behavior (New York,. Atheneum, 1970), 
p. 153. 
33 

Paul E. Mott, Shift Work (Ann Arbor, University of Michigan Press, 1965), 
p. 20. 

34Ibid., pp. 150-157. 
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In what is perhaps the best developed theoretical discussion of the group 
solidarity of the police, this group chru::acteristic is attributed to the element of 
on-the-job danger and tJ:te exercise of police authority. In this discussion, 
Skolnick reasons that because of the necessity for immediate assistance in 
emergency situations and the ever present threat of danger, a special element 
for group solidarity is created. 35 This explanation finds considerable support 
in Schachter's experimental studies of group affiliation. From .one central part 
of his research, Schachter concludes, "There can be little doubt that the state of 
anxiety leads to the arousal Df affiliative tendencies. 1136 Thus, there are both 
practical and pf3ychological reasons for the relationship between group solidarity 
and the perception of danger. 

Beyond this, in the exercise of authority, particularly in the area of public 
morality, the police officer is pictured by Skolnick as being caught up in a dis
crepancy between occupational and personal morality. On the job, he is expected 
to stand as a symbol of puritan.:cal morality. In his personal life, he follows a 
less rigorous moral code. Thus, isolation from the public is seen as a protective 
device to avoid charges of moral h~pocricy. 

"The policeman may be likened to other authorities who prefer to 
violate moralistic norms away from onlookers for whom they are 
routinely supposed to appear as normative models. 1137 

Following this line of thought, a police officer can best find the freedom to behave 
naturally, to relax and to do as he desires, when away from the public and in the 
company of other officers. 

Though this discussion has consisted of anecdotal comments and theoretical 
constructs, it should serve as a reasonable caution for those observers who con
sider police friendship patterns easily explained. That therE! are numerous inter
related factors involved in the formation and continuation of friendships among 
police officers should be clearly evident from this discussion.. That there is a 
need for relevant data on this subject also should be evident. 

A Developmental View of Police Friendship Patterns 

An important part of the socialization of police recruHs consists of involve
ment in new patterns of friendship. Since the police appear to be a highly cohesive 
group, assuming the police role generally would include the development of new 
friendships within the occupation and the end of relationships with persons outside 
it. The approach of this research to friendship formation involves an attempt to 
assess the dynamics of change over time. Subjects were, asked to list their three 
closest friends at the beginning and end of their training, and after eighteen months 
of field experience. The number of policemen listed at eac:h point in time is dis
played in Table 2.28. 

Overall, the data reflects a rather dramatic increasle in friendships among 
the police. At the start of training, 15.30/0 of the closest friends listed by thfJ 
subjects were police officers. By the end of training, thisl percentage had increased 
to 27. 70/0. It should be noted that this brief time span is the only period in the 

35Skolnick, op. cit., p. 54.( 

36Stanley Schachter, The Psychold:b'Y of Affiliation (Stanford, Stanford University 
Press, 1967), p. 133. 

37Skolnick, op. cit .. , p. 58. 
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Table 2.28 

Number of Pqlicemen Listed Among the Three 
Closest Friends of 113 Police Subjects 

Start of End of After 18 Months City Training Training Bxperience 
(T 1) (T

2
) (T 3) 

Balt. 
(N = 20) 8 14 17 

Cin. 
(N = 37) ,21 29 57 

Col. 
(N = 24) 10 15 23 

Ind. 
(N = 32) 13 36 63 

Total 
(N = 113) 52 94 160 

police career of the .subje?ts wh.en they, as a group, would not rotate their hours 
of work. Thus, .durmg thIS perlOd of time, the effect of shift work probably was 
unrelat~d to the mcrease of friendships with other police officers. By the time 
th~ subJe.cts had completed a ye~lr and a hali of field experience, 47. 2% of the 
frIends lIsted were from among the police occupational group. 

. Though t~e overall increase in the number of close police friends over the 
t~me ~pan of this research is striking, one cannot ignore the equally striking inter
CIty differenc:s. ~dianapolis subjects reported the greatest increase ,in the 
number of polIce frJ,ends over time. After experience as patrolmen these men 
averaged almost ~wo close. police friends per man. The Cincinnati ~Ubjects also 
~eported ~ great mcrease ill close friendships with other police. However, the 
J.U,crease m the number of close police friends over the time span of this research 
was notably It:s~ in Baltimore .ar:d Columbus. For Baltimore, only 28. 3% of the 
three closest frIends of the BaltImore subjects were police officers. The fi re 
was 31. 9% for Columbus. gu 

. . Thou?h it is impossible to assign specific reasons for the extreme differences 
m frle~dshl~ pat,te~ns. among the various cities, it is clear' that the development of 
~xtenslve ~~lendshi~ tIes ~mong the police is not a universal phenomenon. It occurs 
m some CItIes, IndIanapolIs and Cincinnati, for example, and not in others. 

Ages of Closest Friends 

~"''' 

?n: of the sim~les~ explanations for the formation of friendships is based on 
the prmclple of propmqulty. Briefly put, people are most likely to be attracted to 
otherfj whQ are closest to them in terms of contact, interests backgrounds a d 
ages. All of the subjects in each of the four cities lived reas~nably near or:e n 
another: All shared a c?mmon interest in law enforcement. Moreover, we have 
see.n ev:dence of the subJects having similar backgrounds. But what of the a f 
theIr frIends? ges 0 
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We live in an age-graded society. From childhood on, friendships generally 
develop among people who are close in age to one another. For this reason, it is 
of interest to examine the ages of the people named by the subjects as being among 

their three closest friendE1 at each point in time. 

The average ages of the people listed as the closest friends of the subjects 
are shown in Table 2.29. In. order to avoid distortions in the average caused by 
extreme ages, the median measure of central tendency was used rather than the 
arithmotic mean. An examination of the data leads to the conclusion that the 
median age of the subjects" police and civilian friends remained very close to the 
average age of the subjects themselves. Further, there were no apparent inter
city differences. The upward tendency in the age data after eighteen months of 
experiJence reflects the time span of the research. The age ranges shown yield 
additional information. Over time the age range for civilian friends generally 
was wider than that for police friends. There also was a tendency for the upper 
limit of the age range for police friends to increase as time passed. Reasonably, 
tIns 'Would result from friendships developing with a slightly older police officer. 
By and large, the data affirms the principle of propinquity in ages as a base for 

friendship formation. 

Occ!upational ~ackgrounds of the Subjects' Closest Friends 

This discussion of friendships has focused upon the' formation of new friend
ships with other police officers. However, for each new friendship developed with 
a police officer, an old friendship with a person in another occupational classifica
tion has been dropped or diminished in importance. Just as certain inferences 
can be drawn from the acquisition of new friendships, so too can they be drawn 
from the nature of the friendships which have been replaced. Table 2.30 shows 
the occupational backgrounds of the people listed by the subjects as being among 
their three closest friends at each point in time. The increase in the percentage 
of pcilicemen listed au friends has been discussed already. Here our interest 
conc.entrates on the percentage of friends drawn from other occupations. An 
examination of the total percentage of friends from each occupational classification 
as it ohanges over time revealed that the representation of friends drawn from the 
professional, craftsman/foreman, household/ service, and laborer classifications 
rema:tned relatively constant. On the other hand, considerable decreases in the 
percentage of the subjects' three closest friends were noted between the beginning 
and the end of the research for the clerical/ sales, operatives, Eitudent and mili
tary r~lassifications. In the clerical/ sales category, the 18.30/0 figure at the start 
of tNdning dropped to 9.70/0 after field experience. At the outset, operatives 
constituted'12.10/0 of the total listed. By the end of the research, this figure 
dropped to 6.50/0 of the total. For the student group, the percent:age dropped to 
2.7% from an initial figure of 10.00/0. Equally notable was the decrease in friend
shipEI with persons in the military service. Over the time of this research, the 
percllmtage figure dropped to 1. 8% from 9. 10/0 at the start. 

In interpreting this data, it is important to note that before becoming police
men" 20.4% of the subjects were employed as operatives, 15.1% in c1erical/ sales 
positions, 14.50/0 were in th~ military service rmd 3.30/0 were students. Thus, the 
grea:test decreases in friendships occurred with those persons in the categories 
from which CUIDe the majority of the subjects themselves. Apparently. friendships 
with persons in the same occupational group as the subjects prior to their police 
CarE\er were replaced by persons in the subjects l new occupational group. 
Inte:restingly, friendships drawn from the categories of clerical/ sales, operatives, 
student and military decreased 28. 80/0 between the beginning and the end of this 
resElarch while friendships with other police officers increased 31. 90/0 during the 
same time span. Overall, the impression that a significant proportion of the 
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subject's friendships before and after experience as a police officer were found in 
direct association with other persons engaged in common occupational pursuits. 

Residential Stability and the Formation of Friendships 

Another factor logically related to the formation of friendships with other 
police officers concerns the residential stability of the subjects. The recruit who 
is new to a community would tend to develop new friendships while' the man who 
has lived in a community all his life will have his friendships already established. 
To test this hypothesis, the data on friendships was analyzed according to the 
resident classification used earlier. The related data is presented in Table 2. 31. 

Table 2.31 

Formation of Friendships with other .Police Officers Between Start of Training 
and End of 18 Months Experience. by Residence Classification of 

113 Police Subjects 

Residence Mamtained Same Number 
ClasSification of Police Friends 
of Subject 

Lived in or near 
the city in which 
they work and no- .12 
wher~ else; no 
military service. 

Lived in or near 
the city in Which 
they work and no
where else except 
<luring military 
service. 

Lived elsewhere 
in the s tate at 
some time in 
their lives • 

Lived outside the 
state at some time 
in their lives. 

Total 

10 

1 

12 

35 

Increased Number of 
Police Friends 

12 

16 

15 

26 

69 

Decreased Number of 
Police Friends 

2 

4 

2 

9 

Total 

26 

30 

18 

39 

113 

Seemingly, those Who once had livedin other cities or states were overrepresented 
among those subjects Who had increased the number of police officers included 
among their thJ;'ee closest friends. However, ,a statistical test of the significance 
of the differences·among the groups failed to support this hypothesis. 38 Thus, onE;! 
can conclude that residen.tial mobility was not a Simi)ificant factor in the formation 
of friendShips within the occupational group of ther.'~ubjects • 

,r 

38
The 

Chi-Square technique was employed to test the hypothesis upon which this 
analysis was based. The X2 value of 11.39 ( 6 degrees of freedom) failed to 
reach the. 05 level of significance. However, the value was significant at the .10 level • 
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INTRADEP AR TMENT ASPIRATIONS 

IIEveryone on this force should be aspiring to be commissioner. ,,39 Express
ed by the commissioner of a major police agency, this desire is a useful motiva
tional theme. As an idealistic goal, it is something we easily approve. However, 
one should recognize that it is one of man's guiding fictions, a part of his ethos 
which carries the belief that everyone can rise to the top. As a realistic personal 
goal in the everyday world of work, all men cannot become chiefs and presiden~s. 
The restrictive structure of police departments is such that all men cannot be pro-

moted in rank. 

The position to which one aspires in both the short and the long run influ
ences how one enacts his present role. Aspiring to a lofty position for which one 
is unsuited because his personal attributes do not satisfy the requirements of that 
role creates conflict. Clearly, not all of our subjects are potential supervisors 
or command officers. Conversely, low aspirations may lead to role calculation, 
a condition in which the role incumbent consciously and deliberately simulates 
minimal conformity to role prescriptions and proscriptions. Thus, it becomes 
pertinent for this research to determine some measures of the subjects' aspira-

tions. 

At the first and second testing all of the subjects indicated on a separate item 
that they intended to be promoted in rank within the next ten years. Clearly, if 
their aspirations were unchanging over time, most of the subjects would be destined 
to experience varying measures of disillusionment as a consequence of their 
unrealistic aspirations. By the time of the third testing, only five of the 113 men 
indicated that they did not expect to be promoted within the next ten years. Thus, 
even after eighteen months of experience as a patrolman, the vast majority of the 
subjects still anticipated a promotion within the next ten years. 

A supplementary item then called for the subjects to list the position they 
would like to attain within ten years. From the responses given to this item, it 
was clear that a number of subjects believed that the attainment of a specialist or 
investigative position constituted a promotion. The responses were grouped into 
five levels and the related data is set forth in Table 2.32. The subjects in both 
Indianapolis and Baltimore indicated higher aspirations than those subjects in 
Cincinnati and Columbus. At the time of the first testing, 65.60/0 of the Indian
apolis subjects desired to become a lieutenant or above within ten years. By the 
time of the second testing, this figure had risen to 720/0. After eighteen months 
experience, the figure for Indianapolis had dropped back to 65.60/0. For the 
Baltimore subjects, the comparable percentage figures were 550/0, 70% and 550/0. 

To the contrary, the Cincinnati and Columbus recruits held relatively lower 
aspirations. At the first testing, 13.50/0 of the Cincinnati men aspired to a lieu
tenant's position or above wif,~,l1 their first decade on the job. At the time of the 
second testing, the figure had risen to 29.70/0. At the third testing, the Cincinnati 
group reported a further rise in aspirations. This time 48.60/0 of the group in
dicated that they wanted to become a lieutenant or better. In Columbus, at the 
time of the first testing, 25. 10/0 aspired to become a lieutenant or above. By the 
end of training, the figure was reduced to 20.90/0. After field experience, the 

figure was even lower, 16.70/0. 

39Wilson, op. cit., p. 208. 
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Here again, inter-city differences were apparent. In two cities, Baltimore 
and Indianapolis, the subjects had notably higher aspirations than the subjects in 
Cincinnati or Columbus. The difference can, in part, be explained away by 
differences in the promotional system. In Indianapolis, men are eligible for 
promotion after five years of service. However, for each academic year of 
college completed, the required years of service are reduced by an equivalent 
amount. This progressive promotional policy may account for the high aspirations 
in that city. In Baltimore, men are eligible for promotion after three years of 
service. They need only serve one year as a sergeant to be eligible to take the 

lieutenant's examination. 

In the two cities with lower levels of aspiration, the conditions for promotion 
were more conservative. In Cincinnati, the men are eligible to take the F.lergeant's 
examination after three years of service. Other promotional examinations require 
two years in rank before beirig eligible. In Columbus, men are eligible to take 
their first promotional examination after five years of service. To a considerable 
degree, the aspirationallevel of the subjects tends to pe structured by the promo
tional policies within the department. Though that may be true, the high level of 
aspiration in the cities with the most liberal promotional policies appears to reflect 
an unrealistic appraisal of the actual numerical chances for promotion. 

Aspiration and Education 

On a common sense level, the man who is motivated to obtain additional 
education beyond high school is generally a man with ambitions. For the sake 
of -future satisfaction, the man is willing to defer certain present gratifications 

while he pursues advanced education. 

Within the framework of this research, we would then expect that the sub
jects who have undertaken a college education would have higher intradepartment 
aspirations than the subjects who have ended their formal education at the high 
school level. In order to test this hypothesis, the 113 men were divided into two 
educational groups and differences between the groups were tested for statistical 

." " 

significance. The results are shown in 'fable 2.33 

From an analysis of tlje scores obtained at the start and the end of training, 
the two groups had aspirations which were roughly equivalent. The slight differ
ences that did exist w-::re not statistically significant. However, by the end of 
eighteen months field experience, the aspirations of the men who had attended 
college rose significantly over those who had only a high school education. Inspec
tion of the data shoWS that 67. 6"/0 of the college men held aspirations at the level of 
lieutenant or above. This compares to 38.2,,/0 for the high school group. The dif
ference between the two groups was tested statistically and was found to be signi
ficant at the .05 level. The emergence of a higher level of aspiration for the 
college group by the end of eighteen months of field experience serves as interest
ing background data for the common problem faced by many personnel administra
tors in police agencies: the loss of college men during the first few years of their 

police career. 

Assignment Aspirations 

The promotional goal of the subjects within -ten years is but one part of their 
career aspirations. This can be considered the vertical dimension of aspiration. 
The horizontal dimension of career aspirations concerns the attainment of positions 
in various fields of specialization without rising vertically in the police rank 

structure. 
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Table 2.33 

A Comparison of the Level of Intra-De at· . 
Among Subjec:s with High School Ed:C:ti~:(~ ~s~~)a!~ns 

Those wlth Some College Attendance (N = 37) 

Educational 
Group 

Some College 
Attendance 

High School 
Only 

Total 

Some College 
Attendance 

High School 
Only 

Total 

Some College 
Attendance 

High School 
Only 

Total 

Det. or 
Specialist 

13 

20 

33 

6 

11 

17 

5 

20 

25 

Sgt. Lt. Capt. 
Above 
Capt. 

14 6 3 1 

23 20 7 6 

37 26 10 7 

X2 = 3.32, 4 d. f., not sig. 

14 11 5 1 

28 28 6 3 

42 39 11 4 

2 X = 1. 34, 4 d.f., not sig. 

7 17 6 2 

27 15 9 5 

34 3'~ , .. 15 7 

X2 = 10.58, 4 d.f'., sig • @ .05 

Total 

37 

76 

113 

37 

76 

113 

37 

76 

113 

The subjects were asked what . . . 
ten years in the future assumin th Pt:hon or asslgnment they would like to have 
shows a detailed breakdown of th~ jO~ r:r were not promoted in rank. Table 2.34 
response to the question. p erences of the 113 subjects given in 

Differences Over Time 

Several, general impressions emerge f.,.. h 
an .assignment as a detecti:J~, was preferred b om t e data. At the start of training, 
TIllS represents one-tl~ird of)'lthe total gr y ~he largest number of men, 138. 
assignment, with 28 of'''the:113 SUbjects::P:. atrol was. t?e ~ext most de;~ired 
the ancillary patrol functions of canine an:~r~? t~ ~ poslhon ill patrol. Including 
The next most preferred assignment was tr::~. 1~;4ill2c;eases the percentage 25.7. lC, • 70 of the total subjects desired 
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Table 2,34 

Assignments which 113 Police Subjects Aspired to if Not 
Promoted within Ten Years, by City 

Combined 
Baltimore Cillcinnati Columbus IndianapoliS 

(N = 20) (N = 37) (N = 24) (N = 32) 
Group 

(N = 113) 
Preferred Unit 
Assignment 

Tl T2 T3 T1 T2 T3 T1 T2 T3 T1 T2 T3 Tl T T3 2 

Patrol 3 4 3 10 15 21 7 5 11 8 9 13 28 33 48 

Canine/Tactical 0 2 2 3 0 0 0 0 5 5 

Detective 13 6 6 6 9 4 7 9 7 12 8 10 38 32 27 

Juvenile (; 2 0 5 2 3 1 0 7 3 

Traffic 1 2 8 4 7 4 0 0 3 16 10 6 

Administrative 0 0 3 0 0 0 3 2 4 3 5- 7 

Trainillg 0 2 0 2 0 0 0 2 0 1 5 3 

Unclassifiable 3 3 4 5 5 5 2 2 9 7 3 19 16 14 

this position, An assignment in juvenile drew seven men or 6.20/0 of the total 
group. As shown in the table. few men were interested in administrative or 
training positions. Half of the men whose responses were unclassifiable in
dicated that they would. seek another job if they were not promoted in rank within 
ten years. 

'I'lle general preference of the subjects for an investigative police role is 
consistent with the findings of another recent study of urban police recruits. This 
research involved 107 New York City police recruits. At the start of their train
ing. 380/0 of these J;len indicated that they would like to be assigned to the detective 
division after ten years of service. 40 Thus. it appears that an interest in detec
tive work is common among men entering urban police agencies. One reasonably 
might assume that this generalized preference for an iIivestigative assignment was 
a choice largely based on the glamorized view of the work presented in the mass 
media, fictional literature, and the movies. By the ~ompletion of training. only 
28.30/0 of the 113 research subjects expressed an inte:l:'i~st in a detective assignment. 
At this point in time, a slightly greater proportion of ~he men, 29. 20/0, aspired to 
a position in patrol. As before. if auxiliary assignni!=pts in canine and tactical 
units are included within 'the patrol category, the ovel:>\lll figure increases to 33.60/0 
of the total. Again. traffic and juvenile were positioh~\ attractive to a notable pro
portion of the subjects. As was true at the outset of training. relatively few men 
expressed an interest in an administrative or training position. In light of the 
important reciprocal role relationship w:hich existed between the subjects and their 
trainers during recruit training, it is o:t interest to note that only five men aspired 
to a training position. During training" police instructors served as role models 
for the subjects. Despite this influentia}. relationship during a formative period. 
the aspirations of few subjects were affected by these role models. 

,. -

40John :ft.~McNamara. "Uncertainties in Police Work: The Relevance of Police 
Recruits' Backgrounds and. Training. II in David J. Bordua, ed., The Police 
(N. y.. John Wiley and Sons. 1967). p. ~06. 
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The reduction of interel?t in a detective assignment by i;he end of formal 
r~cruit t~aining stands in contrast to other qata the New York City research pre
vlously clted~ A group of 296 New York City recrUits with three months of train
ing ~e~e asked to state what their most desireq. aSElignment would pe in ten years. 
In this lPstance. 580/0 of the men chose a qli!tective assigmrtent. 41 Differences in 
the pay and tl}~ presHge accorded the tml:lH!on of detective may account for the 
apparently diver~ent trends in positional aspiration between New York City subjects 
and the combined group of 55 in this research. 

ANI:l:!:' is tnt1nths of field experience. the responses of the 113 subjects re
flected more clearly the trends evidenced between the beginning and the end of 
recruit tra.ining. Only 23. 90/0 of the subjects, now experienced patrolmen, chose 
the detective's position as one they aspired to hold in ten years; To the contrary. 
42.50/0 of the men were interested in a patrol position at the end of ten years. The 
inclusion of canine and tactical assignments in the patrol category increases the 
figure to 47.00/0. Interest in traffic and juvenile assignments decr-eased while 
interest in staff positions showed a slight increase.· In general, 'the data reflects 
a shift toward reality in terms of the actual number of positions existing within 
the respective departments and the variety of positions which can be attained. 

Inter-City Differences 

Once again. several interesting impressions of inter-city differences were 
apparent. First, with the exception of Baltimore, the subjects increasingly 
aspired to a position in patrol in the event they were not promoted in rank within 
ten years. To the contrary, the Baltimore subjects tended to show relatively little 
interest in patrol across time. Secondly. at the start of training. the Cincinnati 
subjects showed considerable breadth in their lateral aSJ ::rational goals while the 
subjects in the other three cities tended to concentrate tf- .'.~ 'desires on patr<;,:'and 
detective assignments. That the Cincinnati. st~bjects showl';.?i ;.'elatively greater 
diversity in their aspirations at the outset would seem to indicate their knowledge 
of the variety of assignments aVailable within their department. Thirdly. a con
siderable proportion of the subjects in Cincinnati and Columbus showed an. interest 
~n traffic at the beginning of training while almost no interest in this activity was 
shown by the meri in Baltimore and Indianapolis. Lastly, while the uubjects :n 
Baltimore. Columbus. and Indianapolis expre'ssed greater variety in their a~pira
tions over the time span of the research. the lsubjects in Cincinnati tended to 
concentrate their desires on a,position 'in patrl:>l. Overall, the inter-city differ- .. 
ences that did appear would assumedly be rela;ted to the subjects knowledge of thf.: \ 
various unit assignments within their respective departments coupled with the \ 
attention and prestige given to these assignments..

7
, 

Thus, the data tends to invalidate the assumption th<l,t the high prestige 
ac.corded to the detective role tends to causElPolice officers to aspire to become 
detectives and cqntrariwise. that the low prestige given to the patrolman's role 
tends to cause police officers to leave that role as .quickly as possible. It is 
important to note that a significan~ proportion of the subjects in this research 
see the patrolman's role as wort~lr of their long run aspirations. 

/! 
APPROVAL OF VOCATIONAL CHOICE BY WIFE/FAMILY 

Within the definitions set forth ear~ier. a re:(erence group was defined as 
"a group by whom ,an actor sees ,his role"performance observed and evaluated and 
to whose expectations and evaluations he attends. II Within the reference group of 

41!b'd 206 _l_ .. p. • 
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our subjects is the role reciprocal of wife, or if unmar.ried, parents. ,Of neces.
sity, a subject would find it hard to ignore the expectahons and evaluatlOns of h1S 
wife or parents. 

To what extent are these significant role reciprocals tho:ught to ap~rove of 
the subjects' occupational pursuits? The answer to this queshon was gamed from 
an analysis of the responses to the item stated below. 

Table 2.35 

Responses of 113 Police Subjects to the Question, "What Does Your 
Wife Think About Your Becoming A Police Officer?" (If You Are 

Unmarried, "What Do Your Parents Think About Your 
Becoming A Police Officer?") 

Response Start of End of After 18 Months 
Category Training Training Experience 

Strongly Approve 31. 9% 33.60/0 32.7% 

Approve 58.4 60.2 54.0 

Have No Opinion 3.5 2.7 7.1 

Disapprove 6.2 3.5 5.3 

Strongly Disapprove 0 0 0.9 

Clearly, the subjects' perceptions of the measure ~f a,:ceptance of theil~ , 
occupational choice expressed by their wives or parents 1S h1ghly favorable. At 
the beginning of their law enforcement career, 90.3% of th.e subjects beli~ved that 
their wives approved of their choice of career. By T 2, th1S perc.entl7ge f1gure had 
risen to 93.8. Eighteen months later, the percentage dropped shghtl.yto 86.7% of 
the total. 

In the case of a vocation which does not intrude on the ?ersonallif.e 0: ,the 
worker, the measure of approval voiced by a wife or parent 1S of less slgni!lCa~ce 
than in the case of an occupation which makes frequent demands on the fam11,Y life 
of the worker. In the case of a police officer, a wife or parent may be reqUlre,d 
constantly to adjust their life style to conform ,;rith the requirements of the pohce _ 
job. In a. very real sense, a wife or parent achvely perfor~s a staff support func 
tion for their husband or son. Under such conditions, the hl,gh 'percent~ge of 
approval perceived by the subjects stands as a remarkable fmdmg. ~his measure 
of perceived approval, becomes even more remarkable when the r~lahvely l.ow 
star.ns and pay of the job are considered within the context of contmual pubhc 
controversy over the police role. 

AN ATTITUDINAL MEASURE OF JOB SATISFACTION 

An examination of the nature and magnitude of the s&tisfaction derived fro:n 
one's job is a major research undertaking in and of itself. On a gen~ral level,lt 
is recognized that job satisfaction is related to the worker' S per~ephon of, the status 
and importance assigned to his work, the monetary return he gams from Job per
formance, the degree to which he is accepted into informal groups of co-workers 
both on and off the job, and a host of other factors. To explore fully the many 
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dimensions of job satisfaction is to stray from the scope of this research and its 
theoretical base. However, there are some logical relationships between job 
satisfaction and role which merit attention. 

During the early p'erlod of occupational socialization, job satisfaction seem
ingly relates to two factors. First, as an employee sees that his abilities are 
consistent with the requirements of his occupational role, his satisfaction increas
es. Secondly, as he is accepted by his co-workers and gains entry into their 
informal groups, his satisfaction increases further. Therefore, OHe would expect 
that a measure of job satisfaction would reflect increases in the short run. Later, 
when" the problems and complexities of the role become more fully known, job 
satisfaction might be expected to decrease. The responses of the 113 subjects to 
an item assessing relative job satisfaction are set forth in the following table. 

Table 2.36 
\~ 

Responses of 113 Police Subjects to the Question, "How Satisfied Are, You 
with Your Job As A Police Officer When You Compare It with Other Job~'.Yau 

Had Before You Entered Law Enforcement?" 

Response Start of End of After 18 Months 
Training Training Experience Category 

(T
1

) (T
2

) (T
3

) 

Very Well Satisfied 77.0% 87. 6% 74.3% 
Fairly Well Satisfied,:, 11.5 10.6 20.4 
Undecided 11. 5 1.8 3.5 
Fairly Dissatisfied 0 0 1.8 
Very Dissatisfied 0 0 0 

AS.the data indicates, the subjects registered a higher degree of satisfaction 
with their present job in law enforcement than with their previous jobs. At T1, 
88. 5% of the subjects indicated that they were well satisfied with their present job. 
By T2, the comparable figure peaked at 98.2%. The percentage figure dropped 
back slightly at T3 to 94. 7% •. Again, considering the general public controversy 
over the police role, the subjects expressed a remarkable degree of satisfaction 
with their job in law enforcement. . 

A. Supplementary Measure of Job Satisfaction 

Job satisfaction is difficult to assess and those who undertake the task should 
do so cautiously. Though the problems associated, with the assessment of job 
satisfaction cannot be overc()me easily~ a follow-up question was asked in order to 
improve the assessment procedUre: Would they still become police officers if 
they had it to do over again? The SUbjects' responses to this second item are ») 

presented in Table 2.37. This data gives an additional indication of the high 
degree of satisfaction which the subjects felt they derived from enactment of the 
police role. At the start of training, 95. 6% of the subjects responded that they 
would still become a police officer if they "had it to do over again." After training, 
every subject responded affirmatively. After patrol experience, the figure dropped 
to 96.4. This set of data, when considered in light of the other two indices of job 
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Table 2. ~\7 

Responses of 113 Police Subjects to the Question, "If You Had It To 
Do Over Again, and Knew What You Now Know, Would 

You Still Become a Police Officer?" 

Response 
Start of .End of After 18 Months 

Category 
TraiJ:J.ing Training Experience 

('I'll, (T
2

) ('1' ) 
3 

Definitely Yes 77.00/0 91.2% 80.50/0 

Probably Yes 18.6 8.8 15.9 

Undecided 3.5 0 2.7 

Probably No 0.9 0 0 

Definitely No 0 0 0 

satisfaction, gives the general impression that the subjects themselves were highly 
satisfied with their role in law enforcement. 

CHANGING BACKGROUND FACTORS--ARESTATEMENT 

When the subjects entered recruit training, they already had formed a num
ber of judgments and evaluations about their future Dolice role. This is one of the 
functions of anticipatory socialization. From the ~~ment the men became recruits, 
these preconceptions were subject to modification--first by formal training and 
next by job experience. One of the major concepts which would be altered by the 
combined impact of training and experience is the fundamental view of the nature 
of the police role. As this basic role concept is modified over time, so too, 
would be altered a number of relative judgments pertaining to that role. The sub
jects' evaluations of their preparatory experiences, their aspirations, and their 
satisfactions would tend to changeover time since they result from a basic con
cept which is being revised continually. So, too, would certain other considera .. 
tions related to friendship formation be modified by the socialization process. 
This section was structured to trace the nature of these changes over the time 
span of this resear,ch. 

Both the subjects' formal education and previous occupational experience 
served as a preparation for assuming the police role. Whether or not these 
experiences were in fact a useful preparation for the police role is not of concern 
here. Rather. attention is focused upon the degree to which the subjects believed 
these experiences were valuable preliminaries to the police role. In general, the 
subjects rated their formal education. whatever its level. as a more valuable 
preparation than their previous occupational experience. At all three points in 
time, college men felt their education was a more valuable preparatory experi
ence than did men with less education. It was interesting to note that education 
was held to be most valuable when the subjects completed recruit training. For 
this transitional role which is largely academic. previous formal education 
obviously would be seen as highly relevant. However. once the subjects began 
to enact the patrolman's role, the relevance of education to that role decreased. 
Some previous job experiences were seen by the SUbjects as a highly valuable 
preparation while others were not. They considered police 'related jobs and 
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military service to be the most valuable preparation. Other jobs which had no 
significant relationship to dealing 'with people tended to be viewed as least 
valuable. 

The promotional ,aspirations of the subjects were generally high--in fact so 
high as to be unrealistic in terms of the limited number of opportunities available. 
Although this was true on a general level, there were some striking inter-city 
differences. The Indianapolis subjects indicated the highest aspiration level at all 
three points in time. At the start of training. over 650/0 of these subjects aspired 
to occupy positions a.t 'or above the level ,of lieutenant within ten years. By the 
completion of reqruit training, this figure had risen to 720/0; after field experience, 
it dropped back to 650/0. By comparison. only 250/0 of the Columbus subjects 
aspired to become a lieutenant or above within ten years after the start of training. 
This percentage decreased to 210/0 at the end of recruit training. A still further 
reduction occurred after field experience. At that time, only 16.70/0 of the men 
aspired to positions at the .level of lieutenant or beyond. These striking inter-city 
differences in aspiration level may be explained in part by variations in promotion
al regulations. However. other psychological explanations for these differences 
appear to be necessary. 

Education and aspiration are interrelated. Accordingly. data derived from 
the subjects' responses were analyzed to see if those men who had attended 
college indicated higher aspiration levels than those men with less formal educa
tion. At the beginning of recruit training. there were no differences in the aspira
tion levels of these two educational groups. The same was true at the completion 
of training. However. after the subjects had served as patrolmen for 18 months, 
the aspirations of the college educated subjects were significantly higher than those 
of the subjects with only a high school education. After field experience. over 67% 

. of the subjects witl1. college backgrounds aspired to achieve lieutenant or above 
within ten years. The comparable figure for the high school group was 38.20/0. 

Aspirations also have a horizontal dimension. Assuming the subjects were 
not promoted within ten years. what other positions within their departments 
would they prefer? While other research findings suggest that aspirations of this 

. kind tend to be focused on investigative positions, the aspirations of the subjects 
in this research did not reflect this narrow prE/occupation. At the beginning of 
training, 33.60/0 of the men aspired to investig~ltive positions. After training. this 
figure decreased to 28.30/0. After field experiemce, only 23.90/0 of the subjects 
expressed an interest in an investigative position. A high interest in the patrol
man's position was shown at all three points in time--particularly after experience 
as a patrolman. At this time. 42. 5% of the subjects asp4'ed to a patrol position. 
If canine and tactical units are included within the patrol category, the figure rises 
to 46.90/0. Generally. as time passed and the men acquired more information about 
the variety of positions within their respective departments, their horizontal aspi
rations reflected a broader range of choices. 

Although the formation of friendships with other police officers may result 
from a number of very practical and obvious reasons. it would appear that the 
development of such frienq.ships is also related to a variety of more subtle factors. 
In general, friendships with others in the same occupational role would reflect the 
development of a sense of identification with that role. At the start of recruit 
training. only 15.30/0 of the subjects' three closest friends were police officers. 
At the end of training, 27. 70/0 of their friends were policemen., The figure rose to 
47.20/0 after field experience. Once again, some notable inter-city differences were 
found. In Baltimore, only 28.30/0 of the friends named by the subjects after field 
experience were police officers. At the other extreme, 65.60/0 of the three closest 
friends named by the Indianapolis subjects after patrol experience were police . 
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. non- olice friends of the subjects tended to 
officers. In general. the .po~lce ~\he s:bjects recognized an increasing number 
l~e close in age to the s~bJec s. t~eir three closest friends. they tended to drop 
of police officers. as b.emg a:nong . other men who held jobs in the s.ame catego
c,r downgrade thelr frlendshlps Wlt~ . to police work. Generally. It would seem 
I'ies as the subjects held befo.~e e~ ry ~h an occupational group. whatever its 
that as the subjects began t? 1 de~ Y 'th people of that occupational group. 
nature. they formed new frlen s ps Wl 

that he who increases knowledge increases 
Lastly. contrary to th~ adage t" f" d with their police role and remained so 

sorrow. the subjects we'!1e highly s;h~~:~gh job satisfaction was evidenced als.o 
over the time span of thip stud~. . th had it to do over again. would they stIll 
by their responses to the questIon ~ .ey f training. 95.60/0 of the subjects res
ber'ome police officers. At the begmm.~g i~ all of the subjects indicated that they 
poiided affirmatively., At the e~d of trt~ fi~e decreased only slightly to 96.40/0. 
would do so. After f'~eld experl~n~e. tisfaction was reinforced by a strong measure 
Their consistently hl,\~h leve~ of JO h s.a b a most significant role reciprocal. their 

al f th ' o'~cupational c Olce y . . f t' of approv 0 elr ",,, f th 'bilities for job dlssatls ac lOn 
wife or their family; Despite all o. e PO~~l ced a high degree of satisfaction 
inherent in the police role. the subJects eVl en 

with their work. 
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CHAPTER UI 

POLICE EXPERIENCE AND PERSONALITY CHANGE 

Throughout the introductory section on role theory. little was said about the 
'matter of personality. The role theoretical approach to understanding behavior 
ernphasizes the conditions in which social rather tr.;m personal facto~':s will be most 
influential. Indeed. in order to understand role theory. personality i's not of 
central importance. Essentially. role theory deals with the externa// determinants 
of behavior--society. reference groups. role reciprocals and role Iiiodels. and 
the behavioral expectations held by significant others. Again. socJJ trelationships 
between individuals and within collectivities are emphasized. Despi1i.e the exten
siveness of this extel;nally-orienteQ,theory. it should be recogrlized that behe.vior 
cannot be explained completely by nl~re consideration of the ei~e:r£iCi'1 a.spects of a 
situation. A more complete and realistic understanding of the 'sU'bject requires 
that some attention be given to personality as an internal determinant of role 
behavior. 

Personality and role are related inextr~cably. In the first instance. person
ality influences the selection of an occupational role. Beyond this. the ability to 
take on a role, to perceive of the expectations associated with the role. and to 
interpret the attitudes and values related to the role are all a function of person
ality. The unique style with which a role is enacted and the measure of satisfac
tion derived from playing the role also are determined to varying degrees by 
personality. Thus. without a consideration of the personality characteristics of 
the subjects in this research. only a partia.l understanding of the dynamics of the 
socialization process for the police recruit can be gained. 

Over and above the necessity of considering personality within the context of 
role theory. there are two other compelling reasons which call for a rather de
tailed description of the personalities of the subjects of this research., First. it 
has been recognized that the members of some occupational groups: I 

II • • • are not the men whose personality would. and could. be 
defined in terms of objective Pl?ychological interpret1;;:tions. They 
are rather individuals who evoke certain responses. interpretations. 
and evaluations in othef people. and who therefore impress thei~ in 
a certain way. III 

1Gustav Ichheiser. Appearances and Realities {San Francisco. Jossey~ass Inc •• 
1970).p. 37. 
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Without a doubt. the police are one occupat~onal group which seems to evoke a 
highly subjective response from the public. Why this is so is expressed in the 
opinion of one astute obs.erver of the police. 

"The policeman is a 'Rorschach' in uniform as he patrols his beat. 
His occupational accouterments--shield. nightstick. gun and summons 
book--clothe him in a mantle of symbolism that stimulates fantasy 
and projection. "2 

Clearly. the police are one of the occupational groups which are viewed primarily 
in terms of subjective impressions rather than objective reality. 

Despite the aforementioned caution about objective statements on the person
ality characteristics of certain occupational groups such as the police. the unc.on
scious and unsystematic interpretations that commonly are made ?-bout the pollce 
make it all the more necessary to undertake a rational approach in describi.ng 
some of the general features of the police personality. More often than not. the 
general public's perception of the personality of the police is pieced together from 
highly subjective impressions. limited observations of occupational behavior. and 
a variety of other false cues. From such glimpses. interpr(~tations of the police 
personality are inferredloosely. The intrinsic nature of the job. the eqUipment 
the officer carries. the uniform he wears. and the trained behaviors prescribed 
by the role all combine to mask the real character of the man who holds the posi
tion of police officer. The affectively-charged nature of many of the encounters 
between the public and the police make it even more difficult for an observer to 
arrive at valid conclusions. As has been said. inferences drawn from these 
impressions yield illusions which may affect not only the beliefs but also the 
interactions of the public and the police. Thus. it is hoped that to some extent. 
the following discussion of the personality characteristics of the research subjects 
can dissipate some of the illusions about the "police personality" which tend to 
exacerbate relationships between the police and the members of the community 
they serve. 

The second reason which calls for a rational discussion of the personality 
features of the recruit subjects in this research is the general reluctance on the 
part of psychologists who have been .involved in the assessment of the police per
sonality to publish their data. One observer noted that this reluctance probably 
was traced to the psychologists' awareness of a desire on the part of a community 
and its police department to avoid negative public opinion which might arise from 
uninformed interpretations of deviant personality characteristics found within their 
research. 3 If this explanation is true. it reinforces the view that the publication 
of research findings can influence public opinion. Thus. we have all the more 
reason for considering personality in some detail within this research. assuming. 
of course. that valid interpretations will be made of the data. 

A FRAME OF REFERENCE FOR VIEWING PERSONALITY 

The literature of the behavioral sciences contains as many definitions of 
personality as the number of people who have written on the subject. Though there 
are numerous differences among these definitions. most people could agree with 

2 Arthur Niederhoffer. op. cit •• p. 1. 
3 Jay Gottesman. op. cit .• p. 132. 
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the basic statement that personality is an organized, internal structure that has 
the capacity to influence the attitudes. feelings. perceptions. and behavior of a 
person. To this over-simplified. definition others would be quick to add their 
specific comments on the nature of the organization of personality. its rationality 
or irrationality. its past. present and future orientation. its modifiability. and its 
uniqueness. Within this research there is no need. however. to seek any consensus 
on a definition of personality. Rather. the need is to choose a definition of per
sonality which is both consistent with role theory and usable for research purposes. 

With these two conditions in. mind. the concepts of H. A. Murray were 
selected to serve as the theoretical base for the discussion of personality. 4 The 
Edwards Personal Preference Schedule (EPPS). which was selected as the instru
ment to provide measures of selected personality variables. has its origins in the 
list of manifest needs described within Murray's personality theory. Because of 
this relationship of theory to the research instrument. it is necessary to under
stand some of the essential features of Murray's concepts of personality in order 
to make reasonable interpretations of the EPPS data originating in this research. 

To paraphrase Murr; ty' s definition. personality can be viewed as a hypo
theilcal structure of the mllld. the parts and processes of which are evidenced 
repeatedly in the internal and external patterns of behavior of the individual. 5 
This ~eneral definition obviously requires further elaboration. The parts of 
personality. as distinguished from its processes. were described by Murray 
in the follqwing way: 

ID--iriborn tendencies of varying strength which are both acceptable 
and una'!ceptable to society. 

SUPEREQO--an internalized. value system derived f;1:'om the individual's 
society wltich serves to judge and discipline the self. 

EGO-IDBAL--a continually developing idealized concept of the self 
which~ides the functions of the ego. 

FjGO--The active guiding part of personality which determines 
l~sychological growth through the expression of blocking of id 
tendencies which are acceptable or unacceptable to both the 
superego and society. 

Viewed developmentally. an individual at birth has id impulses which form the 
basis of his personality. Early socialization brings the establishment of the ego. 
followed by the emergence of the superego. Later. the ego-ideal gradually 
develops within the potential limits and experience of the individual. Beyond 
childhood. personality continues to show considerable development. assuming 
that it is not fixated by frustrating external forces. In brief. through social 
learning. personality acquires both a structure and a content during childhood 
which is capable of varying degrees of modification on into adulthood. From 
birth on. personality continues to be altered through conflict with a variety of 
socializing forces. 

4a. A. Murray. Explorations in Personality (New York, Oxford University Press. 
1938). and H. A. Murray and C. Kluckhohn. "Outline of a Conception of Personal
ity" in C. Kluckhohn and D. M. Schneider. eds •• Personality in Nature. Society. 
and Culture. 2nd Ed. (New York. Knopf. 1956). 
5 
Murray and Kluckhohn. op. cit., p. 30. 
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Central to Murray's theory is the concept of a need. Again, to paraphrase 
Murray, a need can be regarded as a force or drive which organizes perception, 
apperception, intellection, conation, and action in such a way as to change an 
existing unsatisfying situation. Needs may be aroused directly by an internal 
process or indirectly by an external condition. Once aroused, a need manifests 
itself by leading the individual to seek but or to avoid certain kinds of situations. 6 

It is important to note that Murray believes that some needs are inborn as 
part of the id. These form the base from which the socially-learned needs 
develop. For him, 'the more important needs are those which are learned in a 
social context. Though the superego and the ego-ideal are considered learned 
aspects of personality, needs are considered most properly to be a part of the 
ego. In fact, it has been suggested by Murray that general systems of learned 7 
needs may constitute the ego whir'\1 is considered to be the essence of personality. 

Needs have certain other important characteristics which add to their 
researchability. Because these needs exist at a relatively surface level of 
personali.ty, they are capable of being expressed consciously on a psychological 
test. Also, since these needs exist in a condition of readiness and are modifiable 
through experience, changes in the arrangement of needs will reflect the impact 
of the social environment on the individual. Basic to their researchability is the 
fact that needs are not considered to be unique to an individual. Rather, each of 
us is assumed to have needs which are common to all individuals. Thus, it is 
possible to list the common personality needs and to generalize about the relative 
strengths of these needs at anyone point 'in time. Essentially, this is what the 
EPPS was designed to do. 

Murray originally listed twenty-eight socially-based needs which were 
thO\lght to be common to people in a given society. 8 He reasoned that the arrange
ment or hierarchical ordering of these needs reflects the most Significant aspects 
of personality. Therefore, an assessment of the relative amounts of each need 
and the manner in which the needs become organized is seen as a guide to person
ality diagnosis. Edwards recognized this and designed the EPPS as a research 
instrument which provides measures of fifteen of the variables which had their 
origin in Murray's more extensive list of needs. The variables and their des
criptions are set forth below: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

Achievement: To do one's best, to be successful, to accomplish 
tasks requiring skill and effort • • • 

Deference: 

Order: 

Exhibition: 

To get suggestions from others, to follow instructions 
and do what is expected, to let others make decisions ••• 

To make plans before starting on a difficult task, to 
have things arranged so they run smoothly Without 
change. • . . 

To say Witty and clever things, to talk about personal 
adventures and experiences, to talk about personal 
achievements • • • 

6 Murray, op. cit., pp. 123-4. 
7 
Murray and Kluckhohn, op. cit., p. 31. 

8 
Murray, op. cit., pp. 80-83. 
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5. Autonomy: To be able to Come and go d' 
of others in making decisio:: t eSlre.d, t~ be .independent 
one is expected to confo ' 0 aVOId SItuations where rm ... 

6. Affiliation: 
To be IOYf1.1 to friends, to partiCipate in f' d1 
to do things With friends rather th 1 rlen y groups, 

an a one ••• 
7. Intraception: To analyze one's motiv d f . 

8. Succorance: 

9. Dominance: 

10. Abasement: 

11. Nurtuz'ance: 

12. Change: 

13. Endurance: 

14. Heterosexu
ality: 

in another's lace .es an eelmgs, to put one's self 
rather than b~ wh~t ~~~uddge people by why they do things 

yo ••• 

~~:ra;~e~~"~:;t:~;!~et~l~~~h:t~:~st~~~l~: assist 
sympathy, to forgive others. • • ess and 

To argue for one's point of vie 

~!~~:~na~t~;;:d.e:, • to settle a~~e~:s r::~~:;u~~s 
T f . 

o eel guilty When one does somethin 
that personal pain and . g wrong, to feel 

thc:n harm, to feel the :l::~::~i:~~~etsf more good 
domg. • • Or wrong 

To help friends when they are in trOUble, to assist 
others less fortunate, to treat others With kindn 
and sympathy, to forgive others. . • ess 

To do new and different thin s to 
try new and different jobs t

g
, meet new people, to 

and live in dif'" t 1 ' 0 move about the country 
~eren paces • 

To go out with members of the 0 . 
in social activities With the 0 P?Oslte sex, to engage 
as phYSically attractive by th~. ~~s~ftethsex, to ~te regarded 

e 0PpOSl e sex. . • 
15. Aggression: To attack contrary po' t f 

thinks about them to mb s 0 view, to tell others what one 
, ecome angry. • • 9 

In addition to these, a consistency SCore 'ves " . 
chance alone determined the re .fll an mdlcation of the degree to which 
Th . t sponses gIven by the sub' t th 

e conSlS ency scale is made up of f"ft.t . Jec roughout the Schedule. 
tes.t. 'l'he conSistency SCOre is based lU e:: t~ ems which are listed twice within the 
whlCh are answered in the sam. GP e number of these duplicated items 
. d' e way. enerally . t 
ill lcate that the responses given throu h t th ' conSlS ency scores below nine 

g ou e test should be questioned. 10 

9 
Allen L •. Edwards Ed d P 

{New York, The P~YCh~~;i:al ~rsonal ~reference Schedule, Revised Manual 
10 orporahon, 1959), p. 11. 
~, pp. 15-16. 
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Before considering the EPPS scores made by the subjects and the relation
ship of these scores to other sets of scores, certain 'cauti?ns should ?e stated. 
First, although the EPPS covers fifteen common personahty needs, It does no~ 
cover the full list of twenty-eight set forth by Murray. Nor: for that nl~tter, IS 
Murray's list to be considered as exhaustive of all personalIty needs WhIC~ people 
have in common with one another. Moreover, the EPPS does not concern Itself 
with certa:in other needs which may be unique to anyone individual. Thus, the 
EPPS scores represent only a partial selection of some of the more surface 
aspects of personality. 

Second, needs may be centered on any number Df s~~ations in the environ
ment depe:ading on the individual's interests and opportumtles. Fo~ exam?le, 
there is no reason why need aggression should be focused on the cl~ents Wlth. whom 
an individual deals in his occupational role. His fellow worker.s, his superVls.ors, 
his friends, or the members of his family may serve as the obJect through WhICh 
his aggressive needs are satisfied. Where the supereg? would not allo:", ~~e ex
pression of an aggressive need in any of these ::vays, still another posslbihty 
exists. The need might find objective expressIOn through a number of more 
socially acceptable forms of behavior. active partiCipation in body contact sports 
to name one. Clearly, more information is necessary before one can make sound 
inferences about the direction and focus of any single need. 

A third caution £;tems from the fact that a specific behavior may be r~lated 
causally to a cluster of needs rather than a single need. For e:x:ample, actIve 
participation in a discussion on patrol procedure? ~t. roll ca!l. l~lght result fro~ 
the interpla3T of several needs; achievement, exhibltlon, affihatIOn,. or. aggressIon. 
The desire for educational attainment might originate from a combmatIon of such 
socially acceptable needs as achievement, intraception, and char:ge, or from less 
socially acceptable needs as exhibition, dominance, and aggressIOn. Therefore, 
one cannot easily infer a direct relationship between a given need score and a 
specific behavior. 

Despite these and other possible shortcomings, the EPPS does yield useful 
data from which some significant conclusions can be drawn ~bout t?e .group o~ 
subjects in this research. However, we should be cautious ill asslgmng preCIse 
meanings to any set of test scores. At the start, it should be recognized that any 
set of scores is of little value unless they are compared to other known ?cores or 
norms. T!J.us, we face the problem of making comparisons between equIvalent 
groups. 

THE CHOICE OF A NORMATIVE GROUP 

The subjects of this research are in a state of transition. From a variety of 
civilian occupational roles. from the military, and from college campuses, they 
enter into law enforcement tlirough a transitional role as they move toward becom
ing police patrolmen. Hence, in analyzing their scores, t.hey could be c?mpared to 
the civilian group which they are leaving or to the occupational gr~up which they 
are entering. The problem then is one of finding EPPS scores whic? are ~epre
sentative of both of these groups and are suitable for use as norms m making a 
comparative analysis. 

The test manual supplie.,~. normat:ive data for men and women within a general 
adult sample and a college sample. At first glance, the scores of the male college 
sample seem best suited for an initial comparative analysis with the sc?res of the 
subjects of this research. The 760 males in the Edwards sample .are high school 
graduates, enrolled in day and evening liberal arts classes at varIOUS colleges and 
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universities throughout the country. The recruit sample consists qf high school 
graduates. some of whom have attended college. This difference in edUcational 
attainment between the two samples is but one evidence of their non-equivalence. 

The problem of comparability becomes even more knotty if one considers 
the observation that the Edwards college sample is not even representative of 
college students. 

"In all likelihood, the normative group probably has a higher 
proportion of students enrolled in psychology courses than the 
general student bod:ies involved. We cannof'assume that stUdents 
enrolled in any course, unless it is a course taken by all, are 
representative of the whole. "11 

Furthermore, there are differences in age composition of the two groups. The 
Edwards college sample had an estimated mean age of 22. 5 years as compared 
to the mean age of the recruits of 23. 6. 12 The age range of the Edwards group 
was estimated to be from 17-52 while the age range for the recruits was estimated 

• to be from 21-32 years. This again necessitates caution in making comparisons. 

"A normative age group can be misleading unless it is truly 
representative of the particular age group ••• If a sample 
were drawn for an age group that was not representative of 
that age group in education and other factors as well, the 
norms would not be a true reflection of the universe. ,,13 

Furthermore. each group has passed through a different selective process in order 
to gain its present position. The process of'self-selection has dire.~ted the two 
groups along different career paths. The antiCipatory reactions wliich have pre
ceded each of these: roles would be markedly different. So, too, wo':.ud the formal 
selection procedurl:ls differ. College students have been selected aCl\ording to 
ce!'tain admission standards based primarily on previous academic pElrformance. 
Police recruits have been selected according to certain phYSical, mental, moral 
and psychological standards based on the experience of the civil service commis
sions and police R~encies in screening applicants. These different .filter systems 
would tend to proaace qualitatively different groups. This conclusion is supported 
by the data in Table 3.1 which compares the mean scores for the 760 males in the 
EPPS student sample with those of the 152 police trainees. Statistically significant 
dfJ'ferences between the two groups were found at the. 01 level of confidence on all 
variables except aChievement, exhibition. intl"aception, nUrturance, and aggres
sion. A similar comparison was made between the scores of the police trainees 
and the 4031 males in the EPPS g-eneral adult group. In this case, the two groups 
differed on all variables but achievement, nurturance, change, and aggression. 
Though a more detailed comparison between these two groups and the subjects 
holds considerable intrinsic appeal, such a discussion would be founded upon an 
inappropriate normative base. All things considered, this normative data is not 
suitable for comparative purposes within the framework of this research. 

11" K " ..e-~. oponen, The Influence of Demographic Factors on Responses to the Ed-
wards Personal Preference Schedule" (Ph. D.diss., Columbia University, 1957), 
p. 41. 
12 

Edwards, OPe cit., p. 9. 
13 

Koponen, Ope cit., p. 4Q. 
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Table 3.1 

The Significance of the Difference Between Mean Scores (X) of 152 Police 
Recruits and Those of the EPPS Normative Samples~' 

EPPS Male EPPS Male 

College Recruit General Adult 

Personality Sa....-nple t Subjects t Sample 

Variable (N=760) Values (N=152) Values (N=4031) 

Achievement X=15.66 t=2.53 X=14.81 t=0.06 X=14.79 

s= 4.13 s= 3.70 s= 4.14 

Deference X=11.21 t=4. 26~' X=12.45 t=6. 69'~ X=14.19 

s= 3.59 s= 3.21 s= 3.91 

Order X=10.23 t=5. 49~' X=12.51 t=5. 45~' X=14.69 

s= 4.31 s= 4.74 s= 4.87 
" X=12.75 Exhibition X=14.40 t=1. 39 X=14.84 t=7; 21* 

s= 3.58 s= ,3. ()7 s= 3.99 

Autonomy X=14.34 t=6.73* X.,l1. '72 t=6.39* X=14.02 

s= 4.45 s'" 4.37 s= 4.38 

Affiliation X=15.00 t=5. 86* X~"13. 09 t=4.73';' X=14.51 

s= 4.32 s= 3.52 s= 4.32 

Intraception X=16.12 t=0.84 X=16.45 t;:6.49* X=14.18 

s= 5.23 s= 4.25 s= 4.42 

Succorance X=10.74 t=3.61':' X= 9.42 t=4. 12~' X=10.78 

s= 4.70 s= 3.99 s= 4.71 

Dominance X=17.44 t=4:.65';' X=15.70 t=3.53* X=14.50 

s= 4.88 s= 4.07 s= 5.27 

Abasement X=12.14 t=9.11* X=15.68 t=3.21* X=14.59 

s= 4.93 s= 4.10 s= 5.13 

Nurturance X=14.04 t=1. 94 X=14.82 t=2.30 X=15.67 

s= 4.80 s= 4.47 s= 4.97 

Change X=15.51 t=3.43* X=14.27 t=1. 21 X=13.87 

s= 4.74 s= 3.92 s= 4.76 

Endurance X=12.66 t=6.83':< X=15.63 t=3. 35'~ X=16.97 

s= 5.30 s= 4.81 s= 4.90 

Heterosexuality X=17.65 t=3.29* X=15.93 t=9. 44'~ X=l1. 21 

s= 5.48 s= 5.97 a= 7.70 

Aggression X=12.79 t=1.14 X=13.22 t=0.47 X=13.06 

s= 4.59 s= 4.27 s= 4.60 

Consistency X=l1. 53 t=4. 71'~ X=10.73 t=3. 88'~ X=11.35 

s= 1. 88 s= 1. 91 s= 1. 96 

*Statistically significant differen~e at the .~ 01 ievel of confidence. 
Source: Allen,L. Edwards, Edwards Personal Preference Schedule, 

Manual" (New York, The Psychplogical Corporation, 1959), 
Revised 
p. 10. 
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The solution to the problem of finding suitable normative data is suggested 
in the following statement: 

"The best way of achieving "a representative normative group, be 
it an age group, educational group, institutional group, or the 
general popUlation, is by a random selection of respondents drawn 
from the universe in question. ,,14 

In this case, the universe in question is the police. Thus, we are led to seek out 
a set of EPPS scores recently obtained from a representative sample of urban 
patrolmen. A rec'ent study of experienced police officers in the city of Chicago 
provides suitable data. 15 During mid-1967, the EPPS was administered to 188 
white patrolmen participating in an extensive research project in that city. As 
explained within the report of this research, 

"This study was focused upon a specific population: Chicago Police 
Department patrolmen, in the Patrol Division. who had at least one 
year of service and who were t\urrently assigned to uniformed street 
patrol. This group was thought to be ~ical of officers employed in 
large cities throughout the country. "1 

Since no better data is known, this assertion of the typicality of this sample of 
patrolmen is accepted as valid. Thus, for purposes of this analysis, the EPPS 
scores of this group of Chicago patrolmen are considered to be suitable norms 
for the occupational group that the trainet~s are entering. 

GUIDELINES FOR THE INTERPRETATION OF NEED SCORES 

At the start, it is useful in making interpretations from EPPS scores to con
sider in a general way the pattern of need scores which typify certain groups of 
people. Ordinarily, need scores tend to be higher among the more active, 
dominant, and successful groups in our society. Conversely, need scores tend to 
be lower among the less dominant groups in our society, i. e., females, the elder
ly, the less educated, those with low incomes, and those who live in small towns 
and rural areas. College-educated individuals tend to be higher ori dominance, 
achievement, and intraception while persons with less education tend to 'be higher 
on abasement. On a more specific level, occupational groups tend to have need 
scores which appear to be related functionally to their occupational role. For 
example, psychiatry students tend to have high intraception scores. Nurses see 
themselves as having high needs in order and q,eference combined with low needs 
in dominance. College over-achievers scor-i'significantly higher than others on 
achievement and order. Management personnel with high leadership ability tend 
to have high need scores on dominance and intraception coupled with low scores 
on abasement and nurturance. A group of inmateE1 in a federal prison tallied high 
scores in deference, order, abasement, and endurance whic:h balanced against 
low scores in exhibition and dominance. 17 Generally, there is an apparent logic 

14!b"d 48 1 ., p. • 
15-B • F ' aehr. urcon and Froemel, op. cit •• p. VII-34. 

16Ibid., p. I-S. 

1I7 Oscar Krisen Buros, ed., The Fifth Mental Measurements Yearbook (Highland 
Park, New Jersey, The Gryphon Press, 1959), pp. 113-120; and Oscar Krisen 
Buros, ed., The Sixth Mental Measurements Yea.!'book (Highland Park, New Jer
sey, 1965), pp. 190-207 • 
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in the relationship of the intrinsic nature of a ;fole to the pattern of reported need 
scores of a group of subjects who enact that r01e. In a very real sense, the per
sonality need scores of the subjects can be regal'ded as reflecting their "techniques 
for handling life situations."18 With these general considerations in mind, it will 
be useful to characterize briefly the life situation of the subjects at the two points 
in time when they responded to the EPPS schedule. 

The beginning of recruit school marks not only the actual entry of the sub
ject into law enforcement, but also the end of a lengthy period of doubt and uncer
tainty related to the selection process for initial appointment. However, once in 
recruit school, new uncertainties are experienced.-·:.I'hes@ arise from an aware
ness of the overwhelming breadth of subject matter to be covered within a short 
time span, a general lack of recent experience in academic E:tldeavors, doubts 
concerning their ability to respond to the immediate demands and expectations of 
the trainee role, and their anticipatory concern over whether or not they eventual
ly can perform the patrolman's role. For the first time, they have become aware 
of the low status in the police hierarchy accorded to recruit trainees. This, then, 
is the present life situation faced by the subjects as they enter tbe poIice profes
sion. Their personality needs will reflect the techniques which they employ for 
dealing with this situation. 

By the end of 18 months in the field, the subjects' personality ne~ds will 
reflect their new life situation. Preconceptions about their occupationai role and 
the people with whom they deal will have been reinforced or replaced by percep
tions of reality. They now know that they can perform the patrolman' s rol~ with 
some degree of effectiveness. Even though they can exercise the powers of their 
office and act with authority, nevertheless, they are awed by the value of police 
experience. Although their intra-department status has increased, they are not 
yet fully accepted as peers by the older men who tend to valu.:) firsthand police 
experience as the ultimate method of learning the job. Hence, the subjects 
actively seek opportunities to gain experience and at the same time enhance their 
status. As a consequence, they often are thought to be too agg;'ressive. Their 
awareness of rigidities in the rank structure serves to heighten their concern 
over their own relative status in their department. In essence, t.hey are no longer 
seen by others as men who are merely learning a role. Rather, they are now 
expected to be able to act independently in the performance of the police patrol
man's role. Simply, the subjects now are emerl'l!ng from a lengthy period of 
initiation into full group participation. 

Another preliminary consideration which should be discussed beJore making 
any descriptive interpretations of the subject's scores is the relationships of the 
personality variables to one another. As a general rule, the rela.tive str~ngth of 
a single personality need means less than the relative strength of a cluster of 
psychologically related needs. Moreover, when some need scores are high, the 
meaning holds greater Significance if certain other need scores are low. The 
overall pattern of interrelationships among the variables is that which bringll more 
meaning to the interpretation of the scores. 

Correlation coefficients are used as measures of the relative closeness of 
the relationship between variables. As has been said, these coefficients may 
range theoretically from +1. 00 indicating perfect positive correlation to -1. 00 

18 
Edmund D. Cohen, Some R(llated Variables in the Interpersonal Risk (m) Theory 

(Ann Arbor, Mich ..• Universit:r Microfilms, 1969), p. 38. 
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indicating perfect negative correlation. Within this discussion coefficients hi h 
can be considered statistically significan\\ fall at or ebove the l~vels of +0 30 w c 
Table 3.2 lists those intercorrelatiol1s between personality variables at o~ b' d 
the l.~~el of :to. 30 whi~h were obtained from the scores of the EPPS college ::~~le 
~r e~ er set of r~crUl~Bcor~s. In all instances. the three correlation coefficients 
re m the sa!ne dlre.chon, elther positive or negative. Overall, the. coefficients 

between :my "wo varlables for the three sets of'scores are remarkably similar. 

Table. 3.2, 

Comparison of Int$rcorrelations of Variables 
(.30 or more on any administration) 

EPPS':' 
(college 
sample) 

Police 
Subjects 

Police 
Subjects 

T1 T3 

N=113 N=113 ~P~E~R_S_O_N_AL __ IT_Y __ N_E_E_D_S ____________________ ~N=1509 
Achievement Affiliation -------------

-.33 -.22 1'" Achievement - Nurturance -. a 
-.30 23 30 Deference Order .26 -. -. < 

Deference _ Autonomy • 22 .39 
D -.30 -.32 33 eference Change -. 
D -.OS -.16 43 

eference - Heterosexuality -.28 -.37 -. 
Deference - Aggression -.31 
O d -.31 ·'.18 21 

l' er - Nurturance -. 
-. 16 09 Order - Endurance -. -.30 

O d .33 .34 39 
I' er - Heterosexuality _. 16 . 

Exhibition Nurturance -.41 -.36 
-.17 34 0 Autonomy - Affiliation -.33 -. -.2 

-.23 12 Autonomy - Nurturance -.36 -. 
A t -.24 14 u onomy - Aggression -. 
Affiliation _ Nurturance • 29 .14 • 33 
AffiHation - Endurance _: i: .39 .53 
Affiliation Aggression -.22 -.30 

-.33 -.24 10 
Intraception - SUccorance -.16 -. 
Int -.22 36 raception - Aggression -.20 -. 
S· -.08 35 uccorance - Nurturance -. 
S .16 12 31 Uccorance - Endurance .• 

-.31 18 32 Dominance . Abasement -. -. 
A -. 34 -. 30 20 basement Nurturance -. 
Nu tu • 23 • 32 20 

I' rance - Endurance • 
-.12 -.24 41 Nurturanc(~ Aggressicm -. 
-.33 -.32 15 Endurance Heterose:>ru. ality -. 
-.27 -.44 -.30 

,:<,source: Allen L. Edwards, Edwards Personal Preference Schedule, Revised 
Manual (New York, The Psychological Corporation, 1959), p. 20. 

. tIn etxaminin?" the me~ng of the correlations between need scores it is 
lmpor an to conslder that, ln some instan ' 
ship indicated by the correlation Coef"f'lcien~es'F common slense supports the relation-
say what one thi k . ~ ,~' • or examp e, autonomy (". • • to 
(" t tt : s about thmgs • • • ) is positively correlated with aggression 

• . • 0 a ac contrary points of view •.• "). That relationship is in accord 
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with common sense. Similarly. dominance (" ••• to argue one's point of view 
••• ") would logically be inversely related to abasement (" ••• to feel better 
when giving in and aVOiding a fight .•• "). There a:r8 other relationships indi
cated in Table 3.2 which are not so apparent. The (positive correlations between 
deference (" ••• to get suggestions from others •.• ") and order (" .•• to 
keep things neat and orderly ••• ") do not immediately reflect a COIlli-non sense 
relationship. Beyond this. there are other apparently logical relationships 
between personality needs which do not appear in Table 3.2. For example, 
achievement (" ••• tobe able to do things better than others ..• ") and exhibi
tion (" ••. to talk about personal achievement .•. ") would, on the face of it, 
seem to be closely related. Yet, this relationship is not found in Table 3.2 
because the correlation coefficient was consistently lee'S than '2,-.30. 19 

AN INTERPRETATION OF NEED SCORES. T 1 

At the beginning of recruit training, how do the EPPS scores of the unselect
ed group of 152 police trainees compare with the normative data derived from the 
scores of the representative sam~e of experienced patrolmen? Table 3.3 com
pares the trainees mean scores (X) and standard deviations (s) on the 15 person
ality variables with the scores of the 188 experienced Chicago patrolmen. The 
results of a statistical test of the significance of the difference between the mean 
scores of the recruit subjects and those of the normative group of patrolmen on 
any single variable is indicated in the table by the values of t. In order for the 
difference between the means of two groups larger than 30 in size to be considered 
statistically significant, a t value of 2.58 or higher is necessary. Such t values, 
denoted by an asterisk, indicate that the chances are one in 100 that the difference 
between two means could have occurred on the basis of chance variations in score. 20 
Statistically significant differences at the. 01 level found between the recruits and 
the sample of experienced patrolmen on only four personality variables. On needs 
achievement and autonomy, the recruits were significantly lower than the nori';:~:a
tive group of patrolmen. In the case of abasement and nurturance, the recruits 
were significantly higher. 

As a rule of thumb, personality needs can be viewed as indicators of the 
characteristic way in which the subjects respond to their immediate personal and 
social environments. The lower need score on achievement (to be successful, to 
accomplish something of great significance) is associated typically with persons 
in low power positions. The tI'ainees are, in fact.. devoid of any police power 
while in training. Moreover. they are aware of their relatively low status within 
their respective departments. They also are increasingly conscious of the rela
tionship between their real and imagined ignorance rega)'ding the specifics of law 
enforc.ement and the necessity for extensive knowledge in order to exercise police 
power properly. In another sense, the relatively low achievement score also can 
be viewed as a result of their acceptance and actual entry into their desired occu
pation. Thus. for the moment, their need for achievement has been satisfied; 
they have achieved their ambition. 

/ 

19 
The full array of correlation coefficients for these variables can be found in the 

correlation matrix shown in the Appendix as Table A-I. 
20 

A t value of 1. 96 or more indicates that the difference between the mean Scores 
was significant at the. 05 level of confidence. This was true for the variables of 
deference. intraception, and change. Since the meaning of such differences is 
less certain than those which occurred at the. 01 level. they are not included in 
the discussion. 
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Table 3.3 

The Significance of the Difference Between Mean Scores (X) of 152 
Police Recruits and Those of 188 Exp€lrtenced Patrolmen 

Unselected Experienced 
Rt~cruit Chicago 

Personality Subjects t Patrolmen 
Variable (N=152) Values (N=188) 

Achievement X=14,.81 t=3.33* X=16.21 
s= 3.70 s= 4.02 

Deference X=12. ·45 t=2.19 X=13.26 
s= 3.21 s= 3.64 

Order X=12.51, t=0.78 X=12.90 
s= 4. '14 s= 4.40 

Exhibition X=14.84 t=0.38 X=14.69 
s= 3 .. 57 s= 3.76 

Autonomy X=l1.72 t=2. 94~' X=13.10 
s= 4.37 s= 4.22 

Mfiliation X=13.09 t=1. 10 X=12.65 
s= 3.52 s= 3.89 

Intraception X=16.45 t=2.31 X=15.34 
s= 4.25 s= 4.57 

Succorance X= 9.42 t=0.05 X= 9.40 
s= 3.99 s= 4.11 

Dominance X=15.70 t=1. 15 X=16.24 
s= 4.07 s= 4.65 

Abasement X=15.68 t=7. 27'~ X=12.12 
s= 4.10 s= 5.11 

Nurturance X=14.82 t=3.10* X=13.30 
s= 4.47 s= 4.68 

Change X=14.27 t-2.20 X=15.28 
s= 3.82 s= 4.57 

Endurance X=15.63 t=1. 73 X=16" 53 
s= 4.81 s= 4.73 

Heterosexuality X=15.93 t=0.18 X=15.81 
s= 5.97 s= 6.42 

Aggression X=13.22 t=0.88 X=l3.18 
s= 4.27 s= 4.03 

Consistency X=10.73 t=0.10 X=10.77 
s= 1.91 s= 5.03 

*Statistically significant difference at. 01 level of confidence. 
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From the Table of Intercorrelations (Table 3. 2) achievement is negatively 
correlated with nurturance (" .•• to help friends .•• , to treat others with kind
ness and sympathy .•• "). At T1, the correlation coefficient is -.23, Conse
quently, we would expect that the subjects' low achievement score would tend to 
be coupled with a high nurturance score. The relatively high need for nurturance 
may be related to the subjects' desire for camaraderie, mutual support, and 
understanding from the other recruits as they face their common challenge of 
completing their training. 

Table 3. 2 also !?hows that at T 1 autonomy (" • • • to say what one thinks • • • 
to be independent of others ••• "), is correlated negatively with nurturance. The 
coefficient of correlation between these two variables is -.24. The relatively low 
score on autonomy reflects the immediate environment of the recruit training 
school. The subjects I freedom to do and sa.y what they want has been restricted 
severely by the regimen imposed on them from the start of training. 'rhe semi
mili-i:ary tone which pervades the police routines in and out of school also tends to 
restrict the independlence of the subjects to do and say what they please. 

The correlation coefficient for nurturance and abasement is +.32 at T1. 
Abasement (" • • • to feel inferior to others • • . ") would seem to be related to 
the subjects' subordinate role relative to the~ trainers. Beyond this, they are 
also increasingly aware of their low status within the overall police rank structure. 
Compared to experienced police officers, the recruits a:re more dependent, more 
in need of group support, and more aware of their subordinate position within the 
police ranks. In summary, these relative need scores and their interrelationships 
combine to portray the subjects as having personality needs which are functionally 
consistent with their immediate task, the completion of recruit training. Notwith
standing these differences, we should not loose sight of the fact that the two groups 
are remarkably similar in terms of their personality needs. 

If we accept the Chicago police sample as representative of the generalized 
police occupational gl'oUp, then the recruit subjects appeared to be notably similar 
in terms of personality needs to the members of the occupational group which they 
were entering. Especially does this seem to be the case if one considers the 
larger number of differences on personality variables between the recruits and 
the two EPPS normative groups as shown in Table 3.1. Other research has noted 
also that individuals with certain personality characteristics tend to be attracted 
to and satisfied with an occupation because their personalities are compatible with 
the demands and expectations associated with that occupation. This view, for 
example, is supported by an earlier study of metropolitan police officers in which 
the authors concluded: 

"There is an astonishing similarity between the recruit and veteran 
patrolman groups which suggests that the recruit shares the distinc
tive personality traits of the experienced officer before he ever dons 
a uniform; thus, the police candidate may select himself for the job 
because he senses that the police orientation is congenial to him. ,,21 

Though the findings of this analysis appear to substantiate the theory of occupation
al self selection, the matter will be explored more fully in a later section. 

21R • B. Mills, R. J. McDevitt, and S. Tonkin, "Selection of Metropolitan Police 
Officers" (Paper presented at the American Psychological Association Conven
tion, Los Angeles, California, September, 1964), p. 10. 
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The Personality Profile of Successful R.ecruit Trainees 

The 113 men who remained as subjects at the time of the third testing after 
18 months field experience constitute the primary sample of subjects in this re
search. The immediate question that arises is the degree to which this selected 
group compares with the normative Chicago police group used in the previous 
analysis. The data related to this question is arrayed in Table 3.4 in the same 
format as Table 3.3 showing the comparison with 152 unselected recruit trainees. 

In this analysis. statisticaIJ.y significant differences were found between the 
selected group of 113 recruit trainees at T1 and the sample of experienced patrol
men on the same fo~r variables as in the previous a..."Ilalysis: achievement, 
autonomy, abasement. and nurturance. In addition. the difference between the 
mean scores on the need change was found to be statistically significant. In this 
case, the trainees' relatively lower score on the need for change (" ••• to do new 
and different things ••• , to try new and different jobs ••• ") invites the inter
pretation that the desire for change has been satiated by their recent entry into 
law enforcement. The all-encompassing newness of this role would tend to over
whelm the subjects with the changes in their life styles. 

The similarity in the findings of this analysis with those of the previous com
parative analysis betwel~n the unselected group of 152 recruit subjects and the 
sample of experienced patrolmen indicates that the reduction in the size of the 
original group by 39 men did not alter the composition of the recruit group in 
terms of personality neE':d scores. Thus, we can draw the same general conclu
s~ox: as ~efore: i. e., the.113 recruit trainees at T1 appeared to be remarkably 
slmilar m the1r personal1ty needs to the experienced members of the occupational 
group they have just entered. 

CHANGES IN PERSONALITY NEEDS OVER TIME 

One commonly accepted view of personality development holds that the 
~ssential elements of personality emerge and become relatively fixed during 
infancy az:d ,:arly childhood. Beyond the preschool period, the basic personality 
character1shcs are held to be endUring traits that produce certain behavioral 
regularities in all .si~~tio~s througho.ut .the l.ife of the individual. Personality 
ch~ge, when and if 1t 1S d1scussed Wlthm this theoretical approach, is something 
whlCh doe,S not occur naturally. Rather. change is sought intentionally within a 
thera~euhc f:~'amework wherein a belief in the importance of early developmental 
expe.r:enc,es 1S h,:ld, as t?e ~ey to achieving any significant measure of personality 
m?diflCatlOn. W1thin this Vlew. recognition also is given to the idea that person
ality change can also result from a severe traumatic experience which may be 
physical. psychological, or social in nature. 

, Modifications of this body of theory sometimes extend the developmental 
~er1od th:o~gh ~atency, adolescence. and adulthood. Other theoretica.l variations 
mvolve dlstmchons between personality structure and content or among multiple 
level~ of personality, from those which are deep and basic to those which are 
re~ahvely s?rface ~d transitory. In the one instance, personality structure is 
scud to be flXed, while the content of personality is conceptualized as subject to 
constant :hange. Ix: the other instance, the deeper levels of personality are 

.th?ught 01 as becommg permanent early in life while the surface levels of person
ality are thought of as capable of modification. 

ity. 
If one accepts a deterministic view of the relative permanency of personal

then certain other things follow in connection with occupational selection. For 
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Table 3.4 

, "ance of the Difference Between Mean Scores (X) of 113 
The ,tSlgBniflm~ ill'ng Training and Those of 188 EA-perienced Patrolmen 

RecrUI s eg 

Personality 
Variable 

Achievement 

Deference 

Order 

Exhibition 

Autonomy 

Affiliation 

Intraception 

Succorance 

Dominance 

Abasement 

Nurturance 

Change 

Endurance 

Heterosexuality 

Aggression 

Consistency' 

*Statistically significant at the 

o 

Scores at 
Start of 
Training t 
(N=113) Values 

X-15.04 2. 60'~ 

s= 3.73 

X=12.57 1. 73 

s= 3.13 

X=12.54 0.65 

s= 4.73 

X=15.30 1. 39 

s= 3.67 

X=l1. 57 2.83* 

s= 4.70 

X=13.23 1. 32 

s= 3.61 

X=16.16 1.'58 

s= 4.28 

X= 8.95 0.94 
s= 4.00 

X=16.08 0.31 

s= 3.98 

X=15.50 6. 26~' 
s= 4.10 

X=14.89 2.84* 
s= 4.72 

X=13.93 2. 76'~ 

s= 3.77 

X=15.92 1. 02 

s= 5.23 

X=15.65 0.22 

s= 6.10 

X=13.12 0.12 

s= 4.32 

X=10.88 0.27 

s= 1. 94 

.01 level of confidence. 

. ,; 
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Scores of 
ExperieI1ced 
Patrolmen 
(N=188) 

X=16.21 
s= 4.02 

X=13.26 
s= .3.64 

X=12.90 
s= 4.40 

X=14.69 
s= 3.76 

X=13.10 
s= 4.22 

X=12.65 
s= 3.89 

X=15.34 
s= 4.57 

X= 9.40 
s= 4.11 

X=16.24 
$= 4.65 

X=12.12 
s= 5.11 

X=13.30 
s= 4.68 

X=15.28 
s= 4.57 

X=16.53 
s= 4.73 

X=15.81 
s= 6.42 

X=13.18 
s= 4.03 

X=10.77 
s= 5.03 
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the individual. a process of preselection would take place. Assuming relatively 
unchanging personality attributes. a person purposely would seek 01!£t an occupa
tional role wherein his personality needs could best be satisfied. 'l'his presupposes 
some degree of self-knowledge. For the personnel officer. the task would be to 
select men whose personality was, at one point in time. consistent with a given 
occupational role. Once these selective procedures have resulted in an occupa
tional choice. there is little need to reconsider personality since the characteris
tics an individual brings to the job are assumed to be enduring. 

This conception of personality as being relatively unchanging beyond the 
formative years is not compatible with role theory. BaSically. persona(lity is not 
considered intrinsic to the person. Rather. it is seen as a characteristic mode of 
respoll,ses structured by a specific role. Thus. when one discusses roles. he is 
talking about those uniformities in the attitudes and behavior of people who enact 
a particular role. On the other hand. when one talks about personality. he com
monly assumes its permanency and refers to uniformities in the attitudes and 
actions of the individual as he enacts various roles. 

A personality that is fixed rigidly cannot remain in adjustment to a changing 
environment. This statement is consistent with role theory which holds that cer
tain aspects of personality are altered as a consequence of taking on and enacting 
a new role. Changes in behavior. goals. motives. satisfactions. self-concept. 
'world view. and in the hierarchy of. personality needs are considered related to 
role performance. As will be recalled. needs exist in a stc:.te of readiness. In the 
continual compromise between th~ individual's own desires and impulses with the 
demands and expectations of others. it can be antiCipated that the overall pattern 
of personality needs win change. In the case of our police subjects. newly 
ascendant needs will become the active determinants of their role behavior. 
Therefore. our attention is directed to modifications in the arrangement of the 
personality needs of the subjects which have occurred in connection with the 
enactment of their new occupational role. that of police patrolman. 

A Time Related Comparison of Personality Needs 

Has the hierarchy of needs as reflected by the subjects' EPPS scores 
changed over time? If one accepts that personality needs are modifiable by ex
perience. and recognizes the extensive differences between the role of recruit 
trainee and probationary patrolman. he is led to assume that there will be some 
rearrangement in the personality need pattern of the subjects. In the move from 
the highly-structured classroom situation to the unstructured street environmel).t. 
the subjects have experienced a number of dramatic role-related changes. 

At the point in time when the EPPS was !!irst administered. the subjects had 
been in rec,ruit school for several days and Were already aware of the expectations 
of their trainers. Behavioral prescriptions C3.nd proscriptions for the trainees 
were expressed clearly both in verbal and written form. The subjects already had 
formed general impressions about the extensiveness of the curriculum and the tone 
of their training. They were aware of the superordinate and subordinate relation
ships which would exist until the end of the training. As patrolmen. the men now 
must act decisively in the face of unusual. complex. and stressful interpersonal 
situation::;. The role they now enact requires the active exercise of legal and 
social authority rather than the passive a9ceptance of the authority of their train
ers. Superordinate and subordinate relationships are not agreed upon consensual
ly within the wider circle of role reciprocals which includes the general public. 
Since the prescriptions for the patrolman's role are not a11 inclu::;ive. there is 
much latitude for discretion in the exercise of police power. The police uniform 
and related equipment. as visible symbols of the role. introduce an unusual 
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emotional tone to encounters with the public. By its very nature, their new police 
role makes heavy personal demands on the subjects which may encroach on their 
other family and community roles. Overall, the new role of police patrolman 
should cause some reorganization in the general structure of the subj~ct! s per
sonality needs. 

As an initial effort in the interpretation of scores obtained from the subjects 
after 18 months of field experience, it again will be useful to compare the scores 
of the subjects with those of the group of experienced Chicago patrolmen. Table 
3.5 displays the data making these comparisons. As shown, differences be
tween the mean scores of the two groups were found at the 1'10 level of confidence 
on only three variables; deference, abasement, and aggression. Abasem(>,nt was 
the only personality need which appeared at both points in time as a statisl:ically 
significant difference between the two groups. While deference and aggression 
appeared at T3 as new differences between the two police samples, differences 
at the . 01 level which were present at T1 were lost on achievement, autonomy, 
nurturance. and change. As would be expected, the two police groups differed 
in fewer ways as the subjects acquired actual experience in performing the 
common police role. 

From Table 3. 2 which shows the intercorrelation of need scores, aggres
sion is correlated negatively with deference. The inverse relationship of these 
two needs is found generally among persons who are in positions of power. Thus, 
relative to the normative group of experienced patrolmen, we would expect the 
tyro patrolmen who describe themselves as having higher needs for aggression 
(" ••• to attack contrary points of view, .•• to criticize other.s pUblicly, .• 
to become a'1gry, to blame others •.• ") to also have a lower need for deference 
(" ••• to follow instructions •••• to accept the leadership of others .••• to 
conform to custom ••• "). The data, of course, supports this expectation. Not 
only is this relationship psychological but also it conforms with the general view 
of the tyro held by an experienced officer. 

"These kids are too aggressive! You have to hold them back or 
they!ll get into trouble. They take too many chances. II 

At both T 1 and T3' the subjects had significantly higher scores on abasement 
(" ••• to feel guilty •••• to accept blame ••• , to feel inferior .•• ") than the 
group of experienced Chicago patrolmen. At the sta.rt of recruit school, abase
ment was described tentatively as being related to the generally subordinate 
position held by the recruit trainees. After 18 months of fielCiexperience, the 
relatively low abasement score can be explained as being based in the subjects! 
high valuation of experience and their relative lack of this attribute. The subjects! 
relatively low status position within their respective departments and their com
munities may be related also to the abasement score. However, when the rela
tively higher abasement score is combined with the relatively higher aggression 
score, some psychological confusion results. Usually, these' two personality 
needs are correlated negatively. 22 Thus. high aggression ordinarily is accompa
nied by low abasement. Why this is not true in this instance defies easy explana
tion. It should be repeated here that interpretations of EPPS scores are difficult 
because any need can be satisfied in a variety of ways. Though this apparent 
incongruity could be explained by relating the hig~er aggression and lower 

22 Appendix Table A-I shows abasement and aggression as having a negative corre
lation of -.26 at T 1 and -.24 at T 3• Moreover, the EPPS correlation between 
these two variables is shown at -.25. 
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Table 3.5 

Th~ S~?nif~c~ce of the Difference Between Mean Scores (X) of 113 
o lce u Jects After 18 Months Experience and Those of 188 

Expe1'ienced Patrolmen 

Scores After 
Scores of 18 Months of 

Personality EXperience Experienced 
Variable (N=113) 

t Patrolmen 
Values (N=188) 

At>hlevement 
X'"15.31 t=1. 96 X=16.21 s= 3.81 

s= 4.02 Deference X=l1. 44 t=4. 67'~ X=13.26 s= 3.03 
s= 3.64 Order 

X=11.63 t=2.23 X=12.90 
s= 4·. 96 

s= 4.40 
Exhibition X=14.87 t=0.42 X=14.69 s= 3.G3 
Autonomy s= 3.76 

X=12.96 t=0.30 X=13.10 s= 3.57 
s= 4.22 

Affiliation X=11.94 t=1.54 X=12.65 s= 3.96 
s= 3.89 

Intraception X=15.95 t=1.11 X=15.34 s= 4.62 
s= 4.57 SUccorance X= 9.73 t=0.59 X= 9.40 s= 4.97 
s= 4.H DOminance X=16.49 t=0.47 X=16.24 s= 4.39 
s= 4.65 

Abasement X=14.26 t=3.75* X=12.12 s= 4.63 
s= 3.11 Nurturance X=13.26 t=0.60 X=13.30 s= 4.36 
s= 4.68 Change 

X=14.51 t=1. 48 X;:15.28 
s= 4.20 

s= 4.57 Endurance :.':=15.27 t=2.07 X=16.53 s= 5.42 
s= 4.73 Heterosexuality X=17.50 t=2.19 X=15.81 s= 6.46 
s= 6.42 Aggression X=14.73 

X=13.81 t=3. 30~' 
s= 3.87 

s= 4.03 ConSistency X=11.13 t=0.88 X=10.77 
s'" 1. 86 

s= 5.03 
"~Statistical1y significant difference at the 0 1 l' 1 f . 

• eve 0 confldence. 
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deference scores to external interpersonal relationships, and the higher abase
ment score to internal departmental relationships, this interpretation must be 
considered merely plausible. 

A Comparative Interpretation of the Differences Between T 1 and T 3 Scores 

Up to this point, the interpretations of EPPS scores have been based on 
their values relative to the scores of a representative sample of experienced 
urban patrolmen. Though this approach is useful in arriving at certain general 
conclusions, a more precise meaning can be obtained from a direct statistical 
comparison of the subjects' scores at T1 with their scores at T 3• From the 
discussion thus far, we would expect that any changes in personality need scores 
appearing over time would be in the direction of an ordered need stru.cture more 
congruent to the role of patrolman and less congruent to the role of recruit 
trainee. This supports the theoretical view that taking on the new role will tend 
to restructure the hierarchy of needs. Table 3.6 displays the .data related to the 
analysis of tI-ds hypothesis. 

After 18 months of enacting the police patrolman's role, the subjects' scores 
indicated higher needs in autonomy (" ••• to say what one thinks ••• , to be in
dependent of others ••• "), heterosexuality (" .•. to engage in social activities 
with the opposite sex ••• "), and aggression (" ••• to attack contrary points of 
view. • ., to criticize others publicly. . ., to become angry. • ., to blame 
others ••• "). On the other hand, the subjects obtained lower need scores for 
deference (" ••• to follow instructions ••• , to acc·apt the leadership of 
others ••• , to conform to custom ••• "), affiliation (" ••. to be loyal to 
friends ••• , to form new friendships ••• "), abasement (" ••• to feel inferior 
to others ••• "), and nurturance (" ••• to help friends, .• , to treat others 
with kindness and sympathy .•• "). The higher scores on autonomy and aggres
sion, when coupled with the lower scores on deference ruld abasement, suggest 
that the general conformity and dependency which characterized the subjects in 
recruit school was diminished. The subjects' personality needs have shifted 
toward a more active, a.ssertive, and self-directing orientation. The higher 
heterosexuality score reflects this newly emergent independence within the 
framework of a specific kind of interpersonal relationship. The reduction in 
the need to affiliate with others in friendship groups is also a manifestation of 
the subjects' increased independence and self-reliance.23 The decrease in the 
score for nurturance suggests that the need to help others and treat them with 
sympathy has diminished since the start of recruit school. This decrease in the 
nurturance score is consistent with the negative:::orrelations for this variable 
with autonomy and aggreSSion shown in the correlation matrix contained in the 
Appendix as Table A.-1. 

A Summary View of Personality Need Modifications Over Time 

From a theoretical standpoint, among the needs which would lend them
selves to a cooperative and understanding approach to dealing with people are 

23Like other needs, the focus of the need to affiliate cannot be inferred directly 
from the EPPS score. The decrease in the need to affiliate may be related to 
the formation of new friendships with persons in the subject's present occupation
al group or to the maintenance of existing friendships with civilians. 
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Table 3.6 
Analysis of the Differences in th 

Obtained at the Start of Recrul~t MTe~ ~PPS Scores of 113 Subjects 
raIling and Aft 18 

Experience as Patrolmen er Months of 

Personality 
Scores At Correlation Variable t Scores At 

T1 Values Coefficient 
T3 T - T 

AChievement 1 3 
X=15.04 t=0.67 X=15.31 s= 3.73 .35 

Deferenc:.s 
X=12.57 

s= 3.81 
t=3. 77'~ X=l1. 44 s= 3.13 .47 

Order s= 3.03 
X=12.54 t=2.17 X=l1. 63 s= 4.73 .58 

Exhibition 
X=15.30 

s= 4.96 
t=1. 30 X=14.87 s= 3.67 .54 

Autonomy 
X=l1. 57 

s= 3.63 
t=3. 16'~ X=12.96 S'" 4.70 . 39 

Affiliation 
X=:!3.23 

s= 3. 57 
t=3. 31'~ X=l1. 94 s= 3.61 .40 

Intr ac eption 
X=16.16 

s= 3.96 
t=0.41 X=15.95 s= 4.28 .48 

SUccorance 
X= 

s= 4.62 
8.95 t=2.05 X= s= 4.00 9.73 .62 

Dominance 
X=16.08 

s= 4.97 
t=1.00 X=16.49 s= 3.l;}8 .46 

Abasement 
X=15.50 

s= 4.39 
t=3.26':' X=14.26 s= 4 • .10 .57 

Nurturance 
X=14.89 

s= 4.63 
t=2. 89~' X=13.62 s= 4.72 .47 

Change 
X=13.93 

s= 4.36 
t=1. 57 X=14.51 s= 3.77 .51 

Endurance 
X=15.92 

s= 4.20 
t=1. 33 X=15.27 s= 5.23 .53 

HeteroseXUality s= 5.42 
X=15.65 t=3. 43"~ X=17.50 s= 6.10 .59 

Aggression s= 6.46 
X=13.12 t=3.74':' X=14.73 s= 4.32 .37 

s= 3.87 

;~Statistically significant diff 
erence at the. 01 level of cOnfidence. 
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24 
deference, affiliation, intraception. succoranc'e, abasement and nurturance. 
Ideally, people who reflect these needs in their interpersonal relationships tend 
to approach others with a feeling of mutuality. The open communication in their 
social exchanges tends to produce few conflicts. With this in mind, it is impor
tant to note that statistically significant decreases in the scores for three of these 
variables (abasement, deference and affiliation) occurred for the subjects between 
the start of recruit training and after 18 months field experience. This suggests 
that after actual experience in the patrolman's role, the contacts of the subjects 
with the people they encounter while working will be less cooperative and trouble
free than they would have been at the time they began recruit training. 

On the other hand, autonomy, dominance, and aggression would tend to 
produce conflict in relationships with peeple. Again, it should be noted that there 
were statistically significant increases in the group scores for two of these three 
needs (autonomy and aggression) OVE.·;" the time span of this research. Thus, it 
can be inferred from the changes in personality need scores that the subjects' 
general orientation toward people weuld be more conflict-producing after 18 
months of field experience than it was at the time they originally entered into 
law enforcement. 

EPPS Intercity Differences 

Although the four recruit g'roups appeared to be noticeably similar in terms 
of their general background characteristics, the question of whether or not the 
separate groups have similar personality needs insofar as they are reflected by 
EPPS scores has not really been considered. Up to this point, it merely has been 
assumed that the groups :are similar and therefore could be treated properly as a 
single homogeneous group. In dealing with this question, attention focuses not 
only on the differences in group EPPS scores among the four cities, but also en 
learning if the group of 32 unsuccessful recruits differed from those who succeed
ed in remaining on the job. 

To explore this question, it is necessary to tezt the significance of the inter
group differences among the mean scores on eac~variable. The dc.ta in Table 
3.7 shows, among other things, the mean score (X) and the standard deviation (s) 
for each variable for each group. Though inspection of the data shows consider
able similarity in scores among the five groups, there are some apparent 
differences. The mass of data and the large number of possible differences 
among the five groups on each of the fifteen variables suggests the need for an 
efficient statistical approach to treating the data in summary form. The appro
priate technique selected for this purpose is called analysis of variance. Simply 
put, this procedure tests whether or not all group means were drawn from the 
same sample popUlation. Specifically, analysis of variance provides for the test
ing of the significance of the differences among a set of mean scores on a single 
variable in such a way that every combination of means is considered simultane
ously. The assumption underlying this procedure is that the variability will be 
the same in all five groups being compared since, assumably, they all are drawn 
from the same sample population, i. e., police recruits. If the probability is such 
that a difference is found to be significant. we then would conclude that not all of 

24This approach to the interpretation of EPPS scores is based on a consideration 
of personality need structure and "interpersonal risk fl as set forth by Cohen, 
op. cit., pp. 33-44. 
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Personality 
Variable 

Achievement 

Deference 

.order 

Exhibition 

Autonomy 

Affiliation 

Intraception 

Succorance 

Dominance 

Abasement 

Nurturance 

Change 

Endurance 

Table 3.7 

Probabilities Derived from Analysis of Variance of EPPS Scores of Five 
Groups of Police Recruits at the Start of Training 

BaIt. (N=20) Cin. (N=37) Col. (N=24) Ind. (N=32) 
Unsuccessful 

(N=32) 

x 

14.60 

12.05 

12.90 

15.20 

13.05 

12.00 

16.55 

8.2C 

15.40 

14.90 

14.45 

13.75 

14.85 

s X s X s X 

4.52 14. 30 3~ 15.08 3.99 16.13 

2.89 12.76 3.33 13.00 3.39 12.34 

6.03 12.11 4.39 12.08 5.51 12.56 

4.05 15. 81 3.92 14.00 3.43 15. 75 

5.43 10.49 4.91 12.29 5.02 11.34 

3.67 13.68 2.96 14.00 4.34 12.91 

3.65 16.35 4.26 14.67 4.94 16.81 

3.05 9.05 4.49 8.58 4.60 9.56 

3.4715.274.2917.003.8116.75 

2.90 15.65 4.27 16.71 4.65 14.81 

s X 

3.66 13.78 

2.93 11.94 

3.64 12.41 

3.20 13.53 

3.45 12.31 

3.60 12.06 

4.08 16.94 

3.50 11.13 

3.95 14.75 

4.06 15.84 

4.74 14.32 4.88 16.00 4.63 15.00 4.64 14.63 

3.78 13.84 3.93 13.29 4.70 14.63 2.73 15.53 

5.31 17.08 5.70 16.58 5.58 14.75 4.08 14.13 

s Probabilities 

3.77 .13 

3.28 .69 

4.70 .97 

3.12 .24 

3.51 .22 

3.21 .34 

4.29 .32 

3.69 .65 

3.88 .13 

4.30 .47 

4.02 

4.37 

4.15 
Heterosexuality 18.9:: 6.47 15.73 5.89 14.04 6.46 14.69 5.23 16.97 6.15 

Aggression 13.80 2.86 13.78 5.12 11.96 3.62 12.78 4.51 13.25 3.32 

.69 

.22 

.11 

.04 

.46 

the .means are drawn from the same sample population. Hence, on that particular 
v~rIable, a statistically significant difference ameng the groups would exist. The 
rlght hand column of Table 3.7 shows the probabilities in 100 that the differences 
among the means could have .occurred by chance. Only in the case of the need 
heter~sexuality are the differences among the means of such magnitude that the 
could be termed statistically Significant. In this case, the level of probability ~as 
four chances in 100 that the differences among the mean scores could have occur
red by c.hance alo~e. The high mean scere of 18.95 on that personality need for 
the Baltimore tramees app.ears to account fer the variance among the scores. 
Overall, the remarkable SImilarity among the four groups of trainees serves to 
support the me.th~dol.ogi.c~l procedu:-e .of combining the four groups into a single 
group. ~so, It IS s~nificant to thIS specific analysis that the group of unsuccess
ful recrults were undifferentiated from the other groups of successful recruits in 
terms o~ n.e~d scores.. This analysis .of intercity differences Supports the view 
t~at t~e ~lhal. screemng process in each of the four cities tends to select men 
With simllar kmds of personality needs. 

. {~Are. both the enactment of the police role and the working environment so 
different m the four cities that the' groups show differences in need scores after 
18. months of field e~erience? To deal with this question, the need scores ob
tamed .from th~ subJects in each of the feur cities at T3 were subjected to the 
analys~s of varl.an?e precedure. Table 3.8 displays the data derived frem the 
analYSIS. In thIS. I.nstance, endurance was the .only need in which the mean, sceres 
ameng the feur cIhes were found te differ significantly. Inspection of the data 
suggests that the high scere .of the Colum.bus greup acceunts fer the variance 
ameng the cities. Again, it would appear that the feur greups .of subjects remain 
r.emarkably similar ~ terms .of need scores after 18 months experience in the 
fIeld as patr.elmen. FrepJ. a theoretical view, this supports the existence of a 
?emmen pellce rele which tends te restructure the personality needs .of patrelmen 
111 the same way. Frem the standpoint .of research precedure, finding a significa.'lt 
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Table 3.8 

P babilities Derived from Analysis of Variarice of EPPS Scores of Police 
ro Subjects in Four Cities After 18 Months' Experience as Patrolmen 

Personality 
Variable 

Achievement 

Defere~.ce 

Order 

ExhibitlC,n 

Autonomy 

Affiliatilm 

lntraception 

Succorance 

DOlninance 

Abasement 

Nurturanc\~' 

Change 

Endtlrance 

Heterosexualll'1r 

Aggression 

BaIt. (N=20) Cin. (N=37) Col. ('tj=24) Ind. (N=32) 

x s x s x s x s 

16.40 4.43 14.68 3.85 15.38 

12.00 3.04 11.11 3.10 11,B8 

13.95 5.12 10.51 4.27 12.21 

14.30 4.27 14.16 2.88 14.96 

12.65 4.21 13.30 3.21 12.50 

11.95 3.33 12.78 4.06 10.96 

16.45 4.02 16.46 4.75 15.08 

8. 00 5.19 10.03 5. 139. 50 

15.90 4.85 16.65 4.95 16.75 

14.45 4.14 13.65 5.16 15.13 

12.35 3.54 14.00 5.04 13.88 

15.00 4.65 14.46 4.39 13.25 

15.20 5.84 15.19 4.97 17.92 

18.10 7.34 17.95 6.65 17.00 

13.40 3.56 15.32 3.82 13.79 

3 •.. 88 15.31 

2. 8~ 11.16 

5.7l 11.03 

3.43 15.97 

3.95 13.13 

4.38 11. 69 

4.58 15.69 

4.65 10.63 

4.28 16.47 

4.36 14.19 

-1.37 13.78 

4.51 15.22 

4.76 13.44 

6. 07 17. 00 

4.25 15.56 

3.30 

3.11 

4.67 

4.00 

3.35 

3.86 

4.93 

4.80 

3.60' 

4.58 

3.54 

3.33 

5.56 

6.17 

3.60 

Probabilities 

.45 

.60 

.07 

,.18 

.82. 

.35 

.66 

.30 

.92 

.68 

.56 

,34 

.02 

,88 

.10 

difference on only one of 15 personali~ ,:,aria?leS confirms the propriety; of using 
a single combined group of subjects Wlthin thIS research. 

AN EXAMINATION OF THE OCCUPATIONAL SELF-SELECTION THEORY 

An analysis of inter-group differences indicates that th,e .per.sonality . . 
characteristics of the men entering police work in the four cltles m.cluded Wlth:m 
thO esearch do not differ in any appreciable way. In terms of thelr personahty 
n::d: as indicated by the EPPS scores, they are a rela~ively homogeneous gro~p. 
At first glance, this would lend further support to the Vlew that men of a certam 

l 'ty type tend to be attracted into law enforcement. However, a more 
persona 1 h t thi . '1 .ty may not be 

eful consideration of the matter should allow t a . s Slml arl 
::rel the result of men with certain kinds of personality~eeds ?eing natur~lly 
attracfed to police work. Rather, it also results from the mtenhonal selechon 

of men. 

For the police, the selecticlnprocess may take tw.o forms, the~ formal an~ 
the informal. With regard to the obvious formal ~ele.ctlOn procedures, psycho 
logical tests, interviews, and other related exammaho?s. are us~d :;to screen out 
applicants who appear to be 'lmsuited for the work. T~S ~s a deflTIlte proced,:re 
for narrowing down the range of personality characterlshcs of the men entermg 

into police work. 

Preliminary to the application of formal selection procedures are the less 
obvious informal mechanisms which effectively sort out men who are, for o~e . 

a other different in their personality need structure. At the begmmng, 
reason Or n , . lr d b ducation-
a roup of "unselected" applicants ~~ay be hom~gen;.zed a e~ Y y age, e _ . 
algattainment income requirement~ size of thelr Clty of resldence, and t.he geo 
graphical re~ion in which they live. Statistically significant differences m some 
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pE;lrsonality needs have been noteflb",etween groups sorted on th~se factors. 25 
Mbreover,:tt is entirely possible'tha\:t the personality characteristics of an appli
cant group may be restricted further by the use of criteria relai\;d to body types 
anci physical characteristics, the findings of background investigations, or the 
effect of the titne lag between initial application and appointment. 

Another informal n1cchanism of selection which may restrict further the 
need characteristics of a police applicant group may originate from acoXflI.\1on 
method of police recruitment. Many police departments depend quite heavily upon 

"their present personnel to recruit promising young men. Those departments that 
do, usually have off(;lred their employees incentives in the form of cash or time off 
for each qualified candidate they recruit. Experience seems to show that this 
means of recruitrnent is a primary source of new men; nevertheless, it may serve 
as a, selective device in ways which are unintended.<,l'he police offj,cer seeking to 
recruit men must decide upon the kind of man whom they themselves consider to 
be suitable to the police role. Part of this judgment will include a, consideration 
·.of the o'Yert manifestations of personality characteristics. For example, if an 
officer holds the view that a young man who exhibits the characteristics of high 
achieveni~nt, autonomy, and aggression is unsuitable to police work, more than 
likely the il:),an who displays these characteristics in his personal contacts will not 
be encourag,ed by a police officer to consider a law enforcement career. We 
should recogl),ize that recruitment programs which are based primarily on the 
efforts of present police personnel may have the unintended result of narrowing 
the range of the,personallty types of men entering police work. 

All things considered, the matter of occupational self-selection is neither 
strongly supported nor invalidated by the findings of this research. If an equiva
lent degree of homogeneity was found in a group of initial applicants for the job of 
patrolman as was fouhd for the subjects of this research, then the self-selection 
theory would gain som:~ measure of substantiation. However, even then the 
matter still would be open to question because initial applicants are not in fact an 
unselected group. The r~~markable finding here is the similarity of the personal
ity need stI'11ctures of theA~ecruit groups in each of the four cities. The data 
suggests that, 'kno~7ingly OI'l unknowingly, the system of screening applicants for 
the police role in e~ch of the. four cities tends to select men with similar kinds 
of personality neads. This cOflcl:usion presupposes that there exists a consensual
ly held view of the police .role~ . 

FRIENDSIDP FORMATION AND PERSONALITY 

Some people are more friendly than others, and the\gregarious person easily 
makes new friends as he moves from one relationship to another. Other individ
uals, though not unfriendly, tend to develop friendships with. considerably more 
caution or difficulty. Gener!111y, these.differences in the forlnation of friendships 
commonly are thought to be related to p~rsonality. 

II 1/ 

Ii, Within the supplementary data, the hattern of the changing friendships of 
lithe subjects was discussed in some detail. \. The central focus in the discussion 
\va.s on the development of friendship ties with other police officers. .As with 
other people, it would be expected that somepf the subjects would make many 
friends from among the men in their new occ~pational group. Others would 
develop few friendships with other police office~s. Banton noted these different 
orientations in his study of experienced Scottishpblice officers. 

25 , Koponen, op" cit., p. 40. 
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"Some men said that when they had finished the day's work :the ~ast 
person they wanted to se!3 was another policeman. Others I,mphed 
either that ther.e were fev.~~r occasions fo~ embarl';ssment m 
associating with fellow poll\\l'!men or that I~ was s~~r t~,~~ so, or 
that they were ostracized byrq.any non-police familIes. 

Either of these two extreme positions regarding friendships with other policemen 
can be attributed to personality differences. 

Whatever their reasons, there was considerable variation in the ~ormation 
f I' f iendships among the 113 subjects in this research over the bme span 

~f ~~e~t -~ne months. Recognizing these variations, it is assumed for p~rpose~ 
of discu~sion that personality differences are related to the patterns of frIendship 
formation. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

Table 3.9 

Division of 113 Subjects into Sub-Groups B,ased on the Number of 
Friendships Formed with Other Police OffIcers Between the. Start 

of Police Training and the Completion of 18 Months ExperIence 
as Patrolmen 

Numerical Description Number 

Listed no policemen among three closest friends as 
Tl and T3 16 

Maintained the same number of close police friends 
between T 2 and T 3 19 

Increased the number of close police friends by one 
between T 1 and T 3 33 

Increased the number of close police friends by two 
between T 1 and T 3 23 

Listed no policemen among three closest friends at 
T but listed all policemen at T 3 

D!creased the number of close police friends be-

13 

tween T1 and T3 9 

Total 113 

0/0 of 
Total 

14.2 

16.8 

29;2 

20.4 

11.5 

8.0 

100.0 

As a research hypothesis, we logically would expect that t.he gre.garious 
on who formed close friendships with a number of other pohce offIcers .over 

~::~ime span of this research would exhibit higher need score~ on s~ch var~~~~~~ 
as affiliation (to participate in friendly groups, to form new frIendship~), s 
ance (to seek encouragemerit from others, to have others be s~mpathehc and

t 
t 

d tanding) and nurturance (to help friends when they are m trouble, to rea 
:h::: with kU:dness and sympathy). Accordingly, the EPPS personality .scores 
of the subjects .in each of the six friendship sub-groups were compared Wlth the 

26Banton, op. cit., p. 248. 
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mean score for the total population to test for differences. The statistical proce
dure of analysis of variance was utilized to determine if a personality variable 
had any significant effect on the variable of friendship formation. For the sa,ke of 
brevity, only the probability values derived from this analysis are presented be
low in Table 3.10. 

Table 3.10 

Probability Values Derived from Analysis of Variance of EPPS Scores 
of Six Sub-Groups of Subjects Based on the Formation of Friendships 

with Other Police Officers 

Personality 
Variable 

Achiev\,ment 
Deference 
Order 
Exhibition 
Autonomy 
Mfiliation 
Intraception 
Succorance 
Dominance 
Abasement 
NUrturance 
Change 
Endurance 
Heterosexuality 
Aggression 

T 1 Probabilities 

0 • .15 
0.21 
0.99 
0.94 
0.22 
0.75 
0.64 
0.35 
0.41 
0.31 
0.91 
0.85 
1. 00 
0.82 
0.20 

T 3 Probabilities 

0.21 
0.93 
0.88 
0.81 
0.83 
0.35 
0.06 
0.24 
0.06 
0.22 
0.60 
0.63 
0.84 
0.17 
0.15 

Within the foregoing data, it can be seen that the variables having an apparent 
relatior.ship 'to friendship formation had probability values far beyond the level 
considered to be statistically sifP1ificant. At T

1
, affiliation, SUccorance, and 

nurturance had probability values of 0.75, 0.35 and 0.91. Although all three 
values moved toward a pr9bability value of greater significance at T 3' the values 
were still beyond the level where chance variations could be ruled out; .35, .24 
and. 60 respectively. 

A glance at the data shows that intraception and dominance were the only 
two personality variablf.ls for which a statistically significant level ofprobabllity 
was approached. The 0.06 probability values for both variables indicates that 
there were six chances in 100 that the difference.s among the mean scores of the 
six friendship sub-grQups could have been caused by chance alone. Though the 
level of probability is beyond the arbitrary 0.01 and 0.05 level previously dis
cussed, nevertheless, it is worth exploring this possible relationship further. 

To do so, it.is necessary to consider the mean scores for !'lach of the six 
friendship sub-groups on these two variables. These scores are shown in Table 
3. 11. III c()!lsidering these scores, it should be restated that personality, as we 
have defined it, is a characteristic ;mode of response to the enactment of a speci
fic role. Thus, both personality and the nature of friendships are changing in 
some respects over time. 
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Table 3.11 

Mean Scores of Friendship Sub-GroUps on Two EPPS Personality Variables 

EPPS Time 1. No 2. Maintained 3. Increased 4. Increased 5. Increased 6. Decreased 

Per son ali ty Police Same by One by Two by Three Police 

Variable Friends Number Friends 

Intraception Tl 17.00 15.89 15.76 17.22 15.00 15.67 

T3 15.25 18.63 14.61 16.70 15.23 15.56 

Dominance T1 16.06 15 • .95 16.00 17.48 15.15 14.44 

T3 16.06 14.79 17.39 18.13 14.46 16.22 

Though a number of the need scores for each of the six sub-groups shown in 
Table 3. 11 appeared to differ somewhat over time, in only one instance was there 
a statistically significant difference. For the group who maintained the same 
number of police friends between T 1 and T 3' there was a statistically significant 
increase in the intraception score over time (significant at the. 02 level, t=2.84). 
Thus, the men who maintained the same number of police officers among their 
three closest friends during the first twenty-one months of enacting the police 
role became significantly more intraceptive. It is logical that the person who is 
becoming more intraceptive (to understand how others feel, to analyze the beha
vior of others, to analyze the motives of others) would tend to form more endur
ing friendships based on an analysis of intrinsic characteristics and values of a 
person rather than on more surface considerations, such as membership in a 
common occupational grouping. Thus, for the intraceptive person, changes in 
friendships would occur more slowly than would be the case for the less intra
ceptive person. 

If we assume that the relationship between intraception and friendship forma
tion is valid, then we can form a tentative explanation for th~ relatively rapid in
crease shown by the subjects in the number of close friendships formed with other 
police officers. As a group, the subjects were not highly intraceptive persons 
although they were significantly more so than the EPPS male general adult sample. 
Further, a numerical decrease in the need score for intraception occ'Urred over 
the time span of this research for the total group. Consequently, in terms of 
their personality needs, one can reason that the subjects were able to enter easily 
into friendships with other people on the basis of such general considerations as 
membership in a common occupational group. Conversely, they were able to end 
existing friendships with non-police people more qUickly. All things considered, 
it appears that an explanation for the development of extensive friendship ties 
among the police related to the general personality characteristic of intraception 
merits a place in the list of tentative explanations discussed earlier. 
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CHAPTER IV 

ROLE CONFLICT 

. One of. the most important concepts within role theory is that of role con-
flIct, the exposure to and awareness of conflicting role expectations. In this 
reg.ard, one.of the most frequently mentioned views of the police officer is that 
he IS a man m the middle, caught in a chaos of conflicting expectations. 

"He is truly the 'man in the middle.' He stands between the 
lawless and the law abiding and between the rioter and society. 
And no matter what course of action he takes he is between 
Scylla and Charybdis for one side will always take him to 
task. III 

Though it i.s ob,:,io.us that the lawless and the "lawful hold differential expectations 
for the polIce, It 1~ n.ot so appar~nt that various segments of the lawful public may 
also ex~re~s ?onflictmg e~pectahons regarding the role performance of the police. 
These dISSImIlar expectatlOns create the potential for intra-role conflict. 

~he. police, lik~ all other occupational roles, have certain prescriptions and 
proscr:phons governmg the performance of the role. Some of these directions 
~re wr:tten and codifi~d in detail while others are implicit and vague. However, 
if we ~ew the on-the-Job conduct of an officer as being directed wholly by the 
forma.hzed ~o IS. and don't's related to the job, then we are accepting a view of 
behavlO.r whlCh IS both mechanistic and simplistic. Realistically, the rules and 
re.gulahons of a dep.artm~nt and the orders of supervisors are not the only deter
~mants of the way m WhICh the man does his job; many other factors influence 
Job pe.rformance. Role theory stresses the more conscious aspects of human 
?ehav.l0r. It assumes that job performance is affected considerably by the process 
m WhICh ~ person shap~s and controls his role behavior through the influence of 
the behaVloral expectatIons of others with whom he interacts. 

. Within this theoretical framework, the expectations of a role reCiprocal who, 
1~ considered si~nificant by the actor ex,ert a degree of in±1uence upon his occupa
tIona: role. behavlOr: Beyond the two people directly involved in a reCiprocal role 
relationshIp, there IS always a third person who observes the interaction. This 

1Th ." omas Reddm, Law Enforcement in a Complex SOCiety" (Santa MOnica G al 
Telephone Company of California, undated pamphlet), p. 2. ' ener 
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third person is the audience.'~ Thus, cues for role behavior are taken ~lso from 
real or imagined audiences who observe the interaction between two acbve par-
ticipants. 

As a public agency, the police are responsive to many.exte~nal edicts, 
pressures and influences. Legislative bodies enact laws WhICh dIrectly affect 
the structure and the powers of police agencies, the amount of money they have 
available to them, and the ns.iure or the laws they are expected to enforce. 
Judicial decisions are another important source of influence on the behavior of 
the police. Executive actions also may have di.rect or indirect effects. upon t~e 
policies and the procedures followed by the pollce. Moreover, exe.cuhve de~l
sions can determine the personnel in the command structure of pollce agenCIes. 

Underlying these influences is the voice of the public. The e~pectation~ 
expressed by individuals and the collective public influence the actlOns of pollce 
to a considerable degree. In a very real sense, the executive, legislative. and 
judicial branches of government serve as an institutionalized ~eans by which 
the general public can exert control over the conduct of the police. 

"Despite a great deal of political alienation on the part of the 
U. S. Citizen, he is still the effective arbiter of governmental 
function. . . • Citizens as individuals can and do influence 
their government at alllevels--federal, state, and local .•.• 
At the local level, the interest and stated convictions of influ
entials can be and frequently are considered very seriously by 
police administrators at vital points 'in the decision-making 
process. 

But in our pluralistic society, private citizens also exert pressure 
on governmental agencies, the 'police among others, through 
membership in organizatiofrs designed specifically for that 
purpose • • • • In numbers there is strength, and that strength 
must be considered in a government which, like that of the United 
States, relies ultimately on the support of its citizens for legiti
macy and source of authority. ,,2 

Even at the face-to-face level, a citizen may convey in explicit and implicit ways 
the behavioral expectations he holds in a specific role relationship involving a 
police officer. 

"~An audience need not be physically present to exert some control over the role. 
enactment of another person. It has been pointed out that in a two-person relatlon
ship, the role reciprocal may serve also as an audi~nce observing and e,:,aluating 
the role performer. This audience function may shift back and forth durmg the 
interaction. Another variation of the concept of the imagined audience occurs 
when the performe:t: views his own role behavior and becomes ~s o~ evalua.ting 
audience. For a discussion of the distinction between real and Imagmed audI
ences, see Theodore R. Sarbin and Vernon L. Allen, "Role Theory" in The 
Handbook of Social Psychology, Vol. I, Gardner Lindzey and Elliot Aronson, eds. 
(Reading, Massachusetts, Addison-Wesley, 1968), pp. 527-029 

2Richard A. Myren, "The Role of the Police" (Draft of paper submitted to t~e 
President's Commission on Law Enforcement and the Administration of Jushce, 
1967), p. 2. 
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The police themselves hold certain expectations about their own job perform
ance. The police executive must interpret the expectations expressed by the 
legislative, judicial, and executive branches of government, and select certain 
views of the general public worth attention. At the next level, police commanders, 
supervisors, and trainers also contribute their conceptions of what role behavior 
is expected of the police patrolman. At bottom, the police patrolman faces a be
wildering array of behavioral expectat~9ns which tend to define his role and struc
ture his role performance. Ultimately; he must decide which expectations he will 
attend to. 

Individually, the police are alert to the behavioral e~,pectations of the general 
public. It has been noted that II ••• the police reflect, with surprising sensitiv
ity, the attitudes of the larger society. ,,3 These attitudes, in turn, affect police 
role enactments. For example, a police officer from a large urban department 
stated in a display of unC0mmon introspection, 

"If there was a real bad m~rder, you would get the feeling that the 
public wanted the killer and they didn't care how we caught him •• 
We also used to have the feeling that the public w~ted us to keep 
pushing around homosexuals and other perverts. " 

In this case, the general public served as a reference group for the role enact
ments of the police officer. 

In another form, the police are particularly attuned to the expectations of 
other police officers. For example, a former member of a state highway patrol 
recalled his feelings at the time he was assigned to work in a Negro urban area. 

" • • • I found myself roughing up Negroes routinely in the back 
seat of the patrol car--not because I disliked Ne~roes, but be
cause in the police group it was the thing to do. " 

In this example, other police officers functioned as the reference group for the 
occupational role behavior of this patrolman. 

These two examples should portray quite clearly the nature of .role conflict 
for the police officer. In the first instance, the police offict~r demonstrated 
awareness of an expectation held by the general public to engage in extra-legal 
activities in the enforcement of the law. In the second instance, the police officer 
testified to an expectation held by some of his fellow officers that he should engage 
in behavior which violates the very laws he is sworn to enforce. In both instances, 
the officer is caught between two conflicting conceptions, with both expectations 
contradicting one another. This is the nature of the role cOli.flict we are concerned 
with in this section. 

Before a police officer can experience intra-roll:! conflict, he first .must 
identify role-related reference groups. As has been said, a reference group is 
one which an actor considers significant to him in the enactment of a particular 

3paul Chevigny, Police Power (New York, Pantheon, 1969), p. 134 •. 

4David Burnham, "Police, Violence: A Changing Pattern, 11 '1?he New York Times. 
July 7, 1968, p. 34. 

5William W. Turner, The Police Establishment (New York, G. P. Putnam and 
Sons, 1968), p. 317. 
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, s are observed and evaluated by the 
role. ':' He believes that his perform~ce ctations. Thus, an important p,art, 

roup and he therefore attends to the-r exp~ which audience groups are slgm
~f occupational socialization involv~s ;~::~l~g •• the whole civilian world is a?-
ficant to the police. It has b~en sald h one may give attention to the pollce, 
audience for the policeman." t T~O:g th:v::;ectations of the entire civilian world. 
the police cannot and, do ~ot at e: ~udience groupS. They must be able to cate-
The police must distmgUlsh amo g erful and the powerless, and the 
gorize the lawful and the unlawfu:, t~e po:er to function in their occupational 
threatening and the non-threatenmg m or 

role. 
, t t art of the initial phase of occupational 

Such ability constitutes an lmpor an P 

socialization. 
. ' l' zed is to make the statement that 

liTo say that a person 1S soc~at 1 le behavior and the appropriate 
he has learned both approP~~~:n~~eference groups •• '7' Over 
identification of the role rh~ archy of audience groupS. 11 
time, he must develop a ler 

, ' , audiences to which he should attend, he must become 
Once the man ldentifles the d ding his role performance. 
aware of the expectations they hol regar 

, l' force begins developing a 
tiThe individual,upon jo~:ng :et~~ l~~liC expects of him. The 
body of concephons abouL wh P e or learns these expecta-
mechanism by which he becomes ~;;ar 
tions is the socialization process. 

'ct cannot be experienced by the subject,S of ~hiS 
Theoretically, intra-role confll

d 
th gh occupational socialization to ldentify 

research until they have learne rou e aware of the specific expectations held 
role-related reference groupS and to ~, These are the preconditions to role 
by the various groupS about police be aVlOr. 

conflict. 
, h their police instructors and 

In +he case of the 113 subjects of th1bs rese:~~eir initial reference group. 
o the primary mem ers 0 d 'g for the other trainees were, 'bTty for role conflict to arise urm -

Consequently, there is a limlted pOSSl 1 ~1'ct may originate from differing e?'Pec-
mal recruit training. Nevertheles:;;:ng

1 
staff or from conflicting expect,ah~ns 

tations of various membe;rs of t~~ere is also the possibility for role confhct m, 
exprussed by an.y one tramer., 'd by other recruits and those of thelr 
connection with differing expectahons vOlcfe

t 
"ng the recruit need not undergo 

t n the first day 0 ,ralm , His 
trainers. In any even, 0 "his role-related reference groups. 
any lengthy learning process :0 ldentify the most important referenc~ group,s 
trainers and his fellow recru1t~ are ciearlY Inherent in the role of the pollce tra:n
for him. They are his g~:me:ahZ;~ o~ le::. ral expectations to his role reciproca.l, 
er is the direct commUnlCatlOn 0 e avlO 

, " awn betwe{m audience and reference groups in 
,."Although there was a dlstmchon dr t d 'n Chapter I. both terms are 

't' 'thin role theory presen e 1 
the basic defint lons Wl d b the author in this discussion. 
used interchangeably by others an Y 

6Skolnick, op. cit., p. 44. , t'on of Role Theorv (Lincoln, 
d J Ehrlich A l'~n~EE!?:!x~am~l~n~a!::.l~~~~::::"'=:;,,:,;;'jl.. 7J k J Preiss and Howar. , ;:.. ) 169 

N 
abC k' a '"!'he University of Nebl.'~ska Press, 1966, p. • 
eras , - " "(M A th Sl'S Colorado 

8 "Isolation of tni." police Offlcer .' e , John C. Dempsey,' 
State UniverSity, 1967). p. 38. 
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the police trainee. Thus, 'were one to hypothesize about the nature and extent of 
role conflict experiencQd by the subjects' at the start of training, it would be ex
pected that conflict, if it existed" would be quite lh~'lited and of low intensity. 
Train1,ng assumably would expand the possibility of conflict and increase its in
tensity since one of its functions is to increase the sensitivity of the trainee to 
the behavioral expectations of other reference groups. Later, when the subjects 
assume the role of lJatrolnlan, the number of reference groups would increase 
fUrther. So, too. would the potential for role conflict increase. 

THE ASSESSMENT OF ROLE CONFLICT 

The role conflict instrument employed within the I'ole perception battery 
was modc10d a.fte~ the form devised by Gross, Mason, and McEachern. 9 The 
modified form a.llows an assessment to be made of the subjectsl awareness of the 
nature of. the expectations held by diffarentaudiencb groups, the extent to which 
these varying expectations are not yet perceived by the subjects, and the degree 
to which conflicting expectations bother them. 

One of the major concerns in the preparation of the role conflict instrutnent 
was the selection of the specific conflict situations to be presented to the subjech. 
The choice was based upon an extensive search of the police literature for contem
porary issues exemplifying most clearly the problem of conflicting behavioral ex
pectations for the police. From this list, items were chosen which were considel'ed 
most problemQtical for the beginning police patrolman and yet consistent with the 
dominant thq'mes underlying this research. In the final analysis, five conflict 
situations were utilized. These situations concerned learning the police role, 
dealing with the public, handling arrests, stopping the rise in crime, and under
going personal change as a consequence of pOlice experience. 

The second major problem in the design of this instrument was the deter
mination of the audience groups which were thought to be the most significant to 
the police. Initially a list of 22 groups which were believed to be influential was 
compile<i from the opinions of a group of men with extensive police experience at 
the command and supervisory level. This preliminary list was then submitted to 
a large number of experienced police officers of all ranks. They designated 
these groups in the list which they felt had the greatest impact on police behavior. 
From the rank order of these responses, a final list of 15 audiencG groups was 
derived for use in the role conflict instrument. These 15 groups have been cate
gorized as police aUdiences, court related audiences, Pllblic leade!'s, and friends 
and family. 

The extent to which the behavior expectations of each of these reference 
groups would influence the role performance of the subjects would va.ry over time. 
At the point of their entry into law enforcement, the subjects already had some 
vague conceptions 01 what would be expp.cted of them in the performance of their 
new rol:r:. These conceptions. developed during the pe;dod of anticipatory sociali
zation, were not based on actual contact with many of the audiences with whom 
they would interact in their future police i'ole. Though these conceptions may 
have been ill-defined and not in accord with objective reality, they nevertheless 
constituted a major force in determining the way in which the subjects enacted 
the preparatory role of police trainee. The results of the initial testing reflected 
these views. At this point in time. attention would have been given by the subjects 
to the expectations of an imagined and highly generalized police audience as well 
as those of their friends and families. 

9 Gross, et. al., op. cit., pp. 254-256. 
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By the end of formal recruit training, the be~avioral expectations ~onceived 
by the subjects would have been structured primarily by t~e Vlews expre~s~d 
directly to them by two significant role reclprocals, othe ... !l~W patrolmen WId 
their trainers. Under the control of their trainers, the subJects also :vould h~ve 
been exposed to the expectations of other police audiences through varlOUS tral?
ing activities. Their study of state and local laws, department orders, and rules 
and regulations would have imparted an idealize,d version of the more ,formal pre
scriptions and proscriptions which define the police. role. Moreover, mterpreta
tions of the expectations held by court-related audiences and public le,aders would 
have been referred to directly or expressed as incidental to other tOPlCS. Thus, 
the responses of the subjects at the en~ of recrui~ trau:ing would have been 
nominated by the views and interpretahons of thelr ~r,amers. Tho~gh of reduced 
imnortance, the expectations of the friends and faIDlhes of the subJects would have 
co~tinued an influence in defining the police role. 

After 18 months of field experience as a police patrolman, the ~ubjects 
would have learned to attend closely to the expectations ~oiced by, police super
visors as well as those of other police patrolmen. Lackmg an?, dlrect and con
tinuing contact with police trainers, their influence on the subJects ~ould be, , 
relatively less than before. The subjects also would have to recogroze the slgm
ficance of the expectations held by the court related audie?~es; ju~ges, prosecutors, 
lawyers, and probation officers. At the same time, speciflc publlc leade:~ ~uch 
as businessmen, civil rights leaders, clergymen, newspapermen" and pollhclans 
would have emerged as important in influencing the nature of,pollce role enact
ments. The subjects also would have continued to gi:,e at~en~on,to the expec~a
tions of their friends and families. Therefore, at thls pomt m hme, the subJects 
would have drawn upon their awareness of the behavioral exp,ect~tions of the full 
list of audience groups in making responses to the role confhct ltems. 

LEARNING THE ESSENTIALS OF POLICE WORK 

The first conflict situation deals with the subjects' perceptions of the way in 
which the members of various reference groups expect the police to learx: the 
essentials of their work. * The nature of police work is ~uc~ that the beg!-nner 
needs both formal classroom training coupled with certam kmds of practlcal ex
periences to become an effective police officer. This is the typic,al approach to 
professional training. Nevertheless, depending on what ~e. c,onsldered the 
essentials of police work, expectations frequently are vOlCed m support of an 
academic or an experiential approach to learning as the most important method. 

If police work is regarded primarily as service-oriented--as a peacekeep
ing activity which requires the frequent exercise of discreti,ox:--then a clas~room 
program would be seen as the more effective means of pr0v-;-dmg the ,essen~1al 
intellectual preparation. Conversely, if the essence of pollCe work 1S defmed 
narrowly as strict law enforcement through the use of m~ipu~ative. and p~ysical 
skills coupled with the ability to be "street wise," then this km~ of an.a?tlve 
craftlike conception of the police role would emphasize on-the-Job tralmng. In 
short, the issue is one of education or training or both. 

*The reader is advised to examine the instructions and the five forms ad:ninister
ed to the subjects in order to appreciate better the :resp?nses made t~ this .and 
the other four conflict situations. These are contamed m the AppendlX as ltem 
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The Expectations of Police Audiences 

Figure 4.1 depicts the responses of the combined group of 113 subjects 
which pertain to police audiences. At the start of recruit school, 52.20/0 of the 
subjects believed that experienced patrolmen expected the essentials of police 
work to be learned through both classroom training and field experience. A lesser 
proportion of the subjects, 40.70/0, felt that experienced officers expected the im
portant aspects of police work to be learned in the field. Only 6.20/0 of the sub
jects believed that experienced patrolmen expected formal classroom training to 
provide them with the essentials of pDlice work. No one believed that experienced 
officers were unconcerned about the way in which they would learn police work. 
A single subject responded that he had no idea what the expectations of experi
enced patrolmen were regarding this particular item. 

By the end of training, there was a striking increase in the number of sub
jects who reported that they beHeved experienced patrolmen expected police work 
to be"-;,zfl.rned mainly through experience in the field. At this time, 63.7% held 
that expectation. Conversely, the percentage of subjects who responded that ex
perienced patrolmen expected them to learn police work by both classroom and 
field experience or solely in the classroom decreased to 32. 7% and 2. 7% respectively. 

After 18 months experience in the role of patrolman, a still greater propor
tion of the subjects, 70.80/0, believed that experienced patrolmen expected the 
essentials of police work to be learned through actual police experience. Fewer 
subjects reported the perception of the other two alternatives to learning. 

Over the 21 month time span of this research, the expectation of experienc
ed patrolmen as perceived by the majority of subjects, shifted from the initial 
choice of both classroom and field experience to the choice of field experience 
alone. The same tendency held in the case of other police audiences, as well as 
the collective responses of the subjects themselve,s. As time passed, the subjects 
increasingly viewed police audiences as holding the expectation that the essentials 
of their work would be learned from actual job exper~ence. This tendency was 
greatest for the two groups which were most significant to the subjects during 
field experience: supervisors and experienced patrolmen. On the contrary, it 
should be noted that the two police groups with which the subjects no longer inter
acted on a regular basis during field c:i!:perience, other new patrolmen and instruc
tors, were the only police audiences which a considerable proportion of the sub
jects perceived as holding the classroom expectation a.t T 3" The figures were 
26.5% and 30.1% respectively. . 

Within police audiences, the potential for conflict regarding learning the 
essentials of the police role arises from a contrast between the subjects' per
ception of the expectations of supervisors and experienced patrolmen and those 
of police instructors and other new patrolmen. For supervisors .and experienced 
patrolmen, experience became the dominant expectation over time. The self
designation of the expectations of the subjects closely paralleled the pattern of 
supervisors and experienced patrolmen. By T 3' there was lit~le evidence of 
conflicting expectations in the case of these two groups and those of the subjects. 
However, this was not so with instructors and other new patrolmen. As shown, 
a considerable proportion of the subjects expressed an awareness of these two 
groups as holding the classroom expectation. This was true particularly with 
poJ.ice instructors. From another view, only 21. 20/0 of the subjects regarded 
their ins,tructors as holding the experience expectation at T 3• When compared 
to experlenced patrolmen, the fact that 70. 80/0 of the subjects regarded this group 
as holding the experience expectation reflects the nature of the conflict Which the 
subjects conceived. It should be remembered that supervisors and experienced 
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patrolmen constitute the primary role reciprocals for the subjects at the time of 
the third testing. Therefore, at this time, the expectations of the subjects would 
be influenced strongly by these two groups. 

The Expectations of Court Related Audiences 

At the outset, it should be noted that the subjects will have had little or no 
direct contact with court-related audiences until they have completed their trainee 
role and begun the enactment of the patrolman's role. Thus, their perceptions of 
the expectations of these audiences as shown in Figure 4. 2 will have been formed 
vicariously at Tl and T 2. As was true with police audiences over the time span 
of this research, an increasing percentage of the subjects saw court-related 
audiences as holding the experience expectation for learning the police role. Yet, 
at no time did the majority of subjects see court audiences as holding this expec
tation. Despite this general similarity, there ar-e some notable differences in the 
expectations of court related audiences as perceived by the subjects. A far great
er percentage of subjects reported a classroom expectation for the court-related 
audiences than was the case for police audiences. Also, for the first time, a 
significant number of subjects expressed belief that a particular audience was 
either unconcerned about the conflict situation or had no idea what the expectations 
of the group were in regard to the conditions presented. This was particularly 
striking in the case of probation officers. 

The courtroom is the locus in the criminal justice system where the actions 
of the police are reviewed carefully by non-police audiences. Here the ultimate 
success or failure of police work is legally determined. From the standpoint of 
the court, an understanding of the law is the essence of police work. Like judges, 
lawyers and prosecutors, law is a subject which the pOlice must learn in the 
classroom. This orientation i8 reflected in the subject s' perception of court
related audiences. 

The responses of the subjects reflect the greatest potential for conflict at 
T 3 when the perceived expectations for lawyers are compared with those reported 
for police supervisors and experienced patrolmen. The expectations assigned to 
these two police groups reflect the perceived importance of field experience in 
learning police work. The respective percentages at T 3 are 70.80/0 and 56.60/0. 
On the other hand, lawyers are seen by only 24.80/0 of the subjects as holding the 
experience expectation. The classroom expectation dominated the subjects' 
expectations for lawyers. 'l'his was the response for 41. 60/0 of the subjects at T 3' 

The Expectations of Public Leaders 

The opinions of public leaders on selected issues' commonly are given wide
spread public attention. One of the issues which has received considerable public 
notice concerns police professionalism. Those who speak out for police profes
sionalism would favor the classroom approach to learning and advocate extending 
the length of the formal recruit training program. Others, supporting the "learn
ing by doing" approach, would favor police experience and minimize the academic 
aspects of learning. 

Although the subjects may have had little personal involvement with public 
leaders before entry into police work, they would nevertheless have been exposed 
indirectly to their public opinions. Thus, during the period of anticipatory sociali
zation, the subjects would have attended to the attitudes of public leaders about 
police training. The striking finding depicted in Figure 4.3 is that for all five 
groups of public leaders at all three points in time, a considerable proportion of 
the subjects'indicated that they believed that these groups were either unconcerned 
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Figure 4.2 EXPECTATIONS HELD BY COURT RELATED AUDIENCES AS PERCEIVED BY 113 POLICE SUBJECTS 
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Figure 4.3 EXPECTATIONS HELD BY PUBLIC LEADERS AS PERCEIVED BY 113 POLICE SUBJECTS 
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about the matter of police training or they had no idea what expectations were held 
by the groups. Of particular concern is the fact that at T 3, 42. 40/0 of the subjects 
were unable to indicate what expectation they perceived as being held by politicians. 

In general, the subjects attribute the classroom expectation to the public 
leaders to a greater degree than was true for court related audiences. Especial
ly was this the case for the subjects' perceived expectations of civil rights leaders. 
At Ti' 26.50/0 of the subjects reported that civil rights leaders held the classroom 
expectation. By T

3
, 55.80/0 of the subjects responded that civil rights leaders 

expected that the essentials of police work would be learned in the classroom. 
Once again, the subject's perceptions of the expectations of police supervisors 
and experienced patrolmen stand in marked contrast to those of civil rights lead
ers and politicians. For these two police groups, the experience expectation was 
chosen by the subjects with greater frequency over time. For civil rights leaders, 
clergymen and politicians, the classroom expectation was chosen by an increasing 
percentage of subjects between Ti andT~. In the case of politicians who are able 
to affect the nature and extent of police training to a considerable degree, these 
con.trasting perceptions of expectations about police training hold considerable 

potential for role conflict. 

The Expectations of Friends and Family 

The group which has had the closest and most enduring contact with the 
subjects over the time span of this research consists of personal friends and 
families. Friends and families usually may not have a strong inflttence on mat
ters relaten to occupational behavior; nevertheless, the work of a police officer 
tends to intrude upon his personal life to a greater degree than is true with other 
occupations. Consequently, the friends and families of the subjects would form 
opinions and hold expectations about varioUS aspects of police work. 

As shown :in Figure 4.4, the subject's perceptions of the expectations of 
their friends and families follow the same general trend as that of police audiences, 
court-related audiences, and public leaders except for civil rights leaders and 
politicians. As time passed, more subjects tended to see these au'diences as 
holding the expectation that the essentials of police work would be learned through 
on-the-job experience. Conversely, over time, fewe!' subjects attributed the 
alternative expectations to these two groups. It is of interest to note the relative
ly high percentage of subjects who reported the perception of the expectation for 
their wives and families that the essentials of police work would be learned 
through both field experience and classroom training. At T 3,. the percentage 
figure for this audience group was 41. 60/0. This exceeded the comparable figure 
for all other groups except judges, police instructors, and the subjects them-

selves. 

General Trends 

In summary, with the exception of civil rights leaders and politicians, over 
time, an increasing proportion of subjects regarded all other audiences as holding 
the expectation that the essentials of police work would be learned through practi
cal experience in the field. Since the subjects themselves were influenced by the 
expectations thought to be held by various audience groups, the self-designation 
of the subjects' 'Own feelings about learning the police role tended to parallel those 
of other audiences. Over time, corresponding decreases were evidenced in the 
expectation combining classroom training with field experience. This was true 
for all audience groups. Contrary to the general trend between Tl and T3 of a 
decreasing percentage of subjects reporting tbe classroom expectation were the 
responses given for civil rights leaders, clergymen and politicians. Only in the 
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d· . did an inc .... easing number of subjects indicate the case of these three au lences _ 
perception of the classroom expectation. 

B the time the subjects had completed eighteen months in the field as. . 
atrol~n, the potential for role conflict had emerged with resp.ect to learmng 

fh olice role The subjects' primary role reC'lprocals, experlen~ed patrolmen 
an~ Police su ;rvisors, were viewed by a large majority of th? subJect~ as ex
ect~ the e:sentials of police work to be learned through pohce expe::lence. . 

~he c;llective expectations held by the subjects mirrored the ?~pec.tahon of dthelr 
.. als In contrast more subjects regarded lawyers, C1Vll rlghts lea ers, 

reclproc • d l·t· 'ans' as holding the classroom expectation than wa.s the case cl-ergymen an po llCl . . 
fuX' the other alternatives to learnmg the pohce role. 

DEALING WITH THE PUBLIC 

1m ersonality in dealing with the public is one of the hallmark~ of pro!es-
. l' P Certainly this manner of dealing with people generally lS consldered 

SlOna lsm., .. t As the central figures an essential characteristic of our criminal Justlce sys em. f 
in this s stem, judges embody the impersonal law. The actions of ot~er unc
tionarie: within the criminal justice system are expected to reflect thlS same 
imper sonality. 

ty 10 Th dif' d Much about law enforcement lends itself to impersonali. e co le
k h . f uniform and wor -law which the police enforce is impersonal. T e wearmg 0 a 

. ·thin a setting where assignments, badges, beats and cars are nu~bered 
mgtW:bute to this quality. Rules and regulations, reinforced by supervlsory ac-
con rl .. . . div'dualistic forms of tions control occupational conduct so as to ffilmffilze m 1 . 

beha;ior. Further, the routine-emergency nature of police work may contrlbute 
to an impersonal approach. 

"In many occupations, the ••. practitioners ••• deal rout~ely 
with what are emergencies to the people who receive the serVlces 
. • • • His very competence comes from havin.g dealt with a 
thousand cases of what I like to consider my umque trouble. The 
worker thinks he knows from long experience that people e~aggerate 
their troubles. He therefore builds up devices to protect hlmself to 
stall people off. "11 

Im ersonality is one of these devices. Moreover, in terms of :the ~ature and 
number ~f contacts which the police have ~th people in e:ne.rgency sltuahons, a 
blunting emotional tone is a likely occupatlonaJ. characterlstic. 

This does not mean that an impersonal and reserved tone to police-commun
i relationships is necessarily desirable. In fact, it has been cited .that while a 
p%lice department may function fairly, effectively, and honestly, an lmpers?na~h 
style of behavior on the part of the members of that department can antagomze e 
citizens. 

10Thou h enforcing the law may call for an impersonal approac.h, it has been 
ointed gout that "handling the situation" may require. the assertl?n of personal 

~uthority by the police patrolman. See James Q. Wllson, OPe Clt. (1970), pp. 
31-34. 

llEverett Cherrington Hughes, "Work ~d t~e S~~," ~ S~ci~a~;~~h~1~~~\t~;1), 
Crossroads, J. H. Rohrer and M. Sherif, e S. ew or, 
p. 322. 
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"The city's .•• force won a justifiable reputation as a highly 
efficient, untouchable operation • • • • It is, in fact, this very 
efficiency, brusque as it often is, that seems to both-ar minorities, 
particularly Negroes. "12 

Perhaps the development of a general feeling of this kind on the part of a 
minority group can be understood bett~r within the context of a specific incident 
involving a civil rights leader and a command level police officer at the scene of 
a racial demonstration. While the impassioned demonstrators'marched and 
chanted close to a cordon of stone-like uniformed police, the two men l:onversed 
with one another. Since the men had seen one another a number of times before in a 
similar situation, they shared a degree of trust and were able to talk quite openly. 
The civil rights leader asked a rhetorical question, "Do you know what irritates 
these demonstrators the most?" He continued by saying that it was the.fact that 
the police did not react as human beings. Quito simply, they did not rea(:t to the 
taunts of the demonstrators. Though the police behaved properly, they were 
impassive and appeared almost non-human. 

The situation set forth in the second conflict situation concerns the manner 
in which the subjects believe the various audiences expect them to deal with the 
public. To be impersonal and reserved is to act in accord with the underlying 
concepts of the criminal justice system. This system is founded on an impersonal, 
codified law. Accordingly, the personal beliefs and feelings of the people who 
work within the system are not to affect the forms of justice afforded those who 
become enmeshed in the system. From tlus base, an impersonal and reserved 
approach to dealing with people tends to permeate the role concepts of the police. 
Moreover, as a practical measure, an impersonal approach would minimize 
entanglements between the police and the public. The statement, "I'm not out 
here to win friends. I've got a tough job to do and I do it in a way which avoids 
unnecessary arguments, " reflects this orientation. 

However, it is recognized by others that a good-natured and friendly 
approach to people has some very real benefits. As a way of enlisting public 
support, gaining citizen cooperation, and enhancing police-community relations, 
a friendly manner is desirable. In a figurative sense, this response reflects the 
underlying concept, "If I can make a friend while doing my job, so much the 
better. I d~~'t have too many friends out on, the street to begin with. " 

The Expectations of Police Audiences 

The response of the subjects which relate to police audiences are depicted 
in Figure 4.5. At the beginning of police training, 58.4% of the 113 subjects 
expressed the belief that experienced patrolmen expected them to be impersonal 
and reserved. At the end of training, 54. 9% of the subjects assigned the imper
sonal expectation to experienced patrolmen. After field experience, 64.6% 
of the subjects responded that they believed experienced patrolmen expected them 
to be impersonal in dealing with the public. For each of the other police aUdiences, 
the most frequently indicated response at all three points in time was 'the imper
sonal and reserved expectation. Overall, the expectation attributed to police 
audiences by the majority of subjects was for impersonal behavior toward the 
public. It should be noted that the percentage of subjects indicating the impersonal 
response for the police audience remained relatively constant over time. The 
next largest proportion of subjects indicated at all three points in time that the 

12 "Magnet in the West, " ~ Vol. 88 No. 10, September 2, 1966, p. 18. 
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good-natured style of dealing with the public reflected the expectations of police 
audiences. A still smaller percentage of the subjects responded that both methods 
for dealing with the public were expected by police audiences. Few subjects 
chose the response category that indicated that they believed police audiences 
were either unconcerned about the situation or the expectations of police audiences 
were unknown to them. 

Also of interest are the self-designations of the subjects' collective feelings 
about dealing with the public. Over time. a decreasing proportion of the subjects 
felt that they should be impersonal and reserved. At the start of training. 44. 2% 
of the subjects felt that they should be impersonal in dealing with the public. After 
field experience this percentage shifted downward to 36.3%. Contrarily. an in
creasing number of the subjects felt that they should be good-natured and friendly 
in their relationships with the public. The percentage rose from 29.2 at the first 
testing to 39.8 at the time of the third testing. In this situation. the feelings of 
the subjects regarding the proper way of dealing with the public did not follow the 
general pattern of the expectations perceived to be held by police audiences. 
Particularly was this true in the case of the expectations attributed to experienced 
patrolmen. After 18 months of field experience, 64. 6% of the subjects responded 
that they believed experienced patrolmen held the impersonal expectation. At this 
point in time. only 36.3% of the subjects themselves felt that they should behave 
impersonally toward the public. 

The Expectations of Court Related Audiences 

Figure 4.6 depicts the responses given by the subjects for court related 
audiences. Judges, lawyers. and prosecutors were seen by an even greater 
proportion of the subjects than was the case with police audiences as holding 
the impersonal expectation. Overall. the impersonal expectation dominated the 
responses of the subjects for the court-related audiences. This was the case 
particularly for the subjects' responses for judges and lawyers. At the time of 
the initial testing. 68.1% of the subjects indicated that they felt judges expected 
them to be impersonal in dealing with the public. After a year and a half of field 
experience. the figure was again 68.1%. For lavJyers. 60.2% of the subjects 
perceived of the impersonal expectation at the start of training. After field ex
perience. 62. 8% of the subjects indicated the impersonal expectation. In com
bination. the impersonal expectation attributed to judges and lawyers represents 
the greatest degree of consensus for the subjects. The subjects'responses for 
prosecutors also reflected the dominance of the impersonal expectation among 
court related audiences. 

Probation officers appear to differ from the other court related audiences 
in two notable ways. First. among court-related audiences. fewer SUbjects re
garded probation officers as holding the impersonal expectation at all three points 
in time. Second. an increasing proportion of the subjects indicated that they felt 
that probation officers were either unconcerned about the way in which the police 
deal with the public or they had no idea of the expectations held by probation 
officers. By the end of 18 months' experience as patrolmen, 28.3% of the subjects 
give the "unconcerned or no idea" response for probation officers. 

The Expectations of Public Leaders 

The majority responses of the SUbjects for the group of public leaders differs 
markedly from those for police and court-related audiences. As shown in Figure 
4.7, the greatest proportion of subjects indicated at each of the three points in 
time that they felt that businessmen, civil rights leaders, clergymen, newspaper
men, and politicians expected them to be good-natured and friendly in dealing with 
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Figure 4.6 EXPECTATIONS HELD BY COURT RELATED AUDIENCES AS PERCEIVED BY 113 POLICE SUBJECTS 

2. Dealing with the Public 
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the public. Within the group of public leaders, the greatest proportion of subjects 
felt that clergymen held the good-natured expectation. This expectation was re
ported by 67.30/0 of the subjects at the start of tro.:1ning. At the t}-~>d testing after 
field experience, 71.7% of the subjects indicated the good-natur 'dexpectation for 
clergymen. The increasing proportion of subjects over time who report the "un
concerned or no idea" response for politicians also is !lOteworthy. 

The Expectations of Friends and Family 

Figure 4.8 shows that at the beginning of recruit training, 66.40/0 of the 
subjects felt that their personal friends expected the police to be good-natured 
and friendly in dealing with the public. By the end of recruit training, this 
percentage figure had increased to 69. O. The same percentage held through 
the third testing after 18 months' experience. Thus, a remarkably consistent 
majority of subjects felt their friends expected them to be good-natured and 
friendly in dealing with the public. 

In contrast to their personal friends, fewer subjects felt that their wives 
and families held the good-natured and friendly expectation. At the beginning of 
training, 49.60/0 of the subjects held this belief. Th(~ same percentage held for 
the second testing. Following field experience, the comparable percentage de
creased to 46.9. Regarding the impersonal and reserved expectation, at the 
start of recruit school. 19.50/0 of the subjects felt their wives and families held 
this expectation. By the completion of training, this percentage had increased 
to 29.2. After field experience, the comparable figure had decreased only 

slightly to 28.3%. 

The necessity to be impersonal and reserved in some situations and good
natured and friendly in others is a compound expectation that relatively few sub
jects felt others expected of them. It is of interest to note that at the start of 
their training 25. 70/0 of the subjects perceived of their wives and families as 
holding this dual expectation. This percentage figure was exceeded only in the 
responses given for police instructors. In this case, 26.50/0 of the subjects felt 
that police instructors expected them to deal with the public in both ways. Al
though the percentage of subjects who believed their wives and families held this 
dual expectation decreased to 15.9 at the completion 'of training, the percentage 
increased to 19.5% after field experience. This equalled the percentage who 
assigned the dual expectation to police instructors--the highest proportion of 
subjects 'co do so for all audience groups. It should be noted that 23.90/0 of the 
subjects reported at the time of the third testing that they felt they should be 
both impersonal and reserved as well as good-natured and friendly in dealing 
with the public. Thus, after having enacted the pat:!;,olman' s role for 18 months, 
almost one-quarter of the subjects recognized the necessity to deal with the pub
lic in more than one way. Only in the case of the police audiences of experienced 
patrolmen, instructors, and supervisors did a significant proportion of the sub
jects indicate this dual expectation. For all others, an insignificant percentage 
of subjects felt that these audience groups held the expectation to act toward the 
public in both ways. With regard to this compound expectation, wives and 
families were regarded by the subjects in a way which was similar to police 

audiences. 

General Trends 

Though there were shifts in the responses of the subjects over the time span 
of this research for each of the audience groups, such shifts were not so marked 
as in the previous example. Conflicting expectations which existed among the 
various audience groups at the beginning of training apparently '.vere modified only 
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slightly by recruit training or by police experience. The majority of subjects 
regarded police audiences as expecting them to be impersonal and reserved in 
dealing with the public. The same was true for the court-related audiences of 
judges, lawyers, and prosecutors. However, the greatest proportion of the 
subjects responded that public leaders expected them to be good-natured and 
friendly in their relationships with the public. In addition, more subjects indica
ted that they felt their personal friends as well as their wives and families held 
the good-natured and friendly expectation than was the case for any of the other 
responses. In a gI!Jneral way, the expectations perceived by the subjects aR being 
held by police and court related audiences tended to conflict with those held by 
public leaders, their friends, and their wives and families. For the former, the 
predominant response was to be impersonal and reserved in dealing' with the 
public. For the latter, the majority response was good-natured and friendly. 

This conflict was mirrored in the responses of the subjects which indicated 
their feelings about dealing with the public. At the beginning of recruit training 
more subjects gave the impersonal and reserved response than the good-natured 
and friendly response, 44.2% as compared to 29.20/0. After field eXperience, 
approximately equal proportions of subjects gave these responses, 36.3% as 
compared to 39.8%. By this time, there was no clear majority response. 

Although the wide range of relationships into which the police and the public 
enter seemingly require a number of personal approaches on the part of the police 
in dealing with the public, relatively few of the subjects indicated that they felt 
they should be both impersonal and reserved, and good-natured and friendly. 
Only in the case of police audiences, and their wives and families did a significant 
percentage of subjects indicate the perception of this dual expectation. 

At all three points in time, few of the subjects indicated that they felt police 
audiences were either unconcerned about the way in which the police deal with the 
public or that they had no idea how these police audiences felt about the matter. 
The same was true for judges, personal friends, and wives and families. At the 
other extreme, a relatively large proportion of the subjects felt that probation 
officers, civil rights leaders, newspapermen, and politiCians were unconcerned 
about the matter or they had no idea what expectations were held by these 
audiences. 

This finding is of particular importance with regard to politicians. At the 
start of recruit training, 7. 1% of the subjects felt that politicians were unconcern
ed about the way in which the police deal with the public. After 18 months' field 
experience, this figure had risen to 17. 70/0 while another 8. 8% of the subjects felt 
they had no idea what the expectations of politicians were. Though the way the 
police deal with the public is at the heart of police-community relations, a sur
prisingly large percentage of subjects feel that the politicians in their cities are 
either unconcerned or they have no idea what expectation is held by this important 
audience group. 

HANDLING THE ARREST OF A DRUNK 

Throughout our history, an ethos of equality has pervaded our way of life. 
"All men are created equal," and "equal in the eyes of God and in tha eyes of the 
state" are phrases which have been affirmed since the founding of our nation. 
These words are known by all and constitute an importnat influence in the affairs 
of our government, the structure and interpretation of our laws, the operation of 
our criminal justice system, and in the determination of individual behavior. 
Thus, the uniform application of the law stands as a guiding principle for the 
police and the courts. Even in the arrest of a drunk, this would be true. 
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For the police, justice and equality are ideally inseparable. Thus, they 
must act impartially in terms of the decision to make an arrest and in terms of 
the ensuing treatment given an individual during the arrest process. Beyond the 
legal and philosophical basis for equality is the professional ethic which calls 
for universality of treatment. Moreover, departmental rules and regulations, 
reinforced by inspectional and supervisory procedures, stand as practical means 
for aosuring that the treatment of people who come into contact with the police 
will be the same. This sameness usually is thought to apply to such variables as 
race, sex, socioeconomic class, style of dress, and occupation. 

Despite the forces which dictate uniformity in the performance of their duty, 
some police officers discriminate in the way in which they handle a particular 
person. It would be an error to try to explain fully such discrimination in terms 
of racial prejudice, ,social class bias, a generation gap, xenophobia, ·')r general 
malevolence on the part of the police. At least part of the explanation is that the 
police perceive different expectations from various audiences and they structure 
their behavior according to these expectations. 

"You have to treat people different depending on where you work. 
With some you have to be more firm than others. Even the way 
of talking to them must change. " 

Such advice leads the newly assigned PQlice officer to seek out and respond to cues 
on how to treat various kinds of people. This role conflict situation deals specifi
cally with the way in which the subjects perceive of the expectations of others as 
they apply to handling the arrest of a drunk. The variable set forth in the conflict 
situation is that of occupation. Specifically, should the police handle the arrest of 
a drunken schocH teacher in the same way as a drunken laborer. 

The Expectations of Police Audiences 

In Figure 4.9, the responses of the subjects which pertain to police audiences 
are shown. In general, at the start of training, the great majority of subjects 
perceived police audiences to believe that the arrest of a drunken school teacher 
should be handled in the same way as the arrest of a drunken laborer. Of the full 
group of subjects, 77. 9% of them felt that experienced patrolmen and other new 
patrolmen expected these arrests to be accomplished in the same way. An even 
greater percentage of the subjects, 82.30/0, felt that their instructors and super
visors expected tbat a school teacher and a laborer would be treated equally 
during the course of an arrest. A still greater proportion of the subjects them
selves felt that an arrest should be accomplished without distinctions on the basis 
of occupational class. This was the case for 85.8% of the subjects at the beginning 
of their recruit training. 

At the completion of their training, the great majority of subjects still felt 
that the police audiences expected them to handle the arrest of a drunken school 
teacher in the same way as a drunken laborer. Yet, in the case of each police 
audience, the percentage of subjects reporting this perception decreased b.y 
approximately 10%. Even the responses of the subjects which expresseci their 
own feelings about the way in which the arrests should be made showed a noticeable 
decrease. At the start of training, 85.8% of the subjects felt the arrestees should 
be treated equally regardless of occupational class. By the end of training, this 
figure decreased to 72. 60/0. 

After enacting the patrolman's role for 18 months, the subject's responses 
shifted back to the approximate level recorded at the start of recruit training. Ey 
and large, the subjects overwhelmingly indicated that they felt police audiences 
expected them to handle the arrests of a drunken school teacher and a drunken 
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laborer in the same way. Thus, over time, the subjects' responses regarding 
police audiences reflected a concern for equal treatment of offenders. 

The Expectations of Court Related Audiences 

The pattern of responses shown in Figure 4.10 indicates that the majority of 
subjects generally viewed court related audiences as expecting the school teacher 
and the laborer to be arrested in the same way for drunkenness. This was the 
case particularly for judges. At the beginning of training, 73.5% of the subjects 
believed that judges expected standard treatment for the two arrestees. By the 
end of training, this figure had decreased slightly to 66.4%. After field experi
ence, 68.1% of the subjects indicated that they thought judges expected them to 
accomplish the arrests in the same way. 

To a lesser degree, the subjects indicated that they thought prosecutors 
expected the arrest of a school teacher and a laborer should be carried out in 
the same way. At the time of the first administration of the instrument, 67.30/0 
of the subjects reported the perception of the expectation for sameness in arrest 
procedures. At the second testing, this figure was slightly reduced to 63.7%; at 
the third testing, 66.40/0 of the subjects indicated that they thought prosecutors 
expected them to conduct the arrests in the same way. 

A different pattern of responses emerged in the analysis of the subjects' 
responses regarding their perceptions of lawyers. A slight majority of the sub
jects indicated at both the first and second testing that they thought lawyers felt 
the arrests should be carried out in the same way. The figures were 54.00/0 and 
53.1% respectively. By the third testing, 46.90/0 of the subjects reported this 
expectation while an identical proportion reported that they thought lawyers 
expected the two arrest to be executecl in a different way. Thus, lawyers are 
the first audience group which the majority of subjects do not see as holding a 
behavioral expectation based upon the principle of equal treatment under law. 

Once again, probation officers were considered atypical among the court
related audiences. With the passing of time, fewer and fewer of the subjects 
believed probation officers held the expectation that school teachers and laborers 
should be treated equally in an arrest for drunkenness. By the time the subjects 
had served as patrolmen for 18 months, only 40.7% of them indicated that they 
felt probation officers held the equal treatment expectation. At that time, it 
should be noted that 31. 90/0 reported that they felt probation officers felt the 
arrests should be made in a different way. Almost the same proportion of sub
jects, 27. 5%, felt that probation officers were either unconcerned abo'.lt the way 
in which the police should accomplish the arrests or they had no idea what 
expectations were held by probation officers. 

_The Expectations of Public Leaders 

The most striking impression gained from Figure 4.11 concerned the re
ported perceptions of the subject for businessmen. At all three points in time, 
the vast majority of subjects responded that they felt businessmen held the ex
pectation that a school teacher should be arrested in a different way than a laborer 
for drunkenness. The percentage figures are 60. 2% at the start of training, 
76.190/0 at the end of training, and 70. 8% after field experience. The reported 
perception for this audience group stands in remarkable contrast to police and 
court-related audiences. 

To a slightly lesser degree, politicians also were seen by the majority of 
subjects as expecting arrests to be conducted differently. At the start of trl'l.ining, 
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Figure 4.10 EXPECTATIONS HELD BY COURT RELATED AUDIENCES AS PERCEIVED BY 113 POLICE SUBJECTS 

3. Handling the Arrests of a Drunken School Teacher and Laborer 
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Figure 4.11 EXPECTATIONS HELD BY PUBLIC LEADERS AS PERCEIVED BY 113 POLICE SUBJECTS 

3. Handling the Arrests of Drunken School Teacher and Laborer 
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51. 3% of the subjects indicated that they thought politicians held the differential 
expectation. By the time of the second administ1'ation. the percentage had in
creased to 55.8. The percentage decreased sli?'htly to 53.1 after field experience. 

The responses given by the subjects for politicians are also noteworthy. 
Despite our continued emphasis on equality in the affairs of government. only a 
small percentage of the subjects report their perception of politicians as expect
ing equal treatment of a school teacher and a laborer when arrested for drunken
ness. At the start of training. 29.2% of the subjects indicated that they thought 
politicians felt the two arrests should be carried out in the same way. By the end 
of training. this figure decreased to 21. 2%. After 18 months' experience. only 
18.6% of the subjects felt that'politicians held a behavioral expectation for the 
police in this situation based on the principle of equal treatment. Furthermore. 

'despite the many public pronouncements by politicians intended to express their 
views on law and order. 27.5% of the subjects reported that they feel politicians 
were unconcerned about this aspect of equal treatment under law or they had no 
idea about the feelings of this central public figure on this issue. 

Regarding newspapermen. a greater proportion of subjects see this audience 
group as holding the expectation for different treatment in the arrest of the two 
offenders. At the outset. 52.2% of the subjects reported the expectation for 
different treatment. At the completion of training. the comparable figure was 
47.8%. After experience as a patrolman. 49.6% of the subjects thought that 
newspapermen felt that a school teacher and a laborer should be processed for 
arrest in different ways. 

The pattern of responses for clergymen and civil rights leaders is quite 
similar. Although the majority of the subjects felt that these two aUdience groups 
at all three points in time expected identical treatment in the arrest of a school 
teacher and a laborer. a significant proportion of the subjects opted for the ex
pectation of different arrest procedures based on the occupation of the arrestee. 
Despite the fact that these two audience groups frequently express an ideal of 
equality. nevertheless. more than one-third of the subjects thought that clergy
men and civil rights leaders expected differential treatment in the conduct of a 
minor arrest for drunkenness. 

The Expectations of Friends and Family 

At the start of training. an equal proportion of the subjects reported their 
perception of the two conflicting expectations. Figure 4.12 shows that 46.00/0 of 
the subjects reported the expectation that the arrests should be executed equally. 
while an equal proportion reported that the arrests should be carried out in dif
ferent ways. After recruit training. the majority of subjects. 53. 1 %. thought 
that their friends felt that the arrest of a school teacher and a laborer for drunk
enness shOUld be carried out differently. After experience CLS a pat:r~olman. a 
greater proportion reported the expectation for sameness. ~rhe figure was 48.7% 
as compared to 41. 6% for the expectation of different treatmlmt. 

The wives and families of the subjects were perceived of in a way which 
differed from their personal friends. At the time of the first testing. 61. 9% of 
the subjects reported the expectation that the arrests should be carried out in the 
same way. After training. this percentage decreased to 48. 7. Field experience 
tended to cause a significant shift toward the expectation for sameness in police 
processing. At this time, 63.7% of the subjects reported they thought that their 
wives and family expected them to carry out the arrests of a school teacher and 
a laborer for drunkenness in the same way. 
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General Trends 

Overall, the great majority of the subjects indicated that they felt that the 
four police audiences held the expectation that a drunken school teacher and a 
drunken laborer should be handled during an arrest in the same way. Although 
recruit training tended to decrease the proportion of subjects who perceived ~f 
this expectation by approximately 100/0 in each c~se, the ~esponses o~ the subJe?ts 
tended to return to their original level after pollce experIence. Agam, the ~aJor
ity of subjects reported an expectation that ar.rest procedures should be carrIed 
out in the same way, regardless of the occupation of the arrestee. Moreover, the 
self-designations of the subjects' collective feelings about the ar,rests closely 
paralleled those of the other police audi.ences. Thus, the potentIal for r~le con
flict arising out of the perception of differential expectations be~ween pollce 
audiences appears to be minimal. 

To a large extent, the subjects believed that judges and prosecutors he:d the 
same expectations as the police. Since these two audience groups exert maXImum 
control over courtroom procedu;res, the lack of conflicting expectations with those 
of the police would appear to minimize the overall pOSSibility, for the subjects to 
experience role conflict regarding this situation. However, m the case ,of~a~ers, 
there was no clear-cut majority view of their expectations at anyone pomt m hme. 
The group of subjects was divided almost equally at each point in ti~e on the per
ception of the expectations thought to be held by lawyers. As an audIence ~roup 
which holds an important position in the criminal justice process, the subJects' 
divided perceptions of the expectations attributed to lawyers might be productive 
of conflict. It is notable that lawyers, as advocates of equality under law, are not 
perceived of by the subjects as expecting the arrests to be conducted in the sa~e 
way to the degree that existed for the police, judges, and prose~utors. Probat~on 
officers also are unique among court related audiences. As an Important functIon
ary in the criminal justice system, it is significant to note that the theme of equal 
treatment under law was not reflected more strongly in the responses of the sub
jects for this audience group. 

Outside the criminal justice system, there was a greater tendencyfor the 
subjects to perceive of these audiences as expecting a, s~hool teacher an~ a 'laborer 
to be arrested in different ways for drunkenness. ThIS mcluded the audIence group 
made up of the personal friends of the subjects. This was the case particularly 
for the subjects' perceptions of the feelings of businessmen. To the contrary, 
their wives and families were seen. by the subjects as having the expectation that 
the arrests should be accomplished in the same way. 

At the start of this discussion, it was stated that at least part of the explana
tion why the police act toward various groups in different ways during the arres.t 
process was the perception of different behavioral expectations expres,se~ ?y otners 
in positions of power. Within the criminal justice system, the most slgm~lcant 
groups in the occupational lives of the subjects were seen, by them as holdmg t?e , 
expectation that they, 'che police, should conduct arrests m the same way. Thl,S ,IS 
consistent with the theme of equality which runs through much of the legal, polltIcal, 
and social thought expressed in our society. However, outside the criminal justice 
system, the majority of subjects generally perceived of a different behavioral ex
pectation. These audiences were seen as holding the expec:l:s.tion,that th~ ar~ests 
of a school teacher and a laborer for drunkenness should be carrIed out m dIfferent 
ways. More generally, they are seen by the subjects as believing that the police 
should discriminate among people on the basis of occupatie,'1.. 

To what extent the perceived expectations related to audience groups outside 
the criminal justice system influence the actual role behavior of the subjects is 
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unknown. Clearly, these expectations would be neither so strong nor so direct a 
determinant of behavior as the expectations expressed by other patrolmen, police 
instructors, police supervisors, judges, and prosecutors. Nevertheless, these 
expectations can determine in part this particular aspect of the enactment of the 
police role. To the extent that they do, these expectations will conflict with those 
held b:r others within the criminal justice system with whom the subjects must 
inevitably interact. 

STOPPING THE RISE IN CRIME 

There probably is no conflict within the field of law enforcement which is 
argued more heatedly by both the police and the public than that which is presented 
in this conflict ::lituation. One author addressed himself to this point by saying, 

"Two distinct views are current in American society about the role 
of police. The most widely held is based on the belief that maximum 
efficiency in enforcing the law is impossible without the sacrifice of 
some constitutional guarantees: that law enforcement is impossible 
without a certain amount of secrecy on the part of the police . • • 
that law violators, in effect, give up their civil rights; and that it 
may sometimes be necessary for the police to violate laws in the 
interests of effectively protecting the broader interests of society. 

Basically, this has been the dominant view. Most policemen reject 
or only reluctantly accept the concept that constitutionalliUarantees 
against coerced or otherwise illegally obtained confessio)'p or ad
missions, against unwarranted search and seizure, again& ~ illegal 
arrests and confinements are among the' most importnat elements 
of a free society, even though these guarantees may be barriers to 
an 'efficient' police service. ,,13 

This same controversy has been described as the central problem of police
community relations. Wilson expressed this view in more succinct terms when he 
said: 

"Some persons feel strongly that crime among minority groups 
ought to be stamped out even at a high cost in the violation of 
civil liberties; others feel that civil liberties ought to be safe
guarded even at a high cost of crime. ,,14 

Although these two views take polar positions, in framing the conflict situa
tion in the instrument, it was felt that there was a realistic middle position which 
could be held by the police, i. e., to stop the rise in crime but, at the same time, 
respect civil liberties. 

. The Expectations of Police Audiences 

At the start of training, the great majority of the subjects felt that the various 
police audiences believed thilt although the rise in crime should be stopped, civil 
liberties should nevertheless be respected. 'l'he responses shown in Figure 4.13 
ranged from 74.3% of the subjects attributing this expectation tn-"'.qledenced 

13 . , Paul Jacobs, Prelude to RlOt (New York, Random House, 1967), p. 20. 

14James Q. Wilson, A National Survey of Police and Community Relations (East 
Lansing, Michigan State University· 1967), p. 385. 
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patrolmen up to 85.00/0 of the subjects perceiving that their trainers held this view. 
At the time of their entry into law enforcement, a much smaller proportion of the 
subjects perceived of police audiences as holding the expectation that the police 
should stop the rise in crime even if certain civil liberties are sacrificed. In this 
instance, the responses of the subjects varied from a high of 23. 90/0 reporting this 
expectation for experienced patrolmen down to 12.40/0 of the subjects holding this 
view of the views expressed by their trainers. An insignificant proportion of the 
subjects perceived of police audiences as holding the expectation that civil liberties 
should be respected even if it results in increasing crime. 

Over the time span of this research, there was a clear trend for an increas
ing proportion of the subjects to perceive of their fellow officers as holding a be
havioral expectation based on the mandate that the police should stop the rise in 
crime even if it required them to sacrifice certain civil liberties. Again, experi
enced patrolmen and trainers represented extremes in this trend. At the time of 
the first administration of this instrument to the subjects, 23.90/0 of them perceived 
of experienced patrolmen as feeling that c;l'ime should be stopped whatever the 
sacrifice in civil liberties. This percentage increased to 37.2 by the end of recruit 
training. By the time of the third testing, 52.20/0 of the subjects reported that they 
thought experienced patrolmen felt this way. The comparable percentages related 
to police trainers were 2.4 and 23.9 respectively. 

The tendency over time for an increasing proportion of the subjects to think 
that police audiences felt that. crime should be stopped even if certain civil liber
ties were sacrificed was reDected also in the way in which the subjects felt they 
ought to act. At the start of th:i!' training, 81. 40/0 of them 1:eported that they felt 
crime should be stopped, but civil liberties should be respected. By the time the 
subjects had worked for 18 months as patrolmen, this figure was reduced to 65.5%. 
Conversely, the belief that crime should be stopped even if certain civil liberties 
were sacrificed increased from 16.90/0 at the start of training to 32.7% after field 
experience. All things considered, increased police experience appeared to be 
related to an increase in the sUbjects'perception of the behavioral expectation that 
certain civil liberties may be sacrificed in the effort on the part of the police to 
stop the rise in crime. 

The Expectations of Court Related Audiences 

A comparison of Figure 4. 14 with the previous one for pOlice audiences shows 
that at the start of training, the proportion of the subjects who perceived of court 
related audiences as holding the expectation to stop crime but respect civil liber
ties was only slightly less than that for police audiences. However, as time passed, 
this relationship changed. Whereas the subjects perceived of a decreasing propor
tion of all police audiences as holding the expectation to stnp crime but respect 
civil liberties, the proportion of subjects reporting this expectation for court-re
lated audiences remained relatively constant over time. Thus, by the time the 
subjects had become experienced patrolmen, a greater overall number of them 
perceived of court-related audiences as feeling that civil liberties should be res
pected in the effort to reduce crime than was the case for police audiences. The 
notable exception among the police audiences was the trainer. At the time of the 
third testing, 70. 8% of the subjects reported that they felt that police trainers 
expected them to stop crime and respact civil liberties. This exceeds the propor
tion of subjects who reported this e::.-pectation at the third testing for lawyers, pro
bation officers, and prosecutors. 

The responses of the subjects for court related audiences differed from those 
for the police audiences in another way. The proportion of subjects who thought 
that court-related audiences felt that the police should stop the rise in crime even 
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if it required the sacrifice of certain civil liberties tended overall to diminish as 
time passed. In the case of police audiences, this proportion increased over time. 

A third notable difference between these two audiences within the criminal 
justice system existed. Although an insignificant proportion of the subjects indicat
ed that they thought police audiences felt that civil liberties should be respected 
f::ven if it increased crime, a much larger proportion of the subjects attributed this 
expectation to court related audiences. Among these court I'elated audiences. 
lawyers were regarded as holqing this expectation to a greater degree than the 
other three audiences. At the time of the first testing, 10.6% of the subjects in
dicated that they thought lawyers held this expectation. By the time of the third 
testing. this proportion had increased to 24. S%--more than double that reported 
for any other court related audience. 

Once again, it is noted that a significant proportion of the subjects reported 
that they thought probation officers were either unconcerned with this vital matter 
or they had no idea what expectations this group held. 

The Expectations of Public Leaders 

The responses given by the subjects regarding public audiences are present
ed in Figure 4.15. One is drawn immediately to the responses given by the subjects 
for businessmen. At the start of training 3S. 90/0 of the subjects thought that busi
nessmen expected the police to stop the rise in crime even if it required the sacri
fice of certain civil liberties. This percentage increased to 50.4 by the end of 
recruit training. After field experience 61. 1% of the subjects indicated that they 
thought businessmen expected them to stop crime even at the expense of certain 
civil liberties. This pattern of response stands in marked contrast to those given 
by the subjects for all other audiences. 

Another strikingly different pattern of responses relates to those given by 
the subjects for civil rights leaders. At all three points. in time. the greatest 
proportion of subjects attributed the view to civil rights leaders that civil1iberties 
should be respected even if it resulted in an increase in crime. At the start of 
training, this was the case for 46.9% of the subjects. At the end of recruit train
ing. 51. 3% of the subjects responded in this way. After 18 months of field experi
ence. 63.70/0 of the subjects indicated that they thought civil rights leaders expect
ed the police to respect civil liberties even if it resulted in increased crime. At 
the start. and even more so as time passed. businessmen and civil rights leaders 
were seen by the subjects as polar opposites. For businessmen. crime reduction 
was seen as the most important. For civil rights leaders. civil liberties were 
thought to be most highly valued. 

The patterns of response given for clergymen. newspapermen. and politicians 
were relatively similar to one another. Ai: all three points in time the majority of 
subjects indicated that they thought these three audience groups expected the police 
to stop the rise in crime but. at the same time, respect civil liberties. As this 
majority response tended to decrease over time. the subjects! responses for these 
groups which indicated a respect for civil liberties even if it resulted in increased 
crime tended to increase over the time span of this research. 

The.!TIxpectations of Friends and Family 

At the outset of training. the friends and families of the subjects tended to be 
perceived by them in a similar way. A large majority of the subjects indicated that 
they thought these two audiences felt that the po:rJoe should stop the rise in crime. 
but. at the same time. respect civil liberties. The percentages shown in Figure 
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4. 16 are 70.8 and 73.5. Also, an approximately equal percentage of the subjects 
perceived of the expectation that the rise in crime should be stopped even at the 
expense of certain civil liberties. In this instance, the respective percentages 
were 19.5 and 15.9. However, by the completion of recruit training, 'the pattern 
of responses related to these two groups diverged. Whereas the majority response 
given by the subjects for their friends decreased, the majority response attributed 
to wives and families increased. At this time, 82.3% of the subjects indicated that 
they felt their wives and families expected them to stop crime but respect civil 
liberties. After police experience, the subjects 'responses for these two audience 
groups were again noticeably different. Whereas only 45. 1% of the subjects attri
buted the expectation to stop crime but respect civil liberties to their personal 
friends, 62.8% of them attributed this expectation to their wives and families. At 
T 3, a considerable proportion of the subjects, 37.2%, indicated that they felt their 
friends expected them to stop crime at the expense of civil liberties. In a remark
able way, the response pattern given by the subjects for their perception of the 
expectations of their personal friends was akin to the pattern of responses for 
other new patrolmen while the pattern of responses given for their wives and family 
resembled that of the collective responses of the subjects themselves. 

General Trends 

Overall, there was con.siderably more diversity in the pattern of responses 
given to this conflict situation than for the preceding three. For those groups 
within the criminal justice system, there were pronounced differences. Outside 
the formal system of justice, there were also some notable differences among the 
various audience groups. 

Within the group of police audiences, there was a tendency for the subjects 
to perceive of experienced patrolmen and police trainers in a different way . 
Though the perceived differences between these two groups was not wide at the 
start of training, by the time the subjects had become experienced patrolmen, the 
difference was considerable. After police experience, 23. 9% of the subjects felt 
that their instructors believed that the rise in crime should be stopped even though 
some civil liberties might be sacrificed. On the other hand, the majority of sub
jects, 52. 2%, reported that they thought that experienced patrolmen held this ex
pectation. Although at this point in their police careers, the perceived expecta
tions of experienced patrolmen were probably a more significant determinant of 
police behavior than the expectations of their former trainers, this situation would 
probably be productive of role conflict. The conflict would arise from the differen
tial expectations of what ideally should be done as expressed by police trainers and 
what is done in reality as reflected in the views of experienced patrolmen. 

Within the wider criminal justice system, different trends in the responses 
given by the subjects over time revealed another source of potential role conflict. 
The responses given by the subjects for the police audiences reflected a general 
decrease over time in the perception of the expectation to stop rising crime but 
respect civil liberties. Contrariwise, the subjects'responses showed a general 
increase in the reported perception of the expectation to stop the rise in crime 
even if certain civil liberties were sacrificed. However, these general trends 
were not paralleled in the subjects' responses for court-related audiences. Thus, 
as time passed, a greater proportion of the subjects viewed police audiences as 
expecting a crime reduction at the expense of certain civil liberties. But during 
the same time span, a lesser and slightly decreasing proportion of the subjects 
perceived of this expectation for court related audiences. It would appear that 
these conflicting trends in perceived expectations would be productive of role 
conflict. 
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The most significant soUrce of conflicting expectations was found within the 
public audiences. While the majority of subjects perceived of businessmen as 
holding the expectation that rising crime should be stopped even if it requires 
sacrificing certain civil liberties, the majority of the subjects perceived of civil 
rights leaders as holding the view that civil liberties must be respected even if it 
resulted in increased crime. These two views are in direct conflict with one 
another and are notably different from the subjects 'responses for all other audience. groups • 

CHANGING AS A RESULT OF POLICE EXPERIENCE 

The last conflict situation is one which may appear at first glance to be 
relatively inconsequential. Perhaps it is of little importance in terms of a public 
issue. One school of thought reasons that there is no real benefit in selecting good 
men for the police job since after a few years of experience in the field, they be
come like all the rest of them. This view would argue that the self emerges out of 
the performance of a role. The contrary position is that role enactments are 
shaped by a relatively immutable self. Therefore:. high quality personnel at the 
point of entry into police service will be of great help in imprOving law enforcement. 

More to the purposes of this research is the fact that an individual who feels 
that others hold the expectation that he as a person will change is in a different 
psychological environment than another individual who perceives the expectation 
that he will not necessarily change. Katz and Kahn add another dimension to this 
discussion. 

" • • • people who were flexible rather than rigid were subjected to 
greater pressures to change by their role senders. ,The behavior 
of role senders toward extremely rigid focal persons seemed to re
flect a judgment of futility and acceptance and the abandonment of 
continuing attempts to influence ~ehavior in the direction of ideal 
performance. ,,15 

Here people are categorized by role reciprocals according to their personal
ity characteristics, and, depending on whether they are thought to be flexible or 
rigid, are then subjected to appropriate expectations for change. 

The Expectation of Police Audiences 

The responses of the subjects which pertain to police aUdiences are shown in 
Figure 4. 17. At all three points in time, the majority of the subjects reported the 
perception of the expectation that police experience would make them a changed 
person although there was a slight tendency for this response to decrease over time 
for all police audiences. Inversely related to this decreaSing trend was an increase 
in the proportion of responses which indicated the perception of the expectation that 
police experience would have little effect on them. The same pattern was evidenced 
in the responses of the subjects themselves to the question of how police experience 
might affect them. Thus, the subjects responses for all police a,udiences reflected 
the dominant view that police experience would make them a changed person. 

15David Katz and Robert L. Kahn, The Social Psychology of Organizations (New 
York, John Wiley & Sons, 1966), p. 193. 
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The Expectations of Court Related Audiences 

Although the dominant response given by the subjects for court related 
audiences indicated the perception of the view that police experience would change 
them as a person, significant numbers of subjects also indicated the perception of 
the expectation that police experience would have little effect on them as a person. 
The data is displayed in Figure 4.18. Also or interest is the observation that a 
consid'erable proportion of the subjects indicated 'that they felt that court related 
audiences were either unconcerned about the matter or they had no idea what the 
expectations of the various audience gr.oups would be. This was particularly true 
for probation officers. By the end of training, 37.2% of the subjects believed that 
this group was unconcerned with this matter or they had no idea what expectations 
probation officers held. 

The Expectations of Public Leaders 

The greater proportion of the subjects indicated that they felt that the various 
public audiences expected police experience to change them. With the exception of 
clergymen, smaller proportions of subjects reported the expectation that police 
experience would have little effect on them as a person. It should be noted that 
clergymen were regarded by the subjects as almost evenly divided between these 
two positions. A sizable number of subjects reported the view that public audiences 
were either unconcerned or they had no idea what response to indicate. Regarding 
politicians, the greatest proportion of subjects gave this form of non-response. 
Figure 4.19 shows that at the beginning of training, 36.3% of the subjects responded 
in this way. At the end of training, this percentage was reducE'd to 31. O. After 
field experience, 43.4% of the subjects gave this response. Thus, to a large pro
portion of the subjects, public audiences generally were viewed as being disinter
ested in the impact of police experience as a force for personal change. 

The Expectations of Friends and Family 

The personal friends of the subjects as well as their families were consider
ed somewhat different from the other audience groups. Initially, the subjects were 
divided evenly in their responses regarding the perceptions of their friends expec
tation:;;. Figure 4.20 shows that at the time of the first testing, 46. 90/0 of the sub
jects believed that their friends expected police experience to change them, while 
45.1% chose the expectation that experience would have little effect on them. By 
the time of the third testing, 54.0% of the subjects perceived of the expectation for 
change while 40.70/0 of them reported the contrary view. Thus, as time passed, 
the majority of the subjects came to regard their friends as expecting police work 
to change them. 

The responses given by the subjects concerning their wives and families 
were significant in that this audience was seen as expecting to a greater degree 
than any other, police experience to have little effect on the subjects. The per
centages of subjects indicating this perception at the three points in time were 
55.8, 51. 3 and 53. 1. Thus, in this case alone, a majority of the subjects report
ed the perception of an expectation of personal stability rather than change. 

General Trends 

In a social situation, where the expectation for change is perceived widely, 
conditions are favorable for change in the individual. On the other hand, where 
the expectation is perceived that experience will not change a person, conditions 
are less favorable for modification. In this situation, a person may be relatively 
immune to changes of various kinds. 
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Figure 4.13 EXPECTATIONS HELD BY COURT RELATED AUDIENCES AS PERCEIVED BY 113 POLICE SUBJECTS 
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Figure 4.19 EXPECTATIONS HELD BY PUBLIC LEADERS AS PERCEIVED BY 113 POLICE SUBJECTS 

5. Changing as a Result of Police Experience 
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In the case of almost all aUdience groups, the majority of subjects reported 
the perception of the expectation that police experience would make them a cinanged 
person. Clergymen as well as wives and families were the only groups whioh the 
majority of subjects perceived at all three points in time as holding an expecitation 
of immutability. In summary, the overall effect of police experience as a force 
for personal change in the subjects would be heightened by the widespread p(~rcep
Hon of the expectation that change will occur. The responses of the subject,,; them
selves supported this summary view. At all three points in time, the majoJ,'ity of 
subjects reported that they felt police experience would make them a change/d per
son. The responses were relatively stable over time--58. 4% at the start off train
ing and 54.9% after field experience. 

When we speak of change in a person, such modification can take a variety 
of forms. The foregoing discussion of personality focused on one aspect of change: 
changes in personality needs over the time span of this research. Beyond this, 
aspirations, attitudes, behaviors, and values are also subject to modification by 
experience. Because of the relationship between attitudes and actions, an examina
tion of changes in attitudes over time is central to this research. In a discussion 
of job-related opinions which appears in Chapter VII of this report, the t'€iSpOnses 
of the subjects regarding their OV\'11 expectation for personal change as a conse
quence of police experience served as a practical means for categorizing the sub
jects and analyzing their responses. 

THE EFFECT OF CONFLICT SITUATIONS 

The foregoing analysis suggests that the potential for role conflict exists in 
each of the five situations presented. The perceptions of the expectations of 
various audiences in these situations mayor may not lead to role conflil~t depend
ing on whether attention is given to the expectations of a particular audience, the 
nature of the perceived expectation, and whether the audience is in a pqsition to 
influence the subjects' occupational role enactments. An examination 01; the C;OlU
pIe x interrelationship is beyond the scope of this analysis. However, j.nferences 
could be made regarding the extent of role conflict experienced by the /subjects by 
asking them to report the degree to which they felt they were troubled 'by a parti
cular conflict situation. 

In the case of each of the conflict situa,tions presented, the subj(~cts w.ere 
asked to indicate the extent to which they were disturbed by the aWOll'eness that' 
certain audience groups held views which conflicted with those of othflr audience 
groups, or with those views held by the Subjects themselves. The PClssible res
ponses ranged from "a great deal" to "not at all." By aSSigning scoJ:es from one 
for the response of "a great deal" to five for the response of "not at .all, " mean 
scores could be computed for each group response. In this instance, the lower 
the score, the greater the degree that the uubjects felt they were bothered by the 
Conflict situation. 

As shown in Table 4. 1, all of the group mean scores fell withinua n.arrow range of 
scores between 3.40 and 3.87. Generally, these responses inqfcalced that the sub
jects were disturbed "to some degree ll or "hardly at all" by the' si1.uations present
ed to them. Inspection of the data shows that the differences between the mean 
scores obtained at the start and the end of recruit school were of lesser magnitude 
than the differences between the mean Scores obtained at the end ;of training' and 
after field experience. In only two of the five situations did the difference between 
the mean scores approach a level of statistical significance. Boiih of these instances 
occurred in the comparison of data obtained at the end of recruit' school With the 
data obtained from the subjects after field experience. The anaJ.ysis shows that the 
subjects were more troubled after field experience by the issue /of how they were 
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expected to learn the essentials of pplice work than they were after recruit train
ing. Also, the subjects were more troubled after field 'axperience by the question 
of whether police experience would change them as a person than they were after 
the completion of formal training. It is of interest to note that both of these situa
tions were related directly to the individ'Ual as a whol(~. rather than to only a 
specific aspect of his occupational role performance. The other three items, 
though they may be at the heart of public controversy about the police, did not 
cause the subjects to become more troubled over th'a time span of this research. 
Thus, it would appear that personal issues rather than public issues produced 
more conflict for the subjects of this research. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

Table 4.1 

A. Test of the Significance of the Difference Between Grand 
Mearl Scores Derived from the Respon.ses of 113 Police Subjects 

to Items Assessing the Degree to Which They Were Bothered 
by Five Role Conflict Situations 

N[ean t Mean t 
Score Score Score Score 
at Tl (T I-T 2) at T2 (T

2
-T

3
) 

Learning the Essentials 3.61 -.50 3.66 2. 36;~ 
of Police Work 

Dealing with the 3.83 .84 3.74 1. 56 
Public 

Handling the Arrest of 3.73 .82 3.64 .93 a Drunk 

Stopping the Rise in 3.74 .90 3.64 1. 65 
Crime 

Changing as a hesuIt of 3.83 -.31 3.87 2. 02'~ 
Police Experience 

*Statistically significant difference at the 5% level of confidence. 

AWARENESS OF EXPECTATIONS 

Mean 
Score 
at T3 

3.40 

3.58 

3.53 

3.42 

3.6i 

One of the goals of occupational socialization for the beginning police officer 
is the development of an awareness of and a sensitivity to the expectations of role
X'l"lated audience groups. In this sense, if a subject responded that he had "no 
idea" concerning the expectations of a particular audience group regarding a con
flict situation, it indicated that this fundamental goal of socialization had not yet 
been achieved. Thus, by analyzing the "no idea" responses, a measure of the real 
or imagined awareness which the subjects have of the expectations of others c~m be 
obtained. 

Table 4. 2 shows the percentage relationship of the "no idea" responses to the 
total responses given by the 113 subjects to all five conflict .sift.,ations at the start 
of training, the end of training, and after active experiences~~j a patl.'olman. The 
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expectations of experienced pat 1 ' 
the least unknoWn by the SUbjec;sO :~~e and pohce t:t:a~el's were viewed as being 0: probatio~ officers were the most unkn~:ta~ft;:;.alll,lllg; wher,,:as the expectations 
hons of pohce and personal audiences would b s h:ne • LOg'lcally, the expecta
the subjects. By the same token the e ~ repor ed as being least unknown by 
would be expected to remain rela't' I xp:tahons of the other aUdience gl'oups 
given acceptable information abou~~~ y un , own to the subjects until they had been 
role of patrolmen and actuall be ;s: vlews, o,r until they had :ntered into the 
gl.'OUps. Accordingly, the pe;cenfa~e ~;~:er~~t ~~rectly or. sym)~6li(lally,With these 
as new information was acquired through t

no 
,1 ,ea res~onses de,creaseci bver time 

rallllllg and Job expe!11ence. 

Table 4.2 

Percentage of No Idea Responses to Total R ' 
for Fift A d' esponses Glven 

een u lence Groups by 113 Police Subjects 

Percentage of Total Responses 

Audience Group Start of End of 
Recruit Recruit After Field Training Training Experience 

Police 
Experienced Patrolmen 

1. 4% 1. 4% Other New Patrolmen 1. 0% 
Instructor s/ Trainers 

2.8 3.4 1.8 
Supervisors 1.4 1.1 1.1 1.8 1.2 1.0 

Court 
Judges 

3.7 2.5 Lawyers 1.4 
Probation Officers 4.6 2.8 1.8 
Prosecutors 11.2 13.6 11.9 9.4 3.7 5.0 

Public 
Businessmen 4.4 
Civil Rights Leaders 3.7 1.9 
Clergyrnen 9.7 5.5 4.1 
Newspapermen 

10.8 5.8 5.1 
Politicians 7.1 5.8 5.0 10.1 8.'3 9.4 

Personal 
Friends 

3.2 Wife /Family 2.8 2.1 3.2 4.2 1.6 

Across time, ' the expectations of b; , 
most unknown by the subjects In I pro at_on offIcers were reported to be the 
that these court officers function in a:;~far~ thi~ can be explained by the fact 
i~le to the SUbjects. Although both work ~~h' c~~s se?mente~ fr?m and least vis
Wlth the same Clients, personal contacts b t III ;h crlminal Jushce system and 
limited in scope. e ween e two are usually brief and 

. Despite the widespread attention i 
leaders, the expectations of polit' , g ven to the pronouncements of poUtical 

lClans were reported to be the next most unknown 
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by the subjects. At the start of training, over 100/0 of the responses given by the 
sUbjects regarding their perceptions of the expectations of politicians were IIno 
ideall responses. Exposure to training and field experience did not make the ex
pectations of politicians appreciably more known to the subjects. This finding 
supports the general proposition that politicians have been reluctant to let the 
police know where they stand in terms of the substantive issues which the police 
confront. Goldstein has observed that this was the case for most mayors and city 

managers. 

. .. -" 

"Most mayors and city managers have had no reluctance to take the 
responsibility for final decisions relating to the hardware and 
mechanics of policing (e. g., facilities, communications, vehicles, 
and supplies); nor have they hesitated to supervise the personnel 
practices of a police agency in the same manner in which they 
direct such practices in other agencies (e. g., recruitment, screen
ing, and promotion). But there has been a general reluctance on the 
part of both managers and mayors to become directly involved in 
decisions relating to the substance of policing--in decidL'1g, for 
example, how a given law is to be enforced, in deciding how violators 
are to be processed, and in determining how the police should respond 
to a given category of incidents. 1116 

In light of this, it would seem appropriate for political leaders to express 
their views on the relationship between the police and the political structure, the 
general political context within which the police must function and the specific ex
pectations they hold regarding certain forms of police behavior. As suggested in 
Goldstein's comments, ideally political leaders ought to convey their expectations 
more clearly and directly to the police. These expectations should be expressed 
routinely rather than in reaction to a crisis situation. 17 

AN OVERVIEW OF ROLE CONFLICT 

Underlying this discussion is the concept that role behavior is influenced by 
the expectations of role reciprocals who are perceived by a role incumbent as be
ing significant to him. Who is significant to an actor varies with the situation. In 
the case of the subjects in this research, police trainers were the most significant 
role reciprocals during their training period. After the subjects undertook the 
performance of the patrolman's role, other experienced officers and police super-

visors became most significant to them. 

The role of the police patrolman may be influenced by far more audience 
groups than those within the police ranks. Although everyone seems able to voice 
his viewm on expected police conduct, the police simply do not attend nor do they 
know of every behavioral expectation related to their role. To do so would be oV'"r
burdening and would expose them to a tangle of conflicting expectaf:ions. Thus, the 
police selectively attend to the expectations of othere in an effort to maximize sup
port for a given behavior and to minimize discordant views. 

1 B~ferman Goldstein, "Who's in Charge Here?" Public Mana.s~ (Washington, 
D. C. > International City Mane.gement Association, December 1968), p. 306. 

17 The involvement of political leaders in the affairs of the police typically is not 
supported by police administrators. For an understanding of the justification for 
this view, a full reading of the Goldstein article mentioned above is suggested. 
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When conflicting expectations are pe ' dC, ' ' 
present. Such role conflict can give ' rce1ve, ~ potbntJ~l for role conflict is 
the conflict can be resolved in terms :~s;heo ru~c;,rtam behavlOr or inaction. Or 
For example, even though a businessm ' e a 1V~ potency of the role reciprocals. 
conflict with that of a police supervi ant~s regar ed as h,olding an expectation in 
visor in terms of the patrolman's ro~~r~rdi e gz:~ater relahve potency of the super
gard the expectations of the businessman. nar1 y would cause the actor to disre-

In this analysis, it was shown that th b' t ' 
ioral expectations held by various audi e su Jec s perc~lved conflicting behav-
situations. Conflicting expectations we;nc~, groups/egardm

g 
the five conflj.ct 

officers, court personnel public leaderes 1fs:ernde among the views of police 
nfl' t' ' '. r1en s and families In 't 

co 1C mg expectations were perceived within the' l' • some ms ances, 
that the audience groups which were viewed as holl,o lCe gr~up: It should be noted 
tended to vary with the conflict situat' Thi' l~g :onfl1ctmg expectations 
Preiss and Ehrlich who found that the

1
:

n
., s fmdmg 1S ,contrary to the viev! of 

conflicting views to the police pos't' ud1en,ce dgroups \\.'hlCh were believed to hold 
f th ' 1 lOn remame constant regardle f th 

o e sltuation presented to the subjects. They stated, ss 0 e nature 

" 't de'te'r:n:ua7i~: ~~t~::,:tua~iOtn (otrhsituational,preSsures) which were 
, ,1 ce u ra er that audiences perceived as 

deVlant were perce1ved as such in all situations. ,,18 

The present research supports the view that th ' 
pectations was a function of the nature of th ,e pe::-cephon of conflicting role ex-
conceptualization of the group as d ' t e sltuation rather than an underlying 
in conflict with those of the police :;an • t H:nce, the perception of expectations 

s no umversal for a particular group. 

Throughout this discussion, we have omitted - ' 
the subjects' perceptions of the expectation f th any con~ern f,or the acc,uracy of 
the subjects were grossly in error H s 0 0 ers. I~ 1S enhrely poss1ble that 
perception of both real and imagin~ry ~:netverd~ t

rOle 
conflict ~an originate from the ra 1C oryexpectahons. 

The subjects do not inevitably experience d b'l' , 
they perceive of conflicting behavioral t t' e 1 1tatmg role conflict whenever 
true even if these conflicting vie expec a lOns related to their role. This is 
significant to them. For examPl:s :: elxp~sed by per,sons who are considered 
jects for businessmen and civil ri~ht 1 c ~s g ~xpectahons perceived by the sub
crime and respecting civil liberties ~a e~:rs, Wlth, regard to stopping the rise in 
ever. When the behavioral demand f ~ ,glve r1se to any role conflict whatso
in strong conflict with the demands ~fo , ~~m:~~men to stop the rise in crime are 
the police may gain temporary relief f;~V1 tr;:g s lead~r~ ,to respect civil liberties, 
this conflict. In theoretical terms, m e respons1bihty for the resolution of 

" t • • • ~e occupant of the status subjected to conflicting d d d 
expectatlOns can becom t' th eman s an thi d ( e c~~ m e role of the tertius gaudens the 

~ r or more often, the n ) party who draws advantage from'the con-
~~~~!tt4Vle,~tuthalerlSy'bThe status-occupant, originally at the focus of the 

, ecomes a more or less infl t' 1 b 
function it is to high-light the confU t' d uden 1a ystander whose c mg. eman s by members of his 

l8p , 
re1SS and Ehrlich, op. cit., p. 108. 
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role- set and to make it a problem for them, rather than for him to 
resolve their contradictory demands. 1119 

It is entirely possible that this theoretical explanation may be related to the 
reason why the subjects indicated that they were so little troubled by the conflict 
situations presented to them. The questions of how the subjects were expected to 
learn the essentials of police work and whether police experience would change 
them personally were not heated public issues. They were personal issues which 
the subjects themselves must resolve. Thus, polige experience heightened the 
degree to which these two matters troubled the subjects. On the other hane}, Jha 
way in which the police deal with the pUblic, the way in which they handle the 
arrests of different classes of people, and the way in which they regard civil 
liberties in their effort to stop the rise in,crime all are strongly contested public 
concerns. Perhaps in these three instances,., the police have taken on the role 
of the third party. 

19Robert K. Merton, IIInstability and Articulation in the Role Set, II in Role Theory, 
Bruce J. Biddle and Edwin J. Thomas, eds. (New York, JohnWiley & Sons, 1966), 
p. 285. 
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CH...<\PTER V 

THE PERCEPTION OF ROLE RELATED AUDIENCES 

Socialization for the police recruit includes both the adoption of normative 
modes of police behavior and the extinction of certain other behaviors which were 
appropriate to previous civilian roles. In assuming the new role, the police re
cruit undertakes a comple~process of learning which encompasses more than just 
knowledge and skills. He(aJ.so will learn a system of attitudes, beliefs, values 
and perceptions. The mG~t important perceptual learning concerns the identifica
tion of role relevant reference groups and the development of a sensitivity to their 
expectations and evaluations. Fundamental to this learning is the perception of 
people singly and in groups. 

In examining the police role, attention usually is given to the more active 
components of behavior--directing, preventing, enforcing, helping, searching, 
arresting, questioning and shooting. However, underlying all of these actions is 
a more passive element--that of observing both objects and people! 

The police have given a great deal of attention to the process of perceiving 
inanimate objects and the physical characteristics of people. As a consequence, 
most police officel"S are aware of the many problems attendant to the mere ob
servation of the physical properties of objects and people. However, beyond this 
surface consideration, "little or no attention has been given by the police to the 
complexity of person perception. 

Though the observation of objects is more straightforward than the observa
tion of people, most of us tend to think of ourselves as keen observers of others. 
This is so because as Tagiuri pointed out, "in person perception the similarity 
between the perceiveI' and the perceived object is greater than in any other case .111 
Though the observation of people starts with this fundamental similarity between 
the observer and the observed, the overall process is in fact highly complex. The 
observation of others includes botit~heperception of present actions, characteris
tics and events as well as the active recall of conceptions of previous encounters' 
and judgements relevant to the observed. The observation of people is made more 
difficult by the fact that perceptions necessarily include both external and internal 
characteristics. 

1R.Tagiuri, IIPerson Perception, II The Handbook of Social Psychology, Vol. III, 
2nd Ed •. , Gardner Lindzey and Elliot Aronson,eds. (Reading, Massachusetts, 
Addison-Wesley Publishing Company, 1969), p. 396. 
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ation of eople is worsened further by the 
For the police officer, the ob~erv fire negative. As has been said, 

fact that the majority of his percephons 0 peop e a 

the police 
II d stud the people who act queerly, differen~ly. 

• • . observe an Ito trouble, to friction, to rule-breakmg. 

~~:~ ~~:et:: :::e~~:~: and the apprehenders. They see human 
·t st 112 nature at I s wor . 

.. . ma become the background info~mation for 
In turn, these negahve pe~ce?hOnS 1 Y Later when these conceptlons are 
his conceptions of other SImIlar ?~OP e. , It should be noted that Nieder-

1 f egatlVlsm may occur. • . . 
called into play, a cyc eon . th ·thin his definition of police cymcIsm. 
hoffer included an elem~nt of mIs~n r~ry Wl often develops Ita loss of faith in 
He stated that the e~perlenced pollce 0 lcer 

people. "3 
. le is more critical to effective role per-

Probably no aspect of the polIc.e ro ately and make J·udgements about 
. th b Tty to perceIve accur . d formance than IS e a lIb little research effort dIrected towar 

other people. Despite this, there has t~en. thlS e:&:panded sense by the police. 
a study of the process of people percep ~on~. h the police analyze and evaluate 
One of the rare explanations of the way m w lC 
other groupS of people was offered by Westley. 

. . d d f" e these groups on the basis 
"policemen seem to .distmgulsh an e ~~ce their values. . . , their 
of their supposed attItu.de tow~d th~ Pt~\h: ends of the police. In 
political power and th~lr relatlOnshlp anal ze these groupS in terms 
their concern fo~ publIc app~~:a~::;~ave ~ver the police and the way 
of the degree of influence w

t 
d
l

. order to obtain respect and other 
in which they must be trea e4 In 

1· " social goals of the po lce. 
. . s not . eld information about the way in 

Though this statement is disce~nmg, 1\ doe Th ~ocess by which the police learn 
which the police learn to percelve peop e. e p . s the subject of this section of 
t~ perceive and evaluate various reference groups 1 

the research. 

A THEORETICAL MODEL 
. can be conceptualized in a number 0: wa!s. 

The process of observmg peopl~ .t. d sl·rable to consider perceptIon In a 
f this analysls, 1 IS e . h 

However, for purposes 0 • • 1 theoretical framework of thIS researc • 
way which is consistent wIth the geneI a W d Knapper. 5 They isolate three 
Such a theoretical view was s~t fort~ b~ut:: :~ectancy, and affective. An 
components in people perceptlOn--~ r\ d ~ each of these components can be 
understanding of the various steps ;;~hve bserver is a police trainer and that the 
gained from Chart 5.1. .Assume: a The 0 te s which the trainer followS in his 
stimulus person is a pO~lce recrult:

b 
d : ~o.& general and theoretical terms. 

perception of the recrult are descrl e m 

P 1° "The police Chief, 
2 . "A PsITchiatric View of the 0 lce, 
KarlA. Mennmger, : T 

December 1956, p. 44. 

3Neiderhoffer, op. cit., p.9J.. 
4___ °t 163 
-westley, op. Cl ., p. • p tion of People and Events 
5peter B. Warr and Christopher Knapper, 2:~~~:~~e:!r~c~eEP.:=!:~~~:;::!:;:':::"~:.:;c..--.-, 
(London. JolLl1 Wiley and Sons, 1968), pp. 1 • 
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Chart 5.1 

Descriptive Representation of the Process of Person Perception 

Component 

I. ATTRIBUTIVE 

II. EXPECTANCY 

III. AFFECTIVE 

Thought Process 

The police recruit is sitting in class. 

The recruit is sitting idly in class. 

He is habitually inattentive in the 
(:lassroom • 

lIe it; inattentive and negligent. 

I heliev .... ·,his behavior will be con
sistent, 

.1 
He wiI', ,be inattentive and negligent 
in his po.;)ice duties. 

I dislike patrolmen who are inatten
tive and negligent. 

Theoretical Term 

Episodic judgement of overt fact. 

Episodic judgement of covert iact. 

Dispositional judgement of overt charac
teristic. 

Dispositional judgement of covert char
acteristic. 

Assumption of constancy of behaviol'. 

Formulation of behavioral expectation 
consistent with stimulus person's role. 

Emotional responses and reaction s. 

In explanation, episodic judgements are made on the basis of a particulal;' 
segment of behavior or episode which may change at any time. For example, the 
basic concerns of the police with the actions and intents of others involve episodic 
judgements. If the perception of people could be confined toepisodie judgements 
alone, the problems posed by this perceptual process would be simplified greatly 
for the police. However, people perception inevitably proceeds to the formation 
of more permanent dispositional judgements, the development of behavioral ex
pectations, and the shaping of emotional responses. It is these processes that 
give rise to the many problems the police face in dealing with other people. Once 
we move beyond mere episodic judgements, the perceptual process brings assump
tions, generalization, inference, recall, and selection into play. And these are 
influenced by previous training and experience'. 

THE RESEARCH INSTRUMENT 

In any study of the perception of people, a selection must be made of those 
aspects of the perceptual process to be examined. Consistent with the overall in
tent of this research to examine the various aspects of th~ socialization process, 
a decision was made to focus on the dispositional judgements related to the covert 
characteristics of a person. Our interest is in the final step in the attributive 
component of person perception. Simply put, the focus is on the connotative mean
ing assigned by an observer to the observed. 

The semantic differential is an instrument S~li1:able for the specific purpose 
of assessing connotative meaning. As the originators of the instrument described 
it, 

"The semantic differential is essentially a combination of controlled 
association and scaling procedures. We provide the subject with a 
concept to be differentiated and a set of bipolar adjectival scales 
againsi; which to do it, his only task being to indica.te for each item 
(pairing a concept with a scale), the direction of his association and 
its intensity on a seven-step scale. ,,6 

6 " 
Charles E. Osgood, George J. Suci.- and Percy n. Tannenbaum, The Measure-

ment of Meaning (Urbana, University of Illinois Press, 1957). p. 20. 
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Within this framework, the task of designing an instrument appropriate for the 
goals of this research includes the choice of stimulus concepts and the selection 
of bipolar adjectival scales. First, it was necessary to compile a list of those 
groups of people who were thought to be most significant to those who enact the 
police role. To do so, the author initially drew from his eleven years of police 
experience and compiled a list of those groupS who were remembered as being 
important to the police. Next, a search of the literature was undertaken to 
corroborate and expand the initial inventory. The result was a list of twenty-two 
groupS which were believed able to significantly affect the role performance of the 
police. Lastly, this list was submitted to a n.umber of police groups which includ
ed administrators, trainers, and patrolmen. They were asked to rank the groupS 
in the order of their perceived importance to the police. On the basis of an 
analysis of these rankings, the number of reference groupS included on the final 
form of this instrument was reduced to fifteen. These 15 groups were considered 

to be stimulus concepts. 

The second problem in the design of the research instrument was the choice 
of adjectival scales. The need, in this instance, was to choose adjectives which 
would be relevant to the groups already selected, and further, would yield scores 
representative of the major dimensions of connotative meaning. The basic re
search on the dimensions of semantic space isolated three factors- -evaluative 
(good-bad), potency (strong-weak), and activity (active-passive). 7 In the final 
analysis, the choice of the adjectival pairs was based upon the relevance of the 
bipolar terms to the stimulus concepts and the apparent conformance to the evalua
tive-potency-activity factor structure. The final form of the semantic differential 
instrument with 15 stimulus concepts and 10 adjectival pairs is shown in the 
Appendix as item B-4. Since the subjects were asked to rate each of the 15 stimu
lus concepts or reference groups on the 10 bipolar scales, this form represents a 

150 item test of connotative meaning. 

The Method of Reporting.Scores 

The need for brevity in reporting the 150 scores of the subjects obtained at 
each of the three points in time prompts one to consider reporting scores by factors 
or clusters of scales rather than individually. While this appears to be an efficient 
way of reporting the data, still there are some methodological problems involved 
in this approach. Though some theoretical quest.ions exist regarding the stability 
of the evaluative-potency-activity factor structure with different stimulus concepts, 
Warr and Knapper conclude that concept- scale interaction may not be a serious 
problem when concerned only with obtaining judgements of people. 8 Accordingly, 
the data was factor-analyzed. Without going into the details of this statistical . 
analysis, it will suffice to say that there was considerable variation in the compo
sition of the factors according to the stimulus concept and the time at which the 
data was obtained. Moreover, this analysis produced a more complex factor 
structure than the usual th:ree-part evaluative-potency-activity factor structure. 
Because of this variation in factors by stimulus concept and 'across time, a deci
sion was made to report scores for individual scales rather than factors. This I, 

approach is in conformance with the informed judgement cf Warr and Knapper who 
conclude that it is unwise to present results of the seman/dc differential merely by 
factor scores. They believe that factor scores suffer from the following disadv,an-

tages: 

'I . Ibld., pp. 31-75. 
8-Warr and Knapper, 2E.:. cit., pp. 63-74. 
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considerable information is lost in the . 
factors are often ad hoc co t t summahon to factor scores 
complete reliance on fact ns ruc s of little general importance 

. or scores makes co . 
mvestigations almost impossible mparlsons between 

factor scores may not be c group of subjects. 9 omparab1e for all individuals within a 

THE CHANGING PERCEPTIONS OF AUDIENCE GROUPS 

In analyzing the responses of the sub'e t 
scores were calculated for each scale at t~e c s fOl~ ea'::h. a.udience group, mean 
and after eighteen months as a patrolman. T~art of t ... ammg, the end of training, 
form. A statistical test of the signif' f ~se s.cores were arrayed in tabular 
the full time span of the research wa~c:n~:e 0 :~hdifferences in mean scores over 
computed. The mean scores for each ad' t~ e. levels of significance were 
trayed within the dimensions of the semaJ~~ lva~alr were also graphically por-
In examining this graphic presentation an :~o;c ;~ used on the original instrument. 
to be the mid-point. In the case of th; e.o our on any scale was considered 
a mean score of less than four indicate~~~pe~ahve-uncooperative adjectival pair 
with the stimulus concept A sc f e egree of cooperativeness associated' 

. • ore 0 more than f . d' 
cooperahveness. It should be noted that the order 0:ur 

m. lcated the degree of un-
are shown in the presentation of the d t . m which the adjectival scales 
were placed on the original instrum ~ a.varles with the order in vlhich the items 
to make the graphic display of inter~;r;~vpe~if~o the subjects. This change was made erences more apparent to the reader. 

Perceptions of Police Audiences 

Experienced Patrolmen. At the outset f .. 
necessarily have any direct contact .th o. trammg, the subjects did not 
served a training function. Onl aft Wl th experlenc~d patrolmen except those who 
~vo1ved in a continuing role reiatio::hi e~~~~ehon of training did they become 
Je~ts consistently saw this group as bei:g hi hI ~ reference group. Yet, the sub
this research, the subjects. perceptions of e

g 
y:mportant. Over the time span of 

favorable and underwent little modif' t. xperlen,ced patrolmen were highly 
themselves had become experienc d

lCa 
lOh

n
• :S:0wever, by the time the subjects 

d ff" e as s oym m Figu~e 51th 
e.nce 0 lcers as significantly less inform J. :' ey saw other experi-
hme they entered training At I • ed and less achve than they did at the 
.l.h . • a esser level of confiden th . 
• ese experlenced men as less cooperat' b t ce, e subJects also saw lve u more familiar. 

. Other New Patrolmen. To the subjects othe 
Vlewed in favorable terms. As evidenced in '. r new patrolmen were generally 
colleagues consistently were considered to b F~~~~ 5: 2 among other things, their 
ence, the subjects perceived other ne t ~ 19 Y Im~ortant. After field experi-
good, and less informed than before w~a ro men as bemg less fap:1iliar, less 
also viewed their colleagues as Ie' the • 05 level of confidence, the subjects 
perceived at the start of training. ss cooperative and less strong than they were 

Police Instructors/Trainers Durin t a' . 
most important role reciprocals f~r th gb.

r 
mmg, police instructors were the 

the start of training these men e su ~ects. As indicated iri Figure 5 3 at 
inf d ' were percelved of as being hi . • 

. orme and cooperative. To a 'slight1 lesse . very ghly important, 
hlghly familiar, fair, trusting good aYd t' r degree, mstructors were seen as 
1y we b " n ac lve. Although p li t . re seen y the subjects in favorabl t 0 ce ramers general-
able decreases were graphically evident er:;;.s at all three points in time, notice-on ocales except familiar-unfamiliar 

9Ibid.,pp. 72-73. 
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Figure 5.1 SEMANTIC DIFFERENTIAL SCALE RESPONSES OF 113 POLICE SUBJECTS 
EXPERIENCED PATROLMEN 

COOPERATIVE 

FAMILIAR 

FAIR 

TRUSTING 

GOOD 

LARGE 

STRONG 

INFORMED 

ACTIVE 

IMPORTANT 
1 2 3 4 5 

Mean Scores 

Scale 
T1 T2 

Cooperative 1. 56 1. 73 

Familiar 2.00 1. 87 

Fair 1. 85 1. 94 

Trusting 2.73 2.94 

Good 1. 82 2.02 

Large 2.87 2.73 

Strong 2.31 2.43 

Informed 1. 49 1. 75 

Active 1.65 2.03 

Important 1. 32 1. 41 
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T3 

1. 79 

1. 73 

2.01 

2.87 

2.00 

2.64 

2.27 

1.80 

2.06 

1. 24 

LEGEND 

T1 -

T2 --- -
T3 .. •••• .. • 

6 

UNCOOPERATIVE 

STRANGE 

UNFAIR 

SUSPICIOUS 

BAD 

SMALL 

WEAK 

UNINFORMED 

PASSIVE 

INSiGNIFICANT 
7 

Significance of 
Difference, T 1-T 3 

.05 
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Figure 5.2 SEMANTIC DIFFERENTIAL SCALE RESPONSES OF 113 POLICE SUBJECTS 
OTHER NEW PATROLMEN 

COOPERATIVE 

FAMILIAR 

FAIR 

TRUSTING 

GOOD 

LARGE 

STRONG 

INFORMED 

ACTIVE 

IMPORTANT 
1 2 3 

Scale 
T1 

Cooperative 1. 53 
Familiar 2.55 
Fair 1. 96 
Trusting 2.24 
Good 1. 83 
Large 3.28 
Strong 2.70 
Informed 2.53 
Active 1. 74 
Important 1. 46 

. . 

\ j 
'/ 

4 5 

Mean Scores 

T2 T3 

1. 64 1. 77 

2.45 2.92 

2.04 2.19 

2.39 2.32 

2.04 2.16 

3.28 3.33 

2.64 2.96 

2.57 3.19 

1.91 1.95 

1. 42 1. 43 
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Fi ure 5.3 SEMANTIC DIFFERENTIAL SCALE RESPONSES OF 113 POLICE SUBJECTS 
9 POLICE INSTRUCTORS!TRAINERS 

COOPERATIVE 

',-

FAMILIAR 

FAIR 

TRUSTING 

GOOD 

LARGE 

STRONG 

INFORMED 

ACTIVE 

IMPORTANT 
1 

Scale 

Cooperative 

Familiar 

Fair 

Trusting 

Good 

Large 

Strong 

Informed 

Active 

Important 

2 3 4 

Mean Scores 

T1 T2 

1. 47 1.70 

1. 80 1. 81 

1.58 2.04 

1. 98 2.35 

1.52 1.81 

3.12 3.07 

2.40 2.67 

1.20 1. 47 

1. 54 1. 74 

1. 23 1. 30 
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STRANGE 

UNFAIR 
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BAD 
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PASSIVE 
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Significance of 
Difference, T 1-T 3 
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and large-small by the end of training. Overall, the subjects perceptions under
went considerable negative modification over the time span of this research. 
Statistically significant increases in the mean scores of seven of the ten scales 
occurred. The subjects' responses indicated that they viewed their trainers as 
being less cooperative, less fair, less trusting. less good. less strong. less in
formed. and less active than th.ey did at the beginning of training. 

!,olice Supervisors. Although police supervisors assumably would be the 
most important role reciprocals to the subjects once they completed their training 
and began working as patrolmen. still the subjects saw them as less important 
after field experience as evidenced in Figure 5.4. Additionally. after field experi
ence the subjects also saw their supervisors as less cooperative. fair. trusting. 
good. strong. informed. active and important than they did at the start of training. 
Of all the police groups. the subjects! perceptions of their supervisors underwent 
the greatest number of changes in the unfavorable direction. 

Comparisons of Police AUdiences 

In order to gain an understanding of how the various police groups were seen 
in comparison to one another at each point in time. the mean scores of each group 
were displayed graphically in Figures 5.5. 5.6 and 5.7. 

At the start of training. police instructors and supervisors were seen as 
being remarkably similar on almost all scales. Understandably. police super
visors were seen as less familiar to the subjects than their trainers. Surprisingly. 
other new patrolmen were seen by the subjects as the least familiar of all police 
groups. However, it was not surprising to find that at the beginning of training, 
other new patrolmen were seen as the least informed of all. Also of interest is 
the observation that experienced patrolmen were seen by the subjects as the least 
trusting. 

Over!lil. the second administration of the instrument to the subjects at the 
end of recruit training produced a pattern of scores which were remarkably similar 
to those obtained at the start of training. Despite the fact that the subjects had 
spent their entire training period in close contact with other new patrolmen, they 
still perceived of them as the least familiar of all police groups. Other new 
patrolmen again were seen as the least informed and expe;;; ienced patrolmen again 
were seen as the least trusting. 

After field experience. the subjects! responses produced a considerably 
different pattern of relationships. notwithstanding the fact that ot1>er new patrol
men still were seen by the subjects as the least familiar and the least informed • 
Not surpriSingly. experienced patrolmen now were seen as the most familiar. fair. 
good. large. strong and important audience group. Police supervisors were per
ceived by the subjects as being the least cooperative. fair. trusting. good. active. 
and important of all police groups. In terms of an overall impression. it is in
teresting to note that these six adjectives I'epresent qualities which would be 
eSl.'lential for an effective supervisor. 

Court Related Audiences 

Judges. By and large. the subjects! perceptions of judges were favorable as 
indicated in Figure 5. 8. From the graphic display of the data related to judges. 
one gains the impression that the subjects! perceptions of this group remained 
remarkably similar between the first and second testing except for the shift i,n the 
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Figure 5.4 SEMANTIC DIFFERENTIAL SCALE RESPONSES OF 113 POLICE SUBJECTS 
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Figure 5.6 SEMANTIC DIFFERENTIAL SCALE RESPONSES OF 113 POLICE SUBJECTS 
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Figure 5.7 SEMANTIC DIFFERENTIAL SCALE RESPDr'JSES OF 113 POLICE SUBJECTS 
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. 58 SEMANTIC DIFFERENTIAL SCALE RESPONSES OF 113 POLICE SUBJECTS 
Figure . JUDGES 
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positive direction on the large-small scale. 10 The many changes that occurred 
apparently were related to the time span between the end of training and the com
pletion of eighteen months as a patrolman. Statistically significant differences in 
mean scores over time were found on eight of the ten scales. The two exceptions 
were familiar-unfamiliar and strong-weak. Seven of these eight statistically signi
ficant differences were toward the less favorable dimension. The major shifts in 
the unfavorable direction after field experience on such adjectives as cooperative, 
fair, trusting, good, informed and active illustrate the modifications which may 
develop as a consequence of direct contact with judges in a courtroom setting. 

Lawyers. At the start of training, all of the subjects1 perceptions of lawyers 
were on the favorable side of the midpoint. Mter the completion of training, the 
subjects Viewed lawyers as being noticeably less cooperative, fair, trusting and 
good. On the trusting-suspicious scale, the mean SCore fell to the right of the mid
point indicating that lawyers now were perceived as being suspicious. Mter field 
experience, lawyers were seen by the subjects as being noticeably less familiar, 
good, informed, active, and important than they were at the completion of train
ing. They also were perceived by the subjects as being unco(>1;>erative and more 
unfair and suspicious than before. As shown in Figure 5.9, OVer the time span of 
this study, statistically significant differences in mean scores at the. 01 level 
were found on seven of the ten scales. Thus, as a consequence of socialization, 
the subjects 1 perceptions of lawyers became considerably more unfavorable. 

Probation Officers. During training, probation officers generally were p,~r
ceived by the subjects moderately favorably as shown in Figure 5. 10. They were 
considered highly informed, active, and important. To a somewhat lesser degree, 
they were seen as cooperative, fair, and good. Probation officers also were con
sidered by the recruit subjects less faborably on the .scales familiar-Unfamiliar, 
trusting-SUSpicious, large-small, and strong-weak. .once again, the pattern of 
scores obtained at T2 and T3 followed the general cOr1#}JUration of scores obtained 
at T

l
• As with other court-related audiences, the subjects registered less favor

able responses on all the scales as time passed. .overall, the range of Scores 
assigned to probation officers was considerably less than those for judges and 
lawyers. The resultant configuration of the graph, showing little horizontal 
spread, indicates that at the three points in time the subjects held less variable 
views of this group on the ten scales. The statistical analysis of the Significance 
of the difference in mean scores over the full time span of the research shows 
that significant chang-as in mean scores occurred on more scales than for any 
other audience group (excluding civil rights leaders). Except for the responses 
to the large-small scale, statistically significant shifts occurred in a less favor
able direction on all scales. Thus, on the basis of this evidence, police experience 
appears to be related to increaSingly unfavorable perceptions of probation officers. 

Prosecutors. At the start of training, the subjects perceived prosecutors as 
being highly informed, active, and important. This is shown in Figure 5.11. an 
the other scales, they were viewed moderately favorably though to a Slightly lesser 
degree on the scales for trusting-suspiCious and large-small. At the completion of 
training, prosecutors were viewed more favorably on seven of the ten scales. This 
is contrary to the general tendency of the subjects to view the various audience 
groups less favorably at the end of training than at the beginning. As was true for 
the scores obtained at T 2' the subjects 1 SC01'es obtained at T 3 followed the same 
general pattern as those obtained at the beginning of training. The notable 

.10Warr and Knapper note that,
lI
This scale is a peculiar one in that responses to it 

may be either in terms of the physical size of the person or based on a more meta
phorical usage of the scale. 11 Warr and Knapper, Ope cit., p. 81. 
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Figure 5.9 SEMANTIC DIFFERENTIAL SCALE RESPONSES OF 113 POLICE SUBJECTS 
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Figure 5.10 SEMANTIC DIFFERENTIAL SCALE RESPONSES OF 113 POLICE SUBJECTS 
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Figure 5.11 SEMANTIC DIFFERENTIAL SCALE RESPONSES OF 113 POLICE SUBJECTS 
PROSECUTORS 
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exception was on the adjectival scale for trusting. The relative closeness of the 
responses obtained at the three points shown on the graph is reflected also in the 
few statistically significant differences which occurred in the mean scores for the 
ten scales. The subjects regarded prosecutors as being more cooperative and 
trusting after patrol experience than they did at the beginning of their training. 
This is one of the rare instances where the audience group was perceived more 
favorably by the subjects after experience as a police patrolman. On the other 
hand, prosecutors also were seen as being significantly less informed and less 
active after actual conta.ct with this group through their experience as police 
patrolmen. 

Comparisons of Court-Related Audiences 

The mean scores for each court-related audience on each scale are displayed 
graphically in Figures 5.12, 5.13 and 5.14. As the subjects began their recruit 
training, they viewed judges, probation officers and prosecutors in almost the 
same way. As shown in Figure 5.12, the few apparent differences that did exist 
among these three groups were of little magnitude. Probation officers were con
sidered to be slightly more cooperative, fair, trusting, and large than judges and 
prosecutors. Prosecutors were held to b-:. the least trusting and good. Among 
these three group's, judges were seen a.s the most informed, the least active, and 
the most important. However, when lawyers are considered within these compari
sons, they appear to be notably different. The subjects felt that lawyers were the 
least cooperative, fair, trusting, good, and strong. 

Figure 5. 13 shows that by the completion of recruit training, the equivalence 
of the subjects' perceptions of judges and prosecutors remained while probation 
officers were now viewed as considerably different. Of these three groups, pro
bation officers were seen now as being the least fair, good, large, strong, inform
ed, active, and important. On the other hand, prosecutors now were considered 
the most cooperative, familiar, fair, trusting, and active. Judges, in accord 
with the reality of the courtroom, wp,re perceived as being the most informed and 
important. The pattern of perceptions related to lawyers followed the same con
figuration as before but their relative position worsened. They again were seen as 
being the least cooperative, fair, trusting, good and strong--only more so than 
before. 

Mter the completion of e:lghteen months as patrolmen, the equivalent of the 
pattern of scores among judges, probation officers, and prosecutors diminished 
dramatically. As FiguI'e 5. 14 shows, prosecutors now were thought to be far 
more cooperative, fair, trusting, good, and active than the other audience groups. 
The perceptions of lawyers continued to be less favorable than before. LaVl-'Yers 
now were seen as being slightly ullcooperative, unfair, and suspicious. More
over as before, they were rated as being the least good of all groups. Probation 
officers were thought of as the least familiar, informed, active, and important . 
The perception of judges a~ the most informed and important remained as before. 

In keeping with the concepts of role theory and the dramaturgical model of 
social interaction, the courtroom can be conceptualized as a stage setting. By 
analogy, the judge who is seen by the subjects after patrol experience as the most 
informed and important is the director of the ongoing drama. The prosecutor is 
a protagonist who serves as the protector of society in general and the police .in 
particular. He is seen through the eyes of the experienced police officer as the 
most cooperative, fair, trusting, good, and active of all actors. Lawyers, as 
antagonists, are seen as uncooperative, unfair, and suspicious persons with little 
inner goodness. Probation officers are the little known stage hands who work be
hind the scenes. They carefully handle the props after the on-stage action has 
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been completed. The subjects see this group as the least fami1i.ar, informed, 
active, and important of all. It is Unfortunate that we do not have the subjects' 
perceptions or'the central figure in the courtroom drama, the defendant. In this analogy, he is merely a prop. 

Public Leaders 

Businessmen. As graphically presented, the 113 Subjects at the beginning 
of their training viewed businessmen as being moderately cooperative, familiar, 
good, informed, active, and important. This audience group was seen in slightly 
less favorable terms on the remaining adjectival scales. By the completion of 
training, businessmen generally were perceived in a less favorable way than be
fore. This trend again was manifest in the perceptions indicated by the subjects 
after police experience. As shown in the data in Figure 5.15, the subjectsl scores 
reflected statistically significant shifts in an unfavorable direction on the coopera
tive, fair, good, informed, and active scales. By and large, the subjects I experi
ence in a role relationship with businessmen tended to be associated with the forma,
tion of Significantly less favorable views of this audiei ., group. 

( 

Civil Rights Leaders. The pattern of responses graphically portrayed in 
Figure 5.16 reflects for the first time a number of ratings to the right. of the mid
point on the scales. At the start of training, the Subjects considered this aUdience 
group'slightly uncooperative, strange, unfair and Suspicious. On the other hand, 
they saw civil rights leaders Slightly favorably on the scales good-bad, large
small, strong-weak, and informed-uninformed. They also perceived civil rights 
leaders as being moderately important and highly active. Over time, these per
ceptions worsened. After police experience, the SUbjects viewed this group in 
favorable terms for only three adjec+.ives--strong, active and important. At T

3

, 
the subjects perceived civil rights leaders as being slightly strange, bad, small, 
and uninformed. Beyond this, the SUbjects also saw this audience group as 
moderately unfavorable in terms of being uncooperative, unfair and suspicious. 
The data related to the statistical analysis of the significance of the difference in 
mean scores over time indicates Significant shifts in an unfavorable direction of 
all scales except active-passive. Once again, police experience produced a view 
of an audience that was c\"'nsiderably less favorable than that recorded at the out
set of training. Overall, civil rights leaders were seen as the least favorable of all audience groups. 

Clergymen. As shown in Figure 5.17, at the start of training, the Subjects 
perceived clergymen as being highly cooperative, fair, trusting, good, informed, 
active, and important. Clergymen also were seen as moderately familiar and 
strong. A less favorable rating was evidenced on the large-small scale. Though 
the subjects may have had considerable contact with the clergy in a different kind 
of reciprocal role relationship before entering police work, their perceptions of 
this audience group were modified considerably after police experience. As both 
the graph and the statistical data show, the subjects I perceptions of the clergy 
generally became less favorable by the end of training and even more so after experience as a patrolman. 

Newspapermen. This audience group was the second one to have several 
scores conSistently fall to the right of the midpoint in the scales as evidenced in 
Figure 5.18. As they started training, the subjects perceived newspapermen to 
be Slightly uncooperative, unfair, and suspicious. Their other perceptions of this 
group were favorable. At this time, the subjects perceived of newspapermen as 
highly active; moderately familiar, informed, and important; and Slightly good, 
iarge, and strong. By the end of recruit training, the subjects I Scores wex'e re
markably equivalent to those obtained in the initial testing. Only after experience 
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Figure 5.15 SEMANTIC DIFFERENTIAL SCALE RESPONSES OF 113 POLICE SUBJECTS 
BUSINESSMEN 
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TRUSTING 
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IMPORTANT 
1 

Scale 

COIJperative 

Familiar 

Fair 

Trusting 

Good 

Large 

Strong 

Informed 

Active 

Important 

2 3 4 5 

Mean Scores 

T1 T2 

2.33 2.63 

2.86 3.05 

3.29 3.27 

3.70 3.73 

2.90 3.23 

3.67 3.50 

3.73 3.59 

2.14 2.42 

2.64 2.83 

2.29 2.35 
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Figure 5.16 SEMANTIC DIFFERENTIAL SCALE RESPONSES OF 113 POLICE SUBJECTS 
CIVIL RIGHTS LEADERS 
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1 

Scale 

Cooperative 

Familiar 

Fair 

Trusting 
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Important 

2 3 4 

Mean Scores 

T1 T2 

4.81 4.88 
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4.96 5.10 
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3.52 3.80 

3.34 3.24 
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Figure 5.17 SEMANTIC DIFFERENTIAL SCP,LE RESPONSES OF 113 POLICE SUBJECTS 
CLERGYMEN 

COOPERATIVE 

FAMILIAR 

FAIR 

TRUSTING 

GOOD 

LARGE 

STRONG 

INFORMED 

ACTIVE 

IMPORTANT 
1 2 3 4 5 

Mean Scores 

Scale 
T1 T2 T3 

Cooperative 1. 46 1. 59 2.05 

Familiar 2.09 2.36 2.65 

Fair 1. 58 1.79 2.11 

Trusting 1.52 1.73 1. 99 

Good 1. 54 1. 63 1. 93 

Large 3.39 3.34 3.14 

Strong 2.94 2.96 2.88 

Informed 1. 90 2.17 2.78 

Active 1. 88 1. 67 2.09 

Important 1. 50 1. 56 1. 63 
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Figuj!e S.18 SEMANTIC DIFFERENTIAL SCALE RESPONSES OF 113 POLICE SUBJECTS 
NEWSPAPER MEN 
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Scale 
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2 3 
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4.27 

2.90 
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4.49 
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3.63 
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T2 T3 
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as patrolmen did the subjects! perceptions of this group become modified. At this 
point in time, the subjects again perceived of newspapermen as being slightly un
cooperative, unfair, and suspicious. More precisely, statistically significant 
differences in mean scores over time were found at the. 01 level on only three 
scales. An additional difference was found at the. 05 level on the mean scores 
given for the fair-unfair scale. As appears to be a typical pattern, all four of 
these statistically significant differences were in a less favorable or a more 
unfavorable direction. As noted earlier, these increasingly negative perceptions 
appeared to be related to experience as a patrolman. 

Politicians. As graphically shown in Figure 5. 19, at the start of training, 
the 113 subjects held relatively unfavorable views of politicians. Although they 
were perceived of as being highly informed, active, important, and to a lesser 
degree, familiar, the scores on the other scales were considerably less favorable. 
Even at Tl' the subjects regarded politicians with some suspicion. With slight 
exception, the scores obtained at T~ and T3 reflect the same graphic configuration 
though they have shifted noticeably In a negative direction. Related t9 the acquisi
tion of police experience is the perception of politicians as being less informed, 
active and important than before. After working as patrolmen for a year and a 
half, the subjects indicated on the scales that they saw politicians as slightly 
un(~ooperative, unfair, suspicious and bad. As shown by the data, statistically 
significant differences in mean scores were found on eight of the ten scales over 
the time span of the research. The exceptions were large-small and strong-weak. 
All of these differences reflected more unfavorable perceptions of political lead
ers by the subjects. 

Comparisons of Public Leaders 

As shown in Figure 5.20, at the outset of their training, the subjects! per
ceptions of public leaders reflected considerable disparity. At one extreme, 
clergymen were perceived to be the most cooperative, familiar, fair, trusting, 
good, large. strong, informed, active and important of all public leaders. To 
the co;ntrar'y, civil rights leaders were seen as the least favorable group on all 
scales except strong-weak and active-passive. The subjects! perceptions of 
busine!3smen, newspapermen and politicians were generally within the bounds of 
these two extremes. Of these three groups, businessmen were seen more favor
ably than politicians or newspapermen. As shown in Fig,'re 5.21, there were no 
notable changes in the relative patterns of the subjects! ·fJcores at the completion 
of recruit training. Clergymen still were seen as the most favorable group among 
public leaders while civil rights leaders again were seen as the least favorable 
group. In this instance, they were so rated on all scales but one, active-passive. 
Generally, businessmen, newspapermen, and politicians were perceived as being 
intermediate to these extremes. As was true at T l' businessmen were seen as 
the least active of public leaders. 

This disparity among the groups of public leaders again was reflected in 
the data shown in li'igure 5.22. At this time, clergymen still were seen as the 
most favorable group while civil rights leaders were viewed as the least favorable 
except for the active-passive scale. Within these two extremes, there were some 
notable shifts in reported perceptions. Next to c.ivil rights leaders, politicians 
-Nere seen as the most uncooperative and bad as well as the least familiar. Over
all, after police experience the subjects viewed politicians relatively more un
favorably • 
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Figure 5.19 SEMANTiC DIFFERENTiAL SCALE RESPCNSES OF 113 POliCE SUBJECTS 
POLITICIANS 
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Private Audiences 

Personal Friends. Of all the groups included in this analysis, the responses 
of the subjects regarding their personal friends remained the most stable across 
time. As shown in Figure 5. 23, when the subjects commenced recruit training, 
they perceived their friends as being highly cooperative, good and important. 
Their personal friends were viewed moderately favorably on all other scales ex
cept large-small. On this one scale, f.t'iends were perceived by the subjects as 
being only slightly large. As already noted, there were few notable changes over 
time evidenced in the subjects' responses related to this group. At the. 05 level 
of confidence, the subjects' reported perceptions of their personal friends shifted 
in an unfavorable direction on the fair-unfair and active-passive scales. In this 
instance, police experience did not appear to have affected greatly the subjects' 
perceptions of their personal friends. 

Wife and/or Family. Of all the audience groups, the subjects' perceptions of 
their wife and/ or family were based in the most intimate of role relationships. 
Not surprisingly, as the subjects began recruit training, they perceived of this 
audience group as being the most familiar of all audience groups. They also saw 
this group as being highly cooperative, fair, trusting, good, active, and important. 
Additionally, their wives and/or families were also seen as moderately strong and 
informed, and to a lesser degree, large. The general configuration of responses 
displayed in Figure 5.24 remained the same at T2 and T

3
• However, statistically 

significant differences at the. 01 level occurred in two instances: cooperative and 
trusting. The wives and/or families of the subjects were considered less coopera
tiVe and less trusting by the time they had worked as patrolmen for 18 months. At 
the • 05 level, significant differences in mean scores in a negative direction also 
were noted on four additional scales, Accordingly, we can say with less confidence 
that after police experience, the subjects perceived of their wives and/ or families 
as being less familiar, fair, informed, and active. 

,9omparisons of Private Audiences 

As shown in Figure 5.25, 5.26 and 5.27, the graphic representations of the 
data for personal friends and wives and/or families closely paralleled one another 
at all three points in time. However, in each instance, wives and/ or families 
were seen more favor;;tbly than personal friends. The subjects' perceptions of the 
two groups were most similar on the large-small scale at all three points in time 
and most divergent on the fair-unfair and trusting-suspicious scales. 

AN EXAMINATION OF BIPOLAR SCALES 

Another method of conceptualizing the data derived from the analysis of the 
subjects' responses to the semantic differential scales is to examine the changes 
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in mean scores which occurred for all of the 15 audience groups on each adjectival 
pair. The ten tables, one for each bipolar scale, are contained in Appendix C. 
As shown for the cooperative-uncooperative scale, statistically significant shifts 
in the mean scores were found to have occurred for all audience groups except 
newspapermen and personal friends. Except for prosecutors, all of these shifts 
in perceptions were in the unfavorable direction on the scale. In the case of this 
group, the subjects saw prosecutors as more cooperative at T2 than at T

1
• How

ever, between T2 and T3' the perception of prosecutors followed the general I 
trend. They, too, were seen as less cooperative. Within the table showing the 
data foX' the informed-uninformed scale, statistically significant differences in 
mean scores were found to have occurred for all audience groups except personal 
friends. All of these differences in mean scores over time were in the unfavorable 
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Figure 5.23 SEMANTIC DIFFERENTIAL SCALE RESPONSES OF 113 POI.lCE SUBJECTS 
PERSONAL FRIENDS 
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'. 
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T1 
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Figure 5.24 SEMANTIC DIFFERENTIAL SCALE RESPONSES OF 113 POLICE SUBJECTS 
WIFE AND/OR FAMILY 
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Figure 5.25 SEMANTIC DIFFERENTIAL SCALE RESPONSES OF 113 POLICE SUBJECTS 
PRIVATE AUDIENCES, T1 
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Figure 5.26 SEMANTIC DIFFERENTIAL SCALE RESPONSES OF 113 POLICE SUBJECTS 
PRIVATE AUDIENCES, T2 
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direction. Thus. if one was to generalize from the findings in these two tables. 
one could say that the subjects perceived of the most significant groups in their 
role set as becoming less cooperative and less informed over the time span of 
this research. 

The generalization that almost all groups were seen as becoming less coop
erative and informed than previously is highly significant. One trend appears 
to be explanatory of the other. Logically. these groups were perceived of as be
coming less cooperative because they were also seen as becoming less informed. 
This explanation is consistent with the rationale for many police community rela
tions programs. People are seen as increasingly uncooperative because they are 
also believed to be increasingly less informed. As a consequence. emphaSis is 
given to imparting information as a means of gaining public cooperation rather 
than performing services appropriate to community needs. It has become common 
to find expressions of the belief that the police see the public as uncooperative. 
For example. a study of police attitudes in a major city showed that the majority of 
police sergeants persistently felt that civilians generally did not cooperate with 
the police in their work. 11 What is important to consider is that the perception of 
people as uncooperative appears not to be confined to just the pUblic and their 
leaders. The perception of groups of people as increasingly uncooperative also 
incJ.udes court officials. personal friends. wives and families. as well as a number 
of groups of police. It would be a matter of some consequences to find that the 
subjects of this research viewed only certain segments of the public as being in
creasingly uncooperative. However. it is a far greater matter to consider that 
the subjects! perceptions of people as increasingly uncooperative are diffused 
throughout the most significant groups in their occupational role set. 

At the other extreme. the fewest number of statistically significant differ
ences in mean scores was found to have occurred on the large-small scale. 
Differences over time occurred for only two groups--civil rights leaders and 
judges. Whereas civil rights leaders were seen as becoming smaller. judges 
were seen as becoming larger. The next fewest number of statistically significant 
differences over time were found to have occurred on the strong-weak scale. In 
this instance. civil rights leaders. other new patrolmen. police instructors. police 
supervisors. and probation officers were the groups seen by the subjects as be
coming less strong over time. Were one to generalize from these findings. it 
could be said that the subjects! perceptions of the most significant groups in their 
role set were the most stable over time in terms of the size and the strength of the 
groups. One should note that the connotative meaning of both these scales relates 
to the potency factor. Thus. While the perceived potency of judges tended to in
crease over time, the perceived potency of civil rights leaders. other new patrol
men. police instructors. police supervisors and probation officers tended to de
crease. 

Rank of Groups of Scales 

Still further information can be obtained from the data presented in this 
form by ranking the various audience groups on each scale at each point in time. 
Wives and/ or families were seen not only as the most cooperative of all groups • 
but they were also seen as the most familiar. fair. trusting. good. and important. 
Police instructors were seen as the most informed of all audience gr r.',1PS ;:.-1; T ~ 
and T 3• At T2 on this scale. judges were seen as the largest and str01~.;;est of.L

all groups. Again. one should recall that these two scales :r'elate to the pe:r;'.~)eived 

11W'l °t 27 28 1 son. op. C1 •• pp. _ . 
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. assive scale was the only one wherein the top 
potency of the group. The achve-p . .nt in time. At T

1
, police instruct~rs 

ranking varied among gro~ps at eac.h po; clergymen were seen by the subJ?cts 
were seen as the most act:ve. Cunous ~~fed recruit training. After experlence 
as the most active at the hme the! comp. atrolmen as being the most 
as patrolmen, the subjects p~rc~lv~ ~~::: :~:e~vations, it could be said that the 
active. Were one to gen~rah.ze ro d families as the most favorable of all 
subjects perceived of thelr Wlves an / or . d patrolmen and police instructors 

. in their role set. Experlence audience groups . d s 
th ext most favorably percelve group. were en 

.. . hts leaders received the least favorable 
Of all the audience group~,cn:-ll ~lg .t can be seen that they were perceiv-

rankings. In looking at the varlOUS t: ea, ld and important as well as the most 
ed by the subjects as being- th.e least 11 or~e icious, bad, and weak. Only o~ th.e 
uncooperative, strange, Unfall~; t~::ctiv:~:assive scale at all :three points m hme 
strong-weak scale at T 1 and 0 less fav.orable than civil nghts leaders. In 
W as another audience group seen as n as J.he least favorable. In summary, b . ssmen were See L b. t _ these few instances, usme . d. ·t could be said that the su Jec s per 
were one to generalize from the~e f~ ~!:~tlfavorable of all audience g~oups in 
ceived civil rights leaders as bem

g
t e .. 1 rl.ghts leaders in terms of bemg per-

N xt· ank order 0 C1Vl d 
their role set. e m r bl f 11 audience groups were newspapermen an ceived as the least favor a e 0 a 
politicians. 
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CHAPTER VI 

THE AGGREGATE ROLE OF THE POLICE 

Within role theory, the concept of aggregate or group role has been defined 
as the specific function assigned by spciety to an organization within that society. 
The performance of any one role within that organization is directed by specified 
prescriptions and proscriptions which are consistent with the organization's over
all purpose or aggregate role. Thus, to the POlice, society has assigned the 
functions of preserving the peace, enforCing laws, preventing crime, investigating 
criminal offenseS'iUld performing a variety of public service activities. All of the 
positions within a police department contribute in varying degrees to the perform
ance of these culturally determined functions. In fact, we can view a police de
partment as an organization of positions structured expressly for the ultimate 
purpose of carrying out the various police functions. Each of the positions therein is goal-oriented. 

Gross and Mason observed that the prestige of a position within an organiza
tion will be higher than that of another to the extent that the position allows the 
'incumbent to make a larger contribution to the group role. 1 Though prestige is a 
nebulous concept, at bottom it is based in the degree to which the enactment of a 
given role contributes to the organization's mission. Prestige, power, and wages 
are a ~unction of the contribution of a single role to the aggregate role or the or
ganization. For example, patrolmen are necessary to the police mission, hut 
their contribution can never be as great as that of the chief. Accordingly, the 
chief has more prestige, holds more power, and receives more salary than do patrolmen. 

Beyond the obvious differences related to rank, the same point applies to 
men sharing the rank of patrolman. For some, the position of a patrolman assign
ed to traffic intersection control would be considered less important than the posi
tion of a patrolman assigned as a range instructor because of the greater oppor
tunity .~the latter position holds for contributing to the collective mission of the department. 

The methodology underlying this section of the research presupposes that a 
subject would express his conceptions of the aggregate role of the police if he 
ranked the importance of a number of positions held by patrolmen in his depart
ment. If a patrolman assigned to community relations was designated. by the sub
jects as being among the most iinportant positions in the department, we could 

1
Nea1 

Gross and Ward Maj~on. "Intra-Occupational Prestige Pifferentials, " Ameri
can Sociological Review, Vol. XX, 1955, p. 328. 
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infer that community relations was held to be an essential part of the collective 
role of the police. As a further example, we also could reason that a man begin
ning recruit school might assign high importance 'to the police instructor's POl;li
tion. Later, after some experience in the field, he might assign a lower degree 
of importance to the position of police instructor. He might now believe that his 
trainers did not really teach him very much ;ibout police work as it is done "on 
the street." Overall, changes in the ranking of various positions held by patrol
men when measured at selected points in time, would reflect changes in the aggre
gate role concept of the subjects. The research instrument was des:igned to assess 
systematically these time-related changes. 

Respondents to the aggregate role instrument were asked to select and rank 
five positions in a liE1~ of 20 which they believed to be most important in accomplish
ing the overall police/function. The subjects' choices by implication would reflect 
their conception of the aggregate role of the police. At the start one should be 
aware that similar pos'.ltions are not titled in the same way in each city included 
in this llesearch. Further, some positions, though similarly titled, are not 
strictly comparable in terms of actual function. Hence, the data lead!?, to general 
conclusions rather than to precise comparisons. It also should be pointed out that 
the instrument was designed to keep police rank constant in order to eliminate any 
bias which would be caused by this, variable. 

Table 6.1 

Ranks Assigned by 113 Police Subjects to Selected Positions 
Within Police Departments, T 1 

Baltimore Cincinnati Columbus Indianapolis 

LINE FUNCTIONS 
Patrol 

Walk 
Motor 
Tactical 

Traffic 
Enforcement 
Safety Education 

Criminal Investigation 
Robbery 
Homicide 

Vice 
Narcotics 
Prostitution 

Juvenile 

AUXILIARY FUNCTIONS 
Records 
Communications 
Detention 
Crime Laboratory 

ADMINISTRATIVE FUNCTIONS 
Training 

General Instructor 
Range Instructor 

Inspection 
Pla.'1IIing 
Personnel 
Community Relations 

4 
2.5 
8 

9 
12 

14.5 
7 

6 
17.5 

5 

16 
1 

17.5 
13 

2.5 
14.5 
20 
11 
19 
10 

*Robbery-Homicide combined,:in Indianapolis 
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3 
2 

13.5 

6 
16 

13.5 
10 

12 
19 
7.5 

15 
4 

20 
9 

17 
18 
11 
7.5 
5 

12 
1 

15 
9 

7 
4 

6 
13.5 

3 

13.5 
5 

20 
10 

2 
8 

19 
17.5 
16 
11 

, .... :~ 
-f 

9 
2 

.14.5 

17 
14.5 

5 

* 
6 

12 
8 

13 
3 

16 
10.5 

" 19.5 
10.5 

1 
,18 

7 

Overall 
Rank 

5.5 
1 

13 

12 
14 

9 
5.5 

7 
18 

4 

15 
3 

20 
11 

2 
16 
19 
10 
17 
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THE RANKING OF POSITIONS 

I 

.The ~a~a d~rived from the administration orih!;) instrument at the Cit t f 
~:~~~t ,;'~~l~;~~ IS sh~,,:n in Ttable 6.1. In intaJ:'pr,~ting the data, the fun~t:n 0 

e mos Impor ant. The larger th~ numerical rank th I . 
portantcwB:s,the function considered. Overall thE\ sUbJ'ects' d' e

t 
'ess lm-

Patrol (' 0 e- b bl h' " Vlewe mo olrized m s pro a y t elr next assignment) and the radi d" t h" . 
future 'role reciprocals, as being the most important It ~ l~p.a tC er, o!ne of theIr 
in two cities, Baltimore and Cbcinnati, motorized a~d f:St 0 ~: ~rest tl!) note that 
ranked. In the other cities, foot patrol was seen as bein °co~a i~o were.,c1os~ly 

f::tt~~! :.ae.!~i~O~~~~e~~!r::::;d:~I~h~~ pr:::~~!z:o~:~~coi~ro~~~ ~i~pll%l~~:~sS:. ~:tt~ 
tor, as belng among the most im ortant 't' ' 0 lLce 1118 ruc
in vice (prostitution), inspection: and ~~:~nleO:S. At .the other ex!:r~me!, positions 
as making the least contribution t~ the :ggregate ~e;~:~~~h:e;~i~::n by the subjects 

Ttable 6. 2 shows the ranking of positions in each city and for the mrerall 
group a the end of their training At this t· th b' 
remarkably similar to the way they did at t~:~~gin:i~~ ~~Ctts ~a.nked ~e positions 
motorized and on foot, was seen as the most imp~rtant. T:eal:~!~enc at~'ol, bQtl1 
between motor and foot patrol noted at the first administration of the in:t~~~a:~ 

Table 6.2 

Ranks Assigned ?y .113 P~1ice Subjects to Selected Positions 
Wlthm Pollce Departments T , 2 

Baltimore Cincinnati ' Columbus Indianapolis Overall 
Hank 

LINE FUNCTIONS 
Patrol 

Walk 
2 

Motor 2 2 4 1 2 
Tactical 1 1 1 5 6 1 

Traffic 19 !l 
Enfor.cement 7 3 Safety Education 8 17 15 13.5 6 

Criminal Investigation 6 17 15 
Robbery 13 9.5 Homicide 9 5.5 13 9.5 8 

Vice 5 * 7 
Narcotics 8.5 11.5 Prostitution 18.5 

11.5 12 10 
Juvenile 18 15.5 11 10.5 15.5 10 

17 
8.5 11 

AUXILIARY FUNCTIONS 
Records 

8.5 Communications 13.5 17 10 
Detention 3 5 3 

13 
16 2 3 

Crime Laboratory 18 15.5 17 13 19 11.5 13 8.5 12 
ADMINISTRATIVE FUNCTIONS 

Training 
General Instructor 4 4 Range Instructor 4 

10.5 18 
5.5 4 

Inspection 
20 

15.5 20 18 
Planning 20 20 13 17 15.5 20 
Personnel 

18.5 
15.5 ~ 14 

Community Relations 7 19 14.5 6 8 16 
11.5 7 5 

*Robbery-Homicide B9mbined in Indianapo,\~s 
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did not appear at this time. The complimentary position of dispatcher in com
munications w.as again ranked as third most important. As a consequence of the 
change in orde:r for foot patrol, the rank assigned to their present role reciprocals, 
police instructors, was shifted slightly downward from the prevfous position. 
Among the least important positions were range instructor, prisoner detention, 
and inspections. These positions were ranked similarly by the subjects at the 
start of their training. Of special interest here is the observation that community 
relations. which was ranked eighth most important at the start of training. was 
now assigned the rank of fifth most important. 

The ranks assigned to the various positions by the subjects after 18 months' 
experience as a patrolman as shown in Table 6.3 again reflect few significant 
chimges. Motorized patrol and the role reciprocal in communications were rank
ed as the most important. Foot patrol followed next in order. Their previous 
role reciprocals. their general classroom instructors, were ranked fourth in 
importance. Community relations was ranked eleventh. At this time. the sub
jects ranked the pOSitions of range instructor. vice (prostitution). and personnel 
as being the least important in carrying out the aggregate role of the police. 

RELATIONSIllPS BETWEEN RANKINGG 
A re-examination of the three tables for intra-city differences over time 

yields a general impreSSion of similarity in rankings. In order to derive a 

Table 6.3 

Ranks Assigned by 113 Police Subjects to Selected Positions 
WLthin Police Departments, T 3 

J3altimore Cincinnati Columbus Indianapolis 

LINE FUNCTIONS 
Patrol 

Walk 3 2 4 3 
Motor 1 . 1 1 1 
Tactical 11. 5 4.5 4 

Traffic 
Enforcement 6 4.5 10.5 9 
Safety Education 15.5 18.5 12.5 16.5 

Criminal Investigation 
Robbery 19.5 15 6 5 
HO.micide 11.5 7 5 * 

Vice 
Nal"Cotics 8 12 7 8 
Prostitution 19 .• 5 15 18 15 

Juvenile 10 8 10.5 13.5 

AUXILIARY FUNCTIONS 
Records 9 " 10.5 8 13.5 
Communications 2 3 2 2 
Detention 14 18.5 16.5 7 
Crime Laboratory 13 9 14.5 12 

ADMINISTRATIVE FUNCTIONS 
Traming 

General Instructor 4 6 3 6 
Range Instructor 17.5 15 16.5 18 

Inspection 17.5 20 9 16.5 
Planning 5 17 12.5 10 
Personnel 15.5 13 20 19 
Community Relations 7 10.5 14.5 11 

'"Robbery-Homicide combined in Inqlanapolis 
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Overall 
Rank 

3 
1 
5 

6 
16.5 

13 
7 

8 
19.5 
10 

9 
2 

15 
14 

4 
18 
16.5 
12 
19.5 
11 

, 

'0 

.... 

I 

measure of the relativ~ closeness of the relationship between the ranks assigned 
in €!ach city at the. three points in time, the. rank-difference correlation was cal
culi:Ued from the data and is shown in Table 6. 4. 

Table 6.4 

Rank Correlation Analysis of Positions Selected by 113 Police 
Subjects in Order of Importance 

Correlation Correlation 
City Coefficients Coefficients 

T
1
-T

2 
T

2
-T

3 

Baltimore .82 .77 

Cincinnati .84 .85 

Columbus .73 .76 

Indianapolis .88 .59 

By and large. these coefficients of correlation indicate a high degree of 
stability in the ranks assigned to the various positions over time. The relatively 
lower correlation for the Indianapolis subjects in the rankings assigned at the end 
of training and the completion of 18 months' expe:t'ience as a patrolman appears to 
be based in the notable increases in rank assigned to the positions of tactical 
patrol. traffic enforcement. and detention as well as the notable decreases in rank 
assigned to the positions of juvenile and planning. 

AN OVERVIEW OF RANKINGS 

For the group as a whole, the subjects consistently viewed positions in 
patrol and the complementary position of a dispatcher in communications as being 
the most important in accomplishing the collective mission of the police. Posi
tions in traffic enforcement and training also were seen as highly important to the 
overall police function. At the other extreme. positions in safety education. vice 
(prostitution), detention, range instructor, inspections. and personnel were seen 
consistently as least important in accomplishing the collective role of the police. 

Ge'rierally~ people tend to glorify the successful crJinpleti'on of a difficu.lt 
learning process. As a consequence. a bias of this kind might have influenc,~d 
the subjects' rankings to some degree. However, the consistency of the ratings 
among the cities and across t~e would indicate that the rankings assign~d by the 
subjects to the positions listed actually reflect their conceptions of the degree to 
which the various positions contribute to the collective police role. Moreover. it 
should be recalled from the earlier discussion of the subjects' aspira.tions that 
patrol Was a highly desired position. Hence, one can also infer from that analysis 
that patrol was viewed by the subjects as an important police function. Further 
corroboration of the high rank assigned to the patrol function can be found in 
another study. A group of 192 police officers in a major urban department was 
asked to respond to the question, "How important are the following areas to police 
work?" Of the thirteen separate areas of law enforcement listed, the subjects 
chose patrol as the most important. 2 Detective work was ranked second most 
important. 
2 
Robert D. Finney, "'l'he Bluecoat Syndrome; ~<\n Appraisal of Police Officers' 

Perception of Themselves, " mimeographed (Social Research Corporation of Utah. 
undated), p. 14. 199 
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'iI'he relative rankings assigned to investigative positions are of considerable 
importance to this research. Between the start of training and the completion of 
18 months as a patrolman, the ranks assigned by the 113 subjects to .e~ch of the. 
four investigative positions in the list decreased. At the start of trammg, homl
cide was assigned the highest rank of all investigative positions .. Overall, ~':)mi
cide and foot patrol were both ranked as fifth most important. Vlce (narcohcs) 
and robbery were ranked seventh and ninth, respectively, Vice (prostitution) was 
among the lowest ranked positions. At this time, the subjects viewed it as 
eighteenth in the list of twenty. 

By the time the subjects had worked as patrolmen for 18 months, homic.ide 
was seen as the seventh most important position in enacting the collective pohce 
role. Vice (narcotics) was seen as eighth most important, robbery ~h.e thi:teenth 
most important, and vice (prostitution) as the least important of poslhons :ncluded 
in the list. These fL"1dings appear to be inconsistent with the widespread Vlew 
found in the police literature that investigative positio~s are thought of by t~e 
police as the most important and consequently, as haVlng the greatest preshge 
and status. One expression of this point of view is that 

"The bureau, or upstairs, as the men say, is where policemen feel 
the 'real' police work is done. It is also where the prestige is ob-

. b t li t· 't' , ,,3 tained. It is the center of informahon a ou po ce ac lVlle13. 

The obverse view, that positions in patrol are considered the least important and 
accordingly, have the least prestige and status is expressed in the following state
ment: 

"The uniformed patrol, and especially foot patrol, has a low 
preferential value in the division of labor of police work. This 
is, in part, at least due to the belief that 'anyone could do it. ' "4 

Further, though the statement drawn from Finney's research cited above supports 
the view that patrol is held to be the most important part of police work, a related 
finding in the same research indicates that detective work was the most preferred 
assignment. The subjects in Finney's research also were asked to respond to the 
parallel question, "If you had your choice, which of the follo~g areas would you 
prefer as a job assignment?" In this instance, a detectiv1i asslgnment was the 
most preferred while patrol was the next most preferred. 

These inconsistent observations would suggest a need for greater precision 
in making comparisons between various studies of the police on this topic. First, 
there may be some instabilities in rankings according to tim~ ~nd placre .. For . 
example, Westley's observation was based upon research orlgmally pu,bh::jhed m 
1951. Other dat? was obtained almost two decades later. Secondly, F'inney's 
subjects were "seasoned officers" whereas the 113 subjects in this research hard
ly could be described as "seasoned" even ~ft~r 18 months ~s a patr~l~al1, •. Third
ly, there may be some inherent characterlstics of a detechve's pOSlhon which 
would make it desirable to an experienced officer which are totally unrelated to 
the relative importance of the pOSition in executing the overall police function. 

3Westley, op. cit. , p. 65. 

4Saunders, op. cit., p. 23. 

5Finney, op. cit., p. 15. 
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Wearing citizens dress, receiving less supervision, working more stable hours 
receiving additional salary, and not having to be responsive to the radio dispatcher 
may make the detective's position more desirable regardless of its overall import
ance to the collective role of the police. 

. In summa:y, the finding that the subjects of thJ.s research viewed the patrol 
functlOn as makmg the greatest contribution to the police mission is accepted as 
valid. In recent yee.rs, the importance of the patrolman's role has been enhanced 
by the urgency and variety of urban problems with which the police must deal. In 
response to these contemporary problems, the patrolman's role has been expanded 
and upgraded. 'l'?e se.rvice !unc:tions .of the patrolman have been increased. They 
are able to exerClse dlscretlOn ln a Wlder range of circumstances. Patrolmen now 
have. an impo:!'tant ~ole ~n community relations. Their role as peace-keepers, 
p~rhcularlY.l? faIDlly ~l~turbances, demonstrations and protests, has been given 
Wlde rec:ogl1ltlOn •. Addlhonally, the patrolman's actions in quelling disorders and 
control~mg the varlOUS forms of urban warfare have brought new importance to 
the posltion. Many technological innovations have brought additional recognition 
~o the pa~rolman. These innovations, ranging from helicopters to computerized 
info~mahon systems to personal radio transceivers, have allowed patrolmen to 
atta;n a new level of effectiveness in crime prevention. The more permanent 
asslgnment o.f patrolmen to geographic areas, the deployment of patrol personnel 
by mathemahcal methods, and the utilization of a variety of. overlapping and 
supplemental patrol forces have further upgraded the role. A new breadth of 
knowledge and skill is now necessary for the effective enactment of the patrolman's 
rol<; •. One cannot help but be impressed with the degree to which the patrolman's 
poslhon has been enhanced by the many innovations adopted by law enforcement in 
rec~~t year.s .. Undou?tedly, the subjects' ranking of the relative importance of 
posltlons wlthin a pohce department have been influenced by these changes. 
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CHAPTER VII 

ATTITUDINAL ORIENTATIONS TO THE POLICE ROLE 

Many contemporary observers of the police have been quick to chara(tterize 
the general attitudes of law enforcers in a number of uncomplimentary wa~·s. 1 
Found within the most frequently assigned descriptions are such adjectiw)s as 
anti-intellectual, authoritarian, conservative or ultra-conservative, cj'nical, and 
inflexible, In the face of what amounts to an abundance of impresp i0nistic views 
and a scarcity of objective studies assessing the attitudinaJ <:!:-ientations of the 
police, additional objective evidence of the validity of these characterizations is 
needed. 

At the outset, it should be stated that overt behaviors do not always corres
pond to attitudes. Yet, many people act as if attitudes can be inferred directly 
from actions. Regarding the police, there are numerous job-imposed restrictions 
on the overt expression of what an individual personally believes. The police role 
requires the systematic exercise of authority in accord with codified law. Neces
sarily, this means support for the status quo regardless of one l s personal beliefs. 
The actions of the police must be quick and decisive since the critical situations 
they frequently confront do not often afford an opportunity for an intellectual con
sideration of the full consequences of their behavior. Because of the intrinsic 
nature of the police role and its visibility, it is simple for others to infer the 
existence of attitudes which are logically consistent with o'pservations of job-re
lated behavior. Yet, at least at the start, personal attitudes may not be congruent 
with required role behaviors. Recognizing this, it is important for this research 
to examine E,elected aspects of role':'related attitudes held ~by the subjects over the 
time span of this study. 

As a necessary preliminary to this analysis, it is important to question why 
the police collectively hold certain attitudes, regardless of their nature. Either 
the occupation may attract persons who hold attitudes of a certain type or enact
ment of the police role over a period of time may bring about certain common 
attitudinal orientations. In keeping within the framework of role theory as the 
base of this research, it is held that the police system creates a readiness for 
attitudiIial changes, while enactment of the police role reinfor.ces these changes • 

References to the collective attitudes of occupational groups tend to create 
an impression of great homogeneity. This kind of generalization frequently has 
been drawn for the police. Obviously, such views represent an oversimplification 

lWatson and Sterling, op. cit., pp. 1-7. 
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which ignores the existence of the number of variables which are related to the 
heterogeneity of attitudes. The unique background characteristics of people with
in the group, as well as positional and temporal differences, would produce vary
ing attitudes. For example, a 1968 survey of the attitudes of a nationwide sample 
of experienced police officers amply demonstrated the existence of important 
differences in attitudes among the respondents of this occupational group. The 
variables of educational background, functional assignment'2 and length of service 
were found to be related to differences in attitudinal views. Of particular im
portance for this longitudin,al research is the finding that length of service as a 
police officer was an important variable in the formation of attitudes. 

DERIVATION OF A SCALE FOR THE ASSESSMENT OF ATTITUDES 

The 1968 Police Opinion Poll stands as a unique research effort to examine 
systematically police opinions related to various facets of 'the work. Because of 
its rec1ency, its scope, and the generalizability of its findings, the assessment of 
attitudinal orientations to the police role within this research was based upon the 
findings of this landmark study. 3 

Part I of the Police Opinion Poll consisted of 37 statements to which the 
subjects were asked to indicate their agreement or disagreement on a five point 
scale. 4 Among the 4844 respondents in the sample population were 2042 experi
enced patrolmen. Since this research is interested primarily in concepts related 
to the patrolman's role, this study focused on the responses of the 2042 experi
enced p:atrolmen. Their responses were subjected to factor analysis. As pre
viously described, this statistical method identifies groups of items which are 
related by a common underlying factor. The procedure does not identify the 
nature of the factor, but merely indicates that certain items produced a similar 
pattern IDf responses. It is therefore assumed that each of the clusters of items 
is relatE~d to a different attitudinal base. 

From this factor analysis emerged four clusters of items or factors. Each 
item witlhin a factor had a loading or correlation which exceeded an arbitrary 
level of 0.30. The individual items which make up these factors are listed below. 

FACTOR I 

The police service needs more college trained career officers. 

The best ,officers generally have more education than the others. 

It would be desirable if candidates for police service were required 
to complete certain college courses in order to be certified by the 
state for initial employment 

FACTOR II 

Court decisions on interrogating suspects will undoubtedly result 
in fewer solution of criminal cases. 

The police are not receiving the backing they should from the 
political power st:cucture in our cities. 

2Ibid., pp. 52·· 96. 

3Ibid., p. 43. 

4Ibid., pp. 15'l-8. 
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di " 'I"" '","th "beatnik" or The police are jusitifed in regal' ng a Juvem .; '.", L 

"mod" appearance as a person who needs to be wa'.ched. 

In certain areas of th(~ city, physical combat skills and an aggres$llve 
bearing will be more useful to a patrolman on the beat than book 
learning and a courteous manner. 

The best officer is one who know~ when t~ depart from standard 
operating procedures in order to get the Job done. 

The trouble with psychology and sociology ~s t~at they are not 
related to the everyday realities of the pollce Job. 

Ex erience has shown police officers that there is a big difference 
Ph'" a man roally is guilty and whether t.he court says between w etner -

he is. 
S me of the ideais of politeness and decency taught in police schools 

o kabl'e under the actual conditions on the beat. are unwor ' 
p ation of the peace requires that police have the authority t~ 
~;~:;~:ople to "move along" or "break it up" even though no law 1S 

being violated. 

FACTOR III 

The good policeman is one who gives his commanding officer 
unquestioning obedience. 
The best officer is one ~ho knows when t~ depart from standard 
operating procedures in order to get the Job done. 

The best officer is one who knows and sticks strictly to departmental 

procedures. 
The best officers are ,those who do what they are told to do by their 

supervisors. 

FACTOR IV 

Since ours is a government "of the people, by the people, and for 
the people," the public has a right to pass judgment o~ the way the 

police are doing their job. , , 
It would be a good idea to fill some v~cancies i? command pos1tlons 
with qualified officers from other pollce agenc1es. + 

The police are often responsible for the fact that defendants arello. 

found guilty. 
If police put as much effort into crime prevention as they do into 
investigation after a crime has been committed, we would be 
farther ahead in reducing crime. 

There is nothing wrong with the idea of civilian review boards if 
people who are fair and unbiased could be found to serve on them. 

0.37 

0.51 

0.37 

0.35 

0.33 

0.42 

0.34 

0.33 

0.36 

0.65 

0.33 

o.sa 

0.34 

0.32 

0.34 

0.43 

With the identification of these factors, t~e ~O indiVidUtal !tems, w~~: ~;~:~_ 
in Ie form The resultmg mstrumen s own m 

:::di~:mo~~e6r ::s ~:el to asse~s attitudinal orientations to the police role. 
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A PRESENTATION OF ITEM SCORES BY CITY 

Underlying the attention given to the study of attitudes in this rs§earch is the 
theoretical view that experience will modify attitudes. Thus, over· time, it would 
be expected that the subjects would change their attitudes about certain concepts 
related to their occupational role. Beyond the variable of time isl;hat of place. 
In some ways, police experience in one: city might be quite similar to that in other 
cities. Another aspect of police experience in that city also might be unique to 
that city. Though the four sites included in this research were chosen because of 
their similarities, it must be recognized that they do differ from one another in 
certain ways. Whenever they do differ, they afford the subjects a different kind 
of experience. In such instances, differences in attitudes might be evident. 

In order to explore this basic view, the following tables present the respons
es of the subjects in the four cities to each of the 20 questions included in the full 
scale. For the sake of brevity, "strongly agree" and "agree" responses were 
grouped together, and percentages are shown for the combined group. The dis
agreEl responses also were combined in the same way. The mean scores were 
obtai..'1ed by assigning a numerical :Talue of one to a "strongly disagree" response 
while, at the other extreme, a "strongly agree" response was treated as five. 
The intermediate responses were assigned numerical values ranging from two to 
four. Thus, the higher the numerical value, the stronger the subjects agreed 
with the item. The mean scores of the subjects ranged from a high of 4.42 (Table 
7. 11, Columbus, T 3) indicating the strongest agreement to an item, down to a 
low of 1. 72 (Table 7.18, Indianapolis, T 3) indicating the strongest disagreement 
to an item. Mean scores at the level of 3.00 indicate neither agreement or dis
agreement. 

The responses to the first item, which deals with the subjects' feelings re
garding the effect of court decisions on the number of solutions to criminal cases, 
are shown in Table 7. 1. This data reflects some notabl, inter-city differences 
which are assumed to be based in exposure to different experiences. In Baltimore 
and Columbus, the subjects' responses at all three administrations of the question
naire were remarkably stable. Their mean scores across time reflect moderate 
agreement with the items. However, in Cincinnati, the subjects entered police 
training with the strongly held view that fewer solutions to criminal cases would 
result from court decisions related to interrogations. Later: when these men 
were retested at the end of recruit training, their responses were found to have 
shifted significantly downward to a level of slight agreement. In the case of 
Indianapolis, the contrary was true. The subjects' entered recruit training ex
pressing neither agreement or disagreement with the item. By the completion of 
training these Indianapolis subjects expressed strong agreement. Thus, in Cin
cinnati, police training was associated with a significant decrease in agreeml;!nt 
to the item, while in Indianapolis police training was associated with a significant 
increase in agreement. Shifts in attitudes 'such as these are assumed to result 
from differences in the training experiences. One should also note that th~sub
jects' responses after 18 months of field experience all indicate moderate levels 
of agreement with the item. Thus, while the training experience tendp,d to cause 
a variation in attitudes among the cities, field experience tended to reduce this 
variation. 

Inspection of the data in Table 7. 2 reveals an instance where an intercity 
difference which clearly existed at the first testing was lost by the third testing. 
At the beginning of training, 85. 00/0 of the Baltimore subjects believed that the 
police were not receiving adequate support from the political power structure in 
their city. This is in marked contrast to the responses of the Cincinnati subjects. 
In this case, only 43.2% of them agreed with the item. The respective mean 
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Response 
Category 

Agree 

Don't Know 

Disagree 

Mean Score 

Response 
Category 

Agree 

Don't Know 

Disagree 

Mean Score 

Response 
Category 

Agree 

Don't Know 

Disagree 

Mean Score 

Response 
Category 

Agree 

Don't Know 

Disagree 

Mean Score 

Table 7.1 

1. Court decisions on interrogating suspects will undoubtedly 
result in fewer solutions of crimir/al cases. 

Baltimore Cincinnati Columbus Indianapolis 

55.00/. 65.00/. 60.0'1'. 43.2'1'. 48.60/. 78.4'1'. 58.3% 70.80/. 66.7% 34.4% 84.4% 75.0% 

15.0 5.0 0 13.5 13.5 2.7 B.3 0 0 28.1 6.3 3.1 

30.0 30.0 40.0 43.2 37.8 18.9 33.3 29.2 33.3 37.5 9.4 21.9 

3.353.453.454.153.14 3.973.253.633.543.003.913.69 

Table 7.2 

2. The police are not receiving the backing they should from 
the political power structure in our cities. 

Bali:imore 

T 
3 

Cincinnati 

85.00/. 80.00/. 75.00/. 43.2% 45.9'1'. 

o 0 10.0 13.5 18.9 

15.020.015.043.235.1 

4.10 3.95 4.00 3.11 3.14 

Columbus Indianapolis 

89.20/. 62.5'1'. 54.20/. 83.3'1'. 65.60/. 87.5% 81. 3% 

2.7 4.2 4.2 0 9.4 3.1 3.J, 

8.1 33.3 41.7 16.7 25.0 9.4 15.6 

4.32 3.46 3.25 4.00 3.56 4.09 3.81 

Table 7.3 

3. The good policeman is one wh" gives his commanding officer 
unquestioning obedience. 

Baltimore Cincinnati Columbus Indianapolis 

60.0'1'. 60.0% 30.0'1'. 64.90/0 35.10/0 27.0'1'. 75.0'1'. 75.00/0 45.8'1'. 59.4'1'. 68 •. 8'1'. 31.3'1'. 

15.05.00 2.78.1 21.6 0 0 4.2 6.3 6. 3 0 

25.0 35.0 70.0 32.4 56.8 51.4 25.0 25.0 50.0 34.4 '25.0 68.8 

3.453.302.603.412.70 2.783.963.633.0;1 3.563.662.56 

Table 7.4 

4. The pclice service needs more college trained career officers. 

Baltimore Cincinnati Columbus Indianapolis 

T1 T2 T3 Tl T2 T3 T1 T2 T3 T1 T2 T3 
~~--~~~~--~--~~--~~~~--~ 

70.0% 75.0'1'. 75.0'1'. 78.4'1'. 73.0'1'. 

15.0 10.0 5.0 5.4 8.1 

15.0 15.0 20.0 16.2 18.9 

3.75 3.70 3.70 3.89 3.76 
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45,9'1'. 58.3'1'. 75.00/. 66.7'1'. 46.9'1'. 59.4% 46.90/0 

24.3 12.5 4.2 4.2 21. 9 15.6 12.5 

29.7 29.1 20.8 29.2 31. 3 25.0 40.6 

3.35 3.54 3.79 3.63 3.19 3.53 3.25 
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Table 7.5 

5. The police are justified in regarding a juvenile with "beatnik" or 
"mod" appearance as a person who needs to be watched. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------~\\)-)----
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Response 
Category 

Agree 

Don't Know 

Disagree 

Mean Score 

Response 
Category 

Agree 

Don't Know 

Disagree 

Mean Score 

Response 
Category 

Agree 

Don't Know 

Disagree 

Mean Scor~ 

Response 
Category 

Agree 

Don't Know 

Disagree 

Mean Score 

~ ti __________________ ---

, " 

Baltimore 

35.0% 30. 00/. 35.07. 

25. a 55. a 0 

40.0 15.0 65.0 

Cincinnati 

45.9% 37.8% 

10.8 21.6 

43.2 40.5 

2.90 2.65 2.70 3.08 2.95 

Columbus Indianapolis 

24.3% 33.3% 37.50/. 33.3% 34.4% 46.9% 28.1% 

18.9 8.3 12.5 a 15.6 6.3 3.1 

56.8 58.3 50.0 66.7 50.0 46.9 68.8 

2.62 2.79 2.79 2.63 2.78 3. 03 2.53 

Table 7.6 

6. In certain areas of the city, physical combat skills and an aggressive 
bearing will be more useful to a patrolman on the beat than book 

learning and a courteous manner. 

T 
1 

Baltimore Cincinnati 

60. 00/. 65. 00/. 70. 0% 45.90/. 29.7% 

a a a 8.1 5.4 

40. a 35. a 30. a 45.9 64.9 

3.30 3.40 3.55 3.00 2.65 

Columbus Indianapolis 

51.4% 50. 00/. 37.50/. 50. 0% 43.8% 53.1% 68.8% 

5.4 4.2 a a 3. 1 12.5 a 
43.2 45.8 62.5 50. a 53.1 34.4 31.3 

3.16 3. 08 2.46 3. 00 2.75 3.19 3.38 

Table 7.7 

7. The best officer is one who knows when to depart from standard 
operating procedures ill order to get the job done. 

Baltimore Cincinnati 

70. 0% 80. 0% 55. 00/. 62.20/. 62.2% 

10 •. 0 5.0 10. a 13.5 21.6 

20. a 15. a 35. a 24.3 16.2 

3.60 3.75 3.15 3.35 3.54 

Columbus Indianapolis 

83. 8% 41. 70/.. 58.30/. 62.5% 46. 9% 87.5% 84.4% 

8.1 29.2 4.2 a 18.8 a 3.1 

8.1 29.2 37.5 37.? 34.4 12.5 12.5 

3.923.173.253.293.314.033.91 

Table 7.8 

8. ~!!l"e ours is a government "of the people, by the people, and for 
the people, " the public has a right to pass judgment on the way 

the police are doing the;!r job. 

Baltimore Cincinnati Columbus Indianapolis 

70. 0% 70. 0% 60. 00/. 73.00/. 70.3% 43.20/. 58.30/. 75. 00/. 50. 0% 68.87. 68.8% 37.5% 

o 5. a 10. a 5.4 16.2 13.5 4.2 a 4.2 6.3 9.4 15.6 

30~ a 25. a 30. a 21.6 13.5 43.2 37.5 25. a 45.8 25. a 21. 9 46.9 

3.40 3.55 3.25 3.54 3.68 2.86 3.25 3.46 2.92 3.56 3.53 2.91 
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Response 
Category 

Agree 

Don't Know 

Disagree 

Mean Score 

Response 
Category 

Agree 

Don't Know 

Disagree 

Mean Score 

Response 
Category 

Agree 

Don't Know 

Disagree 

Mean Score 

('( 

Table 7.9 

9. The trouble with psychology and sociology is that they are not 
related to the everyday realities of the police job. 

Baltimore Cincinnati Columbus Indianapolis 

35.0% 25.0% 20.0% 21.6% 16.2% 

15.0 60.0 5.0 10.8 21.6 

50.0 15.0 75.0 67.6 62.2 

2.70 2.50 2.35 2.38 2.38 

35.1% 25. 0% 33.3% 20.80/. 12.5% 

21.6 20.8 12.5 a 25. a 
43.2 54.2 54.2 79.2 62.5 

9.4% 21.9% 

37.5 18.8 

53.1 59.4 

2. 95 2.46 2. 67 2.38 2.28 2.44 2.53 

Table 7.10 • 
10. It would be a good idea to fill some vacancies in command pOSitions 

with qualified officers from other police agencies. 

T 
1 

Baltimore Cincinnati Columbus Indianapolis 

35. 00/. 30. 0% 60. 07. 13.5% a % 

30.0 25.0 15.0 13.5 5.4 

35. a 45. a 25. a 73. a 94.6 

13.5% 

8.1 

78.4 

4.2% a 0/0 

50. a 12.5 

45.8 87.5 

4.20/. 12.50/. 12.5% 18.8% 

8.325.0 18.821.9 

87.5 62.5 68.8 59.4 

2.90 2.85 3.45 2.35 2. 05 2. 05 2.42 1.75 1.79 2.34 2.22 2.50 

TabJ,~ 7.11 

11. Experience has shown police offi.~~rs that there is a big difference beiween 
whether a man really is guilty alld whether the court says he is. 

Baltimore Cincinnati Columbus Indianapolis 

60.0% 30.0% 85.0% 37.80/. 54.1% 

20. a 55. a 10. a 45.9 21.6 

86.50/. 50. 0% 87.5% 87.5"/. 56. 30/. 81.3% 90.60/0 

a 25. a a 8.3 28.1 15.6 3.1 

20.0 15.0 5. a 16.2 24.3 13.5 25. a 12.5 4.2 15.6 3.1 6.3 

3.65 3.20 4.20 3.16 3.51 3.41 3.33 4. 00 4.42 3.53 4. 09 4.22 

Table 7.12 

12. The police are often responsible for the fact that defendants 
are not fo~W~ guilty. 

------------_......:., ;._------------
Baltimore Cincinn~ti Columbus Indianapolis Response 

Category 

Agree 

Don't Know 

Disagree 

lVlean Score 

75. 0% 75. 0% 55. 0% 40.50/. 70.3% 

10. a 5. a a 27.0 2.7 

15. a 20. a 45. a 32.4 27. a 

3.75 3.75 3.25 3. 05 3.49 

54.1% 41.7% 79.2,),. 66.70/. 40.6% 56.3% 46.9% 

8,,1,. 25. a a a 12.5 3.1 a 
37.8 )/33.3 20.8 33.3 46.9 40.6 53.1 

3.67 3.42 2.88 3.19 2.96 
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Response 
Category 

Agree 

Don't Know 

Disagree 

Mean Score 

Response 

Table 7.13 

13. The best officer is one who knows and sticks' strictly to 
departmental procedures. 

Baltimore Cincinnati Columbus Indianapolis 

40.00/0 10.00/. 15.00/0 37.80/. 32.40/. 13.50/. 50.00/. 54.20/0 29.20/. 65.6'l'. 9.40/0 

10.0 20.0 5.0 2.7 5.4 13.5 16.7 0 0 9.4 15.6 

50.0 70.0 80.0 59.5 62.2 73.0 33. 3 45. 8 70.8 25.0 75.0 

6.30/. 

9.4 

84.4 

2.75 2.20 2.40 2.76 2.65 2.30 3.33 3.08 2.54 3.47 2.31 2.13 

Table 7.14 

14. If police put as much effort into crime prevention as they do into 
investigation after a crime has been committed, we would be 

farther ahead in reducing crime. 

Baltimore Cincinnati Columbus Indianapolis 

__ c_a_te_g_o_ry _________ T~1 ____ T~2~ ___ T~3 ____ T~1~ ___ Tg., _____ T~3~ __ T~I ____ T~2~ __ T_3~ ___ T~1~ __ T~2~ ___ T~3~ 
Agree 

Don't Know 

Di,-,.agree 

Mean Score 

Response 
Category 

55.00/0 70.00/0 75.00/. 32.40/0 48.60/. 

20.0 0 5.0 18.9 10. 8 

25.0 30.0 20.0 48.6 40.5 

3.25 3.35 3.75 2.81 3.05 

59.50/0 50.00/0 62.50/0 70.80/. 25.00/0 50. Do/. 56.30/0 

16.2 33.3 8.3 8.3 15.6 15.6 12.5 

24.3 16 •. 7 29.2 20.8 59.434.4 31.3 

3.46 3.50 3.42 3.67 2.63 3.22 3.31 

Table 7.19 

15. The best officers are those who do what they are told to do 
by their supervisOl."s. 

Baltimore Cincinnati Columbus Indianapolis 

T1 T2 1'3 Tl T2 T3 
--------~--~--~~~~~~ 

Agree 

Don't Know 

Disagree 

Mean Score 

Response 
Category 

Agree 

Don't Know 

Disagree 

Mean Score 

-15.00/. 65. D% 60.00/. 

20.0 20.0 10.0 

35.0 15.0 30.0 

!l3.80/0 18.40/0 

2.7 8.1 

13.513.5 

3.053.453.303.783.73 

43.20/0 79.20/. 87.50/0 54.20/. 71.90/. 65.60/0 50.0% 

18.912.5 

37.8 8.3 

4.2 4.2 12.5 12.5 9.4 

8.3 41.7 15.6 21.9 40.6 

3.11 3.83 3.92 3.17 3.75 3.50 3.03 

Table 7.16 

16. The best office)."s generally have more education thrut the others. 

Baltimore Cincinnati Columbus Indianapolis 

25.00/0 30.00/0 35.0% 27.00/0 27.00/0 

15.0 iO.o 10.0 10: 8 13.5 

60.0 60.0 55.0 62.259.5 

2.60 2.75 2.75 2.62 2.59 

~. , 

24.3,),. 20.80/0 20.8,},. 33.3'}'. 31.30/. 31.3,},. 25.0,},. 

10.825.012.516.712.518.815.6 

64.9 54.2 66.7 50.0 56.3 50.0 59.4 

2.41 2.71 2.58 2.83 2.72 2. 84 2.59 
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Response 
Category 

Agree 

Don't Know 

Disagree 

Mean Score 

Response 
Category 

Agree 

Don't Know 

Disagree 

Menn Score 

Response 
Category 

Agree 

Don't Know 

Disagree 

Mean Score 

Table 7.17 

17. It would be desirable if candidates for police service were required 
to complete certain college courses in Clrder to be certified by 

the state for initial employment 

Baltimore Cincinnati Columbus Indianapolis 

T2 T1 

45.00/0 50.00/. 60.0,},. 45.90/0 48.60/. 37.80/0 41.70/0 66.70/. 54.20/. 34.40/0 37.50/0 37.50/0 
o 5.0 10.0 13.5 21.6 18.9 16.7 B.3 4.2 25.0 28.1 12.5 

55.0 45.0 30.0 40.5 29.7 43.241.725.041.740.6 34.450.0 

2.85 3.10 3.30 3.16 3.22 2.97 2.96 3.46 3.04 2.94 3.00 2.84 

Table 7.18 

18. There is nothing wrong with the idea of civilian review boards if people 
who are fair and unbiased could be found to serve on them. 

Baltimore 

60.00/0 35.00/0 

10.0 25.0 

30.0 40.0 

Cincinnati 

45.00/0 37.80/0 48.60/0 

15.0 18.9 13.5 

40.0 43.2 37.8 

3.30 2. 85 2.95 2.89 2.97 

Columbus Indianapolis 

21.60/0 54.20/0 62.50/0 12.50/0 62.50/. 18.80/0 15.60/0 

18.9 29.2 4.2 12.5 1e.8 3.1 3.1 

59.516.733.375.018.873.181.3 

2.24 3.38 3. 17 1.96 3.59 1.84 1. 72 

Table 7.19 

19. Some of the ideals of politeness and decency taught in police schools 
are unworkable under the actual. conditione On the beat. 

Baltimore Cincinnati Indianapolis 

60.00/0 55.0,},. 80.0% 37. 8'}'. 62. 2% 70.30/0 33.30/0 41. 7'}'. 62.50/0 31.30/. 62.5,},. 68.8% 
.a 10.0 5.0 18.9 5.4 5.4 20. 8 8.3 4.2 12.5 6.3 15.6 

40.0 35.0 15.0 43.2 32.4 24.3 45.8 50.0 33.3 56.3 31.3 15.6 

3.30 3.35 3.25 2.97 3. 32 , 3. 59 3.00 2.96 3.38 2.63 3.41 3.75 

Table 7.20 

20. Preservation of the peace requires that police have the authority to order 
people to "move along" or "break it up" even though no law is 

being violated. 

----------------------------------------------------------~~---Baltimore Cincinnati Response Columbus 
Category , 

________________ T.!.1 ____ T..!2'__~T_>!.3 ____ T~1'__ __ T_2~ ____ T..::3'--___ T.=.1 ____ T_"2'__ __ T~3~: T 1 T 2" T 3 

Indianapolis 

Agree 

Don't Know 

Disagree 

Mean Score 

45.0,},. 65.00/. 65.00/. 81.10/0 62.2,},. 

15.0 5.0 10.0 10. B 16.2 

40.0 30.0 25.0 8.1 21.6 

3. 10 3.35 3. 55 ~. 81 3.46 
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73.00/0 66.70/0 54.20/0 54.2~ 62.50/. !>2.50/. 78.10/0 

5.4 12.5 8.3 o 15.6 15.6 3.1 

21.6 20.8 37. 5 45.8 21.9 21.9 18.8 
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scores were 4.10 and 3.11. By the time the subjects had gained 18 months' field 
experience, this intercity difference was reduced strikingly. At this time, 75.0% 
of the Baltimore subjects and 89.2% of the Cincinnati subjects agreed that the 
police were not supported .adequately by the political power structure in their re
spective cities. At this ·tifue, the respective mean scores were 4.00 and 4. 32 
indicating strong agreement with the item. As with the first item, police experi
ence tended to create more commonality in attitudes among the subjects. 

The data,.in Table 7.10 reflects a different set of circumstances. In this 
case, at the beginning of training the Baltimore subjects evidenced noticeably less 
disagreement with the concept that it would be a good idea to fill some vacancies 
in command positions with qualified officers from other police agencies than did 
the subjects in the other three cities. Thirty-five percent of the Baltimore sub
jects agreed with the item at this time. By the third testing, agreement in Balti
more had risen to 60%, far beyond that indicated by the subjects in the other three 
cities. While the mean score of 3.45 for the Baltimore subjects indicated moder
ate agreement, the mean scores in the other cities reflected moderate to strong 
disagreement. For this item, experience tended to create a difference in attitudes 
among the subjects. In connection with this item, it should be noted that Balti
more is the only city among the four that has, in fact, filled a number of command 
positions with qualified men from outside the department. Thus, exposure of the 
Baltimore subjects to this unique experience has caused the emergence of a unique 
attiiude. 

A perusal of the data contained in the other tables not specifically mentioned 
will show an interesting variety of differences in attitudes among cities at anyone 
point in time or for a single city across time. Since information if> lost in the 
summation of scores in the factor analytic approach, some familiarity with the 
responses to single items will be of help in conceptualizing the meanings assigned 
to the four factors in the following discussion. 

THE DERIVATION OF FACTORS 

Although this initial approacl} to examining changes in the attitudes of the 
subjects over time yields some .interesting information, it should be apparent that 
mere inspection of the mass of data is both inefficient and imprecise. In order to 
overcome these problems, factor scores rather than item scores have been cal
culated and are reported in the following .discussion. It should be explained that 
the use og factor scores rather than single item scores provides a more powerful 
tool for the assessment of changes in attitudes over time. Despite this gain, 
there is a loss associated with this procedure. As has bee:n said, in the summa
tion of individual item scores into a single factor score, the ex.actness of the mean
ing of a score is lost. 

Probably the greatest problem with the use of factor scores is the difficulty 
of assigning meaning to a factor score. In order to deal with this problem, the 
items which clustered together in the formation of a factor were submitted to a 
nu.mber of men with extensive police experience. Each was asked to give his 
views about the underlying attitude which was thought to be common to all items 
within the factor. The responses were combined to reflect a consensus of opinion. 
The titles and descriptions for each of the factors are as follows: 

Factor I - Valuation of Formal Education 

The items within this factor concern a general attitude toward education. 
Specifically involved is the issue of the relevance of college level work to the 
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police role. The gJ~eater the factor score, the higher the valuation placed on for
mal education as a beneficial experience for the police patrolman. 

Factor II - Pragmatic Realism 

This factor includes a complex of questions related both to the situation in 
which the men will be working and the people with whom they will be dealing. In 
comJ;>i?ation, agre:ment with the items reflects a pessimistic view of the everyday 
reallhes of the pollce patrolman's world. The approach to police work and the 
relationship to people evidenced by overall agreement with this factor would be 
structured by certain Practical considerations which are considered necessary b 
order to get the job done. The higher the factor score, the greater the degree to 
which self-interest and a sense of expediency would serve as a basis for the enact
ment of the police role. 

Factor III - Conformity to Authority 

The general theme of this factor concerns conformance to and dependence 
upon external authority. The items include the tendency to rigid obedience to the 
orders of superior officers, as well as strict adherence to written directives. 
Coupled with a conforming attitude is a preference for definite and simple pre
scriptions of behavior. The higher the factor score, the greater the tendency.to 
agree with the need for strict conformity to the behavioral prescriptions associated 
with the patrolman's role. 

Factor IV - Conservatism 

The items in this factor focus on a specific preference for est.ablished 
institutions and relationships related to law enforcement rather than to global 
political conservatism. The contemporary issues of lateral entry, civilian re
view boards, crime prevention, and the impact of court decisions comprise the 
core subject matter of this factor. Disagreement with the item evidences a tra
ditional belief system rather than an interest in accepting and supporting change. 
The lower the score, the greater the tendency toward a cautious, conservative 
view of the conditions which would affect the working environment of patrolmen. 

THE PREDICTION OF ATTITUDINAL CHANGES 

The decision to draw subjects from four reasonably equivalent cities was 
based on the assumption that this would increase the generalizability of the re.
search findings. To test that proposition, the factor scores of the original group 
of 152 recruits obtained at the beginning of recruit training were compared with 
the equivalent factor scores of the nationwide sample of 165 police recruits in-. 
cluded in the Police' Opinion Poll. 5 This data is presented in Table 7. 21. 

As shown in Table 7.21, none of the t values reached a level which would 
indicate a statistically significant difference at the. 01 or .05 level of confidence 
betw:Em the mean factor scores of the two groups. Thus, the two recruit samples, 
both mtended to be representative of pOlice recruits in general, were found equiva
lent in terms of their responses to each of the four attitlldinal- factors. 

A further comparisop. was made of the factor scores of the original group of 
152 recruit subjects in this research and the 165 recruit subjects included in the 

5Ibid .. p. 17. 
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Table 7.21 

A Comparison of th~ Factor Scores of Two Sample populations 
of police Recruits 

Factor 

Scores of Scores of a 

152 Recruits Nationwide 

at Start t Sample of 

of Training Values 165 Recruits 

II 

V'd:luation of 
Bducation 

. Pragmatic 
Realism 

Conformity to 
Authority 

Conservatism 

X= 9.21 t=1. 69 X= 9.60 

s= 1.18 s= 1.20 

X=28.35 t=1.16 X=28.80 

s= 1.19 s= 1. 20 

X=13.76 t=0.34 X=13.68 

s= 1.12 s= 1. 09 

X=15.30 t=1. 33 X=14.95 

s= 1.14 s= 1.20 

Police Opinion Poll with the comparable factor scores of 400 police respondents to 
the Opinion Poll with up to three years of field experience. The analysis of the 

data is shown in Table 7.22. 

Again. the equivalence of the two recruit gr?ups i~ reflec~ed i? t?e fact th~t 
both groups. when compared to this group of police off1cers Wlth lim1ted exp{lr1ence. 
showed statistically significant differences in mean factor scores at the. 01 level 
on Factors II and III. Both groups of recruits had lower scores on Factor II than 
did the men with limited field experience. On F actor III. both recruit groups had 
higher factor scores than did the group of experience,d offic~rs. , In general ~erms. 
this suggests that. insofar as the attitude of pragmahc realism 1S reflected m 
these scores. the police group with limited field experience exhibited this attitude 
to a greater degree than did police recruits at the beginning of training. Also. 
police recruits at the outset of training reflected an attitude of conformance to 
external authority to a greater degree than did the group of patrolmen with up to 
three years' experience. On the basis of this analysis. we would predict that as 
the subjects in this research gain police experience. their attitudes ~ll reflect 
an increasing measure of pragmatic re~ism (Factor II) and a lesser aegree,of, 
rigid conformance to authority (Factor III) to the extent that the~e character1sticS 
can be measured by this instrument. One should note that the differences between 
the mean scores of the 152 police recruits and the 400 patrolmen with up to three 
years' experience on Factors I and N were, statistica.lly ,significant ~t the. 05 ,level 
of confidence. Hence. one would predict Wlth less certamty that police experlence 
would modify these attitudes to a statistically significant degree. The temporal 
dimension within which we would expect the hypothesized changes to occur for our 
subjects would be the range of service of the group of 400 experienced respondents 
to the Police Opinion Poll used in the foregoing analysis. a span of three years 

police experience. 

Changes in Attitudes Over Time 

From the foregoing analysis. one would anticipate that the 113 subjects in this 
research would evidence changes in certain attitudes related to their.work by the 
time they had acquired a limited amount of police el..""perience. Specifically. 
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Factor 

Valuation of 
Education 

Pragmatic 
Realism 

Conformity to 
Authority 

Conservatism 

Table 7.22 

Comparison of the Factor Scores of Two Police Recruit Groups 
with Scores of Patrolmen with Limited Experience 

Scores of Scores .of Nationwide 
152 Recruits Sample of 400 Patrolmen 

at Start with up to 3 Years 
of Training Values Experience Values 

X= 9;21 1=2.33 X= 9.66 t=0.34 
s= 1.18 s= 1. 22 

X=28,35 t=6.38* X=30,51 t=5,51* 
s= 1.19 s= 1.23 

X=13.76 t=4.04* X=12,92 t=3,83* 
s= 1.12 s= 1.17 

X=15.30 t=2.29 X=14.75 t=0.74 
s= 1.14 s= 1.29 

Scores of a 
Nationwide 
Sample of 

165 Recruits 

X= 9.60 
s= 1. 20 

X=28.80 
s= 1.20 

X=13.68 
s= 1.09 

X=14.95 
s= 1. 20 

*Sigruficantlycdifferent at the. 01 level o·::-f-c-onf-id-e-n-ce-.------------------

II 
il 

Table 7.23 

Comparison of Factor Scores of 113 Police Subjects Obtained 
at Three Peints in Time 

Mean Score 
at Start of 

Mean Score Mean Score 
at End of After 18 Months Correlation Coefficients 

Factor Training Values Training Values Experience T
I
-T

2 
T

2
-T

3 

Valuation of X'" 9.22 t=-1.65 X= 9.66 t= 2.32 X= 9.03 r=.38 r=.40 
Education s= 2.42 s= 2.67 s= 2.68 

Pragmatic X=28.25 t=-2.32 X=29.31 t=-3.80* X=31.12 r=.25 r=.31 
Realism s= 3.69 s= 4.22 s= 4.40 

Conformity to X=13.60 t= 2.01 X=13.12 t= 5.30* X=11.81 r=.42 r=.37 
Authority s= 2.49 s= 2.20 s= 2.27 

Conservatism X=15.27 t=-1.16 X=14.94 t= 2.71* X=14, 11 r=.43 r=.45 
s= 2.69 s= 2.96 s= 3.23 

*Statistically significant difference at the .01 level of confidence. 

"~j 

experience would tend to cause them to reflect greater pragmatic realisi:n and less 
conformity to authority in their attitudes. In order to test this prediction the mean 
scores of the 113 subjects on each of the four factors were compared with the re
spective scores obtained at a later point in time. The results of the analysis are 
shown in Table 7.23. 

As predicted. there were st,atistically significant changes at the. 01 level in 
the mean scores for Factors II and III which occurred between the end of training 
and the completion of 18 months' experience as a patrolman. In addition to what 
was predicted. a statistically significl:lnt difference at the. 01 level also occurred 
on Factor N. Thus. by the time the subjects had worked as patrolmen for a year 
"'~d ~ half. their attitudes reflected a significantly greater measure of pragmatic 
re~1.:l~m •. a lesser measure of conformity to authority. and a greater degree of 
conservatism. Of considerable interest is the fact that there were no statistically 
significant differences at the • 01 level between the factor scores obtained at the 
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beginning and the end of recruit training. Whereas exposure to formal recruit 
training did not produce significant changes in role related attitudes, exposure to 
job experience as a patrolman did produce significant changes in attitudes. * 
AN ANALYSIS OF INTER-CITY DIFFERENCES 

In this examination of the attitudinal orientations to the police role, it is 
important to deal with the question of whether or not there are any differences in 
factor scores among the four groupS of recruits included in this. research. Par
ticularly important is the matter of the existence of differences among the groupS 
at the point of entry into recruit training. Table 7.24 shows the mean scores and 

standard deviations for each of the factors by city. 

Inspection of the data produces some interesting impressions of intercity 
differences. For one thing, at T 1.' the Baltimore subjects had a noticeably hlgher 
mean score on Factor Il, PragmatiC Realism, than did the subjects in the other 
tl1.~ee cities. At the end of training, the Indianapolis subjects had the highest mean 
sco~~e on Pragmatic Realism. For these men, their mean score on Factor II in-
0!,:::ased four full points over the period of recruit training from 27,53 to 31. 53. 
For another thing, the higher mean factor score of the Baltimore subjects at the 
start of training on Factor IV indicated that their attitudes were considerably less 
conservative than those lof the subjects in the other three cities. Over the time 
span of the research, thl: Baltimore subjects maintained an equivalent score on 
this factor while the othE.ir subjects! scores decreased indicating the adoption of 

more conservative attitudes. 

Inspection of the standard deviations in Table 7,24 also yields some addition
al information, even thoutgh it is somewhat contrary to what would normally be ex
pected. In general, the nharing of common experiences would tend to produce 
similarities in attitudes or at least reduce dissimilarities. For the subjects in 
this research, the comml:m experiences of recruit training and police patrol would 
be expected to make the Elttitudes of the subjects more similar. This would be 
indicated by lower standard deviations for the mean factor scores over the time 
span of the research. GEinerally, this principle appeared to be reflected in the 
standard deviations shown for Factor ro, However, the contrary occurred with 
regard to Factor II. In tllis case, the size of the standard deviations increased 
over time, This indicated that police experience tended to produce greater hetero
geneity of attitudes relatEld to Pragmatic Realism. Though these impressions are 
useful in gaining a general familiarity with the interrelationships found within the 
data, a more efficient and precise statistical analysis is necessary to deal with 

the central question in thi.s discussion. 

In ordel' to test whether or not there were any significant differences between 
and within cities on each factor, the data Vilas treated statistically by analysis of 
variance. The probabilities that there were statistically significant differences 

among the cities are displayed in Table 7.25. 

*It is also of interest to note that, based on the previoUs comparative analysiS of 
152 police recruits with 4:00 experienced patrolmen, one also would have predict
ed, though with less cert;~inty, a greater valuation of formal education following 
initial experience as a patrolman. However, as the data in Table 7.23 shows, 
although the subjects emerged from recruit training with a higher valuation of 
education than at the start, their attitudinal valuation of formal education decreas
ed after patrol experiencl~' In one way, the subjects! actual behavior corresponded 
with this decreased valuation of formal education. At the time of the third and 
final testing, none of the subjects had enrolled in a college course since becoming 

a police officer. 2\6 
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Table 7.25 

Probabilities of Inter-City Differences on Attitudinal Factor 
Scores Derived from Analysis of Variance 

Attitudinal Probabilities Probabilities, Probabilities 
Factor Tl T2 T3 

I Valuation Iif 0.67 0.98 0.31 
Education 

II Pragmatic 0.16 0.002 0.16 
Realism 

III Conformity to 0.21 0.09 0.45 
Authority 

IV Conservatism 0.08 0.05 0.001 
y, 

When the subjects wt~re originally. tested at the start of their recruit training, 
there were no statistically significant differences at the. 01 or .05 level among 
the groups on any of the four factors. This finding is of considerable importance 
since it supports the fC'.ct that the men chosen by the formal and informal mechan
isms of selection in their respective cities were generally quite similar to one 
another. In this instance, the data indicates that they all started their law en
forcement career with a relatively similar attitudinal base. By the end of train
ing, statistically significant differances at the. 05 level or less were found among 
the four city groups on Factors II and IV. Reference to the data in Table 7. 24 
suggests that the difference found at T2 on Factor II is related to the higher score 
of the Indianapolis group, 31.53 and/or the lower score of the Cincinnati group, 
27.92. With regard to Factor IV at T 2, the higher mean score of the Baltimore 
subjects indicating the least conservative attitude appears to be related to the. 05 
probability value obtained in this analysis. 

After 18 months' experience, it should be noted that the intercity differences 
on Factor II no longer existed. The subjects in all four cities had similar scores 
on the factor of pragmatic realism. However, the subjects in the four cities again 
differed from one another (In the factor of conservatism. As before, the higher 
mean factor score of the Baltimore subjects would. be' causally related to the. 001 
level of probability found in this analysis. Inspection of the scores in Table 7.24 
suggests that while the scores on conservatism decreased over time for Cincinnati, i 

Columbus, and Indianapolis, the score for the Baltimore group 'remained almost 
constant. Specifically, while the other three groups of recruits tended to become 
more conservative in their views, the attitudes of the Baltimore group were un
changed over time and remained the least conservative of all. 

ATTITUDE CHANGE AND THE EXPECTATION FOR CHANGE 

The socialization process for entry into arty membership group is intended 
to produce eventual conformity not only in behavior but also in attitudes. As the 
initial step in the socialization process for the police profession, recruit training 
is the first in a series of two transitional roles which lead to full group member
ship. TlJe beginning recruit must pass through the trainee role and then the 
apprentice role before he ultima~ely is able to enact the patrolman's .role in accord 
with the demands and expectations associated with that position. From the outset, 
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the adoption of attitudes consistent with th l' 
part of the role expectations for'the . 't. te po lCe point of view forms a prominent lnl la e. 

. Wha.t factors influence the degree to whi . . . 
mdl~ce attltudinal changes productive of c nf ch. the soclahzahon process can 
A thorough .answer to this question would ~ ~r;;llty to normative group standards? 
to the nature and Source of the 'chan . flmc u e attention both to factors related 
the person who is the obJ'ect of that ?ef1m uence as well as the characteristics of 
of.";~ 1 m uence. For the p l' . 

\~\erre ated forces for attitudinal chan' 0 lce recruIt, a number 
~ormance of the first transitional role of ~;a~~lst. Fr?m the outset of the per
mto the nature of his future role' th . ee, the mcumbent gains new insight 
and the way in which he will vie~ ot~ way l~ which others will see him in this role 
role .tends to change the attitudinal ::ss'e ~ and of itself, the enactment of the • 
mal influence of police trainers is :n . P ctlve of the performer. The direct for
~ion and change of attitudes. Another ::.ortant an~ Obvio~s influence in the forma
lS the effect of the opinion leaders amongJ~: for~le m causmg changes in attitudes 
Still other more indirect sources'~f influenc::o ea~es an~ peers of the trainees. 
from the family and friends of the 't m shapmg attItudes may -Ol'iginate 
Though 't b recrUl s as well as the d' f 

1 may e interesting to examine th. f ,me la 0 communication. 
scope of this research to pursue the matt e~e actors m detail, it is not within the 
remember that there are a number f t er urthe~.. Nevertheless, one should 
nature and extent of change in role 0 lex

t 
edrnal varlables which may affect the ' 

-re a e attitudes. 

, The other set of variables which dete ' ' 
~a~lon p!'ocess can produce changes in attit~~:llnes the degree to which the sociali
Ishcs of the trainees. The literature on att'~~ relates to the personal character
gests that a number of factors may b' 11 e change and persuasibility sug
persuasibility, one reseal,'cher 't e mvo ved. In a summary discussion of 

, Cl es a number of hypotheses. 

1. Persuasibility may be reI t d t 
which i$ independent of su~ ,e t 0 a general personality trait 
seeking change. Jec matter and the method of 

2. Pel'suasibility may be 
disturbed persons. more pronounced among emotionally 

3. Persuasibility may be associat d ' , 
and obedience to authority. e Wlth eXCeSSIve respect for 

4. Persuasibility may be related t " 
system which emphasizes adapt~t:n ~!~e~~~:~;~~~': lalue 

Another researcher hypothesizes that: 

IIp 
ersons Who are exceptionall lackin ' 

adequacy are excessively fearf~l of g, m a, sense of personal 
therefore are strongly moti t d t soclal dlsapproval and 
or suggestions of others Eva e ~ con:t;orm with the demands 
b • xceSSlve compliance . ht th 

e a compensatory mechanism wh' hId mIg erefore 
changes in response to an IC ea s to chameleon-like 

y new source of persuasive influe ,,7 nce. 
Still another theoretical approach concern~ the d . 
ed to and v:~ues group acceptance: OJ egree to whIch a person is attract-

/!: ---_-i,'/-.:...-
6 ' 
Arthur R. Cohen, Attitude Change arid Social Infl <, ( 

1964), pp. 42-6LI uence_ New York Basic Bool'", 7 '" ".;;>---- . f(· " .... 

Ir ' "\:, ' 
vmg L. Janis, "Anxiety Indices Related t S . . . 

_J..;,o....;u.;:,r.;:;n;:;;a;::,l..::o::f...:A:.:,!::o!!n.:::o=.r~m:!!al~~&:..s~o~c£l~·a~l:..:p~~~l ~l ~ 0 uscepbbIlity to Persuasion, II 
syc 10 0S:l, Vol. 51, Nov., 1955, p. 663. 
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"For persons who. value a group, are less than completely accepted 
. it but have some possibility of achieving complete acceptance, 
m , Th . f ·t conformity facilitates such a gain in accepta nce. elr con (,rml .y 
is unquestioning and extends to private opinions as well as t· .• .9ublic 
behavior. "8 

This observation would seem to be particularly applicable to the police recruit. 

Although these hypotheses suggest interesting directions for this r.cese~rch, 
the theoretical base of this work calls for an exploration 0: the ~atter OL .athtu?e 
change within the framework of role theory. Consistent Wlth thlS the~ret~cal Vlew 
is the hypothesis that the enactment of a role will produce greater ath.tud.ll:al 
change in an individual expecting change than will be the case for an mdlvldual 
not expecting such change. The anticipation of change may result fr~m the per
ception of an expectation of change expressed by significant role reclprocals, . 
particularly those within the generalized other. Simply put: v:rhen the e~ectahon 
for change is pervasive within an environment and people ~lthm that enVlronment 
expect to experience change, attitudinal change becomes llkely. 

The police training academy is a change-inducing institution. Here the 
recruits begin to take on a new occupational identity a~d: to some de~re.e, a new 
personal identity. Generally speaking, the formal trmmng program IS mtended 
to bring about various changes while the psychological environ.ment supports th~se 
changes. The academy exists for one reason: to bring a?out mten.ded changes m 
the men who enter as civilians and emerge as trained pollce recrUIts. Although 
the theme of change centers around the acquisition of new skills an~ knowledge 
related to the police role, the expectation of change may spread. to mclude.the 
concept of self as well as a perspective on life. For example, m a~ aut~blOgra-, 
hical statement of her experiences, a policewoman tells of the advlCe glven by a 
~ommand officer to her recruit class. 

"Your whole lives are going to change, and the people closest to 
you are going to be the first ones to suffer from it. You will deal 
with the vilest and lowest and the most depraved forms of humanity, 
and if you think you can walk away from it lily-pure, turn in your 
shields right now. Because it will touch you and rub off on you and 
become a part of you, and what shocks you now will become merely 

. . h t t' ,,9 routine to you Wlthin a very s or Ime. 

In this instance, the source of the expectation for change is external. 

A former police patrolman wrote of the changes he experi.enc.ed in a, fiction
alized account of his indClctrination into police work. At one pomt m th~ story: 
the recruit trainee remarked introspectively after viewing seasoned polIce offlcers 
in action: 

"Today I died. That is to say, a part of me that was ~oung grew 
old, a part of me that was firm collapsed. I felt my flrst real fear 

8James E. Dities and Harold H. Kelley, "Effects of Different Conditions o~ 
Acceptance Upon Conformity to Group Norms, " Journal of Abnormal & Soclal 
Psychology, Vol. 53, July, 1956, p. 106. 
9 

Uhnak, OPe cit., p. 29. 
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of the changes which might Occur in me through this job if I don't 
watch out. 1110 

In this case, an internal awareness of change served to reinforce external influ
ences for attitudinal change. 

The Effects of an Expectation for Change on Attitudes 

One of the five role conflict items discussed in an earlier section dealt with 
the expectation that police experience would or would not make the recruit a 
"changed person." The subjects were asked, "How do you feel that police experi
ence will affect you?" On all three administrations of the instrument, twenty-six 
subjects r.esponded to this question in the same way by indicating that they expect
ed "police experience to change me as a person." The alternative response, that 
they "expect police experience to have little effect on me as a person, " was chosen 
by fifteen subjects on all three administrations. Thus, the former group (N=26) 
had a high expectation for change while the latter group (N=15) had a low expecta
tion for change. It would be hypothesized that the group characterized by a high 
expectation for change would, in fact, experience greater changes in role-related 
attitudes than would the low expectation group. To deal with this question, the 
mean scores for the two groups at each point in time were calculated and are set 
forth in Table 7. 26. The significance of the difference in the mean scores be
tween time spans for each group on all four factors was tested and is indicated in 
the table. As shown, the group with high change expectation showed statistically 
significant shifts in mean scores on all four factors at one time or another whereas 
the group with low change expectation showed a statistically significant decrease 
in the mean score on only one factor, that of Conformity to Authority. 

During the initial time span, the transitional role of recruit trainee calls 
into play aCfldemic abilities. Given the nature of the role, formal education would 
tend to be '\7alued as aft experience transferable to this beginning ri'le. One should 
note t.h~;t t;ll,fr mean ~'!:cores on this factor for both sub-groups increased between T 
and '.1" ~ P~)jt not to the point of statistical significance. As was true with the full 1 
grouf; bf 113 subjects between T2 and T3 when they worked in the field as patrol
men, it would be anticipated that the valuation of formal education by the two sub
groups would decrease. Assumedly, the tranferability and the applicability of 
educational experiefloe to the enactment of the patrolman's role would be less 
apparent. In this time span, as shown in Table 7.26, the mean factor score for 
both groups decreased. However, only for the high change expectation group did 
the mean score decrease to a statistically Significant degree. 

On Factor II (Pragmatic Realisn1) the high change expectation group showed 
a statistically significant increase in the mean score between T1 and Tn. Appar
ently, the high change group, with their predisposition for change, was'" more 
acceptant of the views of reality given them by their instructors. The slight in
crease in the factor score for the low change expectation group was not statistical
ly significant. 

Factor III (Conformity to Authority) was the only factor on which both groups 
exhibited statistically significant decreases in the mean scores. The two groups 
differ though in the time span during which this shift in scores occurred. One 
possible explanation of this temporal difference between the two groups .is suggested 

10 
Walker, OPe cit., pp. 38-39. 
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by the work of Cohen. 11 Within his research which centered on the inverse re
lationship between high self-esteem and low persuasibility. he noted that threaten
ing appeals by those in authority were more likely to be rejected by the change 
resistant/high self-esteem person than by the change aceeptant/low self-esteem 
person. Cohen also noted that attitudes which tend to enhance an individual's self
concept may be accepted more readily by the change-resistant than by the change
acceptant person. These findings invite the explanation that during recruit train
ing. when strict conformity to rules commonly is exp:r,es!3ed in threatening terms 
by police trainers. the low change expectation group would tend to reject the con
cepts of rigid conformity to authority to a greater degree than would the high 
change expectation group. Similarly, the low change expectation group also would 
tend to reject the appeals of authorities to conform to rigid codes of conduct since. 
by doing so. they would enhance their self-concept relative to their superiors. By 
devaluing the power of others over them. they would tend to diminish the distance 
between super ordinates and subordinates. The high change expectation group. on 
the other hand. would tend not to become aware of influences serving to reduce 
the measure of conformity to authority until after they had completed recruit train
ing. In the field. discipline is more relaxed. and conformity is achieved generally 
through cooperative relationships. In this setting. the men are expected to exer
cise judgment rather than to respond to orders as unquestioning automatons. 

In the case of F'actor IV (Conservatism). one would expect that the high 
change group would be more sensitive to and acceptant of the attitud&8 of their 
instructors on socio-political issues affecting the police than would be the low 
change expectation group. With this hypothesis in mind. it is noted that the 
mean score for the high change group decreased significantly over the time span 
of recruit training. The decrease in this score between T1 and T2 reflects the 
adoption of a more conservative point of view during exposure to recruit training. 

In summary. it appears that those subjects who consistently.felt that police 
experience would change them did. in fact. experience more changes in their 
attitudinal orientations to the police role than did those subjects who consistently 
felt that police work would not change them. 

A DISCUSSION OF NOT KNOWING 

Seemingly. experience increases a man's fund of knowledge. It would 
follow. then. that the longer a man served in law enforcement. the greater the 
informational content involved in the formation of his role concepts. However. 
we should not confuse a real increase in knowledge with an unwillingness to admit 
to ignorance. Both conditions would. of course. lead to a decrease in the "donlt 
knqw" responses to the 20 opinion poll items. Actually. an unwillingness to admit 
to ignorance on a topic would tend to reduce the possibility for real increases in 
knowledge. Although this research cannot address itself in detail to the differ
ences related to a longitudinal decrease in not knowing. it is important to note that 
changes in role. concepts over time may result from either a real increase in role
related knowledge or a decre.ase in one's awareness of or willingness to acknowl
edge gaps in his knowledge. Suffice it to say that the police role may inclUde an 
expectation either for true learning or for merely the appearance of omniscience. 

The categories of response set forth on the instrument allow the subjects to 
indicate levels of agreement or disagreement as well as "don't know" or "have no 

11 Arthur R. Cohen. Some Implications o.g Self Esteem for Social Influence. " in 
Personality and Persuasibility. C. T. Hovland and Irving L. Janis. eds. (New 
Haven. Comlect:i,cut. Yale University Press. 1959). pp. 102-120. 
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.. II arent double meaning contained within the latter response .cate-
opmlOn. The app . l' ondition of ignorance related to the ltem. . tually represents an lnc US1ve c " b t th 
gor1es ac kn th answer or he simply has no op1mon a ou e 
Either the subj,:ct doe.s not oW'th e ent this response represents a general subject matter 'ln the ltem. In e1 er ~v • 
lack of knowledge associated with the ltem. 

I man ha~ served as a patrolman. the 
It has been ~~ggested tha~ the.lt;::: t~ the 20 ;tems in the attitudinal ques-

fewer IIdon't kn?W responses e W1 a has served in law enforcement. the great
tionnaire. LoglCally •. ~he lon~er ;hr::r: would be more informational content in-
er his so-called co~hve l~a • t' al role concepts. In a special analysis of 
volvel1 in the formatlOn of ~.s OC?:::~:Ple of police officers for the study Police 
the date, obtained from ana lOnWl f 2 042 experienced patrolmen and 165 inex
and Their Opinions. the responses o. • d by length of service As one example of 
perienced police recruits w~re exathmln fe y of IIdon't kno';"l1 'responses. con-
h ff t f length of serVlce on e requenc .. 1 
tee ec s 0 hi h derived from the responses of this samp. e 'd the data in Table 7.27 w c was 
~~ ;:trolmen to an item related to the collective role of the police. 

Table 7.27 

. f a Nationwide Sample of 2. 207 Police Patrolmen Analys1s of Responses 0 

IIIf the police put as much effort into crime prevez:tion as they 
do into investigation after a crime has been comffiltted. we 
would be farther ahead in reducing crime. II 

Length of Police 
Experience Agree Don't Know 

Recruit 46. 670/0 21. 210/0 
Less than 1 year 45.65 10.87 
1 - 3 years 63.32 6.58 
4 - 6 years 66.86 6.51 
7 - 10 years 67.26 7.13 
11 - 15 years 71.49 5.52 
16 - 20 years 72.31 5.21 
21 - 25 years 76.53 7.14 
·26 or more years 73.81 4.76 

. h data First. the greater the length of experi-
Two concluSlOns emerge from t . e thei; belief in crime prevention as a part of the 
enc.e as patrolmen. the greate~ lSthe length of service. the less frequently the 
police role. . Se~ond. the ~~ea ,er owll how to respond to the item. The general 
respondents mdlCate they don t kn. 1" ork the more they know or the less 
proposition that the lkn°nger. me~pa~:::dP:/~:e ~ata' contained in the report of a 
they feel they do not ow 1S s P . -. 12 
nationwide sample of the opinions of pohce offlCers • 

. . An~~:rt::tn~r.a~ p.r:o:~i;tn qt;e:::::~::;Z:o~~:t~~!i~~'~~~~c:::d~h~~~~~~ce 
opmlOnkns ~""~onll increased as the level of educatlOn mcreased. "don't ow or no op ........ 

12Ibid •• pp. 129-144. 

13Ibid .. p. 43. 
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Because of the scarcity of college graduates among the 113 police SUbjects. it was 
not feasible to analyze the IIdon't know" responses of these subjects to the twenty 
Opinion Poll items by the same educational categories used in Police and Their 
Opinions. However. among the nationwide sample of 4. 578 experienced police 
officers. a great~r proportion of college graduates gave a "don't know" response 
to 13 of the 20 items included in the Opinion Poll than did the men with lesser 
amounts of formal education. 14 

An apparent contradiction emerges from these two trends. Increased 
knowledge gainf~d from police experience tends to decrease the proportion of 
"don't know

ll 
responses while increased knowledge gained from the completion 

of formal education at the college level tends to increase the proportion of IIdon't 
know II responses. While this discussion cannot produce definitive conclusions. it 
inevitably does lead one to seek further information about the relationships in
volved in these contradictory trends. For the present. though. a tentative ex
planation which might guide future inqUiries into the matter seems proper, 

In a fictionalized account of his experiences in law enforcement. a police 
sergeant wrote of a conversation between two patrolmen. one of them still on 
probation. The senior officer commented tersely to the probationary patrolman. 

liAs long as you're willing to admit you know nothing. you'll learn 
fast enough. Some guys hate to show they don't know anything. 1115 

As suggested by this statement. some policemen do not like to admit tha.t they 
IIdon't know." To the pUblic. the police are authority figures in a sense far beyond 
the exercise of legal authority. The public expe.cts them to know what to do and 
then to act decisively. They are expected to give quick answers to both complex 
and simple questions. It is possible that the police role carries with it the expec
tation that the incumbent know what to do or say. or least give that appearance. 
If this is true, then the longer the man has functioned in the police role. the great
er his occupational behavior will be influenced by the expectation of omniscience. 

The police are expected to act deCisively and to seek immediate solutions to 
the varied problems they encounter. The resulting duality of pressures to "do 
somethingll and to IIbe right" perhaps necessitates the perception of events in 
clear and simple terms. 

liThe need to disregard complElxity is structurally built into the 
occupation • • •• Policemen are required to deal with matters 
involving subtle human conflicts and profound legal and moral 
questions. without being allowed to give the subtleties and pro- 1 
fundities anYW4ere near the consideration they deserve • • • ." 6 

ThepoHce role requires action based Upon a knowledge of what to do. Not to know 
the answer to f.l problem in real life or on paper thus becomes an unacceptable 
response for the police. 

14Ibid •• pp. 129-144. 

15J6seph Wambaugh. The New Centurions (Boston; Little. Brown & Company. 
1970). p. 39. 

loEgon 
Bittner. The Functions of the p(}~ in Modern Society: (WaShington. D. C •• 

U. S. Government Printing Office. 1970). p •. 9. 
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On the other hand. what tentative explanation can be offered to explain why 
police officers with a college education tend to give a greater proportion of "don't 
know" respon.ses than men with less formal education? One police officer said 
that college taught him to "know what I don't know." Another man said that his 
education taught him "to be able to get along without knowing." Given the breadth 
of knowledge to which a college man has been exposed and the awareness that our 
systems of knowledge lack closure. the formally educated police officer is not 
threatened by not knowing. He is more comfortable with uncertainties and can 
admit more easily to the limits of his knowledge. 

An Analysis of the "Don't Know" Responses 

Although these tentative explanations are unsupported by objective evidence. 
the data derived from the 113 subjects does cast some peripheral light on the 
matters raised in the foregoing discussion. 

The general proposition has been advanced that the longer the respondents 
have been in police work. the less frequently they tend to use the "don't know" 
response category in answering the attitudinal items presented to them. Just as 
this was true for the nationwide sample of patrolmen. so too was it true for the 
113 subjects in this research. At the start of their training. 15% of aU responses 
were in the "don't know" category. By the end of training. this percentage was 
reduced to 11.1 of the total. After 18 months of field experience. the percentage 
of the "don't know" responses was further reduced to 8.40/0 of the total. This over
all trend is in keeping with the view that the greater the length of police service. 
the more knowledge the respondent believed he possessed about police matters. 
Thus. one of the changes in role concepts which occurred over time was a real or 
imagined expansion of the information.al base supporting these role concepts. 

What questions elicit the greatest number of "don't know" responses from 
the subjects? For purposes of brevity. only the five questions which at each 
point in time were answered most frequently with a "don't know" response are 
listed in rank order in Table 7.28. Although a consideration of each paraphrased 
Opinion Poll item is of interest. greater meaning can be extracted from the fac
tor designations shown for each of the items. At the start of recruit training. 
four of the five top ranked items were included within Factor IV. This factor 
focused on the matter of conservatism as it related to the major cc'mtempoLi.ry 
issues in law enforcement--Iateral entry. crime prevention. the impact of court 
decisions. and civilian review boards. It is logical that men entering recruit 
training would not know whether to agree or disagree with these items. 

At the end of recruit training. the items from Factor II comprised the core 
of that which was unknown. The three items from the factor titled Pragmatic 
Realism reflect the practical concerns of men about to enact the patrolman's role 
for the first time. Here again. it is logical that the subjects do not know whether 
academic subjects are related to the reality of the police role nor do they Imow 
what experience has shown policemen about the matter of guilt. FUrther. the 
subjects would not be expected to know whether juveniles of a certain appearance 
need to be watched. These matters appear to reflect the anticipatory concerns of 
the subjects at this point in time. 

By the end of 18 months of field experience. the cluster of items which are 
dominant among those things which are unknown are drawn from Factor I. This 
factor concerns the value of formal education for pOlice work. That men with 18 
months' :field experience do not know about the value of formal education for police 
work is hardly unexpected. Others certainly share in this area of ignorance. 
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Table 7.28 

Rank Order of Opinion Poll Items Most Frequently Answered by a "Don't Know" Response* 

start of Recruit Training 

Experience shows that there is 
a big difference between real 
guilt and the judgment of the 
court. (Factor II) 

It is a good idea to fill com
mand vacancies with men from 
other police agencies. 
(Factor IV) 

If police put effort into crime 
prevention, they would be 
farther ahead in reducing 
crime. (Factor IV) 

The police are often responsi
ble for not guilty findings. 
(Factor IV) 

The idea of civilian review 
boards is not wrong if fair 
people could serve on them. 
(Factor IV) 

End of Recruit Training 

Paychology & sociology are not 
related to reality of the police 
job. (Factor ill 

Experience shows that there is 
a big difference between real 
guilt and the judgment of the 
court. (Factor II) 

Police candidates should com
plete college courses in order 
to be certified for initial em
ployment. (Factor I) 

Mter 18 Months Experience 

It is a good idea to fill com
mand vacancies with men from 
other departments. (Factor IV) 

The police need more college 
trained officers. (Factor I) 

The best officers have more 
education. (Factor I) 

It is a good idea to fill command Ps;,chology & sociology are 
vacancies with men from other not related to the reality of 
departments. (Factor IV) the police job. (Factor ill 

Juveniles with "beatnik" appear
ance need to be watched. 
(Factor ill 

Police c'llldidates should com
plete college courses in order 
to be certified for initial 
employment. (Factor I) 

*Parenthetical notations indicate the Opinion Poll Factor in which the item appeared. 

"Do the police need a college education? Does it really payoff 
in terms of better law enforcement? • . • the reasons advanced 
for college education for police • • • rest more on faith than on 
fact. Evidence does not firmly establish the necessity of four 
years of college for entry into any field: research is unable to 
determine how Illuch knowledge college graduates retain from 
their studies or even whether their personalities and values are 
significantly altered by the process. ,,17 

Another point of interest in this analysis is the omission of Factor III items from 
the top ranked "don't know" items. This factor essentially concerns the matter 
of conformity to authority. Apparently. questions in this subjEict area can be 
answered more dedsively than is the case for the othel' three factors. Again. it 
is logical that these questions did not contribute greatly to the total number of 
"don't know" responses. Superordinate and subordinate relationships are rather 
clear cut within police deprurtments and expectations for conformance are general
ly quite explicit. 

The procedure used in this analysis does have face validity. It does point to 
a cluster of items which are ,related logically to the expected unknowns of the men 
at a given point in time. At the outset of training. we would not expect the men to 
know or even have opinions about lateral entry. the value of crime prevention. the 
impact of court decisions. or the worth of civilian review boards. These are. in 
fact. most controversial issues. At the end of training. we would expect the sub
jects' anticipatory concerns ov,er their new role to manifest themselves in an 
admittance of not knowing about'. matters related to the reality of the police role. 
Lastly. after 18 months' field e~lcperience. the question of the relevance of formal 
education for police work is undlerstandably one which dominates that which is 
unknown. 

17 Saunders. op. cit •• pp. 81-82. 92 ff • 
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THE FORMATION OF OPIN.lONS AND INTRA-DEPARTMENT ASPIRATIONS 

,~:;; 

From the time that each of the subjects first decided upon becoming.a police 
officer, his conceptions about law enforcement began to be shaped in anticipation 
.of the time when he actually would enact that role. Theoretically, aspirations 
tend to structure perceptions, organize experiences, influence interpretations of 
those experiences, and modify attitudes in ways which are congruent to. the goals 
sought after. This is the process of anticipatory socialization. From the stand
point of the design of this research, the responses of the subjects to the Role Per
ception Battery at the start of their training reflected the end effects of anticipa
tory socialization. The responses to the battery of iUstruments after training re
flected both the intended and the unintended outc.omes .of formal training. The 
subjects 1 responses to the battery after 18 months in thl! field were the outcome of 
their performance of the police role. 

After the subjects 1 vocational aspirations to enter law enforcement had been 
satisfied and they had gained additional knowledge about their new role and the 
organizational structure of positions in their respective departments, newaspira
tions related to their careers in law enforcement would emerge. Again, the 
process of anticipatory socialization would begin to modify their attitudes, beliefs 
and opinions in ways which are consistent with their newly-formed goals. Some of 
the subjects would aspire to become administrators or investigators. Others 
would have lower aspirations and seek out specialist positions, or even aspire to 

remain as patrolmen. 

In what way does the process of anticipatory socialization shape the views 
of the subjects once they have become police officers? Some hypotheses can be 
formed from the findings of the original work assessing the opinions of a nation
wide sample of police officers. In this study of experienced police officers, 
administrators were found to have a higher valuation of formal education than did 
patrolmen or detectives. The opinions of patrolmen and detectives were found to 
reflect more of what we have termed pragmatic realism than the opinions of ad
ministrators. Further, the scores of administrators evidenced greater conform
ity to authority than did those of men working as patrolmen or detectives. Lastly, 
the administrators' opinions were found to be less conservative than those of 
patrolmen or·detectives. 18 

Within this research, a pertinent question to consider is whether or not the 
opinions of the subjects began to undergo modification once their aspirations were 
conceived, or whether modification began to occur only after the sought after goal 
was achieved and the new role was actually enacted. From a temporal standpoint, 
we would expect that intradepartment aspirations would not begin to emerge in a 
realistic form until the subjects had gained considerable knowledge about their 
present role and the relationships associated with it. Once these ~spirations be
gan to take form, the opinions of the subjects would begi.l'1 to be modified in antici-
pation of the specific nature of their aspirations. 

To explore these hypotheses, the subjects were grouped according to their 
stated goals. Some aspired to become administrators, supervisors or detectives, 
while others sought to remain at the level of patrolman. The scores for each 
aspiration group were determined for each of the four factors at each point in time. 
The data related to this analysis of variance is set forth in Table 7. 29. 

18Watson and Sterling, op. cit., pp. 64-77. 
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At T
1

, none of th~ groups was differentiated from the oti:ler on the opinion 
poll factor scores. This can be seen from the high pl'obability scores. The 
failure to find any probability values which approached statistical significance 
tends to support the view that intradepartmental aspirations were either lacking 
or vaguely conceptualized at the start of recruit training. Consequently, antici
patory Elocialization arising from intradepartment aspirations had not yet begun 
to influ~nce the subjects' opinions. 

By the end of training, there still were no differences among the groups 
which could be considered statistically significant. However, the probability 
values decreased in all cases and on Factor II, Pragmatic Realism, the probability 
value indicated that the differences in mean scores among the groups could have 
occurred by chance alone in only ten instances out of 100. The raw scores sug
gest a partial confirmation of the hypothesis that those subjects who aspire to 
become administrators would obtain lower scores on Factor II than those who 
aspire to positions at the detective or patrolman level. Although the mean score 
of 28.77 for those with administrative aspirations differe:l in the expected direc
tions from the mean of 30. 95 for those with investigative aspirations, the score 
is only slightly lower than that of the group which aspires to p03itions at the 
patrolman's level, 29.00. 

After eighteen months of experience, the probability values on two of the 
factors began to approach a level which could be regarded as significant. On 
Factor I, Valuation of Educfltion, the score for the administrative aspirants was 
higher than that for the men with aspirations at the patrolman's level. This is 
consistent with one of the hypotheses. However, contrary to what was hypothe
sized, the score for the administrative group, 9.32, was slightly lower than that 
for the men with detective aspirations, 9.54. On Factor II, Pragmatic Realism, 
the score for the group with administrative aspi,rations was lower than that of the 
group with investigative aspirations as hypothesized. However, it was not lower 
than the score for the group with aspirationS at the patrolman's level. Though 
this analysis failed to prove any of the stated hypotheses with the desired level of 
statistical certainty, it did not fully and finally reject the hypothesized relation
ships. First, it should be noted that at T3' there was a high correspondence in 
raw scores between the administrative and detective aspirants. In the case of 
three of the four factors, the group with aspirations at the patrolman's level was 
different from the other two groups in the direction hypothesized for the adminis
trative group. The aspirants for positions at the patrolman's level valued formal 
education less, reflected a greater degree of pragmatic realism, and evidenced 
more conservative viE:cws·than the other two groups. In the case of the factor 
conformity to authority. the high probability value of .95 suggests that the small 
difference in mean scores among the groups could have resulted from chance 
alone in 95 out of 100 instances. Thus, for all practical purposes, the differences 
among the scores were insignif1'.cant. 

All things considered, it would appear that the process of anticipatory 
socialization arising from intradepartment aspirations did not begin to function 
so as to differentiate among the groups at the oueset of training. On:j.y after 
lmowledge and experience had been acquired by experience did aspirations begin 
to form so as to affect opinions. This analysis also suggests that aspiration may 
not take a multiplicity of objects--administrative, investigative or patrol. Rather, 
we may be talking merely about two polar qualities, aspiration and complacency. 
Overall, this analysis suggests the need for further exploration of the relationship 
between aspiration a'nd opinion formation. 
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CHAPTER VIII 

CONCEPTIONS OF ROLE ATTRIBUTES 

QUALITIES DERIVED FROM JOB ANALYSIS 

yv'hat personal characteristics are seen a " 
the pOli,ce role? One method of dealin 't ,s essen?al,m the p,erformance of 
the baslC elements involved in the rOlegt:::o~ t~~ queshon ,lS to obJectively stUdy 
deduce the characteristics necessar to f g JO? analY~ls and then logically 
lOwing this approach, a job analysiSYwasPerd or~ the varlOUS job elements. Fol
Angeles Police Department by the Califo u~ e; aken some years ago in the Los 
work routines of the police were anal ze~l11a ,tate Department of Education. 1 The 
units were fUrther analyzed into the f~llo ?y Job pro?esses or functions. These 
required for effective police performanc:;mg essentIal mental quelities or traits 

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 

10. 
11. 

Accurate memory and observation 
Reasonability 
Analytical judgment 
Ability to follow directions 
Ability to organize material 
Mental alertness 
Speed of decision 
Judgment (common sense) 
Determination 

A
Social in,telligence (understanding human nature) 

ggress1veness 

From an examination of this list 't 
a~ task oriented rather than peo;l; o~~~:;r: th;~ the police role, was seen primarily 
d1rect relationShip to interpersonal 1 t' e • , e only two attr1butes which have a 
siveness. re a lOnships are social intelli.gence and aggres-

Almost thirty years later this ,-
Police Department. A job anal;sis w:;~e ~pproach was undertaken in the Chicago 
requirements was derived. The attribute!~ ?erforme,d and a list of behavioral 
successful performance of the pat I ,w 1ch Were Judged to be crucial in the 

ro man s role are set forth in paraphrased form. 

1B ' 
enJamin Holmes, "Selection of Patrol "J 

nology and Pollee Science, Vol. 32, men ournal of Criminal Law. Crimi-
No.5, Jan. -Feb •• 1942. pp. 557-578. 
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1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

11. 

12. 

13. 

14. 

Endure l.ong peri.ods .of m.on.ot.ony and yet react quickly and 
effectively t.o pr.oblem situati.ons 

Gain kn.owledge .of the physical characteristics. events and 
behavi.or patterns .of pe.ople in a patr.ol area 

Exhibit initiative. pr.oblem-s.olving capac!ty. :ffective judgment. 
and imaginati.on in C.oping with c.omplex sltuatlOns 

Make pr.ompt and effective decisi.ons 

Dem.onstrate matu.re judgment in deciding t.o make an arrest. 
give a warning. .or use f.orce 

Dem.onstrate critical awareness in discerning signs .of unusual 
c.oMliti.ons or circumstances 

Exhibit a number of c.omplex psych.om.ot.or skills 

Adequately perf.orm c.ommunicati.on and rec.ord keeping 

functi.ons 

Have the facility to act effectively in extremely divergent 
interpers.onal situs,ti.ons 

Endure verbal and physical abuse fr.om citizens and .offenders 

Exhibit a pr.ofessi.onal. self-assured presence and a self

c.onfident manner 

Be capable .of rest.oring equilibrium t.o s.ocial groups 

Be skillful in questi.oning suspected .offenders. victims and 

witnesses 

Take charge .of situations yet n.ot unduly alienate participants 

.or bystanders 

15. B flexible en.ough to w.ork under l.o.ose supervisio.n in .s.ome 
si~ati.ons and under direct supervisi.on in .other sltuah.ons 

16. 

17. 

18. 

19. 

20. 

Tolerate stress in a multitude .of f.orms 

Exhibit pers.onal c.ou):'age in the face .of danger.ous situati.ons 

Maintain .objectivity while dealing with a wide variety .of 
pe.ople and gr.oups 

Maintain a balanced perspective in the face .of c.onstant 
~xp.osure ip the w.orst side .of human nature 

Exhibit a high level .of pers.onal integrity and ethical c.onduct
2 

2Baehr. Furcon and Fr.oemel • .oP. cit •• pp. n-3-5. 
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The results .of this j.ob analysis were m.ore exteilsive in that b.oth mental and be
havi.oral characteristics welle included. In general, this listit;1f?; .of attributes 
appears t.o be prtmarily pers.on .oriented rather than task .orien,led. N.ot .only does 
the list contain mention .of s.ome .of the m.ore subtle aspects .of ijllterpers.onal re
lati.onships but it als.o makes explicit refer~l1ce t.o the intrapers.onal side .of human 
relati.onships. 

Any c.onclusi.ons which can be dra,wn by c.ontrasting the findings .of these tW.o 
studies .of the attributes which are essential for the enactment of the police role 
must be considered as tenu.ous. H.owever, they d.o pr.ovide- strikingly different 
impressions. The earlier study imparted a general view of the P.olice role as 
being relatively simple and primarily task .oriented. The latter analysis reflect
ed a view of the r.ole as a far more complex one which required the ability t.o make 
sound judgments in a wide range of circumstances inv.olving pe.ople. Though the 
different impressions gained from these two studies may have been caused by a 
variety .of reasons related t.o their design. one cannot help but wonder to what de
gree these contrasting findings reflect actual changes in the police r.ole over time. 

QUALITIES DERIVED FROM AN UNSTRUCTURED QUESTION 

Another way of gaining inf.ormation about the characteristics which are seen 
as essential t.o the police role is sim:ply to ask pe.ople. Of course, it makes a 
great deal of difference who is asked. For example, twenty-six Nebraska State 
Troopers were asked what qualities thlilY would look for in police recruits. 

"Many put emphasis on lappeaF'::'libe., This seemed t.o c.ombine a 
series of .overt, sensory impressi.ons into a generalized 'feeling' 
that this particular man would be all right. For example, the man 
should look 'alert. I The general idea seemed to be that he sh.ould 
be able to answer questi.ons c.orrectly. h.onestly and immediately. 
His physical appearance sh.ould be clean, neat and .orderly. ,,3 

These respondents" wh.o had completed seven Weeks of recruit training and six 
months pr.obation ill the field ·l.lnder the guidance of an experienced .officer also 
menti.oned "c.omm.on sense" and "honesty" as essential qualities. 

In an.other inquiry i..'1to the qualities most necessary in a go.od P.oliceman, 
410/0 of the 27 police l'espondents listed "ale'rtness" and "competence" as the most 
essential attributes. Thirty-seven percent listed "hard. c.onsistent w.ork" as. a 
desired characteristic while 300/0 of the subjel'.:tl3 stated that a "likeable pers.onality" 
was imp.ortant. 4 In connecti.on with the view that role attributes which are thought 
t.o be essential are a consequence .of the way in which the role is conceived, it is .of 
interest t.o note that f.or these twenty-seven P.olice subjects, " ••• a f€leasant per
s.onality is highly valued for the l.ong h.ours in a car can easily drag. 11 It is sig
nificant that a pleasant person~.lity was not held t.o be imp.ortant in interpers.onal 
relationships witi'!. the general pUblic. 

Another study .of this kind llsed police instruct.ors as respondents. The sub
jects were asked what was the most important quality f.or a policeman to have. 

3 .. '-~ ,. 
Frank S. Devine, "Survey Rep.ort Number Two f.or the Nebraska State Patrol, 

Officer Training Selection Procedures. 11 mime.ographed (Linc.oln, Nebraska, 1969) 
p. 9-11. 

1westley, .oP. cit., p. 65. 

5Ibid., p. 64 • 
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Replies from the group of thirteen highly experi.enced police trainers were ranked 
as follows: 

1. Honesty 
2. Dedication, loyalty 
3. Common Sense 
4. Desire 
5. Prudence 6 
6. Understanding 

In a more sophisticated application of this common sense approach to deter
mine the attributes thought to be essential to the police role, a systematic random 
sample of city residents was asked what personal qualities were thought to be the 
most important for a policeman to have. The replies of the 275 respondents are 
listed below in rank order. 

1. Courteous, helpful, friendly, gets along well with 
others, easy going, cheerful, sense of humor, 
understanding, kind, patient, considerate, 
personality ...•....... " .•.....•....•............. ' .. 38.8% 

2. Impartiality, objectivity, fairness, honesty, 
integrity, veracity" ..•..•.••••..• ,. .• ,. ••. :/I •••••• ,.·..... 16.9 

3. Ability, competence, e.Lficiency, nonscientious, 
haX'dworki1~g, ambitious, dependable, reliable, 
stable, initiative, resourcefulness, adaptability, 
alertness .... (';I' • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• 10.3 

4. Physically fit, strong, courageous, tough, 
appearance, neatness ................... " '. . . . . . . . . .. 10.1 

5. Intelligence, judgment, common sense, education...... 9. 7 

6. Self-controlled, self-directed, disciplined, able 
to carry out Ol.'ders, ztrict, firm, reputation, 
morality, and character. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8 •. 2 

7. Knowledge of work, departmental procedures, and 
law; communication and public relations skills; . 
willingness and desire to be a policeman, loyalty. • • • • • • 3.2 

8. No answer or unclassified ....... Ii " • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 2.8
7 

In this instance, it is interesting to note that the public regards human relations 
attributes as far more important than abstract virtues, general abilities, or job 
related knowledge. 

Here again, one faces a problem iniryi..ng to compare the findings of differ~ 
ent studies. First, responses will vary according to the backgr.ound of the people 
who are asked. Again, the attributes thought to be essential will depend on the 

6"Police Instructors Seminar on Training, " Center for Adult Education, Univer
sity of Maryland, May-June, 1968. 

7 Preiss and Ehrlich, Ope cit., pp. 213-14. 
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particular view of the police role held by the respondent. Second, since the re
qu~sted answers are not delimited, the wide v8.riety of possible responses makes 
any domparative analysis difficult. Despite the problems inherent in this method, 
a cOi".e of essential attributes emerged which was common to three of the four 
studies c-lted. "Common Sense" and "Honesty" were among the top rated attributes 
in all but the Westley study. 

QUALITIES DERIVED FROM A CHECK LIST 

Perhaps the best method of assessing the attributes which are held to be 
essential in the performance of a given role is the use of an adjective check list. 
This approach, developed in the mid-1950's, provided a systematic way of deter
mining the qualitative aspects of role enactment. At this early stage of dp.velop
ment, a 200 word adjective check list was designed to determine the attributes 
related to the role of "daughter in contemporary American society. "8 Forty per
cent or more of the respondents checked the adjectives: informal, imaginative, 
pleasure-seeking, well mannered, warm, gentle, feminine, modest, and chef,Trful. 
The same researchers also used this approach to assess the qualities held to be 
related to the foreman's role. Among the adjectives chosen most frequently from 
the list of 200 commonly used modifiers were: industrious, serious, stable, in
telligence, fair-minded, tactful and reasonable. 

In a recent application of this method to the police, 192 Salt Lake City police 
officers responded to a 52 item check list which was designed to assess their over
all impressions of police officers. The most frequently chosen attributes, listed 
in r~~ order, were honest, res?onsible, alert, seli'lfeliant, courageous, capable, 
SUSP1C10US, down-to-earth, helpmg and masculine. 

This method for determining the qualities conceived to be essential for the 
enactment of a specific role has certain advantages over the two other methods 
cited in this discussion. An adjective check list limits the responses of the 
subjects to the words stated on the form. Thus, responses are analyzed more 
easily. The use of a check list also allows assessments to be mad(;'. at various 
points in time that are directly comparable>vith one another. Consequently, this 
approach was adopted within this research. 

A. MODEL ANAL 'yS~S OVER TIME 

Basically, one's concept of what attributes are essential for the enactment Df 
the police role is a reflection of what the role of the police is thought to be. Changes 
in conceptions of role attributes over time will occur to the degree that one's con
cept of the police role is altered. If, at the start of training, a recruit conceives 
of police work as consisting largely of physical tasks executed in a hostile environ
ment, then, logically, the attributes which will be seen as essential for work of 
this kind will be related to physical strength and courage. After training, if the 

8T~eod~re R. Sarbin and Donal S •. Jones, "An Experim,~:mtal Analysis of Role Be
haVJ.or, Journal of Abnormal Soclal Psychology, Vol. '0'1, 1956, pp. 236-41. 
9 
. Theodore R: Sarbin and ?onal S. Jones, "The Assessment of Role-Expectations 
m tI:~ Selection of Supervlsory Persollnel, " Educational and Psychological Measul"e
mel/;, Vol. 15, 1955, pp. 236-239. 
10F , . 

mney, Ope Clt., pp. 11-15. 
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recruit now conceives of the police role as one in which a variety of public. service 
functions are performed and recognizes that people can. in many instances. be 
manipulated more easily through verbal rather than physical skills. then such 
characteristics as communications skills. courtesy. and knowledge of interper
sonal.relationships will come to be valued more highly. 

In an effort to assess the changes which would take place in the concepts of 
essential role attributes over time. Wetteroth compiled' a list of 40 qualities which 
experienced police officers felt were positively related to the role of the police. 11 
Beginning in 1959. the list was administered to 40 New York City police recruits 
at three points in time; pre-appointment. post-academic. and post-field training. 
At each administration. they were asked to select the ten most essential traits. 
From their responses. a "trait image II was determined. This consisted of a 
cluster of charac+,eristics which were believed to be "essential in a good police
man. II Ten years later. the same instrument was administered to 31 of the 
original 40 subjects. 12 

Because of the care taken in the development of the Wetteroth Trait Image 
Scale (W. T. I. S. ) and the value of the longitudinal data obtained from the adminis
tration of this instrument. this adjective chE,lck list was used as a model for this 
research. The W. T. I. S. was duplicated and administered to the 113 subjects in 
this research at three points in time. the i.:ltart of recruit training. the end of 
recruit training and after 18 months of field experience. ~, 

Changes in Concepts of Role Attributes Over Time 

Like Wetteroth's subjects. the 113 men in this research were asked at each 
administration of the instrument to select ten of the 40 qualities listed which they 
believed essential in a good policeman. The responses were scored by assigning 
a numerical value of 40 to the first choice, 39 to the second choice. and so on to 
the tenth choice which received a value of 31. All of the remaining items received 
a score of 15.5. Thus. the scores could be summed. averaged. and ranked. 

Table 8. 1 shows the rank position and the average score for each of the 40 
attributes chosen by the 113 subjects at each point in time. By and large. there 
is a remarkable consistency among the 1'811kingS. The rank correlation between 
the placement of attributes at T1 and T2 was. 960 (t=21. 19. significant at the. 005 
level). Between T2 and T 3• the correlation was. 957 (t=20. 39. significant at the 
• GO!:) level). Thus. the nature of the subjects I role concepts. as inferred from the 
list of attributes chosen as essential to the police role. remained relatively un
changed within each time period. Their views of the attributes essential to the 
police role formed during the period of anticipatory socialization were not greatly 
affected by the new conceptions of the police role gained durin.g their formal train
ing. Nor were these conceptions greatly modified by eighteen months of field 
experience. At this level of analysis. it appears that the responses of the subjects 
to this trait image scale are highly stable over time. It has been explained that 
the durability of the occupational stereotype inferred from the ranking of attributes: 

" •.• may be found in the notion that tll/! lifetime careers, such 
as doctor, lawyer. policeman, nurse and the like, frequently form 

11 
Wetteroth, op. cit., p. 88. 

12George P. McManus, et. al •• Police Training and Performance Study (New 
York City Police Department. 1969). pp. 59-74. 

'~A copy of the Wetteroth Trait Image Scale is contained in the Appendix as item 
B~7. 
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Table 8.1 

Rank of 40 Qualities Essential in a Good P l' 
at Start of Training. End of Tr . . 0 lceman Chosen by 113 Police Subjects 

alnrng. and After 18 Months Experience 

Start <if Training 

Rank Average 
Score Attribute 

1 30.58 Dedication 
2 29.60 Alertness 
3 28.13 Well Trained 
4 27.78 Job Knowledge 
5 26.27 Common Sense 
6 26.05 Intelligence 
7 25.43 Honesty 
8 24.93 Courage 
9 23.56 Responsibility 

10 23.37 Courtesy 
11 23.29 Appearance 
12 23.12 Reliability 
13 21.91 Emotional Maturity 
14 21.55 Patience 
15 21.35 Respect for Superiors 
16 20.95 Efficient 
17 20.54 Integrity 
18 .20.16 Even Tempered 
19 20.00 Initiative 
20 19.85 Tolerance 
21 19.66 Morality 
22 19.65 Good Health 
23 18.63 Self Reliance 
24 18.30 Compassion 
25 18.07 Discretion 
26 17.93 Cooperation 
27 17.80 Leadership 
28 17.02 Sobriety 
29 16.99 Well Educated 
30 16.95 Religious 
31 16.58 Pleasant Personality 
32 16.11 Physical Strength 
33 16.03 Air of Authority 
34 15.96 Good Family Background 
35 15.94 Industrious 
36 15.94 Friendly 
37 15.83 Sense of Humor 
38 15.65 Practical 
39 15.64 Studious 
40 15.50 Not NaiVe 

End of Trainin 

Average 
Score Ath'ibute 

Common Sense 
Alertness 
Well Trained 
Job Knowledge 
Dedication 
Intelligence 
Honesty 
Appearance 
Courtesy 
Responsibility 
Reliability 
Patience 
Courage 
Initiative 
Morality 
Emotional Maturity 
EffiCient 
Good Health 
Tolerance 
Even Tempered 
Respect for Superiors 
Integrity 
Discretion 
Cooperation 
Sobriety 
Well EdUcated 
L'ladership 
Self Reliance 
Religious 
Compassion 
Pleasant Personality 
Sense of Humor 
Practical 

31.94 
31.16 
28.89 
27.73 
26.97 
26.62 
26.20 
26.09 
25.40 
25.04 
23.08 
22.42 
22.29 
21.97 
20.67 
20.33 
20.13 
19.48 
19.46 
19.34 
18.68 
18.65 
17.87 
17.68 
17.59 
17.42 
17.42 
17.12 
16.60 
16.36 
16.34 
16.13 
16.13 
16.07 
1.5.95 
15.81 
15.76 
15.50 
15.50 
15.50 

Good Family Background 
Friendly 
Industrious 
Physical Strength 
Air of Authority 
Not Naive 
Studious 

After 18 Months E erience 

Average 
Score Attribute 

Common Sense 
Alertness 
Job KnOwledge 
Well Trained 
Honesty 
Intelligence 
Responsibility 
Dedication 
Reliability 
Appearance 
Courage 
Initiative 
Patience 
Courtesy 
Integrity 
Even Tempered 
Emotional Maturity 
Efficient 
Respect for Superiors 
Good Health 
Discretion 
Self Reliance 
Tolerance 
Cooperation 
Well Educated 
Morality 
Sobriety 
Leadership 
Sense of Humor 
Compassion 
Practical 

34.34 
32.96 
27.86 
27.43 
26.96 
25.84 
25.41 
24.42 
23.28 
23.14 
22.94 
22.90 
22.89 
21.96 
21. 18 
20.65 
20.48 
19.57 
19.25 
19.19 
18.76 
18.47 
18.35 
18.06 
17.63 
17.49 
17.23 
17.15 
17.09 
16.69 
16.59 
16.26 
16.26 
16.02 
16.01 
15.82 
15.76 
15.50 
15.50 
15.50 

Air of Authority 
Pleasant Personality 
Physical Strength 
Good Family Background 
Religious 
Friendly 
Industrious 
Not Naive 
Studious 

the basis of children's gam A 
to individuals at es. ,s such, they become so familiar 
stereotyped and ::';~:~s~!e e~: :~ir occupational ima~e_bE'lcomes 
as the trait check list and in s't fer a forced reapp:t:ialsal sudl 13 

' pI e 0 Some actual job p.xperience. " 

Another evidence of the sameness in r k' . 
scores. At Tl' the range of scores b: mgs IS f?und in the range of average 
butes was 7.21. Although there was a ~e~~ th: fIrst and the tenth ranked attri
indicating a greater d. egree of s ~g shift upward in average scores at T 

- consensus m the sub' t' h' 2 6. 90 was not notably different 'from T Jec s c Olces, the range of 
l' However, at T 3' the range of scores had 

13Ibid• , p. 68. 
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widened to 11. 20. This was a consequence of the increased agreement among the 
subjects in the choice of common sense and alertness as the first and the second 
most essential attributes. 

The overall imprl'8sion gained from this data is that although the subjects' 
initial stereotype of ess:-,,~tial attributes was relatively unchanged by their formal 
training. nevertheless it did reaffirm their belief that alertness was among the. 
most essential qualities for a police officer to possess. "The idea that the pohce
man should be 'alert.' 'vigilant.' 'on his toes' to the possibility of crime seems 
the fundamental craft requirement of the policeman. ,,14 He must be watchful and 
in a state of readiness to meet danger. However. training did have the effect of 
causing the subjects to see that their reactions to sensory perceptions must be 
governed by reason Clnd sound judgment. Moreover. enactment of the patrolman's 
role tended to reinforce further the idea gained in training that common sense and 
alertness are complimentary qualities which are indispensible in the performance 
of the police role. 

Beyond these general impressions. the rank assigned to certain attributes 
did shift notably from one administration of the scale to another. Bet.wee.n T1 and 
T • dedication dropped from first to fifth place. 15 Courage. ranked m elghth 
pl~ce at T • dropped out of the top ranked ten qualities at T2 and was ~eplaced by 
appearanc~. All other qualities remain:d ~ their initia~ :-ank order wlth the ex-. 
ception of responsibility and courage which mverted posltlons. Byand large, this 
analysis also gives an impression of stability in ~he ~anking ~f att~i~utes by the 
113 subjects between the beginning and the end of thelr recrult trammg. 

At the final administration of the scale after eighteen months of experience, 
common sense and alertness remained as the top ranked attributes while well 
trained, job knowledge and intelligence underwent insignificant changes in p.osition. 
Dedication which dropped in rank between T1 and T2 decreased further to elghth 
position while appearance dropped to tenth. Courtesy,. n.o.longer am.ong the to.p 
ten, was replaced by reliability. Honesty and responslbllity rose s~ght~y to fifth 
and seventh position respectively. Though there were few major shifts m overall 
positions between T1 and T 3' some specific qualities did change significantly and 
therefore call for at least a tentative explanation. For one thing, the perceived 
decrease in the importance assigned to dedication can be traced to the prominence 
accorded to this quality within the occupational stereotype of most service occupa
tions. Acc.;rding to our ethos, clergymen, doctors; lawyers. nurses, policemen, 
social workers and teachers must, above all, be dedicated. Those who elect to 
enter these occupations generally do so with a profound sense of dedication. How
ever, after training and some initial exposure to the occupational routines, s~me 
degree of disenchantment sets in. The reality of the work causes more p;t'actlcal 
and specific attributes to be seen as necessary for the performance of the role. 

The ascendance in importance of common sense can be seen as related to 
an early awareness of the exceedingly complex nature of the patrolman' s jo~. 
Rather than learning specific routines. the recruits learn that the role requlres 
an almost overwhelming breadth of knowledge and the frequent exercise of 
reasoned judgment. The subjects also become aware of the limitless number of 

14Skolnick, op. cit •• p. 220. 

15It is, of interest to note that Wetteroth also noted a significant decrease in the 
rank given to dedication between the start and the end of training by the 1959 New 
York City recruit class. Wetteroth, op. cit., p. 70. 
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variables related to the situations and circumstances with which they, as patrol
men, must soon deal. At this point in time, the police instructors counsel the 
men in an effort to alleviate their anxiety to "play it by ear, " "use your own good 
judgment" or "just use common sense." Later, after exposure to the actual job, 
the application of common sense may be considered as a, very practical quality 
which is necessary not only to perform the role but also to survive. Whenever 
something goes wrong for a policeman, the most frequently heard explanation for 
the occurrence is that "he didn't Use common sense." 

The inclusion of courage as part of the occupational stereotype which existed 
at the start of training, can be traced to the image of the role portrayed in the 
more popular accounts of police work. The police officer who receives attention 
in the mass media is generally pictUred as brave and fearless. To chase, disarm, 
capture, kill or rescue someone requires courage and those actions form the core 
of the police image which receives the greatest public attention. However, once 
the subjects begin to replace the image with reality. courage is seen as less 
essential. Again, other more practical attributes take the place of courage among 
the ten most frequently chosen attributes, 

Although appearance was not chosen among the top ten rated attributes at 
the start of recruit training, it was included among those chosen at T2 and T 3• 
From the start of recruit training, the appearance of a man is seen as important. 
A recruit's appearance is checked routinely and judgments of him are made on 
that basis. He is also told that much of the public's impression of the police is 
based upon their general appearance. l~t is considered as' self-evident that a well
groomed man in a clean and neat uniforltl will command public respect. Once be
yond recruit training, the continual attention paid to appearance at,roll call inspec
tions tends to reinforce the lesson of rec.>:'uit training that appearance is important. 

INTER-CITY DIFFERENCES IN ATTRIBUTES 

In any research, it is desirable to be able to derive findings which may be 
generalized to other groups. Conversely, research findings which are applicable 
only to a particular group under certain circumstances and at a single point in 
time are less valuable. Such results USUally call for replication of the research 
in another setting at another time. Recognizing this, one of the primary reasons 
for the decision to use the Wetteroth Trait Image Scale within this research was 
the availability of comparable data from another major city, New York. Interpre
tations of the choices of essential attributes made by the subjects in the four cities 
in this ]~esearch can be enhanced by the inclusion of the New York City subjects in 
this analysis. By so doing, the generalizability of the findings can be increased. 

Table 8. 2 shows the attributes chosen by the police recruits at the start of 
their training to be the ten most essential in the pe:t'formance of the police role. 16 
For comparison purposes, the Ecores of two beginning recruit classes in New York 
City are shown. The core of attributes chosen in the four cities at the start of 
recruit training as well as by New York City police recruits in 1959 and 1968 are 
alertness, common sense, dedication, job knowledge and well-trained. Despite 
differences in time and place, these five attributes were seen as essential in the 
performance of the police role. Other attributes listed below these five can be 
regarded as unique to one or more cities. With the possible exception of dedication, 

16The average scores for each of the top ten attributes from which the rankings at 
T l' T 2 and T 3 were derived are shown in the Appendix as items D-1, D- 2 and 
:0::3. The New York City scores are from McManus, op. cit., pp. 66 and 69. 
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Table 8.2 

Inter-City Comp~ison of Ten Role Attributes Most Frequently Chosen 
by Six Groups of Police Recruits at Start of Training 

(Numbers shown indicate rank position) 

Attribute 

Common Sense 
Alertness 
Job Knowledge 
Dedication 
Well Trained 
Intelligence 
Honesty 
Courage 
Appearance 
Responsibility 
Courtesy 
Reliability 
Respect for Superiors 
Patience 

BaIt. 
(N=20) 

9 
1 
2 
7 
6 
5 
4 
3 

10 

8 

Cin. 
(N=B7) 

7 
4 
3 
1 
2 
5 
6 
8 

9 
10 

Col. 
(N=24) 

7 
1 
8 
4 
2 
3 

10 

6 

5 

9 

Ind. 
(N=32) 

4 
2 
3 
1 
5 

8 
7 
9 

10 

6 

N. Y.C. 
(N=31) 
(1959) 

4 
1 
2 
5 
8 
6 
3 

9 

10 
7 

N.Y.C. 
(N=246) 
(1968) 

6 
1 
2 
5 
4 
7 
3 
9 

10 
8 

the attributes in the common core are practical qualities which may not necessar
ily facilitate relationships with other people. Three of thF.s'e~~ttributes. common 
s~nse, alertness and dedication are inherent to the individuG,i.. The other two, 
dealing with training and job knowledge, are qualities which can be given in vary
ing degrees to any individual. 

Table 8. 3 shows the qualities chosen by police recruits after the completion 
of training. In this instance, only the responses of 31 men in the 1959 New York 
City recruit group are available for purposes of comparison.17 Again. in order to 
facilitate an understanding and interpretation of the data, Table 8. 3 shows' the five 
attributes which were common to all recruit groups as well as other less frequent
ly chosen attributes. Alertness. common sense and job knowledge remained with
in the common core of attributes. Dedication and well trained were replaced by 
courtesy and honesty. Both of these newly included attributes are stressed within 
recruit training curriculums. Courtesy is not taught from the standpoint of im
parting a general respect for and consideration of other people. Rather. courtesy 
is taught in terms of specific behaviors to do and say certain things and not others. 
Courtesy is a part of learned role behavior. Similarly. the attribute of honesty is 
stressed throughout recruit training not in terms of an absolute virtue but rather 
as a series of specific acts which are prohibited by external laws and regulations. 

In addition to the five attributes chosen by the subjects in all five groups. it 
ShOlild be noted that dedication and responsibility are common to the four groups 
of recruits in this research. The New York City recruits stand as unique in ex
cluding these two qualities from their list of essential attributes. To the contrary, 
courage and efficient were included among the ten most essential qualities by the 
New York City group but were excluded from the top ranking ten by the subjects jn 

the four other groups. Thus. in terms of these attributes. the New York City 
recruits of 1959 stand as unique. 

17Ibid •• p. 69. 
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Table 8,,3 

Inter-City C~mparison of Ten ,Role Attributes Chosen Most Frequently 
by Flve Groups of Pollce Recruits at End of Training 

(Numbers shown indicate rank position) , 

Attribute 

Common Sense 
Alertness 
Job Knowledge 
Courtesy 
Honesty 
Responsibility 
Dedication 
Intelligence 
Well Trained 
Appearance 
Reliability 
Courage 
Efficient 
Initiative 

BaIt. 
(N=20) 

3 
8 
4 
9 

10 
6 
7 
5 
1 
2 

Cin. 
(N=37) 

1 
2 
6 
7 
5 
9 
8 
4 
3 

10 

Table 8.4 

Col. 
(N=24) 

2 
1 
3 
8 
4 
9 
7 
5 

6 
10 

Ind. 
(N=32) 

1 
2 
6 
9 

10 
8 
3 

5 
4 

7 

N. Y.C. 
(N=31) 

5 
1 
7 
6 
3 

2 
4 
8 

9 
10 

Inter-City ?omparison of Ten Role Attributes 'Chosen Most FreqU'ently 
by SlX Groups of Police Subjects After Field Experience ' 

(Numbers shown indicate rank position) 

Attribute 

Common Sense 
Alertness 
Job Knowledge 
Honesty 
Intelligence 
Well Trained 
Responsibility 
Dedication 
Courage 
Appearance 
Reliability 
Patience 
Integrity 
Initiative 
Courtesy 
Emotional MatUrity 

BaIt. 
(N=20) 

1 
2 
5 
3 
9 
4 
7 

10 
8 

6 

Cin. 
(N=37) 

1 
2 
5 
4 
6 
3 
9 

10 
8 

7 

Col. 
(N::24) 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 

10 

9 

8 

Ind. 
(N=32) 

1 
2 
7 

10 
9 
6 
:; 
8 

3 

4 

N. Y.C. 
(N=31) 

2 
1 
5 
3 
4 
6 

8 
7 

10 

9 

N.y.C. 18 
(N=31) 

2 
5 

1 
9 
8 

3 

6 
10 

7 

18 . -
Ibid •• p. 69. The data in the first column wa,a obtained after 5 months experi-

ence. The second column of data was obtained after 10 years expe;rience. 
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As shown in Table 8.4, after enactment of the patrolman1s role, the core of 
essential attributes again included common sense, alertness arid job knowledge. 
Thus, throughout time and place, these three attributes are S<;len as essentfal. 
Honesty again is seen as an essential attribute, though by this time, experience 
has increased the groups 1 consensus and enriched the meaning of the term. All 
six groups accept the necessity for a man to be well trained. 

The inclusion of intelligence among the core of essential qualities indirectly 
rt~flects an interesting aspect of the change in role concepts over time. The con
sistently high rank given to common sense suggests that the subjects had believed 
that an ordinary degree of ability in decision-making would suffice for enacting the 
police role. Thus, it can be inferred that the nature of the police role was seen 
as being one in which ordinary reasoning ability was sufficient to guide actions of 
the police in instances where the proper course of action was not prescribed by 
training. The addition of intelligence to the core attributes suggests that exposure 
to the complexities of the role has shown the subjects that mere common sense is 
not enough. Intelligence reflects a higher degree of ability to cope with the situa
tions and circumstances confronted by patrolmen. Though common sense still is 
viewed as a necessary attribute, it is lllot sufficient to guide the role behavior of 
the po]jce. 

As was the case with the responses obtained after the completion of training, 
responsibility and dedication were common to the four groups of recruits in this 
research. After five months of experi,ence. the 1959 New York City pa'trolmen did 
not include either of these two attributE~s among the ten most essential. Of interest 
is the fact that after ten years of experience, these same subjects now included 
dedication in their list of the ten attribtltes essential for the enactment of the 
police role. 

Dedi0ation to What? 

Initially, dedication was seen by the subjects as the most essential attribute 
of all. Later, after training and field experience, it was seen as less important 
jn the enactment of the police role. Notwithstanding this change, it is of consider
able importance to discuss the object of the subjects1 dedication. 

On the one hand, a police officer can be dedicated to the system of law he is 
sworn to uphold. On the other, he can be dedicated to the people he serves, Thus 
dedicated, he would tend to function q.s a keeper of the peace. Most people woulq. 
agree that the police role has shifted in recent years from that of a law enforcer to 
that of a peace keeper. Accordingly, we would expect that' some of the more 
humanitarian attributes would be seen by the SUbjects as more essential to the 
police role. Conversely, attributes related to a knowledge of the system of laws 
and the institution necessary for their enforcement as well as the practical abili
ties required by the police to enforce laws would be seen as relatively less 
essential. 

The list of attributes contains a number of qualities which are associated 
typically with service occupations. If the subjects were to see their role as peace 
keepers and as agents of social control who are dedicated to service of the public, 
we would expect the more humanitarian attributes to be accorded a prominent ' 
position in their rankings. Though the subjects 1 initial occupational stereoty:pe as 
reflected in their responses obtained at the start of training might not incorporate 
the emerging peace keeping image, it would be expected that formal recruit train
ing and field experience would alter the responses of the subjects to reflect this 
changing nature of the police role. 
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Table 8.5 contains a list of 12 attl'fol.lt" dr 
w~uld logically be associated with the s~~'~"h''''s a',m :rom the full list of 40 which 
trlbutes would tend to make interpersonal ;~;a~,ccup~hons. In general, these at
The ranks assigned to these attributes at ea h lo?sh~ps ,less abrasive and h·oubled. 
the po~itions given to these service related ~tt:iomt In hme ~lre listed. As shown, 
there lS a slight tendency for the subjects to butes are ~ulte low. Over time, 
p,orta?t., If anything about the nature of th se,e these quahhes as even less im
hst, lt lS that the emerging service 0' t t Ohce role can be assumed from this 
from the relative placement of these :~e~ba ton of the pol~ce role cannot be inferred 
appear to be directed toward the serv" rl fUthes• The subJects 1 dedication does not 

. lce 0 e public R th h ' , appears to be directed toward the enf • a er, t elr dedlcation 
, t d orcement of the la Th ' -

orlen e , learned attributes given the highest r 1" w. e prachcal, action 
throughout the time span of th' an nngs Support the view that 

, lS research the sub' t h role as law enforcers. ' Jec s eld to the concept of their 

Table 8.5 

Ranking of Service Related Attributes by 113 Pol' S b' 
lCe u Jects 

Rank at Rank at 
Start of Rank After 

Attribute 
Training 

End of 18 Months 
Training Experience 

Honesty 7 7 Courtesy 10 9 
5 

Emotional Maturity 13 16 
14 

Patience 
14 17 

Even Tempered 12 13 18 Tole1:'ance 20 16 
Morrui-l;y 20 19 

21 23 
Compassion 15 26 
Cooperation 24 30 

26 30 
Pleasant Personality 24 24 31 31 Friendly 

36 33 
Sense of Humor 35 37 37 32 29 
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CHAPTER ]X 

THE PERCEPTION OF DANGER 

Our 'society has been characterized as a violent one. Collectively, the 
attention given to violence inevitably produces a generalized reaction which may 
range from mere concern to profound anxiety. At one time or another, everyone 
has felt endangered. It should be obvious that the police are part of society and 
experience the same generalized reaction as other members of society. Among 
those citizens who see assaults, rapes, robberies and murders close at hand in 
their own communities, their apprehension of danger may be intensified. So too 
with the police. Since they deal directly with society's violence, it would be ex
pected that they would have a heightened perception of danger. 

Thf: process of occupational socialization is a complex one for the police 
recruit. The acquisition of new knowledge and skills combined with the modifica
tion of preexisting attitudes and values constitute the basic components of taking 
on the 1'ole of police patrolman. Beyond this, the recruit learns to see objects, 
people" and situations in a different way than the rest of society particularly when 
they are seen within a context of danger. The police recruit learns to cope direct
ly wi1.h immediate personal danger whereas the rest of society learns merely to 
tole~'ate a generalized awareness of impersonal danger. 

The importance of danger to the police role has been ,110ted by many re
searchers who have given attention to the police environment. 

"Everything alien scares them. If you have wondered, when a traffic 
cop has stopped you for speeding, why he approaches you in a way 
which suggests you may be public enemy number one, it's because 
he is afraid that you may very well be. 111 

"o:r:he exposure to danger and potential vj,olence is one of the most 2 
impo;t'tant ingredients separating the policeman from the civilian. 11 

"Even though statistics show that police work is less dangerous 
than occupations in mining, agriculture, construction, and 

lR.ichard Dougherty, "Requiem for the Centre Street Mafia, II Atlantic Monthly, 
March, 1969, p. 112. 

2Marvin E. Wolfgang, liThe Police and Their Pr~blems, II Police, Vol. 10, No.4, 
1966, p. 54. 
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transportation, many police offic~rs worry constantly about the 
danger to their lives and limbs." 

"The majority of police officers ••• exhibit a tendency to be 
psychologically troubled by the occupational hazards of police 
work. ,,4 

"The possibility of violence affects not only the American 
policeman's conduct towards members of the public but also 
his relations with fellow policemen. ,,5 

Though the relationship of danger to the police role has been cited frequently by 
researchers, and the danger involved in police work has been obvious even to the 
casual observer, the degree to which those persons who perform the police role 
have dealt with the problems which danger poses to them is open to question. The 
frequent references made by outside observers to the dangers of police work may 
not, in fact, correspond to the degree of open recognition given to danger by the 
police. Perhaps an incautious psychologist might use this situation to illustrate 
two of the most common psyChological mechanisms of adjustment; projection for 
the non-police observer and denial for the police. 

While danger is intrinsic to the police role and learning ahout danger is an 
essential part of taking on the role, poUce recruit training programs typically 
have not given attention to the specific problem of danger and how the individual 
officer may cope with it. Westley observed years ago that" ••• the theme of 
danger of the work has little real meaning for the ordinary recruit. Danger is 
not e'q>licitly covered - it is incidental learning. ,,6 With few exceptions, things 
seem not to have changed greatly in this regard since then. 

THE RELATIONSIDP BETWEEN DANGER AND POLICE BEHAVIOR 

The relationship between the perception of danger and the enactment of a 
role perhaps has been studied to the greatest extent in the case of the military 
Joldier engaged in combat. For example, Grinker and Spiegel stated in general 
terms that when military perso~nel are confronted with a stressful situa1ion, they 
may be " ••• thrown back into a state of less differentiated response." Stouffer 
held that the fear reaction to a dangerous situation is " • • • apt to interfere so 
seriously that the men are unable to exercise good judgment or to carry out skill
fully an action which they have been trained to perform. ,, 8 Thus, the perception 
of danger has been found to rather dramatically affect the enactment of a combat 
role for the military. 

Many contemporary observers of the police have drawn a parallel between 
military combat personnel and the police who work in a high crime area. Consider, 

3Bruce J. Terris, "The Role of the Police, " The Annals, Vol. 374, November 
1967, p. 61. 

4Dempsey, Ope cit., p. 76. 

5Banton, OPe cit., p. 113. 

6Westley, OPe cit., p. 249. 

7 R. R. Grinker and S. P. Spiegel, Men Under Stress (Philadelphia, Blakiston 
Publishing Company, 1945), p. 144. 

8Samuel A. Stouffer, et. al., The American Soldier: Combat and Its Aftermath, 
Vol. 2 (Princeton, Princeton University Press, 1949), p. 223. 
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for example, the following: 

" ••• the great majority of the police consider high-crime areas 
of a city to be enemy territory; they feel that they are at war with 
the criminal elements within it • • •• Being at war and in enemy 
territory, the individual policeman feels that his life is in danger. 
He employs the psychololJY of 'it's either him or me, ' or 'if I don't 
get him now, he may get me later. r"9 

If one accepts this analogy or at least the equivalence of the responses 1,0 the pe~
ception of danger, then the findingEl which pertain to the reaction to da17ger for 
the military may be relevant to the police. 

Utilizing a role theoretical approach, Katz and Kahn comment about the 
soldier in a combat situation. 

"Additional and important sources of influence in role-taking are 
the objective, impersonal properties of the situation itself • • • 
The soldier in combat seeks cover when under fire not so much 
because of the expectations of m~wbers of his role set as because 
of the demands of the situation. " 

In accord with this explanation, Skolnick obs~rved that the performance of the 
police role is modified considerably whenever an officer considers himself or 
others in danger. In such instances, police behavior tends to be structured more 
by expediency than by th

11
usual behavioral expectations or existing role prescrip-

tions and proscriptions. Simply put, a police officer might feel that in situa-
tions which he defines as dangerous, it is expected that "anything goes." The 
rules and regulations are thought to cover only non-threatening aspects of police 
work. When in a dangerous situation, these behavioral prescriptions have little 
application. Consider the statement of a police officer who was assigned to one 
of the recent major urban riots. 

"I was scared. • • I can recall, the second night, laying underneath 
the scout car being shot at. And my radio, the walkie-talkie, was 
telling us to evacuate the area, although, hell, we were afraid to get 
from underneath the cars. "12 

Contrary to orders, it made good sense to tl.1is man to remain beneath the scout 
car. 

Rumors provide another example of the inclination to do that which is 
expedient in situations perceived of as hazardous. Men expG:!'iencing the strong 
emotion of fear tend to accept rumors more readily than they would otherwise, 
especially when the rumor is consistent with the perceived situation which gave 
rise to the original fear. Under such circumstances, people do not t~nd to 
separate fact from fiction for they are predisposed to action. One of the central 

9Harold Black and Mafvin J. Labes, "Guerrilla Warfare: An. Analogy 'to Police
Criminal Interaction," Amf.lrican Journal of Orthopsychiatry, July, 1967. p. 666. 

10Katz and Kahn, Ope t1i!.~" p. 178. 

llSkolnick, Ope cit., pp. 42-70. 
12 John Hersey, The Algiers Motel Incident (New York, _Knopf, 1968), p. 117. 
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figures in the violent disturbances of the 1968 Chicago Democratic National Con
ventio:::\ was well aware of this characteristic response to fear. Speaking about 
his beli;~f that there was no actual need to ,engage in disruptive tactics, he ex
pressed the view that the convention would disrupt itself. 

"They cannot distinguish rumors about demonstrations from the 
real thing •.• The threat of disorder, like all fantasies in the 
establishment mind, can create total paranoia •.• "13 

When S;~_heone is fearful, the ready acceptance of a rumor not only serves to re
inforce his initial fear but also it may justify the expedient nature of his reactive 
behavior. 

The call of "a police officer needs help" affords another good example of 
this kind of reasoning. This radio call has both an explicit and an implicit mes
sage. On the surface, a police officer may be in a life-threatening situation and 
help is needed immediately. Implicit in this call is the belief that the danger, 
whatever its nature, is not merely a threat to one police officer but to all police 
officers. In such instances, expediency often dictates the nature of the police re
sponse. Safe driving practices frequently are overlooked. Actions at the scene 
may be inappropriate. incautious, and harsh. In one instance, a police officer 
responded to a call for help. As he arrived at the scene, he observed a group of 
people surrounding an officer lying in the street. A crutch was being wildly 
swung by a member of the crowd. Without thinking, the responding officer 
grabbed the crutch and dispersed the crowd as he arrested the cripple who had 
been swinging the crutch. Only after the assaulted officer regained conscious
ness did the arresting officer learn that the cripple had been defending the officer 
from the attacks of the hostile crowd. In this instance, the usually careful and 
cautious approach was cast aside by the responding officer because of his percep
tion of danger. 

Further, if one considers the previous observation of Stouffer that the reac
tion to real danger is apt to interfere seriously with the exercise of good judg
ment and the performance of normal occupational behaviors. then it can be seen 
that the perception of danger can affect drastically the role enactments of the 
police. Recently, it was reported in a number of newspapers that 24 police 
officers, some in bulletproof vests and others with high-powered rifles with 
scopes, had been pimled down by gunfire from an open window for an hour and 
forty minutes. Though a police official reportedly stated, "He's shooting at any
thing that moves, " it was discovered later that the gunshots from inside the 
apartment were merely the sounds of a baseball bat striking a metal door. An 
embarrassed police detective at the scene reportedly said, "It sounded like shoot
ing. We thought we had a mad sniper on our:lands. ,,14 Indeed, the reaction to 
real or imagined danger may affect the role performance of the police seriously. 

LEARNING ABOUT DANGER 

The acquisitioll of knowledge about the relationship between the police role 
and the danger I.lssociated with it may take several forms. The first relates to 
the relationship between the police occupation, per se, and the danger common to 
it. During the process of anticipatory socializati .... n, the prospective recruit 

13Daniel Walker, Rights in Conflict (New York, Bantam Books, 1968), p. 37. 

14" IMad Sniper' Holds Cops ~t Bay with Bat, " Chicago Tribune, January 25, 1970, 
p. 1. 
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probably will learn something of the risk of " 
pa.:-'ed to the risk of danger in other "b A danger In law enforcement as com-
by the U. S. Department of Labor S~:W:d th~~cent study o£ the matter undertaken 

"Only garbage collectors, logger d . 
hazards on their jobs than pOlice:::en

an ;~al ~llners face more 
accident-free years on his job _ h' ~ er c:an e.xpe.ct 217 
before suffering a disabling injur e ~OUld work fIve lifehmes 

~~~ :eetrysehars be
1
f
1

0 re being fell~d by o:!::;~ti~~:;:~:'id~:~~ 
ave years' and for li ' 12 years. ,,15 ' po cemen odds run out in 

This kind of information, based upon the d 
in connection with a given occupation role, e~:e .of probabil,ity of physical injury 
all tone of the working environment of th l' Y influence only vaguely the over
unlikely to influence the perceptions f the po lce. Information on this level is 
M " 0 ose people already in th . 

ore pOSSIbly, information of this kind Id h' e occupatlOn. . wou ave a greater 'nfl 
outSIde the o~cupatiOIl, particularly those indO . d 1 . I uence on people 
police career, IVl ua s enterIng or considering a 

Secondly, danger may be consider d 'th . 
the police specialist in bomb disposal de WI . reg~rd to ItS predictability. For 
moments he actually defuse'" the h ' ~nger IS qUIte predictable. The few 
f th' ~ c arge mdeed are most dan or e polIce generalist. the patrolman d gerous. However, 
dictable. This lack of p~edictabilit . ' anger appears to be far more unpre
the police role which must be I YdlS an atti-n:dinal orientation associated with 
ubiquitous possibility of dangere:n~liceOf pertmence here is the fact that the 
those persons within the occupatio:. work seems to affect the perceptions of 

"L'k I' I e so dlers at the battle front Am' , 
death every minute of their worIdn erlcan policemen now face 
way they do their job and their faJI diif It shapes the~ and the 
of. casual violence. Like battle m J :. They work m a climate 
of flesh. "16 e cs, It blunts them to the pains 

. Wilso? commented about the unpredictable nat . 
WIth the malntenance of order activities of th li ure of danger In connection 

e po ce: 

"Statistically, the risk of ill "ur d 
?e.great in order-mainten~ce ~i:at~o~: ;0 tt~: p~trtOlman may not 
It IS unpredictable, occurrin .,' U 1 eXls s and worse, 
I would add that the risk of d!ng '. whedn you l?ast expect it, • .' 
w rk h er m or er mamtenance pat I 
c:use 'it's ~ne~:c~?~~i:;:i:~~ e~ect on the officer partl/~e-
partly because he tends to c . ",". m m?re apprehensive and 
citizen. ,,17 ornmu.illcate hIS apprehension to the 

15"C II 
16 oT;>sules, The Police Chi~ January, 1969, p. 6, 

Co.li~ McGlashan, as quoted in The Hot L' . 
Adll1lmstration of Justice (New York N ti me, Commumty Relations and the 
Jews, October, 1968). ' a onal Conference of Christians and 
October, 1968). 
17 

James Q. Wilson, "Th P 
pp. 19-20. e atrolman's Dilemma, II New York, September. 1968. 
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Thirdly, danger can be examined with regard to its spatial and positional 
characteristics. The police in high crime sections of a large city may believe 
that they work in a dangerous setting. Other low crime areas, the so-called 
"country club" sections, may be thought of as a safe place to work. 

"Although the apprehension of any criminal is hazardous, whether 
the crime has been against persons or property, policemen asso
ciate patrol in disadvantaged areas with a high amount of discre
tionary intervention and the possibility of violence against persons. 
These are the kinds of situations where danger to the police officer 
may erupt without warning. He feels that he must be more alert to 
the unexpected and especially to the sudden surge of paSSion that 
precipitates an attack l.'pon himself. By contrast, in well-to-do 
areas the nature of the crime is likely to be more clear and the 
policeman feels he is the hunter and not the hunted. Furthermore, 
he will not have to deal with masses of people, unsure of himself 
as to who is at fault. 1118 

Similarly, the officer who works in a clerical capacity at a headquarters office 
works in a safer position than does the patrolman in the field. Again, the police 
recruit must learn to relate varying degrees of danger with these spatial and 
positional variables. 

Fourthly, the recruit must be able to judge the appearance and the conduct of 
people for their danger potential. Sarbin states that this ability to classify the c<in
duct of others according to risk is common to both policemen and prison guards. 9 
Skolnick also comments about the perceptual ability of the police to recognize the 
potential threat posed by people who exhibit certain symbols of danger. 

"The policeman, because his work requires him to be occupied 
continually with potential violence, develops a perceptual short
hand to identify certain kinds of people as symbolic assailants, 
that is, as pers()ns who use gesture, language, and attire that 20 
the policeman has come to recognize as a prelude to violence. " 

Obviously, this perceptual ability must be learned. Not so obvious is that it is 
learned largely through experience. Werthman and Piliavin address themselves 
to the nature of tillS learning process. 

"Policemen develop indicators of suspicion by·a method of 
pragmatic induction. Past experience has, in large part, led 
them to conclude that ••• Negroes are more likely to cause 
public disturbance than whites,. and that adolescents in certain 
areas are a greater source of trouble than other categories of 
the citizenry. On the basis of these conclusions, the police 

18Bayley and Mendelsohn, op. cit., p. 90. 

19Theodore R. Sarbin, "The Dangerous Individual: An Outcome of Social Identity 
Transformations, " unpublished paper read at the joint meeting of the American 
Society of Criminology and the American Association for the Advancement of 
Science, Berkeley, December, 1965. 

20 Skolnick. "t 45 . op. C1 ., p. • 
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divide the population. • • into a variety of categories and make 
some initial assu.mptions about the moral character of people • • 

Lastly, the presence or absence of danger can be considered in relation
ship to certain situations. Commonly, danger in this sense is given explicit 
mention in recruit training and in the general police literature. For example, 
the following statement tells what a typical recruit learned, among other things, 
during the first week of recruit training. 

"He was warned not to use his squad car as a garbage can, and 
told that disturbance calls are the most dangerous and the most 
interesting. "22 

On a more general level, Toch made reference to the beginning police officer 
learning about the danger related to handling certain assignments. 

"Uinversal apprehensiveness about certain types of assignments 
may be communicated to the young officer, and they may induce 
panic in many situations. 1123 

Though panic may be an ~nitial reaction to the danger inherent in handling some 
assignments, both the ra'cruit and the apprentice patrolman quickly must replace 
panic with appropriate role behavior. 

Learning to Deal with Danlser 

"I will. • • maintain courageous calm in the face of danger . • • ." There 
is no question about the necessity for such a pledge within the Law Enforcement 
Gode of Ethics. Clearly, police work is hardly a job for the timid since panic 
and overpowering fright are unsuitable reactions to danger for the police. Police 
officers need to be able to think clearly, to exercise cool judgment, and to per
form their work assignments in the way they have been trained - even in situa
tions which may be quite dangerous both to themselves and to others. However, 
the mere pledge to be calm in the face of danger is insufficient to bring about the 
desired behavio.:Cal control. Other methods of dealing with danger must be learn
ed through experi6::'c<: and from others. 

An Awareness of Individual Differences 

What are the ;tndividual consequences of being in a situation perceived as 
dangerous? Fromla physical standpoint, the heartbeat accelerates and the peri
pheral blood vessl;ll.:1are contracted. Breathing is deeper and more rapid. The 
pupils of the eyes di1~te. Additional energy is gained from a release of sugar 
from the liver and a suostance is released into the blood to make possible more 
rapid clotting. Digestive activity is slowed. Further, psychological research 
has shown that under stressful conditions, lights appear to be brighter and. 
sounds seem to be louder. Because threatening objects seem to be larger than 
they actually are, people tend to ser-.4l source of danger as nearer at hand than 
it really is. Also, when people belldve themselves to be .in physical peril, 

21Carl Werthman and Irving Piliavin, "Gang Members and the Police," mimeo
graphed (Berkeley, University of California, undated), p. 8. 

22"The Recruit," Chicago Police Star (Chicago Police Department, October. 
1968), p. 4. 
23 Hans Toch, Violent Men (Chicago, AIdine Publishing Company, 1969), p. 242. 
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they tended to overestimate time and to make inaccurate judgments of the speed of 

walking. 
, 'al and sychological effects which occur 

The complexities of the phYSIOlogIC 1 P 'd ange of individual differences. 
'd subJ'ect to the usua WI e r " ' 

as a reachon to anger ;are, , ' 'rsal considerable variahon eXlsts m 
Though the nature of these reachons IS ~m:: the~e effects. Necessarily, then, a 
the degree to which a person may e(erlen'ence the nature and the inten'~ity of his 
police officer will lea:r:n from actua experl, 
reactions to danger. 

Denial of Danger 
, ad method of dealing with the personal effects of 

p::obably th~ mo~~ Wldespr;he recruit and the apprentice patrolman soon , 
danger IS to deny ItS eXls~ence. f the typical comments expressed by experl-
will learn to adopt as theIr ~wn some 0, ' ,-' 

enced officers regarding dangll':r and theIr Job. 

" , " 
"I don't worry about it, but my Wlfe does. 

'th the J'ob I accept this fact and forget it. " "Danger comes Wl . 
't d ?" "What job doesn't have 1 s angers, " 

h !ficer becomes careless. 
"The job becomes dangerous only w en an 0 

. lf I know backing is on the way 
"I feel I can take care of myse., " 
should I be sent on a dangerous aSSIgnment. 

, k' 'as a mechanism for dealL'1g with danger is 
The adoption of attitudes of thi:iC~ni: unique to the police. Rather, it is, compon 
not, of course, an approach w t" hl'ch danger in one form or another, 

t 't' f all occupa Ions m w ' , ' . 
among the prac 1 lOners 0 1" ' the field of medicine, it has been CIted 
must be faced regularly. For examp v, m 

that 
" a radiolo ist must accept the fact that his work is some~hat 

: k" . t as ga policeman ,accepts the responsibility of carrymg 
rlS y - JUs , h t t and the possible consequence of gettmg s 0 a • • • • 
~f :e;~~~;logist worries about the danger of his work, he dw~n': be 
able to do it properly. I have seen men almost paralyze year. 
The only way one can function is to prot~,~t4 oneself as much as 

'ble and forget about the rest. POSSI .•. 

The beginning police officer soon will lear? to ,adopt and express statements of 
denial concerning the danger associated Wlth his work. 

Variations in Danger Tolerance 

't '11 learn that the degree of danger which a 
From the ,start, a new recrul Wl the social value assigned to the resolu

police officer Wlll tolerate depenfdf,s upon'll lac'e himself in a highly dangerous 
. "tu t' A police 0 lcer Wl P db" k' hon of the Sl a IOn. 't " s In the capture of an arme an , " 'bl utcome is merl orIOU • 

situahon: If the POSSI e 0 ,\ -f" hter " a police officer will tolerate a 
robber, a multiple murderer, or ~i.\~~~ :t!en a~prehending a petty cri,minal or a 
greater 'measure of personal dang" 'h b a'd "There's no glory or 

, R di g the lattl'r It as een s 1, , " " 
traffic VIOlator. egar n ' r' d 't give those things much attentIon. 
special goodness in that. Even ne"ifpapers on 

4 IIA Radiologist Talks About His Work, II Today's Health, 
2 David H. Faegenburg, 
January 1970, po 84. 
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The recruit will learn that exposure to danger in a senseless situation is less 
tolerable than exposure to danger in a situation of critical importance. The tyro 
will also learn the social valuation assigned by others to the resolution of these 
situations. 

Control of Behavior 

Another form of learning that will be a pari of the early socialization of the 
police officer concerns the control of his reactions to danger. Though others may 
panic and flee when confronted with danger, a police officer must learn to inhibit 
these reactions and behave in accord with the accepted standards of his profession. 
The maintenance of "courageous calm in the face of dangerll is one such standard 
which will guide the conduct of the beginning officer. Ingeed, calm and controlled 
behavior is one of the essential elements of professional conduct. 

"The surgeon who cuts people open, ••• the undertaker who 
prepares bodies for burial, and the general who issues the 
order that will certafuly mean death or horrible injury to 
thousands of soldiers - all of these individuals must some
how learn to avoid or minimize the strong emotional reactions 
that would ordinarily accompany these actions. If they do not 
learn to inhibit them, the resulting emotional reactions would 
seriously interfere with their performance. Part of' the mean
ing of the word 'professional' involves this very thing, the 
capacity to remain calm and unemotional in carrying out one's 
job •••• ,,25 

A more powerful determinant of behavior than written prescriptions of occupation
al conduct are the expectations expressed by other .police officers within the 
generalized other. Moreover, the actual behavior of role models will influence 
the conduct of apprentice patrolmen to a considerable degree. Whatever the source 
of behavioral definition, the recruit will soon learn to inhibit inappropriate con
duct and exhibit acceptable behavior in the face of danger. 

Selected Inform.ation. About Danger 

Part of taking on any professional role involves the learning of a variety of 
information relevant to that profession. Since danger underlies much of police 
work, one would expect a beginning police officer to acquire some information 
about this pervasive condition. Knowledge about danger and its effects is a pre
condition to the control of behavior. Yet, as has been pointea out, what limited 
learning that does take place is incidental to or beyond the formal recruit train
ing program. This is not the fault of the police. The officer who is interested in 
finding out about the perception of danger ,and its effects will find very little infor
mation on the subject. Aside from what has been written about the fears of ,chil
dren, phobias, and the fear experienced by men in military combat, there is little 
to enlighten him. Perhaps this is a telling commentary on our society. We 
plainly do not give very much attention to adult fearE;.J;1.Elcognizing the need for 
basic information on this subject, this discussion will focus on selected aspects (r 

of the perception of danger related to the performance of the police role. 

25Barclay Martin, Anxiety and Neurotic Disorders (New York, John Wiley and 
Sons, 1971), p. 93. 
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During the period 1961 to 1970. 633 police officers were killed by criminal 
actions. Of this total. 72% of the deceased officers were assigned to patrol duty. 26 
Assignment to a patrol car is the typical initial assignment a recruit receives 
after completion of recruit training. The apprentice's first assignment then. is 
ordinarily the most dangerous position in law enforcement. That part of the Role 
Perception Battery which was designed to assess the perception of danger was 
structured to this situation. motorized patrol. 

The source of information on patrol assignments is the police radio. To 
the experienced officer. the police radio sends out more than specific work 
assignments. The veteran officer can tell what day it is without a calendar by 
listening to his radio. He quickly can tell whether or not he will have a busy 
tour of duty by the weather and the kind of calls given out. the location of the 
incidents. and the pace at which the assignments are 'broadcast. 

"The police radio - the control center of every metropolitan 
police department - is where ••• all tasks of the force con
verge. A citizen calls for help • • • • At once. a police ,dis
patcher calls the nearest scout car with the address of the 'run' 
and a description of the trouble. phrased in terse. lean English 
that tells the story fast. 

The officer in the scout car promptly answers. 'Got it. ' and the 
tone in which he says it sometimes tellf! volumes. If a bandit 
with a revolver is reported to be holding up a drugstore. the 
words are spat out with assurance and urgency. • • But if it is 
a case of family trouble. the words are likely to be spoken with 
weary resignation. as if to say. 'Oh. God. here we go again. ,,,27 

Thus. the experienced man receives not only words over the radio. but he also 
sees a picture colored vividly with the memory of past experiences. It is this 
preconceived image th11t this instrument was designed to assess. As shown in 
the Appendix as item B-8. the Perception of Danger instrument consists of twen
ty standardized radio assignments. The subjects were asked to rate each assign
ment regarding the degree of danger they believed would be associated with hand
ling the incident. 

AN ANALYSIS OF DANGER SCORES 

Mean scores for the responses of the 113 subjects were calculated for each 
assignment at each point in time. As shown in Table 9.1, the assignments were 
ranked from those which the subjects thought would be the most dangerous to 
those thought to be the least dangerous. At all three points in time. "robbery in 
progress" was thought to have the highest degree of danger. At the other extreme. 
"meet a citizen" and "animal bite victim" were thought to be the least dangerous 
of all the .assignments listed. 

At the start of recruit training. the subjects felt that 5 of the 20 assignments 
would be extremely to highly dangerous to handle. Three of the calls were believed 

26.T. Edgar Hoover. Uniform Crime Reports. 1970 (Washington. D. C •• U. S. 
Government Printing Office. 1971). p. 48. 

27George Edwards. Police on the Urban Frontier (New York. Institute of Human 
Relations Press. 1968). p. 5. 
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Table 9.1 

Rank Order of MeaTl Danger Scores for 20 Assignments Given by 113 Subjects 

Start of Training (T 1) ~nd of Training (T2) Mter 18 Months Experience (T3) 

Assignment X Assi![!ment X Assi![!ment X 

Robbery in progress 4.53 Robbery in progress 4.58 Robbery in progress 4.68 
Assault with a deadly weapon 4.44 Officer needs help 4.58 Officer needs help 4.58 
Officer needs help 4.43 Burglary in progress 4.31 Burglary in progress 4.26 
Burglary in progress 4.27 Assault with a deadly weapon 4.19 Assault with a deadly weapon 4.06 
Murder 4.19 Firearms discharged 4.00 Insane person 4.04 
Firearms discharged 3.84 Insane perscn 3.96 Firearms discharged 3.77 
Insane person 3.79 Burglar alarm sounding 3.89 Murder 3.77 
Burglar alarm sounding 3.75 Murder 3.58 Family disturbance 3.54 
Attempted suicide 2.80 Family disturbance 3.41 Burglar alarm sounding 3.53 
Family disturbance 2.78 Suspicious person 2.79 Reckless driving 2.71 
Disturbance with teenaTters 2. u8 Reckless driving 2.79 Suspicious person 2.65 
Reckless driving 2.62 Attempted suicide 2.77 Disturbance with teenagers 2.63 
Drunk driver 2.54 Disturbance with teenagers 2.68 Attempted suicide 2.60 
Suspicious person 2.52 Drunk driver 2.62 Drunk driver 2.51 
Man down 2.42 Man down 2.26 Indecent e""posure 2.19 
Malicious mischief 2.03 Malicious mischief 2.19 Man down 2.17 
Rape victim 2.03 Indecent exposure 2.14 Malicious mischief 1.90 
Indecent exposure 1. 81 Rape victim 2.03 Rape victim 1.82 
Animal bite victim 1.71 Meet a citizen 1.92 Meet a citizen 1.73 
Meet a citizen 1.34 Animal bite victim 1.57 Animal bite victim 1.40 

to be highly to moderately dangerous. Nine of the assignments were thought to be 
moderately to slightly dangerous while the remaining 3 calls were viewed as hav
ing slight or no danger associated with th(~m. 

. At the completion of training. the subjects again indicated that they believed 
5 of the assignments listed held eid:reme; to high danger for the police. At this 
time. 4 other calls weI'e viewed as higlily to moderately dangerous. Of the re
maining 11 assignments. 9 were,thought to be moderately to slightly dangerous 
and 2 were felt to be slightly dangerou.s or not dangerous at all. 

After actual experience as patrolmen, the ranking of the assignments 
appeared to have undergone little change. Again. 5 calls were seen as being ex
tremely to highly dangerous. As before. 4 other calls were reported as being 
highly to moderately dangerous. This time. 7 calls were thought to be moderate
ly to slightly dangerous while the remaining 4 calls were viewed as having slight 
or no danger related to them. 

Rank-Difference Correlation of Assignments by Time 

In order to gain more preCision in this analysis. rank difference correlations 
were calculated for the 20. assignments ranked in Table 9.1. A cor]Jelation of .96 
was found to exist between the placement of assignments at the start and.the end of 
training. The correlation between the ranks given the assignments at the end of 
training and after field experience was found to be .99. Overall. the coefficient 
of correlation betw¢en the rank of assignments at Tl and T3 was found to be .95. 
All of these correlations were statistically significant at the. 01 level of confi
dence. Hence. one can conclude that the rank of the various calls by the degree 
of danger' thought to be related to their handling remained highly stable between 
any two achninistrations of the instrument. Those assignments seen as the most 
dangerous at T 1 were also seen by the subjects as the most dangerous at T2 and 
T3' Similarly. those seen as least dangerous at T 1 were also seen as least 
dangerous at T 2 and T 3' 
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Rank-Difference Correlation of Assignments by City 

To what degree did the rank order of the assignments in one city parallel 
the rank order of assignments in another city. To answer this question, the rank
difference correlation coefficient was calculated for the assignments for each 
combination of 2 cities at a single point in time. These coefficients are shown in 
Table 9.2. 

Table 9.2 

Rank-Difference Correlation Coefficients for Assignments by City 

Start of Training End of Training After 18 Months 

Cities (T 1) (T 2) Experience (T 3) 

r t Sig. r t Sig. r t Sig. 

BaIt. '. Cin. .94 12.14 .01 .97 16.81 .01 .97 16.00 .01 
BaIt. - Col. 9t' • 0 13.41 .01 .95 12.97 .01 .94 11. 48 .01 
BaIt. - Ind. .93 11.15 .01 .96 14.11 .01 .95 13.54 .01 
Cin. - Col. .93 10.Q1 .01 .95 12.71 .01 .96 14.43 . a1 
Cin. - Ind. .95 12.42 .01 .95 12.76 .01 .94 11. 89 .01 
Col. - Ind. .95 13.54 .01 .97 16.00 .01 .93 11. 04 .01 

These very high correlations between cities indicate that the rank given to each of 
the 20 assignments is almost identical in each city. At least for these subjects, 
the relative position of the assignments with regard to the danger thought to be 
associated with the performance of the work assignment appeared to be universal. 
Those assignments which were ranked high in anyone of the four cities, were also 
ranked high in the other three. Similarly, assign;nents which were ranked low in 
one city were also ranked low in the other cities. 

Rank-Difference Correlation of Subjects 

A. parallel question involved in the perception of danger concerns the stabil
ity of the individualsubject's total scores in rating the 20 assignments. Simply, 
did the men whose overall responses reflected the highest degree of perceived 
danger at the start of training continue to do the same at the end of traj)1ing and 
after experience as a patrolman? To answer this question, rank-difference 
correlation coefficients were calculated for the subjects in each city. The analy
sis was done in this way because there is a possibility that inter-city differences 
might appear. The data pertaining to this analysis is shown below in Table 9.3. 
Except for Cincinnati, the subjects who tended to obtain higher scores on the dan
ger instrument at the start of their tra.ining also tended to make higher ,scores at 
the completion of training and after 18 months experience as patrolmen. If the 
instrument does, in fact, assess the degree of danger that a person perceives as 
related to the handling of a 'IIariety of police assignments, then it follows that the 
subjects can be categorized as inherently high, moderate and low perceivers of 
danger regardless of the situation. However, the statistics for the Cinc~at-l 
subjects counter this conclusion. In that city, there was no statistically signifi
cant relationship between the degree of danger indicated by the subjects at the 
completion of their recruit training and the degree of danger reported by these 
men after patrol experience. Factors other than an inherent characteristic of 
the subjects tended to affect the perception of danger scores of th,~ Cincinnati sub
jects. This intriguing inter-city difference suggests the complexity of this inquiry 
and the elusiveness of definitive findings. 
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Table 9.3 

Rank-Difference Correlation of Subjects Ranked by Total Danger Scores 

T1 - T2 T - T T1 - T3 City 2 3 
r t Sig. r t Sig. r t Si.r;r. 

BaIt. .58 3.02 .01 .53 2.66 .02 .54 2.71 .02 
Cin. .36 2.27 .05 .26 1. 56 NS .15 .89 NS 
Col. .57 3.25 .01. .81 6.42 .01 .74 5.17 .01 
Ind. .38 2.25 .05 .58 3.90 .01 .39 2.32 .05 

Changes in Danger Scores Over Time 

,At the ~ime 0: entry into recruit training, the subjects I. concept of the danger 
aSS?C1,ate~ Wlth the1r new occupation had been shaped by the process of anticipatory 
sOClahzatlOn. Alth~ugh some general information about danger and the police role 
ma~ have been ac~u1red before the start of training, it is doubtful that any of the 
~bJects had cons~dered the specific question of the degree of danger associated 
w1th the work ass1gnments given to patrol officers over the police radio. One 
~hoUld note t~a,t a numbe~,of subjects in all cities asked such questions as what 
a, man down ,lS or, what meet a citizen" means while 'completing the question

na,lr: for the f1rst hme. All things considered, the responses of the subjects to 
this 111strument at T1 represent merely ill-formed preconceptions. Thus, one 
wOU~d expect t~at exposure to training and experience as a police patrolman would 
modify the subJects preconceptions of danger to a considerable degree. 

In order to examine the differences which occurred in the subjects I mean 
danger sc~res over time, both the t test and analysis of variance was employed. 
~s shown ~ Table 9.4, the t test was used to determine the significance of the 
differen,ce 111 scor:s between T1 and T 2, and T2 and T

3
, While the significance 

of the ,differences 111 mean scores over the full time span was tested byanalys's 
of var1ance. 1 

Between Tl and T 2• statistically ~ignifi,cant differences in mean danger 
scores at the. 0 1 leve,~, were noted for SlX of tue 20 assignments listed in Table 
9.4. The scores for 1ndecent exposure. " "family disturbance" "suspiciou 
Perso "a d I, t 't' ", , , " s "n, "n mee ,a C1 1zen 111creased slgnificantly while the scores for "mur-
der and assault w1th a deadly weapon" decreased. Although these differenc 
could be expla~ed in part by the general tendency for high scores to decreasee:nd 
low scores to mcrease. other more specific explanations appear to be related to 
at least some of these changes over time. 

To the uninitiated. aSSignment to a murder would be considered extremely 
?angerous. ,The word evokes strong response. Murders are the central element 
111 most mOVles, stories, and television shows about the police. crime and crimi
nals. However. the experienced patrolman ~';lows that an assignment to investi
gate a murder. mor,e often than not, .is devoi~ of danger. The police response 
mO,st fr,equently begll1s at some distance in time from the actual criminal act. 
Th1S ffilght become self-evident to the su.bjects as they learn more about their 
:ut~e role as patz:61men while in training, or it might be taught intentionally or 
~nc1dentally by pOlice instructors. In any event. the effect would be a reduction 
111 the degree of danger believed to be related to handling a murder assignment. 
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Table 9.4 

Significance of DifCarences in Danger Scores of 113 SUbject;. B)etween 
Times (T -T s':nd T :"T ) arId Across Time (TCT 2- 3 

1 2 2 3 

Significance of Overall 
Significance of 

T2 Difference T3 F-Ratio Significance of 
Assignment Tl Differenc'.e Difference 

T 1-'l'2" T2~;T3 

!) 

)i 

:fir 

i 

i 
t; 
i 

X=3.56 NJ3 X=3.77 17.59 .01 

Murder X=4.19 .01 s=1.02 s=1.16 s= .95 
X=2.19 .01 

X=1. 61 .01 X=2.14 ~S 16.23 
lndecent Exposure .64 s= .66 

s= .62 s= 
X=3.54 36.04 .01 

X=2.76 .0:1 X=3.41 ~IS 
Family .66 s= .lI6 

s= .66 s= 
Disturbance 

X=2.79 ~IS X=2.71 1.50 NS 
Reckless Driving X=2.62 NS .90 .89 s= 

s= .95 Il= 

X=3.69 ,·01 X=3.53 9.22 .01 
X=3.75 NS Burglar Alarm .67 s= .60 
s= .73 s= 

Sounding 
X=2.26 rlS X=2.17 3.32 .05 

Man Down X=2.42 NS s= • 73 
s=1. 16 '8= .74-

X=2'.6IL,. NS X=2.63 \.28 NS 
Disturbance with X=2.68 NS .73 s= .'/5 s= 
Teenagers s= .78 I 

X=3.·/7 .05 
X"a.84 NS X=4.00 .. 05 3.63 

Firearms .78 s= .81 
Discharged s= .91 s= 

X=4.58 N.S X=4.58 2.92 NS 
Officer Needs X=4.43 NS .65 

.69 s= .59 s= 
Help s= 

X=2.60 NS 
X=2.77 N.E; 1.84 

X=2.80 NS Attempted s=1.03 s= .92 
Suicide s=1.12 

X=4.66 !!.77 NS 
X=4.53 NS X=4.58 N!) 

Robbery in .56 ,,= .50 
Progress s= .57 13= 

.01 
~(=4.19 NS X=4.06 9.92 

X=4.44 .01 Assault with a 
.71 ~'.= • 66 s= .79 

Deadly Weapon s= 
X·;2.03 NS' X=1.62 2.56 NS 

X=2.03 NS Rape Victim 
8::'\ .96 s= .66 

s=I.19 
NS'; X=4.26 .24 NS 

X=4.27 NS X=·I.31 
Burglary in s='.70 s= .70 
Progress s= .71 

X~2. 51 .67 NS 
X=2.54 NS X=2 .. 6n NS 

Drunk Driver s= • ?'S s= .84 
s= .92 

X=4.04 4.31 .05 
X~3. 96 NS 

lnsane Person X=3.79 r NS 
S,= .81 

s= .97 s= .80 

X=l.lil .01 X=I.90 6.34 .01 
Malicious X=2.03 NS s= .69 
Mischief s= .77 s= .78 

X=2.79 NS X=2.65 4.78 .01 
X=2.52 .01 Suspicious s= .70 s= .74 

Person s= .77 
.01 

X=1.34 .01 X=1. 92 .05 X=1. 73 34.98 
Meet a Citizen s= .72 s= .66 

s= .56 
X=l. 57 NS X=1.40 6.22 ;01 

X=l.71 NS Animal Bite s" • 71 s= .58 
Victim s= .92 

62'.23 NS 60.46 3.63 .05 
Grand Mean 60.55 NS 

\ 

\ 

\. 

The same kind of expl&nation would apply to th~ reduction in the,.mean danger 
score for the assault with a deadly weapon a!,!slgnment. ' 

G' 

The subjectsl response~ to the family dis~rbance call reflected a ~~gnifi-
. n the start and the end of training. More than any 0 er 

cantmcrease betwee, . a'l disturbances has received the 

;~:~~::e:~~c~~:J:e~ti~~eo~a~~;!.~fo! 1: ~olice. ' Some years ago, Westley 
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1 
spelled out the high degree of danger associate.d with family quarrels and the 
police distaste for quelling them. He observed that" • • • both parties frequently 
!urn on the policeman •••• "28 Criminal statistics regularly have rClflected the 
large number of police officers who have been killed or injured while handling a 
family disturbance call. Recently, special police squads, staffed by men with 
intensive psychological training, have been formed in many departments. Large 
numbers of police officers have received in-service training in neW and more 
effective Ihethods of handling family disturbances. Both kinds of programs have 
been undertalten because the police openly have recognized the potential danger in 
these situations. That this information is relatively well known to the police was 
evidenced by the fact that many of the subjects nlentioned to the researcher that 
they had learned in training that family disturbance calls were the most dangerous. 
One can .conclude that the specific attention given in recruit training to the danger 
present in handling family disturbance calls was related to the heightened degree 
of danger attributed to this assignment by the subjects at the end of recruit train-
ing. 

To the uninitiated. an assignment to investigate an indecent exposure or a 
suspicious person, or merely to meet a citizen appears to be an innocuous one . 
The acquisition of knowledge about police work would lead to the understanding 
that these calls have a vague meaning and may actually lead to highly dangerous 
encounters. The uncertainty of these assignments would have the effect of height
eping the sense of danger related to their handling. 

For the time span between T 2 and T 3, it is noteworthy that there were no 
statistically significant increases in mean scores for anyone ass:l.gnment. To the 
contrary, decreases in mean scores were noted for burglar alarm sounding, fire
arms discharged, malicious mischief and meet a citizen. In each instance, the 
knowledge that these calls frequently are received after the action has been com
pleted would tend to reduce the degree of perceived danger • 

Over the full time span between T 1 and T 3' three additional instances of a 
statistically significant difference in mean scores appeared in the da-h\ when treat
ed by analysis of variance. A significant decrease in the mean scores\fo:!'<a man 
down and animal bite victim was noted. Again, k~owledge of the after-the-fact 
police response is assumed to be related to the decrease. An increase in the mean 
danger score for handling an insane person was also found. Within the police lit
erature, reference to the handling of the mentally disturbed is probably the most 
frequently mentioned type of police activity except for family. disturbance calls. 
The following is one of the many written observations to be found on the subject. 

"Violence is particularly likely to arise in dealing with disturbed 
people, some of whom may be potentially dangerous. The police
man must learn to deal properly with such persons. He cannot, 
of course, be expected to practice psychiatry on the street; yet, 
the better he understands that disorderly persons are often per
sons whose lives are in disorder; the better able he will be to handle 
the problems they pose. By the way he talks to • .. a mental 
case • • • he can often make force ~~necessary, and in some 
cases may even save his own life. " 

28Westley, op.,· cit., p. 114. 
',29 

, Edwards, op. cit., pp. 53-54. 
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Observations such as this are certain to find direct expression within the police 
recruit cur,riculum. 

A difference in the grand mean danger SCOl~e was found to have occurred at 
the. 05 level of confidence. As shown in Table 9.4, the grand mean danger score 
increased noticeably at T 2 over the comparable mean score at T l' At T 3' the 
score had decreased to the approximate level found at T l' It woula appear that the 
heightened degree of danger reflected in the subjects' scores at T2 was related to 
an anticipatory response to the actuality of performing the patrolman's role. 
Once this role has been experienced and the subjects have :found that they can per
form their assigned duties, the effects of this generalized. anticipatory response 
would naturally diminish. -

Differences in Danger Scores Among Cities 

In the previous analysis of the rank-difference of assignments among the 
four cities, a very high correlation was found in all instances. Assignments 
which were ranked as the most dangerous were so ranked in all four cities. The 
same relationship held for assigfu"'Ilents ranked as the least dangerous. Wh~t re
mains to be considered is whether or not there were differences in mean scores 
among the four cities. Such differences would reflect variations in the intensity 
of perceived danger. To deal with this question, the differences among mean 
scores was tested statistically by the analysis of variance method. Table 9.5 
shows the mean scores and the probabilities that the differences among the G~ties 
were statistically significant. 

Table 9.5 

Analysis of Variance of Danger Scores of 113 Police Subjects in Four Cities at T 1 

Assignment 
City Means 

Probabilities Balt. Cin. Col. Ind. 

Murder 4.55 4.03 4.42 3.97 .07 
Indecent exposure 1.85 1. 84 1. 79 1. 75 .93 
Family disturbance 3.30 2.51 3.08 2.53 .01 
Reckless driving 2.85 2.46 2.62 2.66 .52 
Burglar alarm sounding 3.65 3.68 3.92 3.78 .56 
Man down 2.70 2.46 2.58 2.09 .24 
Disturbance with teenagers 3.00 2.57 2.62 2.66 .24 
Firearms discharged 3.90 3.78 3.75 3.94 .85 
Officer needs help 4.45 4.22 4.67 4.50 .08 
Attempted suicide 3.30 2.46 2.71 2.94 .04 
Robbery in progress 4.60 4.51 4.46 4.56 .85 
Assault with a deadly weapon 4.50 4.30 4.67 4.4J. .24 
Rape victim 2.60 1. 97 1.71 1. 97 .09 
Burglary in progress 4.40 4.24 4.17 4.28 .75 
Drunk driver 2.60 2.51 2.50 2.56 .98 
Insane person 4.30 3.38 3.83 3.91 .01 
Malicious mischief 2.10 1. 95 2.00 2.09 .84 
Suspicious per son 2.70 2.46 2.58 2.44 .61 
Meet a citizen 1.50 1. 43 1.17 1. 25 .12 
Animal bite victim 2.35 1.68 1. 37 1. 59 .01 

Grand mean 65.10 58.27 60.62 59.97 .03 
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Statistically significant differences at the 05 Ie 1 . 
found for four assignments' family di' b' ve of confIdence or less were 
and animal bite victim. In' each inst~~:, ~.~e, ea:tempted SUic,ide, insane person 
for the Baltimore subjects contributed t I?P. rs that the higher mean Score 
Also, the statistically significant diff 0 the dlflerences found among the cities. 
quence of the higher score for the B let~ence among the grand means was a conse-

t a lmore subjects Why th . 
a grea er degree of danger related f th f • ese men perceIved 
theless, thi.s analysis does point out °an ~:t: our, aS~ignments is unknown. Never
subjects at the time they began the' I' rtes~mg mter-city difference among the 

lr po Ice raming. 

. In a comparable analysis of the Subjects I mean dan 
hcally significant differences at or less than the 05 1 gel' scor~s a't T2, statis-
found on five assignments. As shown in Ta • eve,l of cO~ldence were 
murder, family distu!'bance man down d ble

k 
9d'~' the fIve aSSIgnments were 

, t' t' " run rIver and meet a "t' , pom mIme, no consistent pattern f d'ff - Cl lzen. At thIS 
d th ' 0 I erences appeared I J.h er, e BaltImore subjech:l high _ , • n L e case of mur-
cities. Similarly. the:8alt!more ::::~~: ~?!ltrlbuted to the difference among 
ment contributed to the difference fOU~d 19h~~ sc~r,e o~ the drU1J.< driver assign
family disturbance caU, the sco~es of Ci~r::,ong t' e CItIes m this analysis. For the 
higher than the scores of the Baltimore ;~n~,l and ~olum~us were significantly 
subjects perceived a Significantly h' h a~ n lanapohs subJects. The Cincinnati 
a man down and meet a citizen call:;h

er t~greeb?f dru:ger associated with handling 
Again, no reasonable explanation can b:

n 
e su Jects m,the other three cities. 

were found at this point in time. offered for the mter-city differences that 

. Table 9.6 
Analysis f V ' . 

o arlance of Danger Scores of 113 Police Subjects in Four Cities at T 
, 2 

Assignment City Means 
Bait. Cin. Col. Ind. Probabilities 

Murder 
Indecent exposure 4.15 3.27 3.58 3.56 .05 
Family disturbance 2.00 2.35 1.96 2.12 .07 
Reckless driving 3.15 3.70 3.67 3.03 .02 
Burglar alarm sounding 2.90 2.92 2.46 2.81 .22 
Man down 3.95 3.81 4.17 3.75 .10 
D~sturbance with teenagers 

2.20 2.51 2.25 2.00 .04 
FIrearms discharged 

2.70 2.65 2.62 2.75 .92 
Officer needs help 3.80 4.19 3.79 4.06 .14 
Attempted suicide 4.60 4.51 4.54 4.69 .66 
Robbery in progress 2.85 2.70 2.50 3.00 .St'! 
AssaUlt with a deadly weapon 

4.60 4.41 4.54 4.78 • O-!3 
Rape victim 4.25 3.97 4.50 4.16 .13 
Burglary in progress 1. 90 2.22 1.79 2.06 .35 
Drunk driver 4.30 4.30 4.37 4.28 .96 
Insane person 2.95 2.76 2.33 2.47, .03 
Malicious mischief 4.20 3.86 3.75 4.09 .18 
Suspicious person 1.95 2.16 2.12 2.44 .15 
Meet a citizen 2.65 2.62 2.96 2.94 .12 
Animal bite victim 1.60 2.24 1.71 1.91 .01 1.45 1.59 1.54 1. 62 .84 
Grand. mean 

62.05 62.49 61.17 62.84 .88 
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At the time of the third testing, six inter-city differences were found to be 
si nificant at or less than the. 05 level of confidence. Table 9.7 shows the,se 

g d n the fonowing assignments; indecent exposure, famIly differences appeare 0 , , , d' al 
' bance officer needs help, burglary in progress, meet a CItIzen an anIm ~::tur, t' ' Again no consistent pattern of differences is apparent. In the case 
I e VIC Imt • ' , the low mean score for the Indianapolis subjects appeared of indecen expostU'e, f 

to account for the difference. For family disturballc~, the lo~ :r:nean ,score or 
Indianapolis also contributed to the difference. In ,t~IS case, It IS of ~t;;-est~~ 

te that tl'e four citie's held the same relative pOSItIons as was true a 2]. , 
~~s time the Indianapolis subjects also obtained the lowest mean ,score. or 
the rall ;f officer needs help, the low score for the Balti~Or~~Ub,Ject:, a::ctars 
to h~ve contributed to the difference. The higher scoreI'> or mc~ma 1 , 

.~ I b ontrasted to the lower scores for Baltimore and Indianapohs acCo um us a;s c , th b I in prog-
t f 'the st-,' ";stically significant difference found on e urg ary, , 

coun s or """, 'to d an'mal bIte . , 'nment For the last two assignments, meet a Cl lzen an I, 
r~s~ ass.:b h' h' 0 es of the Cincinnati subjects contributed to these differences. 
vlch:u, e l,g sCU~d be ~eca,Ued that the high score of the Cincinnati subjects at 
;; t~; ~:::-s~ig~~ent to meet a citizen contributed to the difference found at that 
-,2 0 'no explanation for the differences found emerges from the hme nce, agam, , f th 'g _ 
dat;: However, the existence of inter-city, differences on certam 0 e aSSl n 
ments listed represents an interesting findmg. 

Table 9.7 

Analysis of Variance of Danger Scores of 113 Police Subjects in Four Cities at T 3 

City Means 
Probabilities As signment 

Balt. Cin. Col. Ind. 

Murder 3.85 3.73 3.87 3.69 .89 
Indecent exposure 2.40 2.22 2.33 1. 91 .03 
Family dismrban':'e 3.60 3.84 3.67 3.06 .01 
Reckless driving 2.75 2.76 2.58 2.72 .90 
Burglar alarm sounding 3.65 3.46 3.83 3.31 .09 
Man down 2.25 2.19 2.42 1. 91 .06 
Disturbance with teenagers 2.80 2.76 2.67 2.34 .07 
Firearms discharged 4.00 3.89 3.62 3.,59 .20 
OfHcer needs help 4.25 4.59 4.79 4.59 .05 
Attempted suicide 2.70 2.54 2.29 2.84 . 15 
Robbery in progress 4.50 4.68 4.75 4.75 .31 
Assault with a deadly weapon 4.00 4.0? 4.29 3.91 .34 
Rape victim 1.80 1.84 1.54 2.03 .21 
Burglary in progress 4.00 4.38 4.50 4.09 .04 
Drunk drivel:' 2.70 2.51 2.54 2.37 .60 
Insane person 4.35 3.92 4.00 4.00 .28 
Malicious mischief 1.85 1. 97 1.75 1. 97 .59 
Suspicious per son 20 60 2.65 2.83 2.56 .58 
Meet a citizen 1.65 1.97 1. 62 1.56 .04 
Animal bite victim 1.40 1. 65 1.12 1. 31 .01 

Grand mean 61.10 61. 84 60.54 58.41 .26 
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THE PERCEPTION OF DANGER AND CRIME RATES 

Certain aspects of the perception of danger have been fuund to differ among 
the cities incluced in this study. FOl' one thing, contrary to the men in the other 
three cities, the Cincinnati SUbjects who indicated the perception of the highest or 
lOWEst degree of danger at '1'1 ancl T2 did not do so at T3. For these men, patrol 
experienc.eqramatically affected theh' J;',elative position in terms of their overall 
scor,e on the perception of danger l11St1:'timeht. Also, the subjects in one or two or 
the citicl'! tended to report significantly more or less danger r.,.~atbd to the handling 
of certain assignments than the subjects in other cities. At T l' the Baltimore 
sU~je,bts fended. to see significantly more danger associateci with the handling of 
family disturbances, attempted suicides, insane persons, and animal bite victims 
than did the recruits in the other three cities. At T 3' the Cincinnati subjects 
tended to see greater danger in handling the calls of meet a citizen and animal bite 
victim than the patrolmen in the other cities. Although the explanation of these 
inter-city differences is uncertain, it is possible that variations in the crime rates 
of the cities are related to the differences that were found. 

Police officers who work in a city with a high crime rate might feel that 
they confront greater and more frequent danger in their work than officers who 
work in a low crime City. Though this relationship is plausible, the imprecision 
introduced by variations in crime rates within sections of a single city would deter 
an examination of this relationship on a City-wide basis. More properly, the ques
tion appears to be amenable to analysis in the form of a comparison between the 
men who work in high and low crime areas within the four cities. Generally, the 
geographic units within a city which are thought to be the most dangerous to work 
are areas wherein concentrations of economically depressed minorities live. If 
the beginning recruit does not already hold this perception at the start of his 
career, he will quickly learn this aspect of danger i' recruit training. 

"There is no question that policemen are more a:.:.dous in minority--. 
neighborhoods than any place else. Asked to indicate in which lo
cations they most expected to encounter antagonistic and hostile 
response to them, policemen put the minurity areas at the top of 
the list. • • • Race is undoubtedly an important perceptual cue 
for policemen when they gauge the possibility of harm cor::dng to 
themselves. "30 

AriSing out of this finding is the belief that police officers who work in minority 
areas not only perceive a: greater degree of danger associated with their assign
ments but they also see danger as permeating all aspects of their work • 

" 
liThe behavior of police officers is particularly affected by their 
perception of danger to themselves. The greater their anxiety, 
the less likely they will be to take chances, the more likely they 
will be to demand that events run as they think they she'uld, and 
the quicker they will be to act to forestall injury to th~'inselves. 31 

Overall, the logic behind these observations starts with the premise that high 
crime areas arE:! invariably populated ,by minority group members. Police officers 
who work in high crime areas perceive a greater degree of danger in their work 
than men assigned to low crime areas. The more diffuse and intense perception 

30 
Bayley and Mendelsohn, op. cit. ,pp. 94-95. 

31Ib "d 94 --1:....:!. p. • 
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of danger adversely affects the performance of the men who work in high crime 
areas populated by minorities. 

Within this context, an analysis of the danger scores of the subjects assign
ed to the higher and the lower crime areas was undertaken. The mean scores of 
the group 6f 47 subjects who worked in the higher crime areas of the four cit~es 
were compared to the scores of the 66 subjects who worked in the lower crime 
areas. Table 9.8 shows the mean scores of the two groups for each of the 20 
assignments. The probability that the difference between the mean scores of the 
two groups could have occurred by chance alone is also shown. 

Table 9.8 

A Comparison of Danger Scores of Police Patrolmen with 18 Months Experience 
Assigned to Higher and Lower Crime Areas 

Mean Dan~er Score 
Assignment Higher Lower Probability 

Crime Area Crime Area 

Murder 3.74 3.78 .83 
Indecent exposure 2.25 2.14 .35" 
Family disturbance 3.43 3.62 .24 
Reckless driving 2.87 2.59 .10 
Burglar alarm sounding 3.53 3.53 . 99 
A man down 2.15 2.18 .81 
Disturbance with teenagers 2.70 2.58 .37 
Firearms discharged 3.70 3.82 .46 
Officer needs help 4.64 4.53 .39 
Attempted suicide 2.74 2.50 .17 
Robbery in progress 4.74 4.64 .26 
Assault with a deadly weapon 3.85 4.21 .02 
Rape victim 1. 77 1. 86 .55 
Burglary in progress 4.32 4.21 .43 
Drunk driver 2.62 2.44 .27 
Insane person 4.09 4.00 .59 
Malicious mischief 1. 87 1. 92 .70 
A suspicious person 2.72 2.60 .41 
Meet a citizen 1. 66 1. 77 .37 
Animal bite victim 1. 43 1.38 .67 

Grand mean 60.68 60.30 .79 

In only one instance was there a statistically significant difference between the 
mean scores of'the two groups. In the case of an assault with a deadly weapon, 
the group of subjects who worked in the higher crime areas of their cities ob
tained a mean s~ore'{),f 3.85 while the subjects who worked in the lQwer crime 
areas obtained a mean: score of 4.21. This relationship is contrary to what would 
be e:l.'Pected. This relationship is contrary to what would be expected from the 
foregoing observations of Bayley and Mendelsohn. However, one plausible 'ex
planation of this unexpected difference may be the relative rarity of assaults with 
a deadly weapon in lower crime areas. The unfamiliarity of the men who work in 
lower crime areas with th;,s kind of call may have caused an intensified response 
to this one item. More generally, the subjects who worked in higher crime areas 
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tended to obtain higher mean danger scores only slightly more frequently than 
the subjects who worked in lower crime areas. 

If the instrument does, in fact, assess the subjects I perceptions of danger, 
it appears that variations in crime rates for the areas where the subjects are 
assigned are unrelated to the degree of danger which they perceive as related to 
their work. Thus, the chain of logic presented above to explain police perform
ance in high crime minority areas a:fpears to contain an element which is unsup
ported by this statistical analysis. 3 

A SUMMATION OF FINDINGS 

The analyses of the subjects· responses to the perception of danger instru
ment produced some interesting findings. There is a universality in the relative 
positions of the 20 assignments when ranked from highest to lowest danger. The 
high correlation in rank existed among the four cities and across the time span 
of the research. A lesser degree of correlation existed with r(:!gard to the rela
tive placement of subjects when ranked from highest to lowest pt.'rceivers of 
danger within each city. 

Over the time span of recruit training, the subjects perceived of a signifi
cantly higher degree of danger for four of the 20 assignments. These four assign
ments were perceived as slightly to highly dangerous. The mean scores for two 
other assignments decreased Significantly during this time period. Both of these 
assignments were perceived as highly or extremely dangerous to handle. Only 
four statistically significant changes in mean scores occurred between the end of 
recruit training and the completion of 18 months of experience as a patrolman • 
In each of these four instances, the mean danger scores decreased. Overall, 
the grand mean score reflected a slight rise at T2 oyer 'r i . By 1'a' the grand 
mea.'1 had decreased to a level equivalent to the T 1 score: 

Althougl1 several inter-city differences in mean danger scores were found to 
exist at T l' T 2 and T 3' no apparent pattern emerged except for the fact that the 
Baltimore subJects obtained the highest danger scores at T 1 on the only four as
signments in which statistically Significant differences were found among the four 
cities. This was also true for the grand mean danger score. Further, there 
appeared to be no relationship between the rate of crime in the area where the 
subjects were assignee!:md the degree of danger reflected in their group scores, 

All things considered, this analysis may have raised more questions than 
it answered. Nevertheless, the importance of the topic for the police and the 
intriguing nature of these findings should cause further consideration to be given 
to the subject. ' , 

32During the pretest of the Role Perception Battery, the danger instrument was 
administered to 96 experienced police officers in Washington, D. C., who were 
assigned to either the highest crime districts or the lowest. Differences between 
the mean scores obtained by the subjects in these two extreme groups,;proved not 
to be statistically Significant. Thus, in this instance too, the degree of danger 
perceived by experienced patrolmen as measured by this instrument did not 
appear to be a: function of the amount of crime occurring in the district to which 
the p,atrolman is assigned. 
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CHAPTER X 

INTERRELATIONSHIPS 

There are a number of interrelationships which have not been considered 
within this research. In light of the widespread interest in and support for a col
lege education for the police, the effects of education on the responses of the st<b
jects to selected instruments in the Role Perception Battery appear to be a signi
ficant subject area to examine in some detail. 

AN ANALYSIS OF RESPONSES BASED ON EDUCATION 

The 113 subjects in this research could be divided into three educational 
categories: holders of high school equivalency certificates, high school graduates, 
and men with some college attendance. Assuming that education will affect the 
individual in a variety of ways; the responses of the subjects to the EPPS, the 
Opinion Poll and the danger instrument were calculated for each educational 
group. 1 Differences in scores across educational categories were tested by 
analysis of variance. The data is displayed in Table 10.1. In the case of the 
15 personality needs, there were two instances where the differences among the 
mean scores appeared to be statistically significant. The men with some college 
tended to be more dominant at T3 than the men with lesser formal education. 
Also, at T 1 the. men with a high school equivalency certificate tended to obtain 
higher need scores on heterosexuality than the men with more formal education. 

In regard to the opinion poll factors, at both T 2 and T 3' subjects with more 
formal education tended to obtain significantly higher scores on the factor titled 
valuation of education than the subjects with less formal education. Also, at T l' 
the subjects with less fOX'll1al education tended to have significantly higher scores 
on the factor entitled pragmatic realism than did tbe subjects with more formal 
education. On this factor, it is significant to note that the scores of the educa
tional groups were statistically undifferentiated by T 2 and almost identical at T 3• 
Thus, the effect of college work on the attitudes of the 37 subjects was short 
lived once they were e:lq)osed to police training. 

On the danger factors, one should note that all of the differences found 
appeared only after patrol experience. On these four factors, the subjects who 

IThe 20 danger scores were subjected to factor analysis and six factor~ were 
derived. The assignments contained within. each of the factors at each point in 
time are shown in the Appendix in Table E-l. The scores used in this analysis 
of variance are factor scores. 
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Table 10.1 
ti hi between Education 

An Examination or the Rel; o~s :Cores. by Analysis o·r Variance 
and EPPS. Opinion Poll. and Danger ac or ' 

High School High School College 
F Ratio Probability 

Graduate Attendance 
Time Equivalency (N=37) Scale/Factor (N=15) (N=61) 

X-17.46 3.75 • 03 

T3 X=13.87 X=16.54 
s= 5.48 EPPS-Dominance s= 4.89 s= 3.87 

X=15.03 x=J.05 3.82 .02 

EPPS - Heterose,,-uality Tl X=19.60 
s= 6.15 s= 5.79 

s= 5.41 

X=10.65 4.94 .01 
X= 8.33 X= 9.39 

poll-Valuation of Education T2 s= 1.95 s= 2.79 s= 2.50 

X= X=10.QO 3.83 .02 
X= 8.33 8.61 

Poll-Valuation of Education T3 s= 2.09 s= 2.56 s= 2.92 

X=28.54 X=27.08 3.77 .03 

poil~pragmatic Realism Tl X=29.93 
3.35 s= 3.62 

s= 4.48 s= 

X=22.22 4.30 .02 
X=20.53 X=20.95 

Danger-Factor I T3 s= 2.29 s= 2.48 s= 2.12 

X= 6.40 X= 7.43 3.53 .04 

Danger-Factor ill Ta X= '1.20 
s= 1.99 s= 1.95 

s= 2.01 
X=11.07 X=11.86 3.~7 .04 

X=11.13 
Danger-Factor IV T3 s= 1.30 s= 1.59 s= 1.46 

X= 4.08 X= 4.78 4.16 .02 

Danger-Factor V Ta 5r= 4.40 
s= 1.23 s= 1.21 

s= .74 

. .' icantl higher dan~er scores after work-
had some college education obtaJ.Il~d s~:::form~ education. Some of t~e out-
ing as a patrolman than the m~~ wIth ee relationships. to perceive detaIls a~d 

es of education are the abIlity to s "" . sks to understand the feelmgs 
com . s to assess ... ·1 • ., th t 

ances to anticipate consequence. . e Thus it is not surprIsmg a 
nu. .• . g from experlenc . ' . . 'f' tl 
of others and to d~rlve meamn .th college backgrounds perceived Slgnl.lcan y 
after patrol experIence. me~ Wl. k than others with less education. 
greater danger associated Wlth their wor . 

for the police officer has been Wldel! 
The -Talue of a college ba~kground f th l' formal education have been Wl~e-

accepted while the benefits derIvfe~:r~:;~~g:s or disadvantages which a:-e .:a~d 
1 discussed. However. man! 0 e t onl value judgements. To a hrol e 
t~ result from further education represen uriC: the continuing discussion of the 
extent thf' results of this research can eli After patrol experience. the col-

• f - liege background for the po ceo ·th les'" education. Thus. 
effects 0 ia co . d . ant than the men Wl '" 
lege subjE1CtS emerged as. more, om;; oint of view. desiring to be thought of as a 
to a greater extent. arg,:mg fOI o;e th ~s characterized the techniques of the 

leader and sef~t1inhg ~l~dgl~~~~;sl~e °si~atiOn. 
college men or an 

. . 'n this analysis have not been titled. 
2 Intentionally. the six danger fact.ors utIhze~~mmonalities of assignments within 
However. for purpoBes of diSCUSSIon. s~:~ed ~ut. 'Factor I includes a. cluster of 
four of the six factors at T3 .Sho~ld b~'p hI or extremely dangeroUs whIch usually 
assignments seen by the subJect.:. as Ig Y 'val Factor III consists of a group 

uire an immediate active reflponse o~ arri • ally require the police to deal. 
~;~alls viewed as slightly dangerous whlch g~~t:rd Factor IV contains three high
with a victim after an offense. has been co::u;\ fro'm family related violence. 
ly dangeroUS assignments WhICh usually ~ the subjects as moderately dangerous 
Factor V ihcludestwo assignm~nts se~ J with a single passive individual. 
which generally require the ofdflCertt.°xpeosure is passive. Viewing thee:xposure 

, . 1 th act of in ecen e 
psychOl.OglCal y. e t~ t's sought by the offender. 
is the a.::tive response ,la 1 
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Whether or not this is desirable depends on the focus of the need to domi·· 
nate •. If the object of the need is the public which the college educated police 
officer serves. then dominance may not necessarily be desirable. A dominant 
bearing in some forms of public conta('.t may be abrasive. If the need to 'dominate 
finds expression within the department and is directed toward leadership and pro
motion. it may be thought of as more desirable. However. the limited opportunity 
structure in most police departments may thwart the satisfaction of the college 
educated officer's greater need to dominate. In the final analysis. the intensity 
and the focus of the need. as well as the nature of the external forces which con
trol its expression wi~l determine whether or not the greater need for dominance 
which the college educated officer has is desirable for police service • 

After recruit tra.ining and patrol experience. the college subjects tended to 
value the experience which distinguished them from the other subjects to a greater 
degree than the men with less formal education. It is significant to note that thi.s 
difference did not appear at T l' Thus. the college men did not hold their addition
al education to be valuable in the abstract. Only after familiarization with police 
work. first through training and then by experience. did the college men come to 
value education more highly. These m~n now recognized the relevance of their 
education to their present occupation. 

The attitudinal factor of pragmatic realism consists of elements of pessi
mism and expediency. At the start ·of trair.ing. the attitudes of thr; college sub
jects reflected significantly less of these elements than the attitudes of men with 
less formal education. If one considers the nature of the specifiG items in this 
factor. this finding would be expected. Recall that the items in the fa~tor deal 
with the political backing of the police. the necessary extent 01' police authority 
over people. the implications of court decisions. the effectiveness of an aggressive 
bearing in dealing with people and the usefulness of the behavioral sciences to the 
.realities of police work. What is unexpected is the impermanence of the effects 
of college on this attitudinal factor. By the end of training. the differences among 
the factor scores of the three educational groups diminished to the point where 
they were no longer statistically significant. Although the college group still ob
tained a lower score than the other two groups at this time. the probability that 
the differences were real was. 31. After patrol experience. the scores of the 
three educational groups were almost identical. At this time. the probability that 
the differences among the mean factor scores were real was. 95. Thus. the ef
fects of college level academic work on the attitudinal factor of pragmatic realism. 
were lost once the subjects had been exposed to police training and job experience. 

Finally. after patrol experience the subjects with formal education at the 
college level tended to see greater danger related to the handling of a variety of 
police asssignments than did the subjects with less education. If one accepts the 
explanation that the greater perspicaCity of the college men accounts for their 
higher danger scores. then college may be functionally related to physical sur
vival in the police role. To the contrary. if one accepts the possibility that the 
higher danger scores of the college men may indicate that theSe men would show 
excessive caution in their work. then college may detract from the effective per
formance of the police role. 

INTERRELATIONSHIPS AMONG PERSONALITY NBTIlDS. ATTI'IiUDES AND THE 
PERCEPTION OF DANGER 

The interrelationships among the various instruments contained within the 
Role Perception Battery have not yet been considered systematically. Such a dis
cussion is necessary to determine the degree of independence which exists among 
the instruments and the underlying variables which the instruments purport to 
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assess. For example, a relationship between danger and personality has been 

suggested. 

If • • • the policeman may well, as a personality, enjoy the 
possibility of danger, especially its associated excitement, 
even though he may at the same time be fearful of it. Such 
'inconsistency' is easily understood. Freud has by now made 
it an axiom of personality theory that logical and emotional 
consistency are by no means the sa~e phenomenon. 113 

In the same light, police officers in another study have been ch~racterized .as 
risk-takers.4 Following the implications of these statements, lt would be m
sightful within the framework of this research to examine the relationship be
tween the subjects I responses on the EPPS and the danger instrument. Further, 
an exploration of the relationship of opinion poll factor scores to t?e EPPS and. 
danger scores will broaden the scope of this analysis. The other mstruments m 
the Role Perception Battery have been excluded because the form~ of the sc~res 
derived from the subjects' responses do not lend themselves to this correlahonal 

analysis. 

A matrix showing the correlation coefficients obtained from the analysis of 
the 15 EPPS need scores, the four opinion poll factor scores and the six ~~ger 
factor scores at T1 is contained in the Appendix as ~-? As ?ef?~e, coeffrlclents 
at or above the level of +. 30 can be considered stahshcally slgniflcant. rhe 
matrix contains the 11 iiitercorrelations between personality need scores shown 
in Table 3.2. A correlation coefficient of .38 was also found to exist between 
opinion poll factors IT and m, pragmatic realism and conformity .to authority. In 
addition, correlation coefficients of .63 and .30 were found to eXlst betwel?n 
danger factors I and N, and lIT and N. It is significant to note th~t at T{ there 
were no statistically significant interrelationships among personahty need. scores, 
opinion poll factor scores and danger factor scores. Each instrument assessed 
variables which were independent of one another. 

A comparable matrix showing the correlation coefficie?ts o?tained from ~n 
analysis of the same three sets of scores at T3 is also contamed m the AppeLlix 
as E-3. In this instance, the matrix shows the i 7 inter correlations between 
personality need scores listed in Table 3.2 which were found to be at or above the 
level of +.30. Also, there were eight inter correlations between danger factor 
scores at or above the level of +. 30. These coefficients of correlation range~ 
from. 33 to .51. The only significant correlation between instruments fou?d. m 
this analysis was between the EPPS need score for achievement a.nd the o~lI~lOn 
poll factor score for Valuation of Formal Education. T?e correlatlO? coefflclent 
was.35. Except for this one case, the data at T3 agam shows the mdependence 
of each instrument from the other. 

AN EXPECTATION OF CHANGE AND PERSON.ALITY NEEDS 

Another interrelationship which should be considered at this point concerns 
the effects of an eJ·cpectation for personal change on personality need scores. 

3Skolnick, Opt cit., p. 47. 

4Charles B. Johansson. IIPolicemen and Recruits-Vocationally Risky, Mechani
cal. and Military. II oomeographed (Minneapolis, University of Minnesota, undated), 

pp. 3-4. 
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For the police recruit, the socialization process is structured so as to produce 
certain desired changes which will better enable them to perform the role of 
police patrolman. These forces for chang€:: are primarily directed to job-related 
attitudes, skiEs, behavior and knowledge. Moreover, these changes may be so 
pervasive as to affect the concept of self - particularly the personality needs. 
It should be restated that personality needs as previously defined within this re
searchpertain to characteristic modes of response or techniques for handling 
life situations. As such. personality needs are amenable to change. 

The changes which might occur would have a variety of origins. Recruit 
trainj.ng is an intentional effort to bring about controlled change in the group un
dergoing the training. Entering into new reciprocal role relationships, first with 
police officers within the generalized other and later with citizens, will cause 
different kinds of changes in the trainees. Underlying these external forces for 
change is an internal variable, the personal expectation for change. An individual 
acceptance of this expectation. reinforced by an awareness of the same expecta
tion being expressed by others. may constitute a powerful agent for change. It 
has already been shown that those subjects who consistently held the expectation 
that police experience 'iI'Quld make them "a changed person" were more amenable 
to attitudinal change th'.ln those subjects who held the expectation that police experi
ence would not change them. Still to be learne~ is whether or not those subjects 
who consistently held a generalized expectation for change experienced changes 
in personality needs to a greater degree than those subjects who hf;ld the contrary 
expectation. 

In order to explore the relationship between the expecta"';ion for change and 
modifications in personality need scores, the changes in mean scores over the 
full 21 month time span of this resE'arch were calculated for both the group of 26 
subjects who consistently felt that police experience would change them and the 
15 subjects who felt that experience would not change them. The data is arrayed 
in Table 10.2. As indicated in the table, the 26 who felt that experience would 
change them obtained scores at T3 which were statistically significant fro':Il the 
comparable scores at T on three variables, achievement, order and autonomy. 
These subjects obtained\ligher scores after 18 months I experience as patrolmen 
than they indicated earlier at the start of recruit training on achievement and 
autonomy. A statistically significant decrease in the need score for ordt:r also 
was found. Although these three changes in need scores were in the same direc
tion as the changes which occurred for the full group of 113 subjects between the 
start of their training and the completion of 18 months' field experience (see 
Table 3. 6), the statistical significance of these differences in need scores over 
time for the two groups did vary slightly. Whereas the high change expectation 
subgroups' need score9 on achievement increased significantly between T1 and 
T 3' the comparable mean scores for the group of 113 subjects did not increase 
to a degree which was statistically significant. The need score for order decreas
ed significantly for the. high change expectation subgroup. THs decrease from 
12.08 to 9.96 was significant at the. 02 level. For the full group of 113 men, the 
decrease noted in Table 3.6 from 12.54 to 11.63 was significant at the. 05 level. 
With regard to the need scores on autonomy, the increase noted for the subgroup 
of 26 subjects was significant at the. 05 level while the increase found for the full 
group was significant at the. 01 level. It should also be noted in the interpreta
tion of these 'statistics that there were no significant inte;ccorrelations between 
the needs of achievement, order. and autonomy shown in 'I'able 3.2. 

For the low change expectation subgroup, differences in mean scores over 
time were found on only twopex'sonality variables, order and heteJ;'osexuality. 
As WC'S true for the full group of 113 SUbjects, the scor.es of this subgroup de
creased significantly on order and inpreased significantly on heterosexuality. 
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Table 10.2 

Analysis of Differences in Peraonality Need Scorea Over Time 
for High and Low Change Expectation Groupa 

High Change Expectation Group Low Change Expectation Group 
(N=26) (N=15) 

Significance Significance 
PeraonaUty Need of Need Need of Need 

Need Scores Difference Scorea Scores Difference Scorea 

T1 T1 and T3 T3 T1 T1 and T3 T3 

Achievement X=14.46 • 02 X=16.31 X=15.67 Not sig • X=15.20 
s= 4.05 a= 3.28 s= 3.48 a= 4.54 

Deference X=11.85 Not sig. X=11.12 X=12.93 Not aig. X=11.60 
s= 3.16 s= 3.28 a" 3.15 a= 2.41 

X=12.08 X= 9.96 X=1:z.87 .05 X=10.67 Order .02 
s= 4.45 s= 4.71 s= 4.41 a= 4.51 

Exhibition :jij=15.23 Not aig. X=15.04 X=15.27 Not aig. X=15.67 
'8= 3.54 s= 3.69 s= 3.53 s= 4.86 
I 

X=1l.80 X=12.53 Autonomy !I~=l1. 46 • 05 X=13.19 Not sig • 
a= 5.01 a= 3.30 a= 4.96 s= 3.74 

Affiliation X=13.88 Not sig. X=12.50 X=13.20 Not sig. X=12.20 
s= 3.97 s= 4.04 s= 4.28 s= 4.57 

X=17.12 X=16.50 X=14.13 Not aig. X=15.()7 Intraception Not aig. 
a= 3.97 s= 4.21 s= 4.03 a= 5.23 

Succorance X= 8.73 N!Ot sig. X= 9.54 X=9.13 Not sig. X= 9.40 
s= 2.95 s= 4.39 s= 3.40 a= 4.64 

Dominance X=15.54 Not sig. X=16.00 X=16.87 Not sig. X=16.27 
s= 3.88 s= 4.20 s= 3.70 s= 4.25 

Abasement X=16.00 Not sig. X=14.81 X=14.07 Not sig. X=13.60 

s= 4.23 a= 4.62 s= 4.04 s= 4.84 

Nurturance X=15.81 Not sig. X=14.38 X=15.73 Not sig. X=14.13 
s= 4.68 a= 5.04 s= 4.59 a= 4.75 

Change X=13.42 Not sig. X=14.85 X=15.53 Not sig. X~16. 00 
a= 3.74 s= 4.76 s= 3.56 a= 2.67 

Endurance X=15.46 Not sig. X=14.04 X=17.13 Not sig. X=16.07 
a= 4.94 s= 5.83 s= 4.53 s= 5.91 

Heterosexuality X=16.31l Not aig. X=17.88 X=14.33 .05 X=17.47 
a= 5.90 a= 6.35 a= 5.67 s= 8.22 

Aggreasion X=12.92 Not sig. X=14.35 X=11. 73 Not aig. X=14.27 
s= 4.67 s= 4.04 a= 4.30 s= 4.59 

The intercorrelations related t..; these variables listed in Table 3.2 show relative
ly high negative correlations between these two needs; -.41 at T1 and -.36 at TS' 
Thus, we would expect to see a decrease in the need score for order to be accom
panied by an increase in the need score for heterosexuality. The decrease in the 
need score on order was significant at the. 05 level for both the subgroup of 15 
subjects who did not expect experience to change them and the full group of 113 
subjects. However, the increase in the need score on heterosexuality for the low 
change expectation subgroup was significant at the. 05 level while the increase 
for the full group was significant at the • 01 level. 

All things considered, the difference in the need scores on order does not 
appear to be related to an expectation that police experience will or will not change 
the subjects. A significant decrease was found for both the high and the low 
change expectation subgroups on this need as well as the full group of 113 subjects. 
However, the datB;,does suggest that there is a statistical relationship between an 
expectation for personal change as a conseq~j~re of police experience and an 
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increase in the personality need scores. on achievement and autonomy. Conversely, 
on th,e basis of this data, it appears that there is a statistical relationship between 
the expectation that experience will not change the individual and an increase in the 
personality need score on heterosexuality. The data also suggests in a general 
way that the expectation for P!'lrsonal change is a more powerful determinant of 
changes in scores related to attitudes than to changes in personality need scores. 

A MEASURE OF SELF-ESTEEM AND EXPECTATION FOR CHANGE 

Mention has already been given to the inverse relationship between self
esteem and persuasibility. This relationship prompts a further comparative ex
amination of the personality needs as indicated by EPPS scores of, the high and 
the low change expectation groups. One would logically expect that the scores for 
achievement, exhibition, autonomy, dominance, and aggression would be higher 
for persons with high self-esteem (low expectation for change) than for those with 
low self-esteem (high expectation lor change). On the other hand, persons with 
low self-esteem would tend to score higher on deference, affiliation, intraception, 
succorance, abasement and nurturance than would persons of high self-esteem. 
Table 10.3 displays the EPPS mean scores and standard deviations for the 15 per
sonality vari&bles for the high and low change expectation groups. A statistically 
significant difference between the scores of the two groups was found on only one 
personality need, that of ini'.caception at the outset of training. This difference was 
significant at the. 05 level (t=2. 31). The gr£.up which held a high expectation for 
change was significantly more intraceptive (X=17.12) than the group which held a 
low expectation for change (X=14.13). Further, one should note that ma.l'lY of the 
other mean scores of needs with a face relationship to self-esteem were not even 
in the predicted direction. For example, the low self-esteem group (high expec
tation for change) attained a higher mean score on aggression at both points in 
time than did the high self-esteem group (low expectation for change). All things 
considered, it would appear that the interrelationships among personality needs, 
self-esteem, and the expectation for change are considerably more complex and 
subtle than they first appeared. 

Personality 
Variable 

Achievement 
Deference 
Order 
Exhibition 
Autonomy 
Affiliation 
Intraception 
Succorance 
Dominance 
Abasement 
Nurturance 
Change 
Endurance '~\ 

Heterosexuality,:\ 
AggreSSi~\ 

'l'able 10.3 

EPPS Need Scores of Police Subjects Grouped According to 
Their Expectation for Change 

Start of Trainina After 18 Months Experience 
High Change Low Change High Change Low Change 
Expectation Expectation Expectation Expectation 

(N=26) (N=15) I.N=26) (N=15) 
Mean Standard Mean Standard Mesm Standard Mean Standard 
Score Deviation Score D~viation &lore Deviation Score Deviation 

14.46 4.05 15.67 3.48 16.31 3.28 15.20 4.54 
11.85 3.16 12.93 3.~5 11.12 3.28 11.60 2.41 
12.08 4.45 12.87 4.41 9.96 4.71 10.67 4.51 
15.23 3.54 15.27 3.53 15.04 3.69 15.67 4.86 
11.46 5.01 11.80 4.96 13.19 3.30 12.53 3.74 
13.88 3.97 13.20 4.28 12.50 4.04 12.20 4.57 
17.12 3.97 14.13 4.03 16.58 4.21 15.07 5.23 
8.73 2.95 9.13 3.40 9.54 4.39 9.40 4.64 

15.54' 3.88 16.87 3.70 16.00 4.20 
. 

16.27 4.25 
16.00' 4.23 14.07 4.04 14.81 4.62 13.60 4.84 
15.81 4.68 15.73 4.59 14.38 5.04 14.13 4.75 
13.42 3.74 15.53 3.56 14.85 4.76 16.00 2.67 
15.46 4.94 17.13. 4.53 H.04 1;.83 16.07 5.91 
16.38 5.90 14.33 5.67 17.88 6,,35 17.47 8.22 
12.92 4.67 11.73 4.30 14.35 4.04 14.27 4.59 
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In c.onsid-:lring the single duference that did appear between the tw.o gr.oups, 
.one should n.ote that an awareness that PQlice .experiencewill make .one a changed 
pers.on w.ould tend t.o .occur .only in a rather sensitive, int~.ospective kind .0: pers.on 
wh.o is c.onsci.ous .of the subtle interplay between thead.oph.on .of.;, an .occupatI.onal 
r.ole and the .occurrence .of:c~anges in the self. This supp.orts the the.ory that: 

JfSuggestible pe.ople are m.ore apt t.o derive theil' percepti.ons .of 
things fr.om reference p.oints within: their .own bodias rather than 
fr.om .outside .of themselves. 115 

The line .of l.ogic suggested by this statement starts with the premise that the in
tr.ospective pers.on, .one wh.o is sensitive t.o his inner s.elf, may be.c.ome m . .or~ 
aware that his new .occupati.onal role has changed Dr will change him. This mter
nal awareness may pr.oduce a c.onsci.ous expectati.on .of change. Thus, he may be 
m.ore sensitive t.o the expectati.ons f.or change expressed by .others. He may be
come m.ore suggestible Dr persuasible and, in fact, experience m.ore significant 
,,'l1anges in m~ pers.onality needs than w.ould the pers.on wh.o is unable t.o l.o.ok 
within himself ... 

5Lester Guest, liThe C.ontest f.or Ments Minds: Part IT-The Arena: Attitude 
F.ormati.onand Change, II mime.ographed (University Park, Pennsylvania State 
University, undated), p. 8. 
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CHAPTER XI 

THE OUTCOMES OF RESEARCH 

Research and the.ory are inseparable. The.ory serves as a base f.or research 
and fr.om iesearch new the.ory emerges. Out.of this circular relati.onship c.omes 
the inevitable desire t.o put the.ory int.o practice. It is n.ot en.ough f.or the the.oreti
cian t.o say that there is n.othing as praci:ical as g.o.od the.ory and let the matter end 
there. In reality, the practical .outc.omes .of m.ost the.ories are n.ot self-evident &.hd 
the applicati.on .of the.ory t.o practical pr.oblems may require as much eff.ort as the 
resp-arch which .originally gave rise t.o tbe theory. C.onsequently, it is seen as a 
necessary .obligati.on .of this researcher t.o present in explicitf.orm a nu.:mber .of 
practical appr.oaches t.o dealing with the pr.oblems suggested by the findings .of this 
research. 

Through.out this rep.ort, a large number .of the.oretical findings have been 
presented. S.ome.of these findings merely c.onfirm what is already kn.own Dr sus
pected. Others cast new light .on the meaning .of p.olice experience. As such, they 
sh.ould be regarded as expl.orat.ory. \11 either event~ the findings have a use. They 
may pr.ovide additi.onalsupp.ort f.or c.oJ:ti\mingor m.odifying.existing p.olice pr.ograms 
Dr they may suggest the need f.or new pl'?\~rams. 

The rec.ommendati.ons presented are\:.I.ogically Dr psych.ol.ogically related t.o 
the findings .of this research. Hence, the w.orth .of these rec.ommendati.ons is de
pendent .on the acceptance Dr rejecti.on .of these findings as valid. In the de,sign .of 
this research, a decisi.on was made t.o use a combined gr.oup .of recruits fr.om f.our 
c.omparable cities as subjects rather than a gr.oup .of recruits fr.om a singl.e city. 
The intenti.on was t.o increase the generalizabl1ity .of the findings. If .one/accepts 
this appr.oach as valid, then the rec.ommended pr.ograms based .on these findings 
will have general applicati.on. If the use .of a cqmbirted group .of subjects is n.ot 
accepted as a valid appr.oach t.o increasing the generalizability .of the findings, then 
these rec.ommendati.ons will have a m.orelimited applicati.on t.o the f.our cities in
cluded'in this research. 

RESIDENTIAL ]3ACKGROUNDS 

The finding of high .residential stabili'ty am.ong the subjects .of this research 
and am.ong the p')lice in general suggests that br.oadly based recruitment pr.ograms 
have n.ot been n.otably successful. Th.ough residential requirements f.or .original 
entrance int.o p.olice wqrk have been made less restrictive, than in the past, the 
men wh.o entered J,J.olice w.ork in the f.our cit,ies included in this research have pre-
d.ominantly l.ocalbackgz;.ounds. . . 
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Institutions, like people, tend to do that which is easiest. If local recruit
ment programs can produce a sufficient number of qualified applicants, then there 
is no apparent need to recruit outside the bounds of the city or state - even if it 
is legally permissible to do so. However, if one accepts the view that the gener
ally conservative orientation of the police is, in part, a consequence of the recruit
ment of local residents into the police ranks and, at the same time, desires a less 
conservative style of policing, then the effort to recruit qualified men on a nation
wide basis might be seen as worth the additional effort. 

Moreover, it should also be recognized that despite the efforts of a police 
agency to recruit personnel on a nationwide basis, they may be unsuccessful in 
obtaining men with broader backgrounds from other parts of the country. It may 
be that tropistic behavior is what swells the police ranks with local residents. 
Only the men who know the city or the people in it are attracted to the job. For the 
outsider, the thought of policing an unfamiliar city, the impenetrable appearance of 
the monolithic police agency, and the lack of informal support from friends already 
within the system, may serve as formidable bapriers to entry. Successful nation
wide recruitment requires a commitment to the belief that the entry into police 
work of men with varied backgrounds, wherever they reside, is both desirable and 
necessary. 

OCCUPATIONAL AND EDUCATIONAL BACKGROUNDS 

An analysis of the backgrounds of the subjects showed that they came pre
dominantly from stable middle class families. Their fathers, with modest formal 
education, had been successfully upward striving and were employed primarily at 
the level of craftsmen and foremen. The representation of fathers at this job level 
far exceeded that for employed men in the general population. 

The subjects themselves were all high school graduates. Only one-third of 
them had attended college. The majority had been employed in lower-middle class 
jobs before entry into law enforcement. The great majority of these jobs required 
the incumbent to deal primarily with data and things. By and large, the group had 
little occupational experience in dealing with people nor did they have an interest 
in jobs which were people oriented. When taken together, one is left with the im
pression that the subjects came into police work ill-prepared in terms of formal 
education, personal interests, and vocational experience. 

The lengthening and enriching of the formal recruit training program is but 
a surface recommendation to meet these inadequacies. The mating of college level 
work in the social sciences with recruit training is another basic approach. With
in the enlarged framework of vocational socialization, an extensive knowledge of 
human behavior must be developed. There is general agreement with these points. 
The problem which has been largely ignored by others is that of imparting a great 
breadth of knowledge about human behavior to men who are educationally and voca
tionally unprepared to receive this knowledge. The problem is aggravated by a 
general lack of interest in dealing with people in a vocational role and by hastily 
formed conceptions of the police role. Thus, the challenge is to build an adequate 
foundation for later learning. Without doing so, efforts to impart knowledge of the 
social sciences might be met with resistance and consequently be unsuccessful. 
For example, one social science program for police officer,s produced the following 
reaction: 

" ••• some of the police considered this experience unpleasant 
and erected barriers against anything that might be taught. • 
They anticipated a 'brainwas.hing' in which ideas would be set 
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forth by fuzzy headed.,; unworldly yet glib academi ' 
were on guard against radical or 'pinko' ideas •• cla~~i Some 

One should recognize that ther'" are some ne 
be carried out before trying to -g' ,cessary preliminaries, which should 

1 t Ive recruIts a knowledg f h genera erms. Basically these te hn" e 0 uman behavior in 
others by building upon th~t which' c f lques mvo?ve stimulating an interest'in 

IS 0 greatest mterest, the self. 

, Perhaps the most widely used techni ue' . ' 
mg. This method consists of acting 0 t q, ~s tnat of sociodrama or role play
more people before an audience of a t~ cr~cla life Situations involving two or 
opportunity to interact with othe ,c Ive 0 servers. The actors are given an 
t' rsm a non-threate' b t 
lOn. The action portrayed must be b t nmg u emotionally real situa-

vant. Replaying and role reversal c:
een 

hY he group as both realistic and rele
shared experience. The benefits of n

l 
en tn~e the meaning gained from this 

actors and the members of the act' 1'0 ed~ aymg are several. It can help both the 
u 't" Ive au l.ence to experien " p ill Ive settmg; to understand bette th' ,ce emotlOn In a non-

alit' d t I' ell' own feelmgs fru t ti les; an 0 achieve a greater sensitivit t ,s, ra ons and irration-
such an experience can come a des' dY 0 and empathy Wlth others. Out of 
of human behavior. Ire an readiness for more general knowledge 

, SenSitivity training is another well known ' 
mcrease one's interest in and kn 1 d approach whlCh can be utilized to 
technique has been used extensl'v'eOIWy <: ge abtotut the self. Though this training 
th I' ' m an a empt to im 1" e po Ice and various segments of the ubI' , , prove re atlOnshlpS between 
grounds, it has not been fully expl 't dP IC Wlth different class and ethnic back-

d . 01 e as a means f' , 
an self-acceptance among the police. It wo ld 0 lncrea~mg self-understanding 
should precede all others. Sensitivit . "u seem that thIS use of the technique 
cou~d facilitate self discovery _ par~c~~;.aI~mg for sm~ll groups of police recruits 
nerlsms which might arouse antagonist' ~r ~,those athtudes, behaviors and man
mutual trust has been established 1,lC ee lOgs in others. In a setting where 
ferent behaviors and obtain l'mmed' 'Pt

O 
lfce drbecruits might feel free to tryout dif-

1 la e ee ack on th' ff ' P ay can be exceedingly useful in ga" b elr e echveness. Such inter-
lillng a etter understanding of one's self. 

, In terms of a sequential development of ' 
an mterest in the sUbJ'ect area l'S' progra:;ns m the behavioral sciences 

d prImary. Self-awa ' 
an self-acceptance are the basic elements whi reness, self-understanding 
~~wledge of behavior. Once interest has b ch should precede a more general 
nlhve learning can more easily take lace een creat~d o,ut of a sense of self, cog
of behavior to specific techniques f p d 1: Th~ applIcatIOn of general principles 
stressful situations can then foIl or ea mg Wlth the public in problematic and ow. 

FRIENDSHIP PATTERNS 

, Entry into the police profession is beset' , 
adJustments, many with far r~aching co wIth a varIety of personal and social 
individuall s role set. One of these 'd' n:equences that extend to all aspects of an 

a JUs ments concerns friendship patterns. 

, Most people appear to accept group solidarity 
pohce. The many explanations off d f ' , ,as, a characteristic of the 

ere Or thIS afflhahve tendency range from 

1 
Charles Bahn, "Requjred Consensu ' 

sented at the 29th Annual Meeting of ~h~s Aan A~hon Te~ching Method." (Paper pre-
and Psychodrama, 1971.) merlcan SocIety of Group Psychotherapy 
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such practical considerations as the effect of rotating work hours or the oper.ation 
of a car pool to the view that only a police officer can understand another P?hce 
officer. Underlying most of these explanations is the concept that ,expectation,S 
influence behavior. In this case. it would app,ear ,that t~e expectati?n th~t ~olice 
recruits form friendships with other officers 1S glven Wlde expresslOn Wlt:un the 
police environment. Accordingly.- the men entering police work respond m vary
ing degrees to this behavioral expectation. , Howeve~. t11.e development of exten
sive friendships with other police officers 1S not an mev1tabl~ c~nse~uenGe ,of .. 
occupational socialization. It occurred in Indianapolis and Cmcmnatl but Slgnib·· 
cantly less so :in Baltimore and Columbus. 

The matter of friendship formation is of general interest in the study ?f 
occupational socialization. However. the matter takes o~ far ~reat.er ~eanmg 
when the effects of group cohesiveness are said to have direct 1n:phcatlons f~r . 
the performance of the police role. If.one accepts the vi.ew th~t m-group sohd~r1ty 
leads to the adoption of insular viewpomts. secrec! and 1solahon f::om the publlc. 
then the formation of friendships may have a negatlve effect on pollce ::ole per~ 
formance. To the contrary. if one accepts the belief that group cohes1vene~[' 1S 
a necessary means of coping with the "Omnipresent threat of danger. then fr1end
ship formation with other police may have a positive effect on rOI.e p.e::form,ance. 
In either event. it should be clear that associational ties have a slgniflCant 1mpact 
an the enactment of the police role. As a consequence. the develo~ment and 
effect of friendship patterns with other police officers should be gl."en open .. ~on~ 
sideration during and after recruit training as part of a core of subJects de:umg 

with personal and social adjustment to the job. The subject s.hould be cons1dered 
in a matter-of-fact way as information giving and should be d1rected toward self-

under standing. 

INTRA-DEPARTMENT ASPIRATIONS 

Another of the many problems of adjustment that a man must begin to r~
solve once he enters the police profession concerns his intra-departn:ent aspl.ra
tions. In terms of an ideal. it is widely accepted that everyone can r1s~ to the. 
top. In reality. ascendance to positions of lead.er~h~p. power a:nd prommence 1S 
limited. Between the ideal and the reality. an md1Vlduai recru1t ~ust work out 
realistic aspirations based on a consideration of both the opportun:-t!. structur~ 
witMn his department and the nature and extent of hil3 personal ab1hhes •. Asp1ra
tions which are unrealistic can J. ave adverse effects on ti;le present role enactments 

of an individual. 

When the subjects were asked during recruit 'training if they expected to be 
promoted in rank within the next ten years. all responded that the~ expecte~ to 
attain higher rank. After patrol experience. almost all of the subJects agam re
ported that they expected to be promoted in rank within ten years. Cle,arly• ma.ny 
of the subjects will experience disillusionment as a consequence of thelr un,reahs
tic aspirations. When the promotional level which the men expecte,d to. achieve 
within ten years is considered. the exaggerated nature of their a.sp1rahons be
comes even more pronounced. For example. after patrol exper1enc~. almost two
thirds of the Indianapolis subjects reported that they expecte.d t;> atta:n t~e rank of 
lieutenant or above within ten years. However. such unreal1~hc asplrat~,ons were 
not held by all subjects. After patrol experience. ?n~y on~~su:xh of the columb~s 
subjects aspired to become a lieutenant or above Wlthin. the1r flrst d~cade on th~ 
'b Suc;h wide differences cannot wholly be explained m terms of different oppor
JO • f th . d g f tunity structures. Rather. these differenc.es.arise rom ,e varym~ e ree o. 
realism which the subjects incorporated Wlthm the formahon of the1r occupat1onal 

aspirations. 
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The problem of intra-department aspirations was particularly acute for the 
subjects who had attended college. Although their 'aspirations were not dissimilar 
from thos~ of men with only a high $chool education at Tl and T 2• a statistically 
significant difference between the aspirations of the two groups appeared after 
patrol experience. At this time. 67.60/0 of the college men aspired to become a 
lieutenant or above within ten years. This comp:;J.res to 38.2% for the group with 
only a high school education. This finding may exPlain. in part. the problem that 
many police agencies have :in retaining college men.in their ranks. 

, , 

Again. since aspirations may have a direct effect on the present role be
havior of the subjects. the matter should be given open _ consideration within re
cruit training and an opportunity for individual counseling should be provided 
thereafter. As part of a core of subjects dealing with the personal and social ad
justment of the recruit to the police role. information about the abilities neces
sary for promotion and the opportunities available should be given to the men to 
help them shape their aspirations more realistically. General information should 
be presented on promotional procedures. the numerical chances of promotion, the 
backgrounds of the men who are promoted. the average time spent in preparation 
for examinations and the average length of police service of the men promoted in 
rank. It is necessary that such information be given: to all recruits at the start of 
their police career. Moreover. it is necessary that supplementary information 
be available to all individuals later in their careers. particularly to college men 
whose greater aspirations emerge after limited experience as a patrolman. 

In addition to vertical aspi:t;'ation, attention was also given to horizontal 
aspiration. What categories of assignments were the subjects interested in if not 
promoted in rank within ten years? At the start of training, one-third of the men 
aspired to an investigative position. A slightly lesser proportion of men express
ed an interest in patrol. Traffic and juvenile assignments were preferred by 20% 

. of the men. Few were interested in administrative o~ training positions. By the 
end of recruit training. more men were interested in patrol than detective work. 
Otherwise. the interests were much the same as before. After 18 months of 
patrol experience, almost one-half of the men expressed an interest in patrol 
work while less than one-fourth aspired to become a detective. The remaining 
subjects chose traffic. juvenile and staff assignments. 

On the face of it. the distribution of interests among the total group of sub
jects at T3 reflects a realistic appraisal of the positions available within a depart
ment. However, there were sCJme evident disproportions when the data for each 
city was considered. Although the Cincinnati subjects showed considerable 
breadth in their lateral aspirations at the start. they tended to concentrate their 
interests in patrol after initial experience as patrolmen. Across time, a greater 
proportion of the Baltimore subjects expressed an interest :in investigative work 
than in patrol. Tl:J.ese inter-:city differences are a consequence of the subjects' 
knowledge of the variety of work assignnlents available to them as well as the 
attention and prestige the assignments receive wi.thin the respective cities. 

Preferences are based on knowledge. Thus. it would seem that some atten
tion to horizontal mobility would be a valuable supplement to recruit training. A 
general career orientation to what is both possible and probable in terms of re
assignment would contribute toward helping the recruit plan his overall career in 
law enforcement. Any effort on the part of the ttraining staff to give the men a 
more realistic view of the actual opportunities in the department and their chances 
of Obtaini11g a desired position will have a salut~try effect on the present. and future 
performance of the men. 
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In this regar~, what se~ms to be just plain common Imow~ed~e to e:'Peri'~ 
enced officers may n',tt be understood at all by the men just begmmng thelr ~ohce 
career How much patrol,0xp('~ience if' considered to be adequate prepara:tlOn f~r 

: l' ed assignment? what are thD numerical chances of being reafJSlgned .. 
a specla lZ 'h b ·.·.H ~ts? \1Vhat quali-What are the typical backgrounds of the. men W",{,) ecome spe.clCA.<.... '. . 
ficatioJ1s "'.l'e necessary and/or desirable to b('''.::ome.a detechve or.a J~vemle 
officer? Even the matter of how to go abou.T requesting a transfer lS lmportant. 

In a large police department. ,13. you~g Negro ~atrolman with a 
degree in mathema.ti..s told one of b.s superVlsors that he was 
very disturbed over the fact toa'c he had not been transferred to 
the detective division. ,At th .... t time. the man had been O!l the 
job for nine months. He indhated tha.t he had been told nefore 
he jeined the department that becaus~ of his education .he could 
get any assignment he wanted. '1'1),e sUpervisor aSk:d i! he had 
SUbmitted a formal request fo~' transfer. The man mdicated he 
had not done so. Tbt" rna···. added that he didn't eve~ kn.ow the 
procedures for requestiIl~ 'a transfer nor could he Jushfy how a 
mathematics degree would qualify him for assignment as a 
detective. Three months later the man quit the department 
rnsappointed because his unrealistic expectations had not been 
met., 

This resi nation was unfortunate for both the man and the departmen~. It was also 
g The chances are good that it would not have occurred lf the man had 

ubnnece.ssar
y

a• t the beginning of his career. sound information about the personnel een glven. " 
practices in the department. 

PERSONAl"ITY 

Within this research. personality was viewed as a characteristic mode of 
response structured by a specific role. Accordingly. as one. takes on a new ro~e. 
c~rtain aspects of personality would be modified in accord Wlth tht:' demands an 
expectations of the new role. In this instance •. personality needs as assessed by 
the EPPS are the variables selected for attentlon. 

As the subjects completed the highly strut:tured clas.sroom situation and 
1 t moved to confront the uncertainties of the street envlronment. one would 
e
a 

e:ct significant changes in the hierarchy of personality needs from wh~t they 
w:e at the time of entry into recruit training. After 18 ?lont?s of enactmg the 

tIman's role the subjects'scores indicated higher needs m autonomy. aggres-
p~ ro d h t ' xuality The subjects also obtained lower need scores for defer-
SlOn an e erose . h t nomy and 
ence, affiliation. abasement and nurturance. The hig er scores on au 0 

. hen combined with the lower scores on deference and abasement. 
aggresslOn. w. d hi h h t rized the sub-suggest that the general conformity and depen ency w c c .arac e . 
'ects at the start of recruit school has diminished. The subJe~ts' ~erson.ality . 
~eeds have shifted toward a more active, assertive and self-drrectmg onentatlOn. 
The decrease jn the score for nurturance suggests that the need to hel? others and 
treat them with sympathy has also diminished since th.e start of recrult school. _ 
Th 't an be inferred from the changes in personahty need scores that the s~b 
jec~:~ ;e:eral orientation toward people might be more conflict producing than lt 
was at the time they originally entered law enforcement. 

In J:'ecent years. a considerable amount of research hals.been dO.n: ?n the 
relative proportions of time a police patrolman spends on varlOUS ~ch,:hes. . 
G 11 these studies indicate that about 20% of a patrolman's hme lS spent m 

enera y. '1 th ., 800t of his time is handling calls related. to criminal actions whi e e remammg ,0 
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spent in performing a wide variety of community service activities. If one con
siders the proportion of total time a patrolman spends on service activities and 
the nature of the changes in personality needs which occur as a consequence of 
taking on the patrolman's role, one is led to an impression of incompatibil~ty. 
Police experience appears to modify a man's personality so as to make him less 
able to perform the major part of his job. service to people. without abrasive
ness and conflict. On the face of it. one is led to deplore what police work does 
to policemen in terms of their ability to carry out their service functions. 

To consider the patrolman's job only in terms of the proportion of time 
spent on the various aspects of it is to ignore the dimension of the intensity of 
experience. Though criminal matters consume only 20% of a man's time. it may 
be that the intensity of this small segment of his job experience is so great that 
it serves as the dominant force in the modification of his personality needs over 
time. Thus. the changes which occur are functioz:1ally consistent with only a 
small fraction of his work and functionally inconsistent with the rl:!maining 80%. 

Consider this analogy from the field of medicine. Although 80% of a sur
geon's job might entail preoperative diagnosis and postoperative I~are. the most 
critical and intense part of his work experience might be the remaining 20% of 
the time he spends in the operating room. Here he must be quick, confident and 
perhaps a bit blunt. These and other related characteristics may in time domi
nate his personality so as to be incompatible with the remaining 80% of his job. 
The patient may have to put up wii:h the surgeon's blunt manner well knowing that 
this characteristic is necessary for the effective performance of the surgeon's 
role in the operating room. 

Bittner pointed out that the police officer, like the soldier, " ••• must be 
kept in a highly disciplined state of alert preparedness. II and added that many of 
the job routines constitute a continuing rehearsal for "the real thing. 112 The con
dition of alert preparedness for the eventuality of dealing with a threatening 
criminal matter may influence the totality of the patrolman's role performance. 
If shOUld also be noted that many assignments which turn out to be calls for ser
.I"ice may be considered by the officer as part of the continuing rehearsal for the 
real thing. In light of these considerations, it is unrealistic to lament the changes 
in personality needs which police experience seems to produce. As with the 
surgeon. the client of the police may also have to learn to put up with a degree of 
aggressiveness and bluntness knOwing that these characteristics are necessary 
for the effective performance of the police role in controlling crime. Perhaps 
this is the price that must be paid to keep a man at the ready in a violent society. 

Implied in the foregOing is the appeal that the public should be more tolerant 
of the police personality and the way in which they do their work. Though this is 
a necessary recommendation. it is not sufficient since there are a number of 
things the police can do directly to ameliorate the apparent incompatibility between 
the emergent personality needs of the police and the major element of service in 
their role. 

To predict is to control. Since the changes in personality needs were pre
dictable. it is accepted that they can be controlled. As a first step in their con
trol. the nature of these changes shOUld be shared with police recruits during 
recruit training. Information about the anticipated changes in personality needs 
can be presented and discussed in such a way as to build self-knowledge. Further, 

2 
Bittner. OPe cit •• p. 53. 
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this information can generate an interest in the social sciences and serve as the 
base for further knowledge about human behavior. 

Self-knowledge is merely a preliminary. Since there is an inherent conflict 
between emergent personality needs and role requirements, it should be recogniz
ed that occupational adjustment will be difficult for- the individual to cope with. 
Hence, the services of a qualified cotmselor should be made available to experi
enced officers. Although one of the functions of the police supervisor may be to 
perform a llfirst-aid" counseling function, this does not obviate the need for a 
professional counseling psychologist. The effective police office!' is a perishable 
commodity. Like any precious investment, he must be insulated and protected 
from harm. A formal counseling program can be considered as a form of pre
ventive maintenance. 

Recognizing that certain assignments within a police department wi1l have a 
more intense effect on personality modification than others, the periodic rotation 
of assignments can reduce or forestall extreme changes in personality which would 
tend to exacerbate police relations with citizens. Also, the recognition that police 
experience will alter the hierarchy of personality needs and that there are individ
ual differences in the modifiability of personality, should lead to an open acknowl
edgement that some men may become unsuitable to perform effectively the service 
component of their rols. If this is demonstrated by inappropriate conduct, re
assignment or termination should be considered. To allow this ultimate action to 
take place, it is recommended that the probationary period be extended in length 
to allow sufficient time for the individual's emergent characteristic modes of 
response to .crystalize and become apparent to others. 

ROLE CONFLICT 

The performance of a role may be affected considerably by the process in 
which a person takes into account the oehavioral expectations of others with whom 
he interacts. In an isolated face-to-face relationship, the expectations expressed 
by one person may be easily understood by another and taken into consideration in 
his role enactments. However, in reality, the matter is not so clear-cut, particu
larly so for the police. As a public agency, the police must be responsive to many 
external edicts, pressures and influences. In a very real sense, the executive, 
legislative and judicial branches of government serve as an institutionalized means 
by which the expectations of the public can exert control over the conduct of the 
police. In a variety of more informal ways, citizens acting individually or col
lectively can convey their behavioral expectations to the police. Beyond this, the 
police themselves hold certain expectations about their O'liVll job performance. The 
police executive must interpret the expectations expressed by the various pranches 
of government and the general public. Police commanders, supervisors, and 
trainers also contribute their views of what role behavior is expected of the police 
patrolman. In the end, the police patrolman faces a bewildering array of behav
ioral expectations intended to define his role and structure his role performance. 
Ultimately, the patrolman must decide for himself which of the confusing and often 
conflicting expectations he will attend to. . 

Consider, for example, the way in which the recruit is expected to learn the 
essential elements of his new role. Underlying this question is the issue of educa
tion for a profession or training for a craft. If police- work is sei:ln as a service 
oriented, peacekeeping activity which requires an e:A.-tensive knowledge of people 
and the frequent exercise of discretion, th~n a classroom approach to providing 
the essential intellectual preparation would be most effective. However, if the 
work is thought of narrowly as strict law enforcement through the use of physical 
skills and the ability to manipulate people mechanically, then on-the-job training 
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would ?e most appropriate. The general confusion in expectations regarding th 

beSstehnhalb~ature. ofp.olice work is reflected in the variety of expectations percei:ed 
y e su Jects m th1S research. 

. In the final ana~ysis, the question is one of' role definition rather than strate-
gles.for the preparatlOn of recruits. The police should be more responsive to the 
P~bhc I s e.xpectatio? ~~at the police role be carried out by competent professionals 
e ucated m the achv:-hes of both peacekeeping and crime control. The olice 
themselves must achvely confront and grapple Wl·th the bas'c . . PI . 
d f"" h' . 1 1ssues mvo ved m 

e mmg t. elI' role .r~ther than exptmd their energies on the subordinate question 
of e.du~atlOn or trammg. The law enforcement community must recognize that the 
baslC 1ssue cannot be, resolved by others nor can it be allowed simpl t 1 
its own The tt . t b t y 0 evo ve on 

f hi
• ma er 1S no a s ract. There is a pressing need for the resolution 

o t s and other conflict situations .- an urgency based on the well b' f . 
ety and the m t 1 hIt' f tl - emg 0 SOC1-. en <L .!3a,p. 0 le police officer. It has been said that, 

II • 1 
••• m aw enforcement we hd~ve an extremely high incidence of 

r~ental a?d physic~l problems, and • • • the main cause of many 
of these 1llnesses 1S frustration. Possibly the most frustrated 
grou~ of people in society is the working policeman. The tluestion 
then 1S :vhat we can do to help him as an individual overcome these 
frustrations. "3 

~~t we can do t~ help the indi.vidual patrolman is to actively seek the resolution 
o e many COnfl1CtS he faces m the every day enactment of the police role. 

" 

.• ~o.ther of the many conflicts which the patrolman faces is the manner in 
! ••. :, .. ae 1S. expect~d to deal with the public. An impersonal and reserved a r a 

.f-cen ass?c1ated Wlt~ ~I'ofessiona1ism and the general tone of our criminal j~~ti~eCh, 
system, 1S one poss1b11~.ty. However, such a style may be dysfunctional for the 
enactment of the service components of the police role. For this aspect of th 
work, a good natured and friendly approach may be most appropriate He. 
the patr.olman ~aces a bewildering array of conflicting expectations. A.s b:~~r~:am, 
~nderlym~ the 1ssue of the approach the police should Use in dealing with th bl' 
1S the baslC problem of role definition. Are the police to be automatons Wh~ f~- 1C 
personal~y enfor:e the law or are they to be wise but good natured arbiters con
cerned ~th ke:pm?, the peaqe and controlling crime? Again, the direct involve
ment of tne police m the resolution of this dilemma is advocated. 

One. should also recognize that an invariable impersonal approach on the part 
o~ :he police may be a consequence of their desire to avoid emotional involvement 
WIth the people.they ser','e •. Other professions have recognized that it is personal
ly less demandmg to mamtam a certain psychic distance from the people they 
~erve than to become close and friendly with them. This, as one doctor expla' 
1S true for nurses in a hospital setting. lnS, 

"Some patients have accused nurses and residents of disliking 
or being indifferent to them, and they've got a good point. • • 
The.nurses are in a difficult position. They do have ambivalent 
feelmgs about these patients. We all do, to some extent, but 
the nurses are in more frequent and intimate contact with 

3 
cR~ert E. McC~nn, as quoted ill "Selected Pr0sentations from the 1970 National 

o erellce on Law Enforcement Education" (Washington D C U S D 
ment of Justice, 1970), p. 15. ' • ., • '. epart-
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patients. Although they know they have obligations to them. they 
want to fulfill those obligations and at the same time stay rather 
aloof. The better a nurse gets to know and like a patient. the 
greater are the emotional demaJ.1QS made on her. ":<:I: 

The relevance of this statement for the police can easily be seen if one substitutes 
the word "patrolman" for "nurse" and "public" for "patient." For the nurses. one 
solution to the problem has been counseling sessions where they learn to develop 
attitudes that permit them to establish a comfortable rapport with their patients. 
yet to maintain a certain social distance from them. The same approach may be 
useful for the police in carrying out the peacekeeping element of their role. 

One of the problems which emerged from the findings of this part of the 
research is that the question of the appropriate behavior for dealing with the pub
lic was seen as an either-or proposition. In reality. the police face a wide range 
of situations which require a full repertoire of behavioral responses. Role play
ing can be used to assist policemen to see the need for a variety of approaches to 
dealing with the public and to develop sufficient flexibility in behavior to be able to 
cope more adequately with the variety of problems they regularly encounter. Dis
Clission sessions utilizing Police Experience Film Modules may be especially 
helpful in getting patrolmen to recognize the adverse consequences of a rigid be
havioral response to all situations. 5 

Another source of role conflict for the patrolman is the reconciliation in 
practical terms of the equality ideal and the everyday reality of having to make 
distinctions in the exercise of discretion and the handling of offenders. By and 
large. the subjects perceived of other police officers and court officials as hold~ 
ing the expectation that all persons. regardless of social class. should be handled 
equally. d:a the other hand. public leaders were seen by the majority of subjects 
as holding the expectation that certain arrestees should be treated differently. In 
this case. the police can contribute directly to the resolution of this conflict by 
setting forth carefully drawn rules and regulations regarding the treatment of 
arrestees. Fundamental to this question is the matter of police discretion. 
Efforts to clarify the circumstances under which the patrolman can exercise dis
cretion will alleviate the misuse of discretion based on such individual distinctions 
as social class. Recruit training programs should give adequate attention to the 
conditions under which the police can exercise their discretionary powers. 

There probably is no conflict in the field of law enforcement which is dis
cussed more frequently than that posed by the expectations to stop the rise in 
crime and to respect civil liberties. The problem stems from the fact that they 
are often viewed as mutually exclusive goals. One expectation holds that to stop 
the rise in crime. certain civil liberties may have to be sacrificed. The other 
view is that civil liberties must be respected even if it brings aJ.1 increase in 
crime. The resolution of this conflict can best be handled through a better under
standing of the vast implications of our system of law and the freedoms granted 
within it. As one police administrator said. "the hard job that academies must 
tackle. • • is translating abstractions such as f;r;-eedom. the cons:titutional guaran
tees. into decisions and behavior at the street level. ,,6 

4Joseph P. Coogan. "Psychiatry for, the Slowly Dying. " Psychiatric Reporter. 
No. 45. Fall. 1969. p. 5. 

5Police Experience Series, "Fear and Anxiety. " "Feeling Good" and "Humiliation 
and Anger" (New York. Film Modules. Inc •• 1969). 

6Noel Greenwood, "Quiet Revolution Under Way in Polio'<:Training. Education." 
Los Angeles Times. January 9. 1972, p. 3. 
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One of the easy solutions to being embroiled in heated public controversy is 
a ,retreat to thE) sidelines ~hile the most vocal participants in the situation struggle 
Wlth one an~ther over the lssues. By becoming a bystander, the personal effects 
of the COnfllCt c:re reduced. It is possible that the police have oftentimes retreat-
ed from the achve struggle to resolve conflicts affecting their inter t d 
assumed the stance of an indifferent bystander Though this POSitio:

s 
r:.aan , li 

diacomfort' th h t 't • _. y re eve 
-" , ,~e s or run, l may eventUally have unwanted consequences. The 

achve par~lcl~ants may resolve the conflict without due consideration for the needs 
of all parhes mvolved. The matters of role definition and the resolut' f I 
confli't d' d' th' lOn 0 ro e 

C lscusse m lS research demand the active participation of the police. 

Though role conflicts are unwanted, they can serve a constructive purpose. 

"~ey are, difficult for the individual caught in a crossfire of com-
petmg c:alms. They sap resourC6S which are in short supply com-
pared wlth the heavy and complex demands placed on police agencies 
Ne,vert?eless, role conflicts are useful barometers to the particular' 
~omts m the system of law enforcement where constructive innovation 
lS urgently needed. ,,7 

The identificati~n of the sources of role conflict then becomes a necessary first 
step toward the lmprovement of police services. 

THE PERCEPTION OF PEOPLE 

Son;-e approache~ to intergroup relations emphasize control of the behavior 
of the pohce: ;f,c~or~gly, the police have been instructed and admonished not 
to use, certam trl,gger words, to control their emotions, and to restrain certain 
undeslrable behavlOral reactions. Although these methods may sometimes be 
necessary, they are a partial solution at best. Ichheiser points out that, 

"In app~oac~g the individual in his role as actor, education is 
attemph~g to mculcate certain emotions, attitudes and modes 
of behavlOr; to develop certain 'good' traits and eliminate tbad' 
ones in accordance vd,th the accepted standards and ideals • 
Yet this amounts to ignoring part of the very essence of the 
problem. • • Education is wasting its effort if it limits itself 
to the attempt to change attitudes and modes of behavior in actors 
... ~~tho~t trying simultaneously to change the judgements and reac- ' 
hons m spectators •••• "8 

If rea: progress is to be made by the police in dealing with intergroup relations 
att~nhon must be given not only tc the active role of the police but also to their • 
reClprocal role as spectator. As is true in all role relationships th 
involved shift continually from actor to audience. More specific;lly et~:r;~~~e 
and members of the public shift roles from actor to spectator as the~ interact "th 
one, another •. It must be recognized that in their passive role as observer, the Wl 
pol:ce for~ Judgements of other people which influence to a consider~ble degree 
thelr behavlOr after they have shifted back to their active role Henc th ' 
portance of an e~arnination of the perception of people become~ clear.

e
, Sir: ;m- ut 

fro~ the ~ercephons of people' come judgements which form the basis for l:teYrP • 
pohce actlOn. 

7 
Elmer H. John.so~, "Police: An Analysis of Role Conflict, II mimeographed 

(Carbondale, IllmOls, Southern Illinois Universitv 1970) 8 u' , p. 12. 
Gustav Ichheiser, op. cit., pp. 113-14. 
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Many problems in human relations which the police experience have been 
traced to misperceptions of other people or groups of people. Discussions are 
typically set in terms of "we" and "they" or "ingroups" and "outgroups," while 
approaches to improving intergroup relationships focus on the replacement of 
harmful stereotypes with glimpses of the true characteristics of other people. 
Barriers to the operation of an integrated system of criminal justice are frequent
ly conceptualized in terms of stereotypes. The police are seen by other practi
tioners as "ignorant, dishonest and lazy." Probation officers are pictured by the 
police as "fuzzy thinking social workers." Correctional officers are seen by all 
as "brutal and sadistic. II Only when these stereotypes are broken down and re
placed with reality can a functionally integrated criminal justice system come into 
being. So, too, with community relations. If the police and the public can only 
rid themselves of their stereotyped views of one another, then pl)lice-community 
relations will be vastly improved. For example, one police-conimunity relations 
program was based on the following concept: 

"The program was built around a concept of exposure of the police 
recruits to each element of oUr society that came within the work
ing context of the police. • • Basic principles of communication, 
especially non-verbal, were discussed and demonstrated in class 
and opportunities were afforded for practice with confrontative en
counters in community settings. This last feature was important 
in approaching the second major goal of the program, developing 
an awareness of the policeman stereotype current in various sub
cultures while simultaneously weakening the policeman's stereo
type of members of those sub-cultures. 119 

This approach is reasonable and limited benefits may result from it. However, 
this also amounts to ignoring part of the very essence of the problem, One find
ing which arose out of this research suggests that programs of this kind may deal 
with only a small part of a far broader problem of the police as spectator. 

On the basis of this research, it appears that the subjects' perceptions of 
people generally shifted toward a more unfavorable dimension of semantic space 
from the time they entered police work. Specifically, this was true on both the 
cooperative-uncooperative and the informed-uninformed scales not for just the 
outgroups of civil rights leaders, newspaperm,en and probation officers but also 
for the ingroups of police supervisors, police trainers, experienced patrolmen 
and even wives and families. Almost all groups were seen as less informed and 
as a result, they were less cooperative. The basic problem becomes one of the 
perception of people in general rather than the misperception of specific outgroups. 

To base the objectives of police-community relations programs on the im
provement of perceptions of minority groups is to ignore the fact that the unfavor
able views the police might hold of these outgroups might also be held of the in
groups. This is not to say that cynicism or misanthropy dominated the conceptions 
of people held by the experienced police subjects. Though the findings indicate 
that the subjects reported certain negative shifts as generalized to all audiences, 
they nevertheless were able to make distinctions. 

As is the case with other problems, the solution calls for a greater under
standing of human behavior by the police recruit. Attention should be directed to 
his role as observer. The whole process of people perception including the forma
tion of dispositional judgements, the development of behavioral expectations and 

9Summary of Police Community Relations Symposium, American Psychological 
Association Convention, September, 1970. 
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the s,?aping of emotional responses shOUld be incorporated within the recruit 
currlCulum. Once this foundation is learned, then these principles can be applied 
to the perception of specific outgroups as well as ingroups. 

AGGREGATE ROLE CONCEPTIONS 

.Aggr~gat~ rO.le has bee? define~ a~ the s~ecific function assigned by society 
to an organlzation m that soclety. Wlthm a smgle organization, positions con
tribute in varying degrees to the performance of the culturally determined aggre
gate role. To the extent that a position can contribute to the organization's col
lective role, prestige is accorded to the incumbents in that position, Most ob
servations regarding the prestige given to positions within police agencies have 
pointed out that investigative pOSitions were seen as the most important. Though 
many of these observations were drawn years ago, they have continued to influ
ence more recent observers of the allocation of prestige among the police. What 
seems to have been ignored is the fact that in recent yea,rs, society has redefined 
or, at least given gl:e~ter recognition to an expanded aggregate role for the police. 
Wldespr:ad recogmhon has now been given to the crime prevention, peacekeeping 
and serVlce aspects of the police role - activities which are largely carried out 
by patrolmen. Logically, as changes have occurred in society's definition of the 
aggregate role of the police, so too have changes taken place in the allocation of 
prestige to varl,'>Jus positions within police organizations. 

. The finding's of th~s rese.arch suggest that changes hav~ taken place in the 
Judgements of young police offlcers about the relative importance of positions in 
accomplishing the overall police mission. The subjects of this research viewed 
the pa~rol f~ction,as ~aking.t?e greatest ~ontribution to the police mission. They 
also Vlewed mveshgatlve poslilons as making relatively less important contribu
tions to the current aggregate role of the police. 

All is not right though. Many still cling to an outmoded view of the aggre
gate police role as one of crime control. Contemporary observers still remark 
that prestige accrues to detective positions. Additionally, certain inherent 
characteristics of the investigator's position may make it more desirable, com
pletely apart from the degree to which it contributes to the performance of the 
police mission. Such distortions may cause a measure of role strain among 
young officers. 

" • • • the view that crime control is the only serious important, 
and necessary part of police work has deleterious effects on the 
morale of those police officers in the uniformed patrol who spend 
most of their time with other matters. No one, especially he who 
takes a positive interest in his work, likes being obliged to do 
things day-in and day-out that are disparaged by his ,colleagues. 
Moreover, the low evaluation of these duties leads to neglecting 
the development of skill and knowledge that are required to dis
charge them properly. "10 

Until such distortions can be righted, role strain will continue to exert a dele
terious effect on the work performance of the patrolman. To alleviate the~e 
ef~ects, efforts. s.hould be undertaken to clarify the ,aggregate police role, to give 
sUltable recogmtlon to the patrolman's role and its relative contribution to the 
overall police mission, and to modify police training programs to reflect more 
realistically the breadth of services carried out by the patrolman.:' 

1 ° Bittner, or. cit., p. 42. 
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ATTITUDINAL ORIENTATIONS TO THE POLICE ROLE 

Four aspects of the attitudinal orientations of the subjects to their role were 
selected for analysis; valuation of formal education, pragmatic realism, conform
ity to authority and conservatism. The findings showed predictable changes in 
attitudes over the time span of this research on three factors. After 18 months 
experience as patrolmen, the subject's attitudes reflected a significantly greater 
measure of pragmatic realism, a lesser measure of conformity 'to authority and 
a greater degree of conservatism. Overall, it appeared that police experience 
was a far greater influence for attitude change than recruit training. 

An analysis of intercity differences showed no statistically significant dif
ferences in attitudes among the four groups of recruits at the start of their train
ing. Thus, intentionally or not, per::;onnel procedures tended to select applicants 
with common attitudinal orientations for e;ntry into the police ranks. Consistent 
with the ..flew that different· experiences will produce different attitudes while 
similar experiences will tend to produce similar attitudes, it was found that by 
the end of recruit training, intercity differences existed on two attitudinal factol's, 
Pragmatic Realism and Conservatism. Thus, there were some differences in the 
training programs which were related to the formation of different attitudes. After 
patrol experience, the commonality of this role enactment reduced the number of 
intercity differences to one. The Baltimore subjects were significantly less con
servative than the subjects in the other three cities. 

Another variable found to have influenced the extent of change in attitudes 
over time was the subjects' personal expectation that police experience would or 
would not change him. Those subjects who held the expectation that police experi
ence would change them showed greater changes in attitudes over the time span of 
this research than other subjects who felt that police experience would not char!ge 
them. In summary, the findings showed that changes in attitudes could be pI'e
dicted, that patrol experience was a greater influence for attitude change than 
recruit training, that different experiences among the cities tended to produce 
different attitudes, .and that tho'se who anticipated personal change as a result of 
police experience showed greater change in attitudes than those who did not ex
pect to be changed by police experience. Programs affecting attitudes can be 
built upon these findings. 

As before, it is accepted that what can be predicted can also be controlled. 
However, fundamental to that control is the question of what constitutes a desir
able attitudinal orientation, which one should work toward. Some might make the 
value judgement that a higher valuation of formal education coupled with less 
pragmatic realism, les""rigid conformity to authority and less conservatism 
would be desirable while others might hold a different view. Again, one is 
caught up in the dilemma of role definition. If one focuses on the public service 
component of police work, perhaps a higher valuation of education combined with 
less pragmatic realism, conformity and conservatism would be desirable. On the 
other hand, pragmatic realism, conformity to authority and conservatism might be 
functionally consistent to the crime control component of the role. In either case, 
one should not be led astray by the argument based on the proportion of time that 
patx-olmen spend on each aspect of their work. Nor should one retreat behind the 
specious proposition that behavior, not attitudes, should be controlled. 

Ultimately, someone must make a value judgement, at least for the sake of 
discussion. The higher valuation of formal education seems to he.ve a more uni
versal desirability than the other factors. Part of the remaining judgement should 
be based on a recognition of the breadth of behavioral and emotional responses 
which come into play in the enactment of the police role. Hence, rigid conformity, 
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conservatism and perhaps pragmatic realism ~oUld ' 
the contemporary nature of the police I 0 seem to be lnconsistent with 
accepted, then activities intended to i~~ e. nttc~ these or other jUdgements are 

uence a ltudes can be undertaken. 

, .' Though you cannot t,~ach attitudes, the nev h' , 
tionally or unintentionally by the soc' I y,' ert eless Wlll be affected mten-

, la experIence of learning S' t' 
WIll form whether or not one attends to th 't ' , -. mce at ltudes 
gram take them into consideration 0 em, 1 IS deSIrable that a training pro
be basically skill oriented notes th'at, ne expert who has found police training to 

"The~e is little evidence of practice in problem solving , 
learnmg the use 0: di~cretion and authority, arid in lea;ni~ 
the role of the polIce m society. Teaching these topics m,ght 
help develop desired attitudes. 1111 19 

To this end, role playing, film modules and s' I ' , 
dur~ng recruit training in influencing the forn:~~:hon e:,erclses z:nay b~ of value 
perlence appeared to be more inflUential in the m d~:' at!~tudes. Smce fIeld ex-
cruit training field tral'm'ng off' 0 1 lca Ion of attitudes than re-, ' lcer pror.frams should h . 
m the development of attitudes consisteOt . , ave :m ~chve part to play 
field ~raining officers can help recruits ~o :~~ the ~~~ce mls~lOn. SpeCifically, 
more realistically. Debriefing seminars fo rpre, e meamn~ of experience 
m,',1.tion of attitudes. Within any of th Q r recrul,t,s can also Influence the for-
it is wasted effort to attempt to mold e;t~,:-~gr~~, h It sh~Uld be, recognized that 
reality of experience. To give lip servi~e i~Str:' 1: are ~n~~nslsten~ with the 
less rigid conformity to authority whil t th Imng actIvlhes to the need for 
tionary power of patrolmen is to build ':.n aan :dds~tz:ne tlimle restricting the discr,e-

IlOna e ement of role conflict. 

Analysis of the "don't know" res ' 
the finding that at the start of training p~=tes :,f ~he subJects over time produced 
matters within the factor of Conserva;' :t ~~ was most ~n:mown centered on 
most unknown was related to the facto:s~Pr~' e ~n~ of ~rammg, that which was 
ence the valuation of formal edUcation th gmahc Realism. After patrol experi-
kn " , was e center of that which t 

own. ThIS fmdmg suggests that there ma . , was mos un-
career development of a recruit when mere ~ be varl~us p,ol,nts of readiness in the 
greatest effect on attitude formation. In acc:or~atlOn, gl~m~ would have the 
training, information on civill'an rev' b d d WIth thls fmdmg, at the start of 

- lew oar s lateral ent' , 
and the matter of guilt might be offered t ' 't ry, crIme prevention, 
tion might be given to some of the pract'O :lecrul s. At the end of training, atten
of court deCisions, political support for ~~ c~~cerns of the patrolman; the effects 
initial exposure to patrol experience inf e po/ce, and patrol demeanor. After 
academic work to the police J'ob might b orma lOtn or: the re,levance of cpli.ege level 

e presen ed In speCIal seminars. 

Lastly, a general approach to kn 1 db' 
effect of an expectation that police expeor~e~c!e ~;~t athtude formation and the 
sented to recruits at the start of alar er inst ,hange, a person should be pre-
iUtention should first be directed towa

g 
d If ruchonal umt on human behavior. 

of ~mmediate experience. From this f~u::at~~derstanding and the interpretation 
attItude formation, attitude change d th I ' ,mor: general knowledge about 
hador ought to be covered. ' an e re ahonship between attitudes and be,.. 

11 
Leonard Harrison, statement distribute':' at lAC ' 

and Assessment Service Conference Colorad S' ~ ProfesslOnal Police Registry 
• 0 prmgs, December 1970), p. 2. 
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ESSENTIAL ROLE ATTRIBUTES 

The list of attributes chosen as essential for the enactment of the police role 
remained relatively unchanged over the time span of this research. The subjects' 
views of the attributes essential to the police role formed during the periQd of 
anticipatory socialization were not greatly affected by the new conceptions of the 
role gained during recruit training. Nor were these conceptions greatly modified 
by 18 months of field experience. The complementary qualities of common sense, 
alertness and job knowledge formed the core of attributes which was seen as 
essential throughout time and place. 

That common sense was accorded the highest rank at the end of recruit 
training an.d after patrol experience is of particular interest. Possessing common 
sense was seen as more f"3sential than being well trained, having job knowledge or 
being intelligent. Underlying this pattern of relative pOSitions is the impression 
of a role which calls for the exercise of discretion in a wide variety of situations 
which one cannot necess6\rily be trained for, nor acquire job knowledge about, nor 
resolve through the exercise of intelligence. The ordinary term of common sense 
implies practical judgement rather than intellectual preparation. In this instance, 
the subjects appeared to have correctly conceived of the police role. 

. The full list of attributes presented to the subjects contained a number of 
qualities which would normally be related to service occupations. The subjects 
consistently gave these service connected attributes a relatively low ranking. Of 

,. particular interest was the attribute of courtesy. At the start of training, the 
subjects in only one city included this quality among the ten most essential for the 
police role. After training, the subjects in all four cities included courtesy in 
the list of the ten top ranked attributes. However, after patrol experience, this 
attribute w,,:~ not included among the top ten ranked qualities in any of the four 
cities. Whereas recruit training was able to cause an awareness of the essential 
nature of courtesy as an attribute for enactment of the police role, field experi
ence tended to cause the subjects to devalue its importance. In this instance, the 
subjects appeared to have incorrectly conceived of the police role. It has been 
pointed out that the police in general share this misconception. 

II • • • the situations in which police officers most frequently find 
themselves do not require the expert aim of a marksman, the 
.cunningness of a private eye, or the toughness of a stereotyped 
Irish policeman. Instead, they demand knowledge of human beings 
and the personal, as opposed to official, authority to influence 
people without the use or even threat ·of force. These characteris
tics are not commonly found in police officers because police 
departments do not consider these valu€s as paramount. 1112 

Again, one is left with the im;'L-~ssion of the necessity for recruit training 
to set forth definitions of the police role in explicit terms as well as the relation
ship of role attributes to the performance of the various components of the role. 
Implied fr.om the subjec~s' choices was the necessity for common sense in the 
exercise of' discretion. However, common sense without being mated to the deep
er virtues of morality and compassion may be inadequate for anything but a super
ficial performance o~ the public service components of the police role. In the 
same way, the necessity for courtesy was a transitory conception because it was 

12T · 't errlS, op. Cl.. p. 67. 
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not seen within the larger corttelct of human relations. As before, the need for a 
greater knowledge of human relationships is apparent. 

Police departments can reinforce behavior which reflects certain attributes 
by giving formal recognition to certain desired acts. If physical strength is want
ed. then actions which display physical strength can be given recognition. On the 
other hand, if courtesy and compassion are desired, then courteous and compas
sionate actions can be rewarded. 

THE PERCEPTION OF DANGER 

There were a number of intriguing findings which arose Qut of this inquiry 
into the perception of danger. Overall, the subjects' perception of job-related 
danger was highest at the completion of recruit training, apparently in anticipa
tion of their entry into the apprentic(~ role. A very high consistency was found in 
the ranking of assignments according to the degree of danger perceived to be re
lated to their handling. This was true over time and among cities at anyone point 
in time. A lower order of correlation was found to exist in the rank order of sub
jects across time: those who were high perceivers of danger at the start tended 
to be high perceivers after training and patrol experience. Also, of much interest 
was the finding that the extent of crime in. the area where the subject worked had 
little apparent relationship to his perception of job related danger. Thoughthese 
findings do not directly lead to ~pecific training r.ecommendations, they neverthe
less suggest the importance for procedures to deal with perceived danger. 

Perhaps the most fundamental of all the things that can be done to deal more 
constructively with danger is to openly admit its existence and recognize that it 
does affect the performance of the police role. Authorities have long recognized 
the beneficial effects of this kind of an attitude for the military. For example, 
during World War II, 

liMen were taught. • • that they need not be ashamed of feeling 
afraid in danger situations, that fear reactions are normal and 
are shared by everyone exposed to combat conditions. Emphasis 
was placed on the idea that even though a man feels afraid, he can 
keep going and do a good job, al1d that after a time his fear will 
die down. !t13 

Disruptive fear reactions in the face of danger were less frequent and the mental 
health consequences of combat were less damaging when fear was freely admitted. 
There was a genuine effort made to show a man that he need not fear any loss of 
status in the judgement of others if he exhibited any of the symptoms of fear while 
performing his duties. Because a man trembled or gasped, he did not lose the 
approval of others because they too might tremble and gasp. To the contrary. in 
other units where the group attitude did not permit the free expression of anxiety 
and fear, and everyone was considered to be tough and fearless, the reactions 
brought about by the dangers of combat were most damaging. There is a lesson 
here for the police. 'I\t'aining officers have a. part in creating a permissive atti
tude in the police environment which will allow fear to be openly considered. 
There should be no stigma attached to the action of a man who calls for some 
assistance in a situation which he views as dangerous. No officer should be 
criticized for being cautious. Careless bravad.o may be more than foolhardy: it 
may be fatal • 

13 
Stouffer, op. cit. , p. 196. 
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Attention has been called to the anticipatory rise in the danger scores at 
the completion of training. By some indications, this rise is consistent with the 
actual behavior of men who have left the trainee role and entered the role of 
apprentice .. For example, in a high crime district in one city, it was necessary 
to assign a man just out of recruit school to a one-man patrol car on the midnight 
watch. During his first tour of duty, the new man made a routine traffic stop. 
His field lieutenant saw this and, knowing the ma:y. was inexperienced, stopped his 
car some distance back to observe the behavior of the officer. The new man, un
aware of the supervisor's presence, apparently Vlent to pieces and did everything 
wrong. Fortunately, nothing untoward happened. After the motorist pulled away 
the lieutenant drove up and talked to the new ma\l. The patrolman knew what was 
right but fear had disabled him. The same kind of an overproportionate response 
to danger has been noted in the behavior of military personnel as their first entry 
into actual combat was imminent. 

"One never knew for sure that he could take it until he had 
demonstrated that he could. Most soldiers facing the prospect 
of combat service had to deal with a hea''lY charge of anticipatory 
anxiety. The more they heard about how tOUf.h the fighting was, 
the greater the anxiety and insecurity .•• " 4 

What can be done to keep the fears of men down to a reasonable level at the 
time they first experience actual danger in their work? If recruits can be led to 
realize that everyone will experience emotional reactions to danger and that no 
one will be able to master his fea.rs completely, then the anticipation of danger 
may not induce an exaggerated and perhaps paralyzing response. If feelings of 
uneasiness are openly .. f3hared by the group while still in training, their negative 
effects on later police. 'behavior will be reduced. However, for the trainer to 
attempt to deny the reality of danger or to create a sense of temerity in the 
recruits is an error. 

"The training officer who attempts to allay the misgivings of his 
students as to their safety is certain to be discredited by his 
listeners. Any success he might have in this persuasion would 
be to their disadvantage if it resulted in a reduction in alertness. ,,15 

Later in the field, the experienced officer can do much to help the apprentice 
deal more realistically with his reaction to the element of danger in his work. 
For anyone to tell a man who is fearful or anxious to ignore their feelings is, to 
suggest the impossible. 

There are a number of other training approaches which can be used to deal 
with t.he problem of danger and the enactment of the police role. It is true that 
the better a man is trained, the less effect danger will have on his behavior. This 
rE.\lati.onship was pointed .out by Stouffer in. his study of the combat soldier. 

" • • • fear reactions in (!ombat may be due, in part, to an 
attitudinal factor, the feeling that one has not had sufficient 
training for one's comJ;>at job. ,,16 

14Ibid"" p. 131. 

15~illiam J. Wetteroth, "The P~;ychological Training and Education of New York 
City Policemen.' (Paper present\ed to the American Psychological Association. 
September, 1971). p. 5. 

16Stouffer, OPe cit., p. 227. 
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On tHe positive side, an experienced police officer expressed his awareness of the 
relationship between the fear of danger and the adequacy of training. 

"Although a possibility of physical injury in the line of duty exists, 
I feel that with proper training in methods of protection, a police 
officer has a better chance of survival in a combat situation, and 
it reduces the chance of injury. However, he must always be 
aware of danger." 

Intuitively he knew that well trained men will worry less about danger because they 
will feel they know how to take care of themselves. Hence, good training by com
petent instructors, particularly in the subjec.t areas of crowd control, firearms 
use, patrol procedures, physical combat skills, and the techniques of arrest can 
do much to reduce a man's anticipation of physical danger. Moreover, ample 
time should be given the recruits to master these skills. One should not confuse 
what is necessary to complete any phase of formal training with what is sufficient 
to allow the recruit to feel that he has been thoroughly trained. 

Negative reactions to danger may be greatest when one least expects it, when 
one has no appropriate response to it, and when daflger is experienced under un
familiar circumstances. Training can help in each of these instances. First, re
cruits should be alerted to those situations which are, in fact, most dangerous. 
They should know when to expect danger and should be attentive to cues which 
might foretell it. Next, instruction on such procedures as how to stop a felony 
suspect, respond to felony calls, conduct a building search, use handcuffs, or 
search an arrested person should be the starting point for developing appropriate 
responses to stressful situations; This training should be supplemented with 
practice to the point of masterythrol.lgh the use of role playing techniques, demon
strations and simulation exercises. These procedures should become habitual 
since, under stress, it is not enough merely to know what to do. One has to be 
able to react almost automatically aild this comes only from repeated practice. 
Lastly, experienced colleagues and field training officers can help the apprentice 
patrolmen to become as familiar as possible with the phySical and social setttings 
in the areas where they work. It isn't enough for recruits to know streets and 
buildings and a few people. They should learn to see what others overlook. Com
plete and detailed knowledge of this kind may be an extra resource in a life
threatening situation. 

Much of what is known about danger in police work is the result .of social 
learning rather than actual experience. Just as children learn to fear lions, 
tigers, and snakes withongh ever having seen them, so too a police officer learns 
to fear a particular situation without ever having faced it. This is as it should 
bp.- one should be abl·e to learn from the experiences of others. For example', 
many police recruits learn in training that family disturbance calls are very 
dangerous to handle.. This corresponds with reality. However, over a period of 
time, the exchange of ideas about what is dangerous can have a negative effect on 
the behavior of the poliGe. One observer of the police remarked that 

17 

"From police academy training and from lore that is handed down 
from their elders any policeman can recite tales of unsuspecting 
cops gunned down by Grant Wood couples in old Buicks, run over 
by society matrons, stabbed by small Latins, blown to bits by 
colored .men, set upon by beatniks . . . "17 

Dougherty, op. cit., p. 112. 
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. to draw more attentive listeners than a story' 
No topic of conv~rsatlOn see.:s and survived a. situation of grave personal danger. 
about how an offlcer d~~lt Wl ldi ' mbat. "They talk constantly, repeti-

ti~i~fyS a~:~::~:~ier:~~:r~i~:iS~~ :~; have been throug~. They talk about 
ou , , tantl to nail down tachcs that may save 

them not just to talk, but more l~f~~h ;emy ,,18 One does not forget lor.e of 
th~ir ~ves :in future encou:~~:~ ':a a:i:e whe~ one applies his logic to this , 
thlS k~d. Ho,:"e,ver, a, pr d . ~ from the particular to the general. Certam
colle chon of V1Vld storles an move d f m others in m:ind but one ought not to 
ly one ought t.o keep,the cau~~~~el;a~;~the~o people. Guided group discussions by 
let them dommate his gener t' fficer with a limited exposure to field training personnel can help the appren lce 0 • 

e5q,erience keep this informal learning :in proper perspechve. 

"The home remedy for fear is simply to experience the fear, as ~eliberately 
f 11 . 'ble 1119 Though simulation exercises and audlO vlsual 

and as u y as pOSS1. , 'in real dan er and the reaction to it can-
approac~es lcant d~e t~ey he!1,l~~~~~:~en~ed. EXPe;ience by itself, though. is not 
not be Slmu a e . ' xt t meaning from these ex-
eno~gh. Debrie~ingsh an:e~~~~~~~:St~:~::~Pp!~:on::~ to have dir,ect contac: with 
perlences. Aga~. t e, After fear has been experienced, lt can be dlS-
their former tralnees lS clear. 't m' dl'Vl'dual counselling may be more " tting In some ms ances, 
cussed ~ta groThuPrOsUegh th~s.e means. what was once doubt and fear can become approprla e. 
knowledge - both for the self and for others. 

, 'f 1 In light of the kind None of these ideas are mtended to make metr:u ear e:~. both undesirable and 
of work the polic,e do and the very nature qf man. s goa, lS an hel to make 

al' ti Yet there are some training procedures which c p , , 
unre lS c. , ff t' e in carrying out their duties in incidents mvolVlng 
police officers mo~ e e~vbe controlled to the point where it does not cause i~
perso?al dan~er. t' e~ ~ole behavior. Fear can be used constructively to motl-

;:~:~::; t~r l~:~ ~~:::: past ~xperience, to imp~~~~ !~:i~ c~::~~~t :~ht; f~~:e~~p 
habitual :e~ponses :0 c.o~te Wlt ~ho db:n!~~~ t~::e~~ise sound~udgment than it is to be danger, lt lS more lmpor an 
fearless. 

THE NEED FOR SELF UNDERSTANDING 

Like so many other recommendations made in recent years f?r the impr~ve
ment of police training, this report concludes by urging the expan~lOn of ~ecrult 

, , as to allow a greater emphasis on the oehavlOral SClences. trammg programs so , th f lex 
This knowledge can be of limitless value to police officers as ~y ace a per~ : 
in arra of interpersonal problems which are always accomp~~ed by ~onfuslOn, 
di!tress

Y 
danger and heightened emotions. Unlike other pract~tlOners m the 

service'rofessions, the police do not have the time for a full mtellectual con
Siderati:n of the present feelings and the developmental background of the people 

18 J ··Why Men Fight, 11 Tr~saction, Vol. 7, No.1. Charles C. Moskos, r ... 
November, 1969. p. 16. , 

19 L d R bert W Graff IIBehavioral Bibliotherapy: A Slmple 
Donald G. Mc eClll an 0 • , Research and Practice, Vol. 7 

Home Remedy for Fears, " .!P~s~y~c::!h~o~t~h~e~r~a:lp~YLT!:.:h~e~o~r~yl2..' ..!.!:~':::'::::::"::=-=':::"';"--__ _ 

Summer 1970, pp. 118-19. 
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they deal with. The police must act qUickly, decisively and lawfully often with 
only a partial knowledge of the circumstances. However, their action orilmt.ation 
does not in any sense obviate the need for understanding behavior. Rather" it re
inforces the necessity for a greater understanding of the self and others 

Almost all recommendations for the inclusion of additional material on the 
behavioral sciences in recruit training programs point to the need to understand 
the behavior of other individuals alld groups. True, service to people must be 
based on a,u understanding of the motivations and needs of others. So too, the 
control of people also requires an understanding of behavior. What is so often 
overlooked is the need for a greater knowledge of the most fundamental elemen

i
; 

in human relations, the self. For a munber of reasons, a knowledge of the self 
is a necessary accompaniment or preliminary to understanding and dealing with 
others. 

Coping with Change 

The subjects of this research have been pictured as taking on a complex 
vocational role which is beset by ambiguities, conflicts and strains. Men with 
modest education and limited vocational backgrounds were given a modicum of 
training and placed in a personally demanding role which, in many respects, is 
discontinuous with their backgrounds, their interests and their formal job train
ing. In the police environment, the expectation for personal c.hange is pervasive 
and change did take place. The socialization process exposed. ~hem to forces 
which affected their emergent personality needs, increased their awareness of 
conflicting behavioral expectations, exposed them to the problems of role ambi
guity, changed their concept of essential role attributes, altered their perceptions 
of people and modified their job-related attitudes. For some, their friendship 
patterns were drastically changed and their aspirations were heightened in dis
proportion to the existing opportunities. Underlying the whole process of 
socialization was a theme of personal danger. 

Despite these forces which might detract from the effective performance of 
their role, the subjects viewed their position as patrolman as the most important 
in terms of the aggregate police role. They were highly satisfied with their work 
and their satisfaction was reinforced by their Wives and families. Also, the sub
jects were not greatly bothered by some of the conflicting expectations of the 
pubJic regarding their work. However, to expect men to continue to function 
effectively over the span of a working career in such a demanding vocational role 
without having a clearer understanding of the nature of the forces which affect 
them is to hope for that which appears to be unlikely, if not impossible. 

Within a 21 month time span we have seen clear evidence of the way in which 
initial police experience has affected the subjects of this research. We do not 
know the extent to which additional police experience will continue to modify their 
role concepts. However, there is no reason to believe that further experience, 
in and of itself, will tend to make more favorable the conceptions these men hold 
about their work and the people they deal with. Rather, it would seem likely that 
the cumulative effect of these forces for change would ultimately detract from 
their ability to effectively enact the full range of dutie~ included in the police role. 
Hence, it should be recognized that the human resources of a police agency are 
perishable and must be .protected from those conditions which would detract from 
their value. Self understanding, as the basis of that protection, should be a ma
jor concern of the police training officer. 

Self understanding, insofar as it contributes to self acceptance, will help to 
reduce the strain induced by the divergent roles of public service and crime 
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control. It will also help to reconcile the differences between aspirations and 
opportunities as well as those which exist between the real self aIld the ideal self. 
In short, self understanding can lead to a greater acceptance of reality. 

t:c' 

Gaining an Appreciation of Others 

As an approach to teaching the. behavioral sciences to police officers, self 
lmowledge can serve as a base upon which a more general lmowledge of others 
can be built. The development of self lmowledge can also serve as a useful tech
nique for creating an interest in p.nd overcoming resistance to the social sciences. 
However, the acquisition of mere lmowledge of the behavioral sciences may be 
insufficient for the patrolman's role. ~cience deals with objects and the study of 
others often tends to become a study of impersonal objects which can be directly 
influenced, regulated and controlled. This would seem to be the case with much 
of the behavioral science material now presented in recruit trainilJ.g programs. 

"The psychological training of policemen is directed, for the most 
part, toward enhancing their ability to get along with the public, to 
manipulate people, as it were, and to gain their cooperation with a 
minimum of abrasiveness., ,,20 

On analysis, this view of training appears to be somewhat superficial and 
mechanistic. Yet, the ability to control and manipulate people has considerable 
usefulness to the police, particularly in their crime control activities. Though 
the direct control of behavior may be enough for this part of the police role, it is 
not enough for the greater part of their work involving community service. Here, 
a deeper appreciation of 'human behavior is appropriate. Fundamental to this 
fuller understanding of others is self understanding and the ability to empathize. 
The expanded use of social science concepts in recruit training is necessary to 
attain this goal. 

Learning Self Understanding 

Though there is much information that the police trainer can impart which 
will contribute to self understanding, it cannot be taught in the same manner as 
other subjects. Rather, the process of understanding the self must be learned 
through experience. It is a.»rocess which calls for self discovery. Hence, the 
trainer has an obligation to provide not only basic information but also the analyti
cal tools and the experiences which will allow self discovery to take place. In 
this regard, training programs can be restructured so as to allow recruits a 
,greater. opportunity for experiences which will contribute to self understanding. 

"Training designs of the future must fuse the academy and the 
street. The failure of traditional educational and training 
institutions to provide relevant career training has provided 
a powerful incentive for the substitution of on-the-job, in
service, skill-based, experience-related training. 

'New' educational and training institutions and, most crucially, 
new kinds of educational methods, place primary emphasis on 
participatory, peer-like processes. The teacher is more often 
regarded as a resource person, and the distance between the 

20Wetteroth (1971), OPe cit., p. 5. 
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~rainer and the stUdent is reduced. The present is more 
~mportan,t than the past; and functional, 'relevant' knowledge 
1S more 1mportant than abstract, academic pursuits. 1121 

Within this new training structure field train:in " , 
exercises, stress conditioning fi~ld e ' gt' sltuatlOnal testmg, simUlation 
, , xper1men s sensitivity tra" db' 
mg sessions and role playing can be used to facilitat lf' mmg, e rlef-
also be a need for the supplementar se' f e se discovery. There may 
lor to assist the men in adjusting tO~he r:::::n~l a pr~fessionally :rained counse
they might encounter during the initial ~ases of's sO,cl~l ~d vocah,onal problems 
to be particularly useful for assisting ~en wh h OC1~~lZation. ThlS would appear 
the patrolman's role. For the colle e m t~ ave a ended college to adjust to 
department aspirations, higher neelsco::~' ~ em,ergence at T3 of higher intra
tion of danger thought to be related to the h ~u:m~ance, and a greater percep
ments, suggests a special need for counselina; afte~ ~ni~i~~m~er of p~lice assign-
experlence. Perhaps the combination of thes ex~osure 0 patrol 
ments have difficulty in retaining college m e,fatchto~s explams why some depart-

en m ell' ranks. 

The Universality of Self Understanding 

New problems reqUire new solut' L 'k 
the police are responsive to the need f~~n~~w s~l~t~~~:r/nstit~iions in our society, 
sequence, experience changes in their collectiv 1 ~ pro ems and as a con-
role is in a state of constant flux d" ,e ro e. ,s a result, the police 
which affect the police role today :lll!~:t~~h~~lY fth~t the conflicts and strains 
cations can be expected to take place. m e u reo Moreover, new dislo-

AG this research showed, the men who enact th ' 
ing in some very significant ways. Hence the ,e pO!lce role are also chang-
of preparing men in the process of person~l Ch:n~~~e tram;r faces ~he challenge 
Moreover, the training officer can onl infl 0 enac. a changmg role. 
tively brief segment of an ongoing pro Y ufence,th~ m~n directly during a rela-

cess 0 soclahzation. 

The virtue of a thing is that condition hi h " ' 
proper function. Thus the Vl'rtue of a kn'f W. '=t en

h
ablf:"J It to perform ably its 

, ' 1 e IS 1 S S aI"~ness S' 'I 1 
v1rtue of a police trainer is his ability t aff t .1-'. 1m! ar y, the 
time. Such is the value of self understa~din:~ men so they can stand the test of 

21"Tr ' , 
ammg Designs: A Look Ahead, If Career Development, 

June 1971, p. 5. _ . Volume I, No.3, 
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Table A-I 

Intercorrelatlons of EPPS Variables. T 1 and T 3 

A D 0 E A A I S D A N C E H A A D 0 E A A I S D A N C E H A 
e E R X U F N U 0 B U II N E G e E R X U F N U 0 B U H N E G 
H F D II T F T C M A R G D T G If F D H T F T e M A R G D T G 

• ACH (TIl .03 .07 .01) 0 -.22 -.10 0 .25 -.22 -.23 -.08 .05 -.26 -.04 .35 .09 .07 -.01 .06 -.10 .27 .11 .04 -.06 -.04 .08 -.08 -.11 -.01 
DEF .22 -.24 -.32 -.07 -.09 .07 .03 .01 .14 .16 .28 -.37 -.18 .01 .47 .12 -.12 -.15 -.12 .02 .06 .05 .06 .04 -.26 .18 ... 22 -.02 
ORD -.29 -.13 -.22 -.05 .03 -.07 .06 -.09 -.18 .34 -.41 -.21 .10 .21 .58 -.22 -.01 -.23 .05 -.03 -.20 -.06 -.18 -.14 .26 -.20 .01 
EXH .12 -.26 -.07 -.10 .07 -.15 -.34 .10 -.12 .12 .14 0 -.26 -.25 .54 .11 -.02 -.19 0 .10 -.14 -.07 .26 -.18 .09 .11 
AUT -.23 -.15 -.16 -.16 -.25 -.24 .19 -.22 .18 .14 .14 -.111 -. 01 .14 .30 -.09 -.11 -. 06 -. as -.10 -.13 .15 -.08 • as .05 
AFF • 01 .08 -.09 .04 .39 .08 -.22 • 03 -.24 -.24 .0'\ -.16 -.13 -.14 .40 • 02 • as -.16 .14 .37 -.13 -. 09 • 09 -.13 
!NT -.22 .19 -.07 -.16 -.15 .03 -.04 -.08 • 02 a -.05 -.,12 -.01 .12 .48-.21 .11 -.04 -.07 .09 -.01 -.13 -.09 
sue -.21 .08 .12 -.23 -.18 -.04 -.14 .16 • 02 -. 03 -.05 -.17 .03 -.23 .62 -.15 • 02 .13 -.41 -.15 .11 -.04 
DOM -.30 -.18 -.16 .05 -.29 .12 .30 -.03 .03 .12 .08 -.13 0 -.27 .46 -.12 -.13 -.03 .19 -.32 .04 
ABA .32 -.28 .08 -.10 -.26 -.26 .11 .15 -.28 -.28 -.07 .07 .17 -.12 .57 .10 -.17 .11 -.10 -.20 
NUR -.10 -.24 -.04 -.32 -.25 .18: -.03 -.14 -.10 .17 .05 .13 -.14 .21 .47 -.27 -.12 -.05 -.11 

'" CHG -.12 .06 .07 -.20 -.22, -.20 .23 .10 . ,11 -.05 -.06 .01 -.12 0 .51 -.28 .11 .13 g END -.44 -.23 .13 .30 .22 -.12 -.25 -.13 .17 .17 .02 .06 -.2B -.02 .53 -.26 -.lB 
lIET .15 -.22 -.25 -.28 .07 .10 .05 0 -.07 -.10 -.11 a .17 -.22 -.59 • 04 
AGG .06 -.22 ,-.09 .10 .17 _.01 -.05_.13 .24 -.19 -.12 .05 -.13 .05 .37 
ACIf'!T3l .08 .05 .13 0 -.19 -.12 -.05 .23 -.16 -.30 -.11 .02 -.26 -. 08 
DEF .39 -.17 -.33 -.13 • 04 .02 -.07 .OB a -.43 .25 -.31 -.21 
ORD -.25 -.07 -.28 .04-.11 -.12 -.04 -.30, -.29 .39 -.36 -. 09 
EXH .09 -.25 -.14 -.12 .25 -.lB -.20 .19 -.20 -.01 .13 
AUT -.12 -.11-.24 .03 -.27 -.14 .13 -.23 .11 .33 
AFF .01 .19 -.29 -.07 .53 a -.30 .06 -.10 
!NT -.36 -.04 .10 -. 08 -.01 .23 -.22 -.35 
SUC -.24 .02 .31 -.21 -.32 • 08 -.11 
DOM -.20 -.26 .05 • as -.27 .09 
ABA .20 -.12 • as -.23 -.24 
NUR -.18 -.41 a -.15 
ClIG -.13 .11 • 02 
END -.30 -.29 
HET .19 
AGG 

MEAN 15. 04 12.57 12.54 15.30 11.57 13.23 16.16 8.95 16. 08 15.50 14.89 13.93 15.92 15.65',13.12 15.31 11.44 :11.63 14.87 12.96 11.94 15.95 9.73 16.49 14.26 13.62 14.51 15.27 17.50 14.73 
STAND. '3.73 3.13 4.73 3.67 4.70 3.61 4.284. 00 3.9B 4.10 4.72 3.77 5.23 6.10 4.32 3.81 3. 03 4.96 3.63 3.57 3.96 4.624.97 4.39 4.63 DEV. 

\ ~-:?:=:::i;;w;:;;~.~;.ilii, ~.ij"lIlili!liiiijii .• E~~jl,5!iWaI!iiQjliUinJililtilii _i\liili'lW:ii1,iiiiiil'1II!1I!JII!l,I~:l!IIl!Ilfll,1li!lij3il~!IIIIlIII'I:I_~:"M-___________ -.:::-____ -.-:-:---c--.-.--~--".--'--."~' __ '_'~. __ ... 
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4.36 4.20 5.42 6.46 3.87 
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Item B-1 

LIFE mSTORY FORM 

PERSONAL 

1. 
Nrune', _______________________________________________ _ 

2. presentAddress'.~~~--------------~~~----------------_c~~ 
Street City State 

3. Other cities you have lived In' ________ =,-,-=""=-:--_______________ _ 
City and State 

When did you live there? 19 __ to 19 

City and State 
When did you live the,'e? 19 to 19 

4. Age, 20-24 (I 
25-29 () 

40-44 ( ) 
45-49 ( ) 

30-34 () 50-54 ( ) 
35-39 () 55 and over () 

5, Ethnic Origin: White ( h Negro ( ): Other ( ) 

6, Marital Status: Single ( ); Married ( ); Separated ( ); Divorced ( l; Widowed ( ), 

7. Military Service: Yes ( ) No ( ) Years of Service, 19 to 19 

What Was your major assignment; _______________ _ 

EDUCATION 

8, 

9. 

10. 

High School Graduate: Yes ( ) No ( ) Equivalency Certlfioate ( ) 

College: (convert c9urses or credits Into equivalent or academic 'years and 
oheck years completed) 

Less than 1 ( I; 1 ( ); 2 ( l; 3 ( ); 4 ( h 5 ( ); 6 or more ( ) 

Major fleld(s) In college, _________________________ _ 

What degL'ee(s) held, _____________________________ _ 

How much education does (or did) your father have? Not high school grad. ( ); 

rugh school grad. ( I; Some college ( ); College grad ( ). 

-. 

.' 
". 

" '. 

/ 

- 2 -

EMPLOYMENT 

11. 

12. 

13. 

14. 

15. 

16. 

17. 

What full time job did you hold Immediately before entering police work? 

What other full time jobs have you held? __________________ _ 

During whnt year did you first become Interested in police work as a 
vocational choice? 

19 __ 

What othe,' kinds of work were you considering before you decided to become 
a police officer? ______________________________________ _ 

-------~,,~---------------------------------------
Have you don'(Shlft work before joining the department? Yes ( ) No ( I 

1\ 
Will you make more money f'l a patrolman than you did in your former job? 

Yes ( I No (") 

Father's occupation (If deceased, list his major occupation during his 
working ;,ears.l 

BACKGROUND INFORMATION 

18. 

19. 

Do you have any relatives who are or were pollc~ officers? Yes ( I No ( ) 

If yes" do you feel that they In(luenced your decision to become a 
police ,orncer? 

Definitely Yes 
Probably Yes 
Don't Know 
ProbablY No 
Definitely No 

( 1 
( ) 
( ) 
( I 
( ) 

Do you have any frlenda who are or were police officers? Yes ( ) No ( 

If yes, do you feel that they influenced your decision to become a 
police officer? 

Definitely Yes 
Probably Yes 
Don1t Know 
Probably No 
Definitely No 

" 

( ) 

! ! 
( ) 
( ) 

a 

() 
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2 O. Haye you read any books or magazines abqRt poUce work within the past year? 
Yes ( ) No ( )') . 

If so, list titles: _________ -'-____________ _ 

21. Do you feel that your reading has helped you in your decision to become a 
police officer? 

Definitely Yes 
Probably Yes 
Don't Know 
Probably No 
Definitely No 

f:': 
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nem B-3 

NAME:, ________________ ~-----------------------------

Everybody seems to have something to say about how the police should do 
their job. At the start, your instructors will be a major source of "how 
to do it" information. Later, your supervisors will let you know how to 
do~your, work. A lot of other people -- even those outside the department -
will also let you know in one way or another how they think you should do 
your job. 

On the following pages are 5 items designed to determine the way you think 
various people in your community feel about the police and their work. For 
each of the 15 groups listed on each page, indicate the way you think they 
feel about the. matter presented at the top of the page. 

Look at the first item. If you fcel businessmen expect you to learn the 
essentia).s of police work mainly through formal classroom training. place 
an X in column A across from businessmen. On the other hand, if you feel 
businessmen expect you to learn the essentials of polit:e work m,ainly through 
experience in the field, place an X in column B. If you':leel .businessmen 
hold both paints of view, place an X in both columns A and B. If you feel 
businessmen are unconcerned or you donlt know how businessmen feel alDut 
the matte:r, place an X in the appropriate column. 

Continue on by indicating your x"esponses in the same way for each of the 14 
other groups of people listed on the page. 

Next, place an X in the column which represents what you feel about the 
matter . 

LasUy, indicate the extent to which you are bothered by the fact that certain 
groups in the list themselves hold opposing views and/or a view which connicts 
with yours. 

.-

Here Are Three Ways That Various G,'oups and Individuals in Your Community 
Might Feel About the Police and Their Work. 

A. EXPECT ME TO LEARN THE ESSENTIALS OF POLICE WORK MAINLY 
TIffiOUGH FORMAL CLASSROOM TRAINlNG. 

B. EXPECT ME TO LEARN THE ESSENTIALS OF POLICE WORK MAiNLY 
THROUGH EXPERIENCE IN THE FIELD. 

C. UNCONCERNED AND/OR HAVE NO FEEL.tNG EITHER WAY. 
-",-~ ,-

\\ 
For each group or individual listed below, check the space/~hich most nearly 
represents the way you think they feel about this matter"," 

ABC I Have 
(Ciaasroom) (Field Experience) (Unconcerned) ~ 

1. BUsinessmen ( r ) ) 

2. Civil rights leaders ( ) ) I 
3. Clergymen ( ) ) ) 
4. Experienced patrolmen ( ) ) ) 
5, Judges ( ) ) ) 
6. Lawyers ( ) ) ) 

7. Newspaper men ( ) ) ( ) 

B. other new patrolmen ( ) ) ( ) 
9. Personal friends ( ) ) ( ) 

10. Police instructors/trainers ( ) ) ( ) 

11. Police supervisors ( ) ( ) ( ) 

12. Politicians ( ) ( ) ( ) 

13. Probation officers ( ) ( ) ( ) 

14. Prosecutors ( ) ( I ( ) 

15. Wife I family ( ) ( ) ( ) 

Which .... ,Nay do you feel you will 
learn the essentials tJf police work? ( ) ( ) ( ) 

To what extent are you bothered by the fact that certain groups in the list 
themselves hold opposing views andlo, a view which connlcts with yours? 

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 

" 
f 

A great deal, 
Consid,erably 
To some degree 
Hardly at all 
Not at all 

( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 

( 
( 
( 
( 
( 
( 
( 
( 
( 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
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Here Are Three Ways That Various Groups and Individuals in YClur Community 
Might Feel About the Pollee and Their Work. 

A. EXPECT ME TO BE SOMEWHAT IMPERSONAL AND RESERVED IN 
DEALING WITH THE PUBLIC. 

B. EXPECT ME TO BE GOOD-NATURED AND FRIENDLY IN DEALING WITH THE PUBLIC. 

C. UNCONCERNED ANDloR HAVE NO ATTITUDE EITHER WAY. 

For each group or individualllsted below, check the space Which most nearly 
represents the way you think they feel about this matter. 

A B 
.(ImpersOnal) (Good-natured) C I Have 

(Unconcerned) No Idea 1. BUSinessmen 
( ) ( ) 

( ) 
2. Civil rights leaders 

( ) ( ) 
( ) 

3. Clergymen 
( ) ( ) ( ) 

4. Experienced patrolmen 
( ) ( ) ( ) 

5. Judges 
( ) ( ) 

( ) 
6. Lawyers 

( ) ( ) 
( ) 

7. Newspaper men 
( ) ( ) ( ) 

B. Other new patrolmen 
( ) ( ) ( ) 

9. Personal friends 
( ) ( ) ( ) 

10. Police instructors/trainers ( ) ( ) 
( ) 

11. Police Supervisors 
( ) ( ) ( ) 

12. POliticians 
( ) ( ) ( ) 

13. Probation officers 
( ) ( ) ( ) 

14. Prosecutors 
( ) ( ) 

( ) 
15. Wife/family 

( ) ( ) ( ) 

Which way do you feel you. should b~ 
when dealing with the public? 

( ) ( ) ( ) 

To What extent are you bothered by th~ fact that certain groups in the list 
themselves hold OPPOSing views and/or a View which conflicts with yours? 

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 

A great deal 
Considerably 
To Borne degree 
Hardly at aU 
Not at all 

) 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 

( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
( I 
( I 
I ) 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
( I 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 

j! 

~ .. 

; A 

/ 

Here Are Three Ways That VarIous Groups and Individuals in Your Community 
Might Feel About the Pollee .and Their Work. 

A. EXPECT ME TO HANDLE THE ARREST OF A DRUNKEN SCHOOL 
TEACHER IN THE SAME WAY AS THE ARREST OF A DRUNKEN LABORER, 

B. EXPECT ME TO HANDLE THE ARREST OF A DRUNKEN SCHOOL 
TEACHER IN A DIFFERENT WAY THAN THE ARREST OF A DRUNKEN LABORER. 

C. UNCONCERNED AND/OR HAVE NO FEELING EITHER WAY. 

For each group or individual llst«t'below, check the space Which most nearly 
represents the way you think they feel about this matter. 

A B C (Same Wa:!::) 
(Different W&) (Unconcerned) 

1. BUSinessmen 
( ) ( ( ) 

2. Civil rights leadera ( ) ( ( ) 
3. Clergymen 

( ) ( ( I 4. Experienced patrolmen ( I ( ) ( ) 
5. Judges 

( ) ( I ( ) 
6. Lawyers 

( ) ( ) ( ) 
7. Newspaper men ( ) ( ) ( ) 
B. Other new patrolm~n ( ) ( ) ( ) 
9. Personal friends ( ) ( ) ( ) 

10. POlice instructors/trainers ( ) ( ) ( ) 
11. Police !=Jupervisors ( ) ( ) ( I 12. Politicians 

( ) ( ) ( ) 
13. Probation officers ( ) ( I ( I 14. Prosecutors ( ) ( I ( ) 
15. Wife/family 

( ) ( ) ( ) 
What do you feel you ought to do? 

To what extent are you bothered by the fact that certain groups in the list 
themselves hold OPPOSing views and/or a View Which confilcts with yours? 

1. A great deal ( ) 2. ConSiderably ( ) 3. To some qegree ( ) 4 • liardly at aU ( ) 5, Not at all ( ) 

I Have 
No Idea 

( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
( I 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
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Here are Four Ways th"t Various Groups and Individuals in Your Community Might 
Feel About the Police and Their Work. 

A. EXPECT ME TO STOP THE RISE IN CRIME EVEN IF IT REQUmES 
SACRIFICING CERTAIN CIVIL LIBERTIES. 

B. EXPECT ME TO RESPECT CIVIL LIBERTIES EVEN IF IT RESULTS IN 
INCREASING CRIME. 

C. EXPECT ME TO STOP THE RISE IN CRIME BUT, AT THE SAME TIME, 
RESPECT CIVIL LIBERTIES. 

D. UNCONCERNED AND/OR HAVE NOArTITUDE EITHER WAY. 

For each group or individual listed below, check the space which most nearly 
represents the way you think they feel about this matter. , A B C D 

(Stop but I Have 
(Stop RIse) (Respect) Respect) CUnc~) ~ 

1. Bus inessmcn J",/ ( ( ( ) 
2. Civil rights leaders'/ ( ( ( ) 
3. Clergymen ( ( ( ) ) 
4. Experienced patrolmen ( ( ) ( ) ) 
5. Judges ( ( ) ( ) ) 
6. Lawyers ( ( ) ( ) ! ~ ( ) 
7. Newspaper men ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
B. Other new patrolmen ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
9. Personal friends ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 

10. Police instructors/trainers ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
11. Police ~uperviBors ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
12. Politicians ( ) ( ) ( ). ( ) 
13. Pro}Jation officers ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
14. Prosecutors ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
15. Wife/family ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 

What do you feel you ought to do? ( ) ( ) ( ) 

To what extent are you bothered by the fact that certain groups in ~he list 
themselves hold opposing views and/or a view which conflicts with'yours? 

h .. 

,., . 

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 

A great deal 
Considerably 
To Some degree 
Hardly at all 
Not at all 

( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 

( 
( 
( 
( 
( 
( 
( 
( 
( 
( 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 

, . 

.,/ 

. ,. 

.~ 

Here are Three Ways that Various Groups and Individuals in Your Community 
Might Feel About the Police and Their Work. 

A. EXPECT POLICE EXPERIENCE TO MAKE ME A CHANGED PERSON. 

B. EXPECT, POLICE EXPERIENCE TO HAVE LITTLE EFFECT ON ME 
AS A PERSON. 

C. UNCONCERNED AND/OU HAVE NO ATTITUDE EITHER WAY. 

For each. group or individual listed below. check the space which most nearly 
represents the way you think they feel about this matter. 

To what extent are you bothered by the fact that certain groups in the list 
themselves nold oPposinlI views and/ or a view whichconnicts with yours? 

' . 

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 

'. 

A great deal 
Considerably 
To some degree 
Hardly at all 
Not at all 

( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
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nem B-4 

NAME:. ______________________________________ ~ ___ 

A pollce officer really gets to know people, Police work gives a man 
an opportunity to observe all kinds of people in all kinds of situations. 
In fact, watching people is an important part of his job. 

At the top of each o(:Jhe attached sheets is the name of a group or a."1 
individuiu. .Below the name is a liat of ten opposing pairs of words 
which are commonly used to describe people. Between each pair of 
words is a scale numbered 1 through 7. 

Place an "X" in the box which indicates your rating of the group on 
each pair of descriptive words. in the 'example below, you might feel 
that taxicab drivers are very pleasant people. In this case, you would 
put an .,X" in box 1, as shown. On the second pair of words, clean and 
dirty, you might feel that cab drivers are really neither clean nor dirty. 
They are, in a sense, in the middle on this qUality. Therefore, you would 
put an "X" In box 4, as shown. On the third pair' of words, you might 
think that taxicab drivers are fairly unsklIled people. You would then 
put an X in box 6, as shown. 

Work rapidly! Your first. impressions are desired here. 

pleasant 

clean 

skilled 

[81 

o 
o 

o 
o 
o 

TAXI-CAB DRIVERS 

o 
o 
o 

o 
181 
o 

5 

o 
o 
o 

o 
o 
181 

o 
o 
o 

unpleasant 

dirty 

unskilled 

a. 

b. 

c. 

d. 

e. 

f. 

g. 

h. 

i. 

j. 

" ' 

I 

BUSINESSMEN '" 

Rate ";Businessmen" on each o( the seven point scales between the ten 
word pairs Shown below. Place an "X" in the box which indicates your 
choice. 

7 

cooperative 0 o o o o o o uncooperative 

informed o o o o o o .0 uninformed 

f..",i1iar o o o o o o II strange 

fair o o o o o o unfair 

large o o o o o o o small 

trusting o o o o o o o suspicious 

good o o o o o o o bad 

strong o o o o o o o weak 

active o o o o o o o passive 

important o o o o o o o insignificant 

~ In addition to busipessmen, subjects were asked to rate In the same manner 
civll rights leaders, clergymen, experienced patrolmen, judges, lawyers, news
paper men, other new patrolmen, personal friends, police instructors/trainers, 
police supervisors, \tJoliticians, probation officers, prosc"utors, nnd w?,fe/famUy. 
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Item B-5 

NAME~: ______________________________________ _ 

Each of us has a part in the overall mission of our department. -
Some of \19 contribute to the achievement of this mission more 
than others-.. not because of differences in effort but rather bec;ause 
of the nature of the position we hold. For example. a janitor Is 
necessary to accomplish the police mission. but his contribution 
can never be as grent as thnt of the chief. 

On Ibe following page is a list of 20 positions occupied by patrolmen 
in your department." Some positions are highly important in terms 
of the Qvcl,"all police mission while others are of ~es8er importance. 
Based upon your present knowledge of police work, select the five 
positions which you believe to be the most Important In accomplishing 
the overall police fUnction. Place an X in Ibe sapce to the lert of 
each "f Ihe five positions that you select. 

Next, indicate the order of importance by plncing a number 
.(1 through 5) in the space to the right of the 5 positions selected. 
'For example. number 1 should be used to designate the most 
important position; number 2, the next most important; and 
number 5, the fifth most important of the positions you chose. 

"'The form was modified sUghUy (or each city In order to allow for 
differences in terminology and organizational structure. 

. /' 
,I 

X 

/ 

(! through 5) 

Patrolman assigned to Youth Division ••••••••• 

Patrolman assigned to Inspecllonal Services Division. 

Patrolman aSSigned as turnkey in substallon lockup ••••••••• 

Patrolman assigned to TraWc Enforcement Section. • • • • • • • • 

Patrolman assigned to Central Records Division • • • • . • • • • • 

Patrolman aSSigned to Robbery Unit of Criminal Investigation Dlv. 

Patrolman aSSigned to Training and Educallon Division as Instructor __ __ 

Patrolman assigned to Homicide Unit of Criminal Investigation Dlv. 

Patrolman assigned to Communication Control Center ....... . 

Patrolman assigned to Range as "Instructor. . . . . . . 

Patrolman aSSigned to Planning and Hesearch Division. 

Patrolman aSSigned to Narcotic Unit of Vice Section. • • • • • • • • 

Patrolman aSSigned to Community Helallons Division • • • • • • • • 

Patrolman aSSigned to District foot post. • • • • • . • • • • • • • • 

Patrolman assigned to District radio car •••••••.••••••• 

Patrolman assigned to Tactical Section.pf Patrol Division •••••• ___ 

Patrolman aSSigned to Laboratory Division of Services Bureau. • • . __ __ 

Patrolman assillned to TraWc Education Unit. • • • • • • • • • . • • __ __ 

PatrC'lman aSSigned to Perspnni('l DIv~sion ••••••••••••••• __ __ 

:Patrolman assigned to Prostitution Unit of Vice Section •• , ••••• __ . __ 

' . 

.. / 

" 
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Item B-6 

NAME: ________________________________________________ _ 

Please give your opinion on each statement by circling the proper number. 
Is what the numbers mean: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

6. 

6. 

10. 

11. 

I. I strongly disagree 
2. I dl~agree 
3. Don't know or have no opinion 
4. I agree 
5. I strongly agree 

Court decisions on interrogating suspects will undoubtedly result 
in fewer solutions of criminal cases. 

The police are not receiving the backing they should Cram the 
political power structure In our cities. 

The good policeman is one who gives his commanding officer 
unquestioning obedience. 

The police service needs more college trained career officers. 

The police are justified In regarding a juvenlle with "beatnik" or 
IImodl! appearance as a person who needs to be watched. 

In certain areas of the city, physical combat skills and an aggres
sive bearing will be more useful to a pstrolman on the bent than 
book learning and a courteous manner. 

The best officer is one who knows When to depart from standard 
operating procedures in order to get the job done. 

Since ours is igovernment "of the people, by the people, and Cor 
the people, " the public has a rigbt to pass judgment on the way the 
police are doing their job. 1 

The trouble with psychology and sociology Is that they are not 
related to the everyday realities of the police job. 

It would be a good idea to fill some vacalleles in connand positions 
with qualified officers from other police agencies. 1 

Experience has shown police oCClcers that there Is a big difference 
between whetber a man really Is guilty and whether the court 

Here 

4 

2 3 4 5 

4 

4 

2 3 4 

2 3 4 5 

2 3 4 5 

2 3 4 5 

2 3 4 5 

2 3 4 5 

says he is. 
2 3 4 5 

,. 

.... ij 

.. . 

12. 

!f o 

.'-:: 

- 2 -

1. I strongly disagree 
2. I disagree 
3. Don't know or have 110 opinion 
4. I agree 
5. I strongly agree 

The police are often responsilie for tbe Cact that deCendants 
are not Cound gull!y. 

13. The best officer is one who knows and sticks stricUy to depart
mental procedurea. 

14. If police put as mucb effort into crime prevention as they do 
into investigation aCter a crime has been committed, we would be 
farther ahead in reducing crime. 

15. 

16. 

17. 

10. 

19. 

20. 

/ 

The best oCClcers are those Who do what they ara told to do by 
their supervisors. 

The best officers generally have more education than the others. 

It would be de"irable if candidates for police service were re
quired to complete certain coUege courses In order to be certified 
by the state for Initial employment. 1 

There is nothing wrong with the idea of civlllan review !>oards If 
people who are fair and unbiased could be found to serve 011 tttem. 

Some of the Idp,als of politeness and decency taught In police 
scbools are unworkable under the actual conditions on tbe beat. 

Preservation of the peace requires that pollee have the authority 
to order ,people to !'move along" or "break it up" even though no 
law Is being vLola#<l. 

o 

o 
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2 3 4 5 
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2 3 4 5 
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Item B-7 
NAME: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

Read over the fOllowing Ust completely. 

Select 10 qualities which you believe to be essential in a good policeman. 

Indicate the order of importance by placing a number (l _ 10) in the space 
v"xt to the quality selected. Nl is most important, 62 is nexUn imparlance. etc. 

rr you think some quality of importance has been o::nitted, write it in one 
of the spaces prOvided under ""ther", and indicate its numerical order as above. 
Alertness 

Dedication 
Self l'elillnce 

Air cjf Authority 
Initiative 

Even tempered 
Cooperation 

Efficient 
Appearance 

Good Health 
Co~rtesy 

Common Sense 
Intelligence 

Emotional Maturity 
Sense of Hutnor 

Respect for Superiors __ 
Patience 

PhYSical Strength 
Tolerance 

Honesty 
Courage 

Knowledge of the 
Police Job Compassion 

Leadership 
Discretion 

Religious 
Good Family 

Friendly Background 
Sobriety 

Well Trained 
Integrity 

Practical 
Morality 

Not Naive 

Responsibility 
StUdious 

Pleasant Personality 
Rellablllty 

Industrious 
Well Educated 

Other ________ _ 

" 
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Item B-8 
NAME:, ________________ , _______________________ ~ ____ _ 

There is no question about it. A police officer's work is da·ngerous. A man can find 
himself in a dangerous situation suddenly and without warning. 

Some aSSignments carry with them a very real possibility of personal danger and violence. 
Other assignments do not, Below Is a11st of radio assignmen,ts drawn from the standardi
zed Ten Code System. Imagine you are aSSigned to a patrol car and you receive a radio 
aSSignment. Rate each code aSSignment listed below ac~ording to the degree of danger 
you think might be present in handling each incident to which you might be aSSigned. 

For example, if you think an assignment has almost no possibility for danger, place 
a check 'In the first column. If, on the other hand, you teel there may be a high degree of 
danger present in handling the call. place a check in the fourth column. 

Your choice, in each instance. should be in terms of What you believe at tl)e present time. 
Work rapidly. Your first impresLlIions are desired here. ,;:----

No 
Certair,\ B:nd Danger Slight .Moderate High Extrer.n~ Whatsoever DanEler Danger Danger Danger' 1. Murder 0 0 0 0 0 2. Indecent exposure 0 0 0 0 0 3. Family disturbance 0 0 0 0 0 4. Reckless driving 0 D 0 0 0 5. Burglar alarm sounding 0 0 0 0 0 6. Aman down 0 0 0 0 0 7. Disturbance with teenagers 

n. Firearms discharged 
0 
0 

0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 9. Officer needs help 0 0 0 0 0 10. Attempted suicide 0 0 0 0 0 11. Robbery in progress 0 0 0 0 0 12. Assault with a deadly weapon 0 0 0 0 0 13. Rape victim 0 0 0 0 0 14. Burglary in progress 0 0 0 0 0 15. Drunk driver 0 0 0 D 0 16. :nsane person 0 0 0 0 0 17. Malicious mischief 0 0 0 0 0 In. A suspicious person 0 0 0 0 0 19. Meet a citizen 0 0 0 0 0 20. Animal bite victim 0 0 0 0 0 

(1 0 

"' .... 
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Table C-1 

Mean Scores Derived from Responses of 113 Police Subjects on the 
Cooperative-Uncooperative Semantic Differential Scale; T I' T 2 and T 3 

T1 T2 T3 

Mean Mean Mean Significance of 
Concept Score 

Rank 
Score 

Rank 
Score 

Rank Difference 
T

1
-T

3 

Businessmen 2.33 10 2.63 11 2.80 10 .05 
Civil Rights Leaders 4.81 15 4.88 15 5.41 15 .01 
Clergymen 1.46 2 1.59 2 2.05 5 .01 
Experienced Patrolmen 1.56 5 1.73 5 1. 79 3 .05 
Judges 2.36 11 2.36 10 2.91 11 .01 
Lawyers 3.02 12 3.43 12 4.03 12 .01 
Newspapermen 4.27 14 3.97 14 4.11 13 NS 
New Patrolmen 1.53 4 1.64 3 1. 77 2 .05 
Personal Friends 1.86 7 1.96 8 2.12 6 NS 
Police Instructors 1.47 3 1. 70 4 1. 95 4 .01 
Police Supervisors 1. 72 6 1. 83 6 ' 2.45 8, 001 
Politicians 3.44 13 3.53 13 4.31 1~i' .01 
Probation Officers 2.00 8 2.34 9 2.65 9 .01 
Prosecutors 2.24 9 1.89 7 2.19 7 .05 
Wife/Family i. 39 1 1.42 1 1.74 1 .01 

, 
Table C-2' 

Mean Scores Derived from Responses of 113 Police Subjects on the 
Informed-Uninformed Semantic Differential Scale; T

1
, T2 and T3 0 

T1 T2 T3 

Mean Mean Mean Significance of 
Concept 

Score 
Rank 

Score 
Rank 

Score 
Rank Difference 

T1-Tg 

Businessmen 2.14 10 2.42 12 3.10 12 .01 
Civil Rights Leaders 3.34 15 3.24 15 4.06 15 .01 ,P 

Clergymen 1. 90 8 2.17 8 2.78 9 .01 
Experienced Patrolmen 1.49 4 1. 75 6 1. 80 2 .01 
Judges 1.48 3 1.40 1 1. 93 3 .01 
Lawyers 1.56 6 1.70 5 2.28 6 .01 
Newspapermen 2.27 12 2.25 10 2.88 10 .01 
New Patrolmen 2.,53 13 2.57 13 3.19 14 .01 
Personal Friends 2.84 14 2.95 14 3.14 13 NS 
Police Instructors 1. 20 1 1. 47 2 1.73 1 .01 

I

i 
/ 

Police Supervisors 1.42 2 1.57 3 2.03 4 .01 
Politicians 1. 99 9 2.22 9 2.96 11 .01 
Probation Officers 1. 73 7 2.13 7 2.60 8 .01 
Prosecutors 1.54 5 1.58 4 2.12 5 .01 

,( 

" 
Wife/Family 2.17 11 2.31 11 2.49 7 .05 

(J 
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7~::-:;':/ Table C-3 

'cMe'an'Scores Derived from Responses of 113 P , 
Large-Small Semantic Diftere tial S 1 olice SubJects on the 

n ca e; T1, T2 and T3 

T1 T2 ~3 
Concept ' Mean Mean Mean Score Rank Rank Score Score Rank 

Businessmen 
Civil Rights Leaders 

3.67 14 3.50 12.5 
3.88 15 

3.77 14 
Clergymen 4.12 15 4.25 
Experienced Patrolmen 

3.39 8 3.34 9 
15 

2.87 1 
3.14 7 

JudgeS 2.73 1 2.64 3.52 11 1 
Lawyers 3.10 4 

3.50 10 
3.09 4 

Newspapermen 3.50 12.5 
3.63 13 

3.51 10 
New Patrolmen 3.58 14 3.58 3.28 4 12 
Persorial Friends 3.28 7 3.33 3.42 9 9 
Police Instructors 3.31 8 3.32 3.12 3 8 
Police Supervisors 3.07 3 3.06 2.99 2 3 
Politicians 2.88 2 

3.60 12 
3.00 2 

Probation Officers 3.48 11 
3.30 5 

3.64 13 
Prosecutors 3.41 10 

3.34 6 
3.54 11 

Wife/Family 3.19 6 3.11 3.35 7 5 
3.16 5 3.12 6 

TableC-4 

Mean Scores Derived from Responses of 113 P' , 
Strong-Weak Semantic Differ t'a! S al olice SubJects on the 

enl ce;T
1
,T

2
andT

3 

Tl T2 T3 

Concept Mean Mean 
Score Rank Rank Mean 

Score Score Rank 

Businessmen 
Civil Rights Leaders 

3.73 15 3.59 14 
3.52 3.60 13.5 

Clergymen 13 3.80 15 
2.94 6 3.92 15, 

Experienced Patrolmen 2.96 8 
2.31 1 

,2.88 5 
Judges 2.42 1 

3.19 10 2.27 1 
Lawyers 

3.42 
2.90 6 2.98 7 

Newspapermen 11 3.37 11 
3.53 3.50 11 

. New Patrolmen 14 3.50 12 
2.70 3.60 13.5 

Personal Friends 5 2.64 4 
2.96 2.96 6 

Police Instructors 7 3.07 9 
2.40 2 3.02 9 

Police Supervisors 2.49 
2.67 5 2.74 3 

Politicians 4 2.53 2 
3.48 2.84 4 

Probation Officers 12 3.57 13 
3.08 3.55 12 

Prosecutors 8 3.31 10 3.49 10 
Wife/Family 3.09 9 2.95 7 

2.45 3 
3.00 8 2.60 3 2.50 2 

313 
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Significance of 
Difference 

T
1
-T

3 

NS 
.05 
NS 
NS 
.01 
NS 
NS 
NS 
NS 
NS 
NS 
NS 
NS 
NS 
NS 

Significance of 
Difference 

T
1
-T

3 

NS 
.05 
NS 
NS 
NS 
NS 
NS 
.05 
NS 
.05 
.05 
NS 
.01 
NS 
NS 
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Table C-5 Table C-7 

Mean SC'OZ.2S Derived from Responses of 113 Police SUbjects on the 
Familiar-Strange'Semantic Differential Scale; T l' T 2 and T 3 

Mean Scores Derived from Responses of 113 Police Subjects qn ,the 
Trusting-Suspicious Semantic Differential Scale' T, T and T 

' " I' 2 '3' 

'T1 T2 T3 T1 T2, T3 

Mean Mean Mean Significance of 
Concept 

Score 
Rank 

Score Rank Score 
Rank Difference 

I T
1
-T

3 

Concept Mean 
Rank Mean Mean Significance of 

Score Score Rank 
Score Rank Difference 

T
1
-T

3 

Businel'l!;men 2.86 13 3.05 13 3.19 11 NS 
Civil Rights Leaders 4.01 15 4.07 15 4.54 15 .01 
Clergymen 2.09 4 2.36 8 2.65 8 .01 
Experienced Patrolmen 2.00 3 1.87 '3 1. 73 1 .05, 
Judges 2.38 7 2.27 7 2.33 6 NS 
Lawyers 2.60 11 2.66 10 2.88 9 NS 
Newspapermen 2.90 14 2.98 12 3.31 13 ,NS 
New P".trolmen 2.55 10 2.45 9 2.92 10 .01 
Personal Friends 2.19 6 2.21 6 2.33 6 NS 
Police Instructors 1.80 2 1. 81 2 2.06 3 NS 
Police Supervisors 2.10 5 2.03 4 2.15 4 NS 
Politicians 2.82 12 3.25 14 3.74 14 .01 
Probation Officers 2.53 9 2.75 11 3.24 12 .01 
Prosecutors 2.44 8 2.20 5 2.33 6 NS 
Wife/Family 1. 53 1 1.58 1 1.81 2 .05 

Businessmen 3.70 12 3.70 11 3.90 11 NS Civil Rights Leaders 4.96 15 5.10 15 5.81 15 .01 Clergymen 1.52 2 1.73 2 1.99 2 .01 Experienced Patrolmen 2.73 9 2.94 10 2.87 7 NS Judges 2.66 8 2.57 8 2.97 8.5 .05 Lawyers 3.56 11 4.11 12 4.55 12 .01 Newspapermen 4.49 14 4.52 14 4.71 14 NS New Patrolmen 2.24 6 2.39 5 2.32 4 NS Personal Friends 2.02 4 2.19 3 2.28 3 NS Police Instructors 1. 98 3 2.35 4 2.49 5 .01 Police Supervisors 2.05 5 2.63 9 3.08 10 .01 Politicians 4.14 13 4.35 13 4.64 13 .01 Probation Officers 2.55 7 2.53 7 2.97 8.5 .05 Prosecutors 3.01 10 2.49 6 2.59 6 .01 Wife/Family 1.27 1 1.32 1 1. 57 1 .01 

\ 

I" 

Table C-6 Table C-8 

Mean Scores Derived from Responses of 113 Police Subjects on the 
Fair-Unfair Semantic Differential Scale; T1' T2 andT3 

Mean Scores Derived from Responses of 113 Police Subjects on the 
, Good-Bad Semantic Differential Scale' T T and T 

, , l' 2 3 

,-

T1 T2 T3 

Mean Mean Mean Sigilificance of 
Concept 

Score 
Rank 

Score 
Rank 

Score Rank D!!ference 
T

1
-T

3 

Businessmen 3.29 12 3.27 11 3.71 11 ~ 01 
Civil Rights Leaders 4.61 15 4.89 15 5.45 15 ·fJ1 
Clergymen 1. 58 2.5 1.79 2 2.11 3 {101 
Experienced Patrolmen 1. 85 5 1. 94 3 2.01 2 1;'S 
Judges 2.19 8.5 2.13 8 2.85 9 .O\~ 
Lawyers 3.03 11 3.52 12 4.12 12 .01,\, 
Newspapermen 4.31 14 4.23 14 4.67 14 .05 \( 
New Patrolmen 1.96 6.5 2.04 6.5 2.19 5 NS 
Personal Friends 2.30 10 2.37 10 2.58 7 .05 '<:>:, -.'-

Police Instructors 1.58 2.5 2.04 6.5 2.14 4 .01 
Police Supervisors 1.63 4 1. 99 4 2.64 8 .01 
Politicians 3.72 13 3.97 13 4.35 13 .01 
Probation Officers 1. 96 6.5 2.36 9 2.93 10 .01 
Prosecutors 2.19 8.5 2.00 5 2.28 6 NS 
Wife/Family 1.54 1 1. 62 1 1. 87 1 .05 

-"~ 

T1 T2 T3 

Concept Mean 
Rank Mean Mean Significance of 

Score Score Rank 
Score Rank Difference 

T
1
-T

3 

Businessmen 2.90 12 3.23 12 3.35 11 .01 Civil Rights Leaders 3.92 15 4.34 15 4.86 15 .,01 Clergymen 1.54 3 1.63 2 1. 93 2 .01 Experienced Patrolmen 1. 82 5 2.02 6 2.00 3 NS Judges 1. 99 8.5 2.19 8 2.86 9 .01 Lawyers 2.81 11 3.1f 11 3.65 12 .01 Newspapermen 3.52 14 3.57 13 3.77 13 NS New Patrolmen 1. 83 6 2.04 7 2.16 6 .01 Personal Friends 1.92 7 1.96 4 2.06 4 NS Police Instructors 1. 52 2 1. 81 3 2.12 5 .01 Police Sup'ervisors 1.71 4 2.01 5 2.45 7.5 .01 Politicians 3.43 13 3.63 14 4.12 14 .01 Probation Officers 1.99 8.5 2.47 10 2.88 10 .01 Prosecutors 2.19 10 2.21 9 2.45 7.5 NS Wife/Family 1. 23 1 1.27 1 1.41 1 NS 
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Table C-9 
f 113 police SUbjects on the 

Mean Scores Derived from Re~?~~~~e~erttial Scale; T l' T 2 and T 3 
Important-Unimportant Seman 1 

I 
'/ 

Significance of 

concept 

Businessmen 
Civil Rights Leaders 
Clergymen 
Experienced Patrolmen 
Judges 
Lawyers 
Newspapermen 
New Patrolmen 
Personal Friends 
Folice Instructors 
police Supervisors 
politicians 
Probation Officers 
Prosecutors 
Wife/'Family 

Mean 
Score 

2.29 
2.91 
1. 50 
1.32 
1. 34 
1. 69 
2.13 
1.46 
1.92 
1. 23 
1. 29 
1.95 
1. 71 
1.49 
1.18 

Rank 

14 
15 

8 
4 
5 
9 

13 
6 

11 
2 
3 

12 
10 

7 
1 

Mean 
Score 

2.35 
3.29 
1.56 
1. 42 
1. 25 
1. 80 
2.08 
1. 42 
1.72 
1. 30 
1.35 
2.15 
2.04 
1.47 
1.15 

Table C-10 

Rank 

14 
15 

8 
5.5 
2 

10 
12 

5.5 
9 
3 
4 

13 
11 

7 
1 

Mean 
Score 

2.30 
3.81 
1.63 
1. 24 
1.48 
2.24 
2.54 
1.43 
1.84 
1. 38 
1.63 
2.57 
2.34 
1. 53 
1. 22 

Rank 

11 
15 

7.5 
2 
5 

10 
i3 

4 
9 
3 
7.5 

14 
12 

6 
1 

of 113 police subjects on the 
, d f m Responses T 

Mean Scores De:-lve
s 

ro t'c Differential Scale; T I' T 2 and 3 
Active-Passlve eman 1 

Concept 

Businessmen 
Civil Rights Leaders 
Clergymen 
Experienced Patrolmen 
,Tudges 
Lawyers 
Newspapermen 
New Patrolmen 
Personal Friends 
police Instructors 
police SUpervisors 
politicians 
Probation Officers 
Prosecutors 
Wife/Family 

Mean Rank 

" 

Score 

2.64 
1. 96 
1. 88 
1.65 
2.17 
2.13 
1. 91 
1.74 
2.46 
1. 54 
1. 60 
1. 99 
1. 91 
1. 88 
1. 81 

,-

15 
10 

6.5 
3 

13 
12 

8.5 
4 

14 
1 
2 

11 
8.5 
6.5 
5 

Mean Rank 
Score 

2.83 
2.25 
1. 67 
2.03 
2.13 
2.15 
1. 90 
1.91 
2.46 
1. 74 
1. 93 
2.21 
2.47 
1.90 
1.90 

316 

15 
12 

1 
8 
9 

10 
4 
6 

13 
2 
7 

1" 
14 

4 
4 

Mean Rank 
Score 

3.12 
2.30 
2.09 
2.06 
2.54 
2.50 
2.50 

':::1. 95 
2.77 
2.05 
2.62 
2.41 
2.73 
2.22 
2.10 

15 
7 
4 
3 

11 
9.5 
9.5 
1 

14 
2 

12 
8 

13 
6 
5 

NS 
.01 
NS 
NS 
.05 
.01 
.01 
NS 
NS 
NS 
.01 
.01 
.01 
NS 
NS 

Significance of 

o 

.01 
NS 
.01 
NS 
.01 
.01 
.01 
NS 
• as 
.01 
.01 
.05 
.01 
.01 
.05 
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Table D-l 

Role Attributes Chosen by Police Recruits in Five Cittcs nt Start of Trrunlng 

Baltimore (N=20) Cincinnati (N-37) columbus (N=24) Indianapolis (N·32) New York Citya:c 
1959 (N·31) 

New York C!ty* 
190B (N=246) 

Attribute ~::;~ Attribute :c~~:. Attribute ;;:;~ Attribute ::::; Attribute 
Aver. 
Score 

Aver. 
Score Attribute 

Alertness 32.03 Dedication 32.58 Alertness 

29.23 Well Trnined 

31.21 Dedication 33.09 Alertness 30.32 Alertness 32.24 

Job Knowledge 29.15 Well Trained 28.77 Alertnass 28.94 Job Knowledge 30.19 Job Knowlp.dge 29.19 

Courag~ 

Honcsty 

29.08 Job Knowledge 28.30 Intelligence 27.75 .19b Knowledge 28.55 Honesty 27.73 Honesty 27.73 

20.43 Alertness 27.84 ,Dedication 27.63 Common Sense 27.08 Common Sense 27.44 Well Trained 26.54 

28.00 Intelligence 27.55 ReIl.blllty 26.52 26.78 Dedication 26.87 Dedication 26.0B Intellfgence 

Well Trained 

Dedication 

27.48_ Jionesty 27,30' Responslblllty' 26.50 

26.43 Common Sense 26.67 Common ScnB~ 26.46 

Well Trnined 
Respect for 
Superiors 
Appearance 

25.02 Intelligence 
24.86 Respect for 

Superiors 
Courtesy 25 .. 93 Courage 26.01 Job Knowledge 24.79 Courage 23.70 Well Trained 

26.10 Common Sense 25.53 

25.45 Intelligence 24.33 

24.63 ResponsibUlty 24.1B 

Common Sense 24.03 Responsibility 24.18 Patience 23.90 B.esponsiblliiy 23.67 Appearance 

Appearance 23.63 Courtesy 23.03 lionesty 23.56 Courtesy 22. B9 Rellabillty 

24.30 Courage 

22.52 Appearance 

*McManus. Opt cit .• p. 66. 

Table 0-2 

Role Attributes Chosen by Police Recruits in Five CiUes at End or Training 

Baltimore 

Well Trained 31.23 

Appearance 29.8a 

Gommon Sense 29.38 

Job Knowledge 29.20 

IntellIgence 27.95 

Responsibillty 27.33 

Dedication 26.58 

Alertness 26.47 

Courtesy 25.98 

Honesty 25.40 

ClnciIUlati 

Common Sense 

Alertness 

Well Trained 

Intoliip-encc 

Honesty 

Job Knowledge 

Courtesy 

Dedication 

Responsibility 

RellabUlty 

*McManus. ~. p. 69. 

31.97 

31.75 

31.55 

2B.72 

27,25 

26.07 

26.09 

25.00 

24.22 

23.1B 

Columbus 

Alertness 

Common Sense 

Job Knowledge 

Honesty 

Intelligence 

Appearance 

Dedication 

Courtesy 

ResponsibUity 

Reliability 

Table D .. 3 

34.06 

33.63 

20.31 

20.0B 

27.3B 

27.35 

27.19 

25.10 

24.56 

24.17 

Indianapolis 

Common Sense 

Alertness 

Dedication 

Appearance 

Well Trained 

Job Knowledge 

Initiative 

Respanslbillty 

Courtesy 

IIonesty 

32.25 

31.25 

29.32 

29.00 

27.93 

26.51 

26.0B 

24.00 

24.4B 

24.0B 

Role Attributes Chosen by Poli'ce Patrolmen in Five Cities After Limited Field Experience 

Baltimore 

Common Sense 36.25 

Alertness 32. a5 

Honesty 27. 85 

Well Trained 27.50 

Job Knowledge 26.35 

Patience 24.18 

ResponslblUty 24.0B 

Courage 24.03 

IntelUgence 23.80 

Dedication 23.55 

Cincinnati 

Common Sense 

Alertness 

Well Trnlned 

Honesty 

Job Knowledge 

futeUJgencc 

Rellnbility 

Courage 

Responslblilty 

Dedication 

IiIMcManus. ~. p. 69. 

32.70 

32.16 

27.96 

27.53 

26. Bl 

25.54 

25.49 

25.~1 

24.07 

24.32 

Columbus 

Common Sense 

Alertnefis 

Job Knowledge 

Honesty 

Intelligence 

Well Trained 

Responsibility 

Integrity 

Appearance 

Dedication 

3'17 

34.64 

34.20 

33.10 

29.B3 

20.77 

2B.00 

24.B7 

23.91 

23.64 

23.56 

Indianapolis 

Common Sense 

Alertness 

Appearance 

liUUative 

B.esponsibility 

Well Trained 

Job Knowledge 

Dedication 

Intelligence 

Honesty 

34.73 

33.03 

2B.51 

27.17 

27.14 

26.34 

26.09 

25.73 

!?4.50 

23.59 

New York CitY" 
106B (N.31) 

Alertness 

Intelligence 

Honesty 

Well Trained 

Common ·Sense 

Courtesy 

Job Knowledge 

Appca.ran~e 

Courage 

Efficient 

New York City¢: 
1959 (N·31) 

Alertness 

Common Sense 

Honesty 

Intelligence 

Job I(nowlcdge 

WeU Trnfued 

.Appearance 

Courage 

Courtesy 

Reliability 

24.14 

22.09 

32.76 

29. B2 

27.44 

27.24 

26.0B 

25.19 

25.15 

25.00 

24.65 

23.02 

31. B6 

30.69. 

2B.50 

27.23 

27.19 

26.37 

25.00 

24.17 

24.15 

23.71 

,I 
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Loading 
Assignment + or 

Greater 

Firearms DischargGJ- .44 
Officer Needs Help .62 
Robbery in Progress .53 
Assault/ Deadly Weapon .55 
Burglary in Progress .63 

Suspicious Person .63 
Meet a Citizen .65 

Rape Victim .65 
Malicious Mischief .49 
Meet a Citizen .40 
Animal Bite Victim .71 

Murder ,49 
Family DistUrbance -.67 
Insane Person -.52 

Indecent Exposure .73 
Man Down .58 

Reckless Driving -.54 
Disturbance lTeenagers -.45 
Firearms Discharged -.41 
Attempted Suicide -.44 
Drunk Driver -.75 
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ACH 
DEF 
OnD 
EXH 
AUT 
AFF 
lNT 
SUC 
DOM 
ABA 
NUR 
CHG 
END 
HET 
AGG 
CONS 
POLL I 
POLL II 
POLLID 
POLLW 
DANGER I 
DANGER II 
DANGERm 
DANGER IV 
DANGER V 
DANGER VI 

MEAN 
STAND. 
DEV. 

o /\ 
() 

Table E::':! 

Intercorrelations'of EPPS Variables. Opinion Poll Factor.§ !l!ld Danger Factors. Tl 

C P P P P D D D D D D 
A D 0 E A A I S D A N C E H A 0 0 0 0 0 G G G G G G 
C E R X U F N U 0 B U H N E G N L L L L R R R R R R 
H F D H T F T C M A R G D T G S I IT ID IV I II III ; IV V VI 

.03 .07 .06 0 -.22 -.10 0 .25 -.22 -.23 -.08 .05 -.26 -.04 .20 .15 .02 0 .16 -.08 -.08 .04 -.02 -.09 -.10 
.22 -.24 -.32 -.07 -.09 .07 .03 .01 .14 -.16 .28 -.37 -.l8 -.08 .06 -.03 -.01 .09 -.09 .12 .04 .11 -.02 .04 

-.29 -.13 -.22 -.05 .03 -.07 .06 -.09 -.16 .34 -.41 -.21 .03 .01 .24 .18 .12 .21 .21 -.01 .17 .11 -.02 
.12 -.26 -.07 -.10 .07 -.15 -.34 .10 -.12 .12 .14 -.03 .03 -.13 .01 0 .04 -.11 -.04 -.05 -.14 .06 

".23 -.15 -.16 -.16 -.25 -.24 • 19 -.22 .18 .14 ,09 -.12 .01 -.23 -.07 .18 .07 -.03 .09 .05 -.07 
.01 .08 -.09 .04 • 39 .06 -.22 .03 -.24 -.04 -.02 -.06 0 -.04 -.16 -.19 -.05 -.15 a .11 

-.22 .19 -.07 -.16 -.15 • 03 -.04 -.06 .01 .10 -.14 -.04 -.01 .08 .19 -.10 .02 • 04 .08 
-.21 • 08 .12 -.23 -.18 -.04 -.14 -.07 .02 -.13 -.15 -.21 -.20 a • 05 -.18 -.05 .05 

-.30 -.18 -.16 .05 -.29 .12 .05 .09 .08 .19 .09 -.09 -.05 -.01 .02 .03 -.05 
.32 -.28 .08 -.10 -.26 .16 -.12 .04 -.02 -.17 0 .12 -.04 .11 -.12 .~8 

-.10 -.24 -.04 -.32 .11 -.08 -.05 • fO -.03 0 -.03 .01 -.11 -.02 .11 
-.12 .06 .07 -.10 -.i4 -.10 -.10 .02 .17 -.10 -.01 .06 -.01 -.01 

-.44 -.23 -.06 .09 .10 .06 .04 .06 .03 -.07 .13 -. 01 -.11 
.15 -.08 -.01 .07 -.04 .06 -.15 -.04 .11 -.06 .07 0 

-.18 -.02 .04 .04 -.07 .05 -.07 .1Q -.07 .17 -.03 
.11 0 .02 -.03 -.02 -.06 .01 -. 01 -.10 ,03 

-.06 -.01 .14 -.17 .11 -.04 -.03 0 -.12 
.36 .17 .03 .21 .09 • as .09 -.05 

.25 -. Ql .11 .09 -.13 • 04 .11 
-.07 , 04 • 04 -.03 .10 .08 

.20 .29 .63 .22 .22 
.19 .29 .18 .14 

.30 .20 .27 
.21 .23 - • 06 

15.0412.5712.5415:)3011.5713.2316.16 8.9516.0615.50 14.6913,9315.9215.6513.1210.88 9.2226.2513.6015.27 6.92 8.60 13.0611.85 1.81 3.85 

3.733.134.733.674.70 3.61 4.284.00 3.964.10 4.723.775.236.10 4.321.952.423.692.492.692.961.161.792.52 0.62 0.93 
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ACH 
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EXH 
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AFF 
!NT 
SUC 
DOM 
ABA 
NUR 
CHG 
END 
HET 
AGG 
CONS 
POLL I 
POLL II 
POLL III 
POLL IV 
DANGER I 
DANGER II 
DANGER III 
DANGER IV 
DANGER V 
DANGER VI 

MEAN 
STAND • 
DEV. 

c.' 

~ 

" 

A 
C 
H 

D 
E 
F 

.08 

0 
R 
D 

• 05 
.39 

E A 
X U 
H T 

.13 a 

.17 -.33 
-.25 -.07 

.09 

Table E-3 

Intercorrelations ot EPPS Variables. Opinion Poll Factors and ·Danger Factors. 

C P P 
A I S D A N C E H A 0 0 0 
F N U 0 B U II N E G N L L 
F T C M A It G D T G S I II 

-.19 -.12 -.05 .23 -.16 -.30 -.11 .02 -.26 -.08 .07 .35 -.02 
-.13 .04 • 02 -.07 .08 a -.43 .25 -.31 -.21 -.04 .17 a 
-.28 • 04 -.11 -.12 -.04 -.30 -.29 .39 -.36 -.09 -.09 .15 .04 
-.25 -.14 -.12 .24 -.18 -.20 .19 -.20 -.01 .13 .14 -.07 -.05 
-.12 -.11 -.24 .03 -.27 -.14 .13 -.23 .11 .33 .08 -.Ob .27 

.01 • i9" -.29 -.07 .53 a -.30 .06 -.10 -.14 .02 -.03 
-.36 -.04 .10 -.08 -.01 .23 -.22 -.35 -.04 -.05 -.23 

-.24 • Oil .31 -.21 -.32 .08 -.11 -.09 -.07 .03 
-.20 -.26 .05 .05 -.27 • 09 .07 .20 .11 

.20 -.12 . as -.23 -.24 -.06 -.15 -.14 
-.18 -.41 a -.15 -.03 -.01 -.07 

-.13 .11 • 02 -.12 -.22 -.03 
-.30 -.20 a .10 -.03 

.19 .10 -.18 .16 
• 01 -.07 .21 

.22 .16 
-.10 

(; 

T3 

P P D D D D D D 
0 0 ql G G G G G 
L L n., R R It It R 
III IV :::!lJ II III IV V VI 
.03 • 06 -.13 -.02 -,12 -.02 -.01 • 02 
.14 .01 .06 -.15 .05 .14 .04 .05 
.07 .02 .03 C.02 a .25 • Q6 .17 

-.03 .01 .01 a .03 -.11 -.02 -.02 
-.15 -.01 -.11 .07 -.02 • 06 .07, .01 
.06 .14 -.20 -.03 .06 .02 .O{I -.12 

-.08 .19 -.13 -.06 -.04 -.14 .oa -.04 
.07 -.26 .01 -.05 • 02 -.01 -.23 -.12 

-.03 .09 .11 .01 -.10 -.10 .05 -.02 
-.,lO .20 .08 0 .03 -.02 -.04 .10 
-.04 .13 -.20 -.06 .06 -.15 -.11 -.13 
-.05 .16 -.14 .06 .01 -.22 -.09 -.04 
.03 -.17 .18 -.01 -.07 -.20 .22 .16 
.07 -.22 .11 .01 .01 a -.08 -.13 

-.03 -.16 .18 .,21 .20 • 03 -.01 .14 
-.01 .07 a -.09 -.22 -.03 -.09 -.16 

.03 ~)28 -.05 .01 -.10 • 01 -.04 a 

.13 -.18 .06 .14 .15 .22 .08 .01 
-.01 .04 -.01 -.09 -.02 -.05 .04 

-.20 • 09 0 -.10 .03 .07 

~l C:~t~j .20 .41 .23 .51 
.51 .19 .24 .16 

'.1 .17 .37 .41 
.38 .33 

.44 

15.3111.4411.6314.8712.9611.9415.95 9.3716,4014.2613.6214.5115.2717.50 14.7311.13 ~.03 31.1211.8114.1121.31 4.36 6.8511.34 4.3514.19 

3.81 3. 03 4.96 3. 03 3.57 3.96 4.62 4.97 4.39 4.63 4.36 4.20 5.42 6.46 3.87 1.88 2.70 4.40 2.27 3.23 2.41 1.20 2. 02 1.54 1. 20 2.86 
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